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Abstract

In this paper, we present a novel (2, 2) reversible secret
image sharing scheme. Our scheme permits secret mes-
sages to be shared with two participants by splitting the
marked encrypted image into two shadows. The secret
messages can be reconstructed if two participants collab-
orate with each other. The proposed scheme chooses suit-
able binary blocks of a cover image in which to embed the
secret message and divides those blocks into two shadow
blocks by executing a logical operation with all of the
other binary blocks, thereby producing two shadows. In
the data extraction procedure, the secret messages and
the cover image can be reconstructed by the logical oper-
ation of the corresponding binary blocks of the two shad-
ows. A practical application is demonstrated by model-
ing our scheme as a reversible watermarking scheme in
the Cloud. The experimental results indicated that the
proposed method is reversible and that it can restore the
image and watermark properly.

Keywords: Data Hiding; Reversible Watermarking; Secret
Image Sharing

1 Introduction

It is very important to secure information [1,12,14,15,18]
in today’s information age. Secret sharing is an effec-
tive approach to protect the security of information by
sharing parts of the data with different holders to avoid
leaking useful information. In 1979, Shamir and Blakley
independently introduced the concept of secret sharing
and proposed two (t, m) threshold schemes [1, 15]. In
Shamir’s scheme [15], a dealer divides a secret, D, into

m pieces, which are kept by a group of m users; Then,
t or more users can collaborate to recover D, and less
than t users cannot restore D. Inspired by these (t, m)
threshold schemes [3, 5, 10, 13, 16], many researchers fo-
cused on the study of secret sharing. In 1995, Naor and
Shamir extended the (t, m) threshold scheme to secret
image sharing and proposed the concept of visual secret
sharing (VSS) [13]. Although their scheme was a novel
method for sharing secrets, it applies only to binary im-
ages and incurs the pixel expansion problem.

In the past decades, as an important direction for secret
message delivery applications, some schemes [2,4,6–9,11]
have been proposed. Chang et al. introduced a secret
image sharing scheme [2] in 2008. In their scheme, a
magic matrix was used to modify the cover image in or-
der to embed the secret digits. Their scheme can com-
pletely restore a cover image after the secret digits are ex-
tracted. In 2009, Lee et al. proposed a reversible data hid-
ing scheme [9] in which two steganographic images were
used. According to their scheme [9], a cover pixel pair
is changed at most by one when two secret bits are em-
bedded. Therefore, a high steganographic image quality
is provided. In 2015, Lu et al. proposed a dual-image-
based data hiding method [11]. In their study, the center
folding strategy was used to reduce the value of the se-
cret symbols to obtain the folded secret information that
was embedded in the two images. Recently, Chang and
Liu presented a novel (2, 2) secret sharing method [7]. In
their research, the balance between the quality and the
payload of the shadows can be achieved easily by adjust-
ing a control parameter. Compared with the methods of
Lee et al. [9] and Lu et al. [11], Chang and Liu’s scheme [7]
achieved the highest payload and best flexibility.
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Inspired by the above schemes, we present a novel (2,
2) reversible secret sharing scheme. The proposed scheme
uses the logical operation on bit-planes [17] to embed se-
cret data, such as the watermark, and then splits the data
into two shares. Thus, our scheme generates two mean-
ingful images, called shadows. Furthermore, we applied
the proposed secret image sharing scheme to a reversible
watermarking scheme in the Cloud to demonstrate its va-
lidity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews Chang and Liu’s scheme. Section 3 presents the
proposed reversible secret sharing scheme. Section 4 pro-
vides our experimental results, and Section 5 gives our
conclusions.

2 Brief Introduction of Chang and
Liu’s Scheme

Chang and Liu’s scheme [7] is a reversible (2, 2) secret
image sharing method. Their scheme consists of two pro-
cedures, i.e., the secret sharing procedure and the secret
and image reconstructing procedure. Here, the secret im-
age and the cover image are both grayscale images. The
two procedures are described in the following subsections.

2.1 Secret Sharing Procedure

In this process, a grayscale secret image is embedded into
a grayscale cover image P. Assume that P with size of
H ×W is expressed as P = {pi|i = 1, 2, . . . , (H ×W )},
where pi is the i -th pixel of P and pi ∈ [0, 255]. Let G be a
binary stream representing a secret image, with the length
of |G|. G is split into k segments, and each segment, cq, is
the size of ω bits whose value is in the range of 0 to 2ω−1.
Here ω is considered as a control parameter. Thus, G
can be represented as G = {cq|q = 1, 2, . . . , k}, where
k = d|G| /ωe. Two shadow images, P1 and P2, which are
the same size as P, are generated after G is embedded.
The detailed steps are as follows:

Step 1: Set a value of ω.

Step 2: Sequentially read each segment cq of ω bits
from G.

Step 3: Embed cq into pq to produce two shadow pixels
pq1 and pq2. Let ω∗ = 2ω/2, and then perform dif-
ferent embedding processes for cq ≤ ω∗ or cq > ω∗.

Step 3.1: Embed cq for cq ≤ ω∗. There are three cases
to deal with.

Case 1: If 0 ≤ pq ± cq ≤ 255, pq1 and pq2 are com-
puted as

pq1 = pq − cq, (1)

pq2 = pq + cq. (2)

Case 2: If pq + cq > 255, pq1 and pq2 are computed
as

pq2 = pq, (3)

pq1 = pq − (2e− 1), (4)

where e = pq + cq − 255.

Case 3: If pq − cq < 0, pq1 and pq2 are computed as

pq1 = pq, (5)

pq2 = pq + (2f − 1), (6)

where f = 0− (pq − cq).

Step 3.2: Embed cq for cq > ω∗. Firstly, set cq = cq−ω∗
to satisfy cq < ω∗. Secondly, perform Step 3.1 to
obtain pq1 and pq2. Finally, swap pq1 and pq2.

Step 4: Repeat Step 2 and Step 3 until G is fully pro-
cessed and P1 and P2 are generated.

Step 5: Give P1 to one receiver and give P2 to another
receiver.

In the above steps, (2e-1) and (2f -1), which appear in
Cases 2 and 3, respectively, are set to be odd in order to
identify the overflow condition, which will be described
in detail in the subsequent extraction process. Setting
cq = cq − ω∗ in Step 3.2 is to decrease distortion. Then,
pq1 and pq2 are swapped to satisfy pq1 ≥ pq2.

Example 1. Assume that a binary stream S= ’00111101’
is part of the secret image G and that p1 = 80 and
p2 = 253 are two pixels of the cover image P. Next is how
to embed S into p1 and p2. First, we set ω = 4 and ω∗ =
2ω/2 = 8. So, S is separated into two segments c1 and c2,
both of which are 4 bits, i.e., c1 = (0011)2 = 3 and c2 =
(1101)2 = 13.

1) Embed c1 = 3 into p1 = 80: Since c1 < ω∗ and 0 ≤
p1 ± c1 ≤ 255, it is Case 1. And we apply Equa-
tions (1) and (2) to produce two shadow pixels p11 =
p1−c1 = 80−3 = 77 and p12 = p1+c1 = 80+3 = 83.

2) Embed c2 = 13 into p2 = 253: Since c2 > ω∗, the
process turns to Step 3.2 to set c2 = c2 − ω∗ =
13 − 8 = 5. Then, the process turns to Step 3.1.
Since p2 + c2 = 253 + 5 > 255, it is Case 2,
and Equations (3) and (4) are applied to compute
p21 and p22 where p22 = p2 and p21 = p2−(2e−1) =
p2 − (2 · (p2 + c2 − 255)− 1) = 248. Finally, p22 and
p21 are swapped.

2.2 Secret and Image Reconstructing
Procedure

Let pj1 and pj2 be the corresponding pixels of the two
shadow images P1 and P2, respectively. The secret image
and the cover image can be reconstructed by the following
steps:
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Figure 1: Schematics of bit-planes and a binary block

Step 1: Swap pj1 and pj2 if pj1 > pj2.

Step 2: Reconstruct secret segment cq and cover pixel
pq. The reconstruction process consists of the follow-
ing three cases:

Case 1: If (pq1 + pq2) mod 2 = 0,

pq =
pq1 + pq2

2
, (7)

cq = pq − pq1 or cq = pq2 − pq. (8)

Case 2: If (pq1+pq2) mod 2 6= 0 and pq2+ω∗ > 255,

pq = pq2. (9)

According to Equations (3) and (4), cq can be
calculated as

cq = 255 +
pq2 − pq1 + 1

2
− pq2. (10)

Case 3: If (pq1 + pq2) mod 2 6= 0 and pq1 − ω∗ < 0,

pq = pq1.

According to Equations (5) and (6), cq can be
calculated as

cq =
pq + pq2 + 1

2
.

Step 3: Set cq = cq + ω∗ if Step 1 is executed.

Step 4: Repeat Steps 1-3 until all the pixels of the
shadow images are processed.

In this scheme, the parity of a number is used to distin-
guish whether or not it is overflow. The order of the values
of two shadow pixels is employed to determine whether a
normal value or a processed value was embedded.

Example 2. Use the two pairs of shadow pixels generated
in Example 1, (p11 = 77, p12 = 83) and (p21 = 253, p22 =
248), to demonstrate the reconstructing procedure for the
secret and the cover images.

1) Use p11 and p12 to restore c1 and p1. Notice that
p11 < p12, we can get c1 ≤ ω∗ based on the method
used in the secret sharing procedure. Since (p11 +
p12) mod 2 = 0 , Equations (7) and (8) are applied to
reconstruct p1 as p1 = (p11 + p12)/2 = (77 + 83)/2 =
80 and c1 as c1 = p1 − p11 = 80− 77 = 3 = (0011)2.

2) Use p21 and p22 to restore c2 and p2. Here p21 > p22
means that c2 > ω∗, and the process turns to Step 1.
Also, because (p21 + p22) mod 2 6= 0 and p22 + ω∗ >
255, that is Case 2, and Equations (9) and (10) are
used to calculate p2 and c2. Here p2 = p22 = 253 and
c2 = 255+ p22−p21+1

2 −p22 = 255+ 253−248+1
2 −253 =

5. Finally, adjust c2 to c2 + ω∗ = 5 + 8 = 13 =
(1101)2. Accordingly, we obtain the binary secret
stream S = ’00111101’ and the cover image pixels
are p1 = 80 and p2 = 253.

3 Proposed Secret Image Sharing
Scheme

Inspired by Chang and Liu’s scheme [7], we propose a
novel (2, 2) secret image sharing scheme using a model in
which an image is watermarked and shared by the Cloud.
The bit-planes-based technique is used for image process-
ing in the proposed scheme, and it is introduced as follows.
An original grayscale image of 8-bit resolution can be de-
composed into eight bit-planes in such a way that we can
perform image processing at the bit-level. Yi et al. [17]
embedded the bits in the lower bit-planes of an original
image into the higher bit-planes, allowing the lower bit-
planes to be reserved for hiding secret data later.

The logical operation is performed on the binary blocks
in the bit-planes and the binary blocks with certain char-
acteristics are selected to embed the watermark. Then,
the embedded bit-planes are combined to form a stego-
image. A schematic of the bit-planes of an image and a
binary block is shown in Figure 1.

After receiving an image, the Cloud embeds a water-
mark in it, produces two shadows, S1 and S2, of the
marked image, and then distributes them to the two re-
cipients. By incorporating S1 and S2, we can extract the
watermark and recover the original image. The proce-
dures in our proposed scheme are shown schematically in
Figure 2.

3.1 Watermark Embedding and Shadows
Generating

To prevent revealing any information of an original im-
age I, the proposed method encrypts I by processing the
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Figure 2: Procedures of (a) Secure image sharing; (b) Secret data retrieving and image restoring

encryption procedure, and only the encrypted image will
be sent to the Cloud. Let E be an encrypted image.
E = {rl|l = 1, 2, . . . , (M ×N)}, where rl ∈ [0, 255].
Now we decompose E into eight bit-planes, and every bit-
plane then is divided into a set of non-overlapping 3 × 3
binary-blocks. For each block, let b be the central bit of
the block. Let n and n’ be the total numbers of the re-
maining bits in this block excluding b that are equal to
b or not, respectively. Based on the result of the com-
parison of n and n’, all the blocks are classified into two
categories, i.e., the Nice block where n > n′ and the Bad
block where n ≤ n′.

The Nice blocks are selected and the central bits of
them will be modified to embed the watermark. Since
the Cloud will produce two shadows of E, i.e., S1 and
S2, for the two receivers, the proposed scheme utilizes
different combinations of the values of the central bits of
the blocks in the corresponding S1 and S2 to denote that
0 or 1 has been embedded. Next, we give an example of
the Nice block and the Bad block and the structure of the
shadow block in Figure 3.

The Nice blocks will be chosen to embed the water-
mark. In the proposed scheme, we generate two corre-
sponding shadow blocks for one block of the cover image.
The central point bits of a block and its corresponding
shadow blocks are designed and shown in Table 1. The
column L1 indicates which number in a block is more. The
column L2 represents the combination of b1 and b2, the
central bits of the two corresponding shadow blocks. Ac-
cording to the columns L1 and L2, the proposed scheme
gives four scenarios, respectively, against b = 0 or b = 1.

Let B be a 3 × 3 Nice block divided from the bit-
planes of the cover image, whose structure is shown in
Figure 4(a). Let SB1 and SB2 be two corresponding
shadow blocks to B, and distribution of their bits is shown
in Figures 3 (c) and (d), respectively. The two shadow

Figure 3: An example of the blocks in encrypted image
and shadow image where the value of the central point,
b, is 0; (a) The Nice block for n = 5 and n′ = 3; (b) The
Bad block with n = 3 and n′ = 5; (c) and (d) The bits
structure of shadow blocks corresponding to (a).

Figure 4: Examples of the structure of the blocks
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Table 1: Central point bits of the binary block and its corresponding shadow blocks

b = 0 b = 1
Majority bit b1b2 Description Majority bit b1b2 Description

L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3

0 00 embedding 0 0 11 bad block
0 01 embedding 1 1 01 no embedding
0 10 no embedding 1 10 embedding 0
1 00 bad block 1 11 embedding 1

Figure 5: Examples of an original block being divided into two shadow blocks

blocks SB1 and SB2 must satisfy di ⊕ d′i = ai, where
i = 1, 2, . . . , 8, ⊕ represents the XOR operation, and
(b1, b2) must satisfy the conditions in Table 1 for embed-
ding zero and one. Similarly, for the Bad block B is equal
to Figures 4 (b). Let the two shadow blocks SB1 and SB2

be equal to Figures 4 (c) and (d), respectively. And SB1

and SB2 must satisfy di⊕d′i = ai, where i = 1, 2, . . . , 9.

As we can see, di can be replaced by 0 or 1, so can
d′i. Thus, di and d′i are unfixed for a shadow block. After
all the binary-blocks are processed as shown above, the
Cloud produces two shadows of the encrypted image and
delivers them to the two receivers. However, they only
can obtain the original block of the encrypted image by
the cooperation of the two shadow blocks, since neither
of the single shadow blocks can give the original block.
Therefore, the proposed scheme allows the secure sharing
of secret images.

Example 3. The following example illustrates how to
generate two shadow blocks for embedding a single bit in
a given Nice block with the situation that the central bit
equal zero. Figure 5 lists three cases of the process. Simi-
larly, for the case of the central bit being one, we can also
list like this according to the conditions in Table 1.

3.2 Watermark Extraction and Image
Recovering

After embedding the watermark in the encrypted image,
the Cloud delivers two shadows, S1 and S2 of the en-
crypted image to two different receivers, R1 and R2. After
being permitted, R1 and R2 can extract the watermark
and restore the image to the state that the Cloud ac-
cepted, and they can restore the image to original image
by decryption. The process is as follows. First, two shad-
ows will be decomposed into 8 bit-planes, and, then, each
bit-plane will be divided into a set of non-overlapping 3×3
binary blocks. Second, we perform the XOR operation on
a pair of blocks from corresponding bit-plane pairs from
the two shadows. Finally, according to the state of the
two central point values and the operating result blocks,
we can obtain the original block without any embedded
secret bits.

Example 4. Use two shadow blocks to perform the restor-
ing and extracting process. We can use the two shadow
blocks generated in Example 3. Three examples of ob-
taining the original blocks and secret bits are shown in
Figure 6.

First, the XOR operation is performed on two shadow
blocks to get a result block, where their central bits are
labeled as b1 and b2. Second, determine the number, d,
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Figure 6: Examples of the restoration of the original block and the extraction of secret bits

that appears more often except for the central point. Fi-
nally, according to columns L1 and L2 in Table 1, we can
get the original block and the secret bit by comparing the
relationships between L1 and d and between L2 and the
connection string of b1 and b2. Therefore, in the first row
of Figure 6, the central bit of the original block and the
secret bit are both 0 when d = 0 and the concatenation
of b1 and b2 is ’00’. By proceeding with all of the blocks
in the two shadows in this way, the encrypted image that
was sent to the Cloud is restored, and the watermark is
extracted.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, some experiments were conducted on some
test images to evaluate the correctness of the proposed
scheme. Our experiments were conducted by using soft-
ware MATLAB R2012b running on a personal computer
whose operation system is Windows 10. The CPU of
the computer is Intel Xeon E3-1225 v5, 3.3GHz, and the
memory is 8GB. Focusing on the method related to se-
cret sharing rather than encrypting images, the Henon
map, an extensively-used, easily-implemented method,
was used as the simulation to encrypt our test image. The
Henon map is a two-dimensional, non-linear map, and it
is defined as follows:{

xn+1 = 1− ax2
n + yn

yn+1 = bxn

(11)

In our experiments, we set x1 = −0.4, y1 = −0.4, a =
1.2, b = 0.3, and these four values represent the secret
key. By using Equation (11), two one-dimensional chaotic
maps can be produced for use in creating a transform ma-
trix to change the pixel locations of the original image
and to obtain the shuffled image, i.e., the encrypted im-
age. Two test grayscale images with sizes of 512 × 512

were encrypted by using a Henon map with the above
parameters to generate two encrypted images, while two
grayscale watermark images were embedded into the en-
crypted images, respectively. The two watermark images
we used are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Two test watermark images

Figure 8 shows the test image ”Lena” and its encrypted
image and the corresponding two sets of shadow images.
Figure 9 shows the case in which the test image was ”Ba-
boon”. Then, in the reconstruction process, we used the
two cooperative shadow images generated above to ex-
tract the logos and reconstruct the encrypted images suc-
cessfully. We also used Equation (11) to restore the en-
crypted image exactly to its original state after obtaining
the secret key used for encryption. We also used addi-
tional images to test the payload of the proposed scheme.

To illustrate the security of the proposed scheme, we
will explain it from two different perspectives. One is the
computational cost, and the other is the most common
quantities, i.e., the number of pixels change rate (NPCR)
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Figure 8: Example of the proposed scheme using the test image ”Lena”

Figure 9: Example of the proposed scheme using the test image ”Baboon”
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and the unified average changing intensity (UACI ). As-
sume that an attacker gets one shadow image, which
won’t leak any secret information. As described in Sec-
tion 3 of the shadow images generation process, if he/she
applies a brute-force attack to obtain the other shadow
image, the possibility of success can be calculated as:

pb =
1

2M×N×8
=

1

256M×N
.

Obviously, this is very hard to accomplish. The compu-
tational cost of our method is mainly the XOR opera-
tion of the bit matrix in the image, which is linear, so
the computational complexity of the proposed scheme is
low. Next, we look at the second perspective, NPCR and
UACI. Generally, a high NPCR/UACI score is inter-
preted as a stronger anti-attack performance, and they
are the most common standardized tests for the security
of an image. These two quantities were used in our exper-
iment to test the two shadow images. Let us assume that
we tested the two shadow images A1 and A2, respectively;
the pixel value at corresponding positions were denoted as
A1(i, j) and A2(i, j), and an array F is defined in Equa-
tion (12). Then, the NPCR and UACI are defined by
Equations (13) and (14), respectively, where M and N
are the width and height of the shadow images, L is the
maximum pixel value, which is 255 for a grayscale image.

F (i, j) =

{
0, if A1(i, j) = A2(i, j)

1, if A1(i, j) 6= A2(i, j).
(12)

NPCR(A1, A2) =
∑

i,j
F (i, j)

M ×N
× 100%. (13)

UACI(A1, A2) =
∑

i,j
|A1(i, j)−A2(i, j)|

M ×N × L
×100%. (14)

The ranges of NPCR and UACI are all [0, 1]. If
NPCR(A1, A2) = 0, it means that all of the pixels in A2

have the same value as in A1, and, if NPCR(A1, A2) = 1,
then all of the corresponding pixels have different values in
A1 and A2. Obviously, the ideal value for NPCR is close
to 1, but, for UACI, it is not obvious that the better value
also is close to 1. However, it generally is believed that the
expected UACI value of a grayscale image is about 33%.
Based on Eqs. 12- 14, we calculate the NPCR and UACI
scores of the four sets of shadow images in the previous
examples, and the data are shown in Table 2. It can be
observed that the NPCR scores of the shadow images are
greater than 99.8%. It indicates that the two shadow im-
ages in each pair differ greatly. In addition, UACI scores
of the shadow images are higher than 34%. It is obvious
that the average changing intensity of the corresponding
pixels in the shadow images is very strong.

In terms of image embedding capacity, in addition to
the previous two test images, we also tested several other
images in our experiment. Figure 10 shows the other four
test images and their encrypted images. Table 3 shows
the payloads of all six encrypted images, from which it

can be seen that the payload of the encrypted aircraft
image reaches the maximum of 117805 bits and the en-
crypted baboon image has the smallest payload of 87272
bits. Thus, the experimental results show that proposed
scheme can successfully share a secret image. It is a good
method for the watermarking in the Cloud and achieving
the secure sharing of secret information.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a novel (2, 2) reversible secret sharing
scheme is proposed, and the scheme was demonstrated
by an application model of reversible watermarking in
the Cloud. In this scheme, first, the original image is
encrypted before uploading to the Cloud so that it can-
not be leaked to any third party. Second, two shadows of
the encrypted image with watermark information are gen-
erated. The test results in Table 2 indicate that NPCR
score and UACI score are ideal. And from the experimen-
tal results in Table 3, we find that the average payload
of these six encrypted images is 99185 bits. Finally, only
through the collaboration of the two recipients can the
exact watermark be determined and the encrypted image
be obtained. The original image can be recovered without
any damage, if desired.
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Abstract

The identity-based cryptography avoids the storage prob-
lem of public key certificate of public key infrastructure.
The signcryption mechanism completes both authentica-
tion and encryption functions with lower communication
cost. The proxy signature allows the proxy signer to sign
a message on the behalf of the original signer. In this
paper, a new identity based proxy signcryption (IBPS)
scheme without pairings is proposed, and it is proved to
be secure in the random oracle model. To the best of
our knowledge, our scheme is more efficient than previous
ones in computation.

Keywords: Identity Based Cryptography; Proxy Signcryp-
tion; Random Oracle Model

1 Introduction

Traditional public key cryptography [11] needs a trusted
certification authority (CA) to issue a certificate which
links the identity and the public key of the user. Hence,
the problem of certificate management arises. To solve
the problem, the notion of the identity-based public key
cryptography was introduced by Shamir [20] in 1984. In
this cryptography, a user’s public key can be arbitrary
string that can identify the user, such as the e-mail ad-
dress or telephone number and so on.

In the areas of computer communications and elec-
tronic transactions, one of the essential topics is how to
send data in confidential and authentication way. In 1997,
Zheng [28] proposed a novel cryptographic primitive,
called signcryption [21] that satisfies both the function-
ality of digital signature and encryption in a single logical
step.

The proxy signature [9, 26] is a useful tool in real life.
For example, if a document is to be signed by a CEO
(original signer) of the company while he/she is absent,
then the document can be signed by a manager (proxy
signer) designated by the CEO (original signer) [12, 17].
The proxy signature was firstly introduced by Mambo et

al. [19] in 1996. It allows the proxy signer to sign a mes-
sage on the behalf of the original signer. On the basis of
the deledation type, the proxy signature is calssified into
three types: Full delegation, partial delegation and dele-
gation by warrant. Because the first two types have some
drawbacks [3], most proxy signature schemes has focused
on the type of the delegation with warrant.

To delegate the signcryption righs to a trusted agent,
Gamage et al. [4] proposed a new ideal of proxy sign-
cryption by combining the notions of proxy signature and
signcryption in 1999. But their scheme does not support
provable security [22]. In 2004, Li and Chen [13] proposed
the first identity-based proxy signcryption scheme using
bilinear pairings.

1.1 Related Work

Many researchers have been proposed variations of sign-
cryption schemes. Arijit Karati et al. [10] designed a
practical identity based signcryption scheme from bilin-
ear pairing, which is based on CDH assumption and
proved to be secure under standard security model. An
identity-based signcryption scheme that is forward secure
in a stronger sense was proposed by Madeline González
Muñiz et al. [18].

Deng et al. [3] proposed an identity based proxy sig-
nature from RSA without pairings in the randon ora-
cle model that admits formal proofs for unforgeability of
proxy signature. He et al. [7] introduced an ID-based
proxy signature schemes without bilinear pairings, which
is secure aginst adaptive chosen message and ID attack.
In 2016, Hu et al. [5] presented a proxy signature scheme
with a formal security proof based on the CDH and BDH
assumption.

Since identity-based proxy signcryption (IBPS) plays
an important role in practical applications such as mo-
bile communication and e-commerce and so on, it has
attracted great attention when it was proposed, and has
been studied by many scholars at home and abroad. Wu
Jian [27] proposed an identity-based proxy signcryption
schemes. Li and Chen [13] proposed an identity based
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Figure 1: Process of a IBPS scheme

proxy signcryotion scheme which is based on the Libert
and Quisquater’s [14] identity based signcryption scheme.
But Wang et al. [25] point that the scheme does not
satisfy the strong unforgeability security in the strict
sense. Saraswat [22] proposed a secure proxy signcryp-
tion scheme which provides anonymity to the proxy signer
from the receiver.

Swapna et al. [23] introduced an efficient ID-based
proxy signcryption scheme, which offers both public veri-
fiability and forward security. Lin et al. [15] introduced an
efficient proxy signcryption with provable CCA and CMA
security. Unfortunately, Lo and Tsai [16] pointed that the
scheme is not secure against the chosen warrant attack.
Other schemes proposed including proxy blind signcryp-
tion [24], generalized proxy signcryption [29]− [30], cer-
tificateless proxy signcryption [2], etc.

1.2 Our Contributions

In this paper, we propose a new identity based proxy sign-
cryption scheme. The main contributions of this paper are
as follows:

1) The proposed scheme is proved to be secure in the
random oracle model.

2) The proposed scheme does not use pairing opera-
tion, which is more efficient than that of previous
schemes [13,16,23,25,27] in computation.

2 Preliminaries

Definition 1. Given a generator P of group G with prime
order q, and a tuple (P, aP, bP,X ∈ G) for unknown a, b ∈
z∗q , the Decisional Diffie-Hellman problem (DDH) is to
decide whether X = abP .

Definition 2. Given a generator P of group G with prime
order q, and a tuple (P, aP ), the Discrete Logarithm prob-
lem (DLP) is to compute a.

2.1 Model of Identity based Proxy Sign-
cryption

An identity based proxy signcryption scheme is composed
of six polynomial time algorithms, it is defined as follows:

• Setup: Input a security parameter k, private key
generator (PKG) outputs the system parameters
params and a master secret key msk.

• Private-Key-Extract: Input the system parameters
params, the master secret key msk and the identity
IDi ∈ {0, 1}∗ of a user, PKG returns a private key
si to the user IDi via a secure channel, and the user
publish its public key Ri.

• Delegation Generate: Input the system parameters
params, the private key sA of original signer IDA

and a warrant w, this algorithm outputs a delegation
π and sends π to the proxy signer IDB .

• Delegation Verify: This algorithm takes as input the
system parameters params, delegation π, and veri-
fies whether π is a valid delegation from the original
signer IDA.

• Proxy Signcryption: Input the private key sB of
proxy signer IDB , the receiver identity IDC , a mes-
sage m and a delegation π, this algorithm outputs
a proxy signcryption ciphertext σ on behalf of the
original signer IDA.

• Proxy Unsigncryption: After receiving the ciphertext
σ, the receiver IDC decrypts the ciphertext and ob-
tains the message m or the symbol ⊥ if σ is a invalid
ciphertext.

Definition 3. An identity based proxy signcryption
scheme is said to be indistinguishable under adaptive cho-
sen ciphertext attacks if the polynomially bounded adver-
sary with a negligible advantage in the following game.

Game I. A challenger C and a adversary A play the
following game.

Initialization. C runs the setup algorithm to generate
a master secret key msk and the public system pa-
rameters params. C sends params to A and keeps
msk secret.

Phase 1. A makes a polynomially bounded number of
adaptive queries to C .

• Hash functions query: A can ask for the values
of any hash functions.

• private key query: A chooses an identity IDi,
C runs the private key extraction algorithm to
generate private key si, and sends to A .
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• Delegation query: When A submits the iden-
tity of original signer IDA and a warrant w to
the challenger C , C responds the corresponding
delegetion π to A .

• Proxy Signcryption query: A chooses a message
m, a receiver IDC and the private key sB of
proxy signer IDB , a delegetion π, and sends to
C . C returns the proxy signcryption ciphtext σ
to A .

• Proxy Unsigncryption query: When A chooses
a ciphertext σ, a receiver’s identity IDC and a
proxy signer IDB , C outputs plaintext m gen-
erated by the proxy unsigncryption algorithm.
Or C returns the the symbol ⊥, if σ is an invalid
proxy unsigncryption ciphertext.

Challenge. A sends following information to the chal-
lenger: two equal length messages m0,m1, a specified
receiver IDC and proxy signer IDB , C takes ran-
domly a bit µ ∈ {0, 1} and computes the ciphertext
σ∗ on the message mµ.

(A should not have requested the private key for IDC in
Phase 1.)

Phase 2. A performs a polynomially bounded number
of queries just like in phase 1, and fulfills the following
restrictions:

1) A should not have requested the private key for
IDC .

2) A can not have made the proxy unsigncryption
query for the ciphertext σ∗.

Response. A produces a bit µ′ and wins the game
if µ′ = µ. The advantage of A is defined as:
AdvIND−CLRSCA (ν) = |2Pr[µ′ = µ]− 1|.

Definition 4. An identity based proxy signcryption
scheme is said to be unforgeable under adaptive chosen
message attacks if the polynomially bounded adversary
with a negligible advantage in the following game.

Game II. A challenger C and a adversary A play the
following game:

Initialization, Query. Same as that in the Game I.

Forge. A produces a tuple {IDA, IDB , π} or
(σ,w, IDA, IDB , IDC). When one of the following
conditions hold, A wins the game.

Case 1: The final output is {IDA, IDB , π} and it fulfills:

1) π is a valid delegation.

2) A should have not queried the private key of
original signer IDA.

3) π is not obtained by the delegation query.

Case 2: The final output is (σ,w, IDA, IDB , IDC) and
it fulfills:

1) σ is a proxy signcryption.

2) A should have not queried the private key of
original signer IDA

3) The tuple (π, IDA, IDB)is not appear in dele-
gation query.

4) σ is not obtained by the proxy signcryption
query.

Case 3: The final output is (σ,w, IDA, IDB , IDC) and
it fulfills:

1) σ is a proxy signcryption.

2) The private key of proxy signer IDB has not
been queried.

3) σ is not obtained by the proxy signcryption
query.

The advantage of A is defined as:
AdvUNF−IBPSA =Pr[A win].

3 Proposed Scheme

• Setup: Given the security parameter of the sys-
tem k and l, PKG chooses an additive cyclic group
G = 〈P 〉 of prime order q > 2k. Then PKG
chooses four hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ × G → Z∗q ,
H2 : {0, 1}∗ × G × G × G × {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q ,

H3 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l, H4 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q . The
PKG randomly chooses its master secret key x ∈ Z∗q
and computes the public key Ppub = xP . The mes-
sage space is M = {0, 1}l. The PKG publishes
the set of public system parameters: params =
{G, q, P, Ppub = xP,H1, H2, H3, H4} and keep the
master key x secret.

• Private-Key-Extract: Given a user’s identity IDi ∈
{0, 1}∗, the PKG randomly selects ri ∈ Z∗q and com-
putes Ri = riP , di = H1(IDi, Ri), si = ri + dix and
sends (Ri, si) to the user via a secure channel. The
user IDi publish his/her the public key Ri.

• Delegation Generation: The original signer IDA se-
lects at random t ∈ Z∗q and computes T = tP ,
h = H2(w, T,RA, RB , IDA, IDB), y = t + hsA.
Then original signer IDA sends the delegation π =
(T, y, w) to proxy signer IDB securely. Where w is
warrant, the warrant includes the property of mes-
sage to be delegated, the identity information of orig-
inal signer and proxy signer, the delegation relation-
ship between them and period of delegation, etc.

• Delegation Verification: On receiving the delegation
π = (T, y, w), proxy signer IDB checks the delegation
as follows:

1) Computes: h = H2(w, T,RA, RB , IDA, IDB).
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2) Checks if yP = T + h(RA + dAPpub). If the
equality holds, accepts π as a valid delegation.
Otherwise, proxy signer IDB rejects the delega-
tion π.

• Proxy Signcryption: To signcrypt a message m on
the behalf of the original signer IDA for the receiver
IDC , the proxy signer IDB proceeds as following:

1) Randomly selects n1, n2 ∈ Z∗q , computes N1 =
n1P , N2 = n2P , V = n1(RC + dCPpub), C =
H3(N1, N2, V , RA, RB , RC , IDA, IDB , IDC)⊕
m;

2) Computes: g=H4(m, π, N1, N2, V , RA, RB ,
RC , IDA, IDB , IDC), z = y + n2 + gsB ;

3) Outputs the proxy signcryption: σ = {C, N1,
N2, z, π}.

• Proxy Unsigncryption: On receiving the ciphertext
σ = {C,N1, N2, z, π}, the receiver IDC decrypts the
ciphertext as follows:

1) Computes: V=sCN1, m = C ⊕H3(N1, N2, V ,
RA, RB , RC , IDA, IDB , IDC), g = H4(m, π,
N1, N2, V,RA, RB , RC , IDA, IDB , IDC).

2) Checking whether zP = T + N2 + h(RA +
dAPpub)+g(RB+dBPpub). If the equality holds,
accepts m as a valid message. Otherwise, the
receiver rejects the ciphertext.

4 Analysis of Proposed Scheme

4.1 Correctness Analysis

V = n1(RC + dCPpub)

= n1(rCP + dCxP )

= (rC + dCx)n1P = sCN1;

yP = (t+ hsA)P

= tP + hsAP

= T + h(rA + dAx)P

= T + h(rAP + dAxP )

= T + h(rAP + dAPpub)

= T + h(RA + dAPpub);

zP = (y + n2 + gsB)P

= yP + n2P + gsBP

= T + h(RA + dAPpub) +N2 + g(rB + dBx)P

= T + h(RA + dAPpub) +N2 + g(rBP + dBxP )

= T + h(RA + dAPpub) +N2 + g(RB + dBPpub).

4.2 Security Analysis

Theorem 1. In random oracle model, the scheme is in-
distinguishable against the adversary A if the DDH is
hard.

Proof. Assume that the challenger C receives a random
instance (P, aP, bP,X) of the DDH, the goal of C is to de-
termine whether X = abP or not. C runs A as a subrou-
tine and plays the role of the challenger in the Game I.

Initialization. C runs the setup algorithm to generate
system parameters. Then C sends the system param-
eters params = {G, q, P, Ppub = xP,H1, H2, H3, H4}
to A .

Queries. Without losing generality, assuming that each
query is different. A will ask for H1(IDi) before
the identity IDi is used any other queries. C will
maintain some lists to store the queries and answers,
all of the lists are initially empty.

• H1 queries: C maintains the list L1 of tuple
(IDi, Ri, di). When H1(IDi, Ri) is queried by A , C
selects at random di ∈ Z∗q and sets H1(IDi, Ri) = di,
and adds (IDi, Ri, di) to list L1.

• H2 queries: C maintains the list L2 of tuple (β, h).
When H2(β) is queried by A , C selects at random
h ∈ Z∗q , sets H2(β) = h and adds (β, h) to list L2.

• H3 queries: C maintains the list L3 of tuple (U,α).
When H3(U) is queried by A , C selects at random
α ∈ {0, 1}l, sets H3(U) = α and adds (U,α) to list
L3.

• H4 queries: C maintains the list L4 of tuple (β
′
, h

′
).

When H4(β′) is queried by A , C selects at random
h

′ ∈ Z∗q , sets H4(β
′
) = h

′
and adds (β

′
, h

′
) to list

L4.

• User public key queries: C maintains the list LU
of tuple (IDi, Ri). When A makes this query, C
answers the query as follows:

At the jth query, C sets Rj = aP . For i 6= j, C
selects at random ri ∈ Z∗q and sets Ri = riP , the
query and the respond will be stored in the list LU .

• private key queries: C maintains the list LK of tuple
(IDi, Ri, di). When A makes this query, C answers
the query as follows:
If IDi = ID∗, C fails and stops. Otherwise C finds
the tuple (IDi, Ri, di) in list L1, responds with si =
ri + xdi and adds (IDi, Ri) to list LD.

• Proxy Delegation queries: C answers the query as
follows:

If IDA 6= ID∗, C give a delegation π by calling the
proxy delegation algorithm to answer A . Otherwise,
C does as follows.

1) Randomly chooses y, h ∈ Z∗q , computes: T =
yP − h(RA + dAPpub);

2) Stores the relation: h =
H2(w, T,RA, RB , IDA, IDB) and adds to
the list L1. If collision occurs, repeats the steps
(1)-(2).
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3) Outputs the delegation: π = (T, y, w).

• Proxy Signcryption queries: When A selects a mes-
sage m, proxy signer IDB and receiver IDC , C re-
turns a proxy signcryption as follows:
If IDB 6= ID∗, C give a proxy signcryption σ by call-
ing the the proxy signcryption algorithm to answer
A . Otherwise, C does the following steps:

1) Randomly selects n1, n2, g ∈ Zq∗, com-
putes: N1 = n1P , N2 = n2P − g(RB +
dBPpub), V = n1(RC + dCPpub), C =
H3(N1, N2, V,RA, RB , RC , IDA, IDB , IDC) ⊕
m;

2) Computes: z = y + n2;

3) Stores the relations:
g=H4(m,w,N1,V,N2, RA, RB , RC , IDA, IDB , IDC).

If collision occurs, repeats Steps (1)-(3);

4) Outputs the proxy signcryption:

σ∗ = {C,N1, N2, z, π}.

• Proxy Unsigncryption queries: If IDC 6= ID∗, C
give a message m by calling the proxy unsigncryption
algorithm. Otherwise, C notifies that σ is an invaild
ciphertext.

Challenge. A chooses two equal length messages m0,
m1, a specified receiver IDC , and proxy signer IDB .
If IDC 6= ID∗, C fails and stops. Otherwise, C
picks µ ∈ {0, 1}, and computes ciphertext σ∗ on the
message Mµ as follows:

1) Randomly selects b, n2 ∈ Z∗q , computes: N1 =
bP , N2 = n2P , V = X + dCx ·N1, C = H3(N1,
N2, V,RA, RB , RC , IDA, IDB , IDC)⊕m;

2) Computes: g = H4(m,π,N1, V,N2, RA, RB ,
RC , IDA, IDB , IDC), z = y + n2 + gsB ;

3) Outputs the proxy signcryption ciphertext:

σ = {C,N1, N2, z, π}.

Phase 2. A makes a polynomially bounded number of
queries just like Phase 1. (but A should not have
queried the private key for IDC and requested the
plaintext corresponding to the ciphertext σ∗).

Response. A outputs µ′ ∈ {0, 1}. If µ′
.
= µ, C out-

puts 1. Otherwise, C outputs 0. If X = abP , σ∗

is a valid ciphertext. Then A can distinguishes µ
with the advantage ε. So Pr[C −→ 1|X = abP ] =
Pr[µ

′ .
= µ|X = abP ] = 1

2 + ε.

If X 6= abP , when µ = 0 or µ = 1, each part of the
ciphertext has the same probability distribution, so
A has no advantage in distinguishing µ. So Pr[C −→
1|X 6= abP ]= Pr[µ

′ .
= µ|X 6= abP ] = 1

2 .

Probability. Let qHi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4), qU , qK , qD and qS
be the number of Hi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) queries, public
key queries, private key queries, delegating queries
and proxy signcryption queries, respectively.

We denotes some events as follows:

• π1: C does not fail in private key queries;

• π2: C does not fail in proxy unsigncryption queries;

• π3: C does not fail in challenge stage.

It is easy to get following results:

Pr[π1] = 1− qK
qU
,

P r[π2] = 1− 1

2k
,

P r[π3] =
1

qU − qK
.

Pr[C success] = Pr[π1 ∧ π2 ∧ π3]

= Pr[π1] · Pr[π2] · Pr[π3]

= (1− qK
qU

) · (1− 1

2k
) · 1

qU − qK

≈ 1

qU

Therefore, if A can succeed with the probability ε,
then C can solve the DDH with probability ε

qU
.

Theorem 2. In random oracle model, the scheme is un-
forgeable against adversary A if the DLP is hard.

Proof. Assume that the challenger C receives a random
instance (P, aP ) of the DLP. the goal of C is to compute
the value of a. C will run A as a subroutine and play the
role of challenger in the Game II.

Initialization, Query. Same as that in the Game II.

Forge. A outputs a tuple {π = {T, y, w}, IDA} or {σ =
(C,N1, N2, z, π), IDA, IDB , IDC}. There are three
situations to consider:

Case 1. The final output is {π = {T, y, w}, IDA} and
the output fulfills the demande of Case 1 as defined
in the game.

Solve DLP. Using the forking lemma for generic sig-
nature scheme [1], after replays A with the same
random tape except the λth result returned by
H2 query of the forged message, C gets two
valid proxy signcryptions: {T, y, w} and {T, y′, w}.
Where h = H2(w, T,RA, RB , IDA, IDB), h′ =
H ′2(w, T,RA, RB , IDA, IDB), h 6= h′. If IDA =
ID∗, C solves DLP by computing: a = (h′ −
h)−1(y′ − y)− dAx.

Probability. Let qHi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4), qU , qK , qD and qS
be the number of Hi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) queries, public
key queries, private key queries, delegating queries
and proxy signcryption queries, respectively.
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We denote some events as follows: π1: C does not fail
during the queries; π2: C does not fail in proxy unsign-
cryption queries. π3: IDA = ID∗.

It is easy to get following results:

Pr[π1] =
qU − qK
qU

,

Pr[π2|π1] = 1− 1

2k
,

Pr[π3] =
1

qU − qK
.

Pr[C success] = Pr[π1 ∧ π2 ∧ π3]

= Pr[π1] · Pr[π2|π1] · Pr[π3]

=
qU − qK
qU

· (1− 1

2k
) · 1

qU − qK

≈ 1

qU

Therefore, if A can succeed with the probability ε,
then C can solve DLP with the probability ε

qU
.

Case 2. The final output is {σ = (C, N1, N2, z, π),
IDA, IDB , IDC} and the output fulfills the demand
of Case 2 as defined in Game II.

Solve DLP. Using the forking lemma for generic
signature Scheme [1], after replays A with the
same random tape except the result returned by
H2 query of the forged message, C gets two
valid proxy signcryptions: {C,N1, N2, z, π =
(T, y, w)} and {C,N1, N2, z, π′ = (T, y, w)}.
Where h = H2(w, T,RA, RB , IDA, IDB), h′ =
H ′2(w, T,RA, RB , IDA, IDB), h 6= h′. g = g′ =
H4(m,π,N1, V,N2, RA, RB , RC , IDA, IDB , IDC). If
IDA = ID∗, C solves DLP by computing: a =
(h′ − h)−1(y′ − y)− dAx.

Probability. Probability of success is same as the prob-
ability in Case 1.

Case 3. The final output is {σ =
(C,N1, N2, z, w), IDA, IDB , IDC} and the out-
put fulfills the demand of Case 3 as defined in Game
II.

Solve DLP. Using the forking lemma for generic
signature Scheme [1], after replays A with the
same random tape except the result returned
by H4 query of the forged message, C gets
two valid proxy signcryptions: {C,N1, N2,
z, π} and {C, N1, N2, z′, π}. Where g =
H4(m,π,N1, V,N2, RA, RB , RC , IDA, IDB , IDC),
g′ =H′4(m, π,N1, V,N2, RA, RB , RC , IDA, IDB , IDC),
g 6= g′. If IDc = ID∗, C solves DLP by computing:
a = (g′ − g)−1(z′ − z)− dBx.

Probability. Probability of success is same as the prob-
ability in Case 1.

5 Efficiency and Comparison

By using a famous encryption library (MIRACL) on a mo-
bile device (Samsung Galaxy S5 with a Quad-core 2.45G
processor, 2G bytes memory and the Google Android
4.4.2 operating system), He et al. [7] obtained the running
time for cryptographic operations. The running time are
listed in Table 1.

For the IBPS scheme based on biliner pairing, to
achieve the 1024 bits RSA level security, a Tate pairing
G1 × G1 −→ G2 defined over the supersigingular elliptic
curve E/Fp: y2 = x3 + x was used, where both q and
p are 160 bits and 512 bits, respectively. To achieve the
same level of scurity, for the IBPS scheme based on the
non-singular elliptic curve cryptography, they used an ad-
ditive group with the prime order q, which is defined on
a non-sigular elliptic curve over the finite field Fp, where
both p and q are 160 bits. We define some notations as
follows:

P : A pairing operation.

MG1 : A scalar multiplication operation in G1.

MG: A scalar multiplication operation in G.

EG2 : A exponentiation operation in G2.

We use a simple method to evaluate the computaion
efficiency of the different schemes. For example, the
scheme [25] needs 13 pairing operations, 4 scalar mul-
tiplication operation in G1, 7 exponentiation operations
in G2. Therefore, the resulting operation time is 13 ×
32.713 + 4× 13.405 + 7× 2.249 = 494.632.

According to the above ways, the resulting operation
time of other shemes [13,16,23,25,27] is shown in Table 2.

Table 1: Cryptographic operation time (in milliseconds)

P MG1
MG EG2

32.713 13.405 3.335 2.249

6 Conclusion

Although several good results have been achieved in
speeding up the computation of bilinear pairing function
in recent years. The pairing operation is still relatively ex-
pensive and the relative computation cost of the pairing
is approximately twenty times higher than that of scalar
multiplication over elliptic curve group. So it is still quite
significant to design cryptography scheme with less pair-
ing operation. In order to save the running time, in the
letter, we constructe an identity based proxy signcryption
without bilinear pairings. With the running time being
saved greatly, as far as my knowledge is concerned, our
scheme is more effective than the previous related schemes
in computation.
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Table 2: Comparison of several IBPS schemes

Schemes Delegate D-Verify Proxy signcryption P-unsigncryption Time
Wu [27] 2MG1

2P+MG1
P + 2MG1

+ EG2
2P + EG2

235.088
Wang [25] 3MG1 3P + EG2 2P +MG1 + 2EG2 8P + 4EG2 494.632

Swapna [23] 2MG1
2P +MG1

P + 2MG1
+ EG2

3P + 2MG1
292.362

Lo [16] MG1
2MG1

P + 4MG1
3P + 5MG1

291.712
Li [13] 3MG1 3P + EG2 2P + 2MG1 + 2EG2 8P + 4EG2 508.037

Our scheme MG 3MG 4MG 6MG 46.69
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Abstract

In this paper, the Co Z idea is adopted to propose the
Co Z point addition formulae in Jacobian projective co-
ordinate and Lopez & Dahab projective coordinate on el-
liptic curve over GF(3m) in order to improve the efficiency
and safety of scalar multiplication algorithm. Considering
the optimized symmetric ternary algorithm for scalar mul-
tiplication against Simple Power Attack (SPA), the com-
putational efficiency is increased by 16%, 26% and 10%
compared with the balanced ternary scalar multiplication
algorithm, the symbolic ternary form(STF) algorithm and
the optimized symmetric ternary scalar multiplication al-
gorithm. In addition, the new formula for 3P + Q oper-
ation in Jacobian projective coordinate is also proposed.
The efficiency of improved balanced ternary scalar multi-
plication algorithm is increased by 7% compared with the
previous algorithm.

Keywords: Characteristic Three; Co Z Operation; Pro-
jective Coordinate; Scalar Multiplication

1 Introduction

Elliptic curve, as an important issue of algebraic geom-
etry, has been studied for more than 100 years. Until
in the year of 1985, Kolitz and Miller introduced it into
the field of cryptography and constructed ECC (Ellip-
tic Curve Cryptography). Compared with other cryp-
tosystems, ECC has advantages such as short key, less
storage space and low bandwidth requirements, which
makes it has a superior development prospect. In 2017,
Du [5] constructed an ID-based dynamic group communi-
cation sign-cryption scheme by using hyperelliptic curve
cryptosystem and ID-based sign-cryption model. Elliptic
curve cryptosystem mainly includes elliptic curve key gen-
eration, key exchange, encryption, decryption, signature
and other algorithms. In these elliptic curve cryptogra-
phy algorithms, scalar multiplication is the most time-
consuming operation. How to improve the efficiency of

scalar multiplication on the elliptic curve has been a hot
topic of public key cryptography. Scalar multiplication,
ie, the computation of the point kP = P + ...+ P , where
k is an integer and P is a point on the elliptic curve.
There are two main ways to improve the efficiency of
scalar multiplication. On the one hand, it is the effective
representation of scalar k, such as Binary Scalar Multi-
plication (BSM), non-adjacent form (NAF) [18] and Bal-
anced Ternary form (BTF) [4]. On the other hand, it is
the improvement of point addition and doubling formu-
las. Point doubling and addition involve operations over
prime or ternary fields, In these operations, it is inver-
sion that is the most time-consuming. We can change
the coordinates to reduce the number of field inversions,
the commonly used coordinate systems are projective co-
ordinate, Jacobian coordinate [3], and Lopez & Dahab
coordinate [12].

In recent years, there have been many studies on ellip-
tic curves over GF(2m) and GF(p). References [1,9,13]
provided the fast scalar multiplication algorithms over
GF(p), which accelerate the computing speed of elliptic
curve cryptosystem. Hisil et al. [8] provided a faster mixed
addition on modified Jacobiquartic coordinates, and in-
troduced tripling formulae for different forms. In 2007,
Meloni [15] proposed the earliest Co Z point addition op-
eration on Weierstraβ elliptic curves, which used a small
amount of computation to calculate the addition opera-
tion of two different points with identical Z coordinate.
Goundar et al. [7] presented the further Co Z addition
formula for various point additions on Weierstraβ ellip-
tic curves. In 2017, Yu et al. [19] proposed the Co Z
montgomery algorithm over the finite field of characteris-
tic three by using the same Z-coordinate. In this paper,
we develop the fast Co Z point addition formulas in dif-
ferent projective coordinate systems over GF(3m), these
new operational formulas are used to optimize the exist-
ing scalar multiplication algorithms [4,13,14]. As a result,
we get efficient scalar multiplication algorithms based on
Co Z point addition using signed ternary representation.

The organizational structure of the paper is as fol-
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lows. The next section introduces the basics of elliptic
curves over GF(3m), the point operations under differ-
ent projective coordinate systems, and the scalar mul-
tiplication algorithm based on symmetric ternary repre-
sentation. The third section describes the specific steps
to improve the calculation formula of point addition in
different coordinates by using Co Z idea. We also opti-
mize 3P +Q formula for Jacobian projective coordinate,
then the improved scalar multiplication algorithm is pro-
posed. The fourth section gives the performance analysis
of the scalar multiplication algorithm combined with new
formulas. Finally, the fifth section draws a conclusion.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Basic Knowledge of Elliptic Curve
over GF(3m)

Definition 1. An elliptic curve over Fp is given by using
the generalized Weierstrass equation:

E : y2 + a1xy + a3y = x3 + a2x
2 + a4x+ a6,

where a1, a2, a3, a4, a6 ∈ Fp, and satisfy the discrimi-
nant 4 6= 0 on elliptic curve E. The condition of a = 0
ensures the smoothness of the elliptic curve, that is to
say, no point on the curve has two or more tangent lines.
If the characteristic of Fp is equal to 3 and a21 6= −a2 ,
elliptic curve E can be given by:

y2 = x3 + ax2 + b,

where a, b ∈ Fp, a, b 6= 0, and the curve is nonsuper sin-
gular. The basic operations of points on the elliptic curve
are defined as follows:

Let P = (x1, y1) ∈ E(GF (3m)), Q = (x2, y2) ∈
E(GF (3m)), P 6= ±Q, then R = P +Q = (x3, y3){

x3 = ( y2−y1x2−x1
)2 − x1 − x2 − a

y3 = y2−y1
x2−x1

(x1 − x3)− y1.

Given the point P = (x1, y1) ∈ E(GF (3m)), its double
R = 2P = (x3, y3) is obtained by:{

x3 = (ax1

y1
)2 + x1 − a

y3 = ax1

y1
(x1 − x3)− y1

(1)

It can be seen from Equation (1) that 1I + 2M + 1S
is required for point addition. If a = 1, point doubling
needs 1I + 1S + 2M . We denote field inversion as I, field
squaring as S, field multiplication as M , and field cubing
as C.

2.2 Projective Coordinate System

In affine coordinate, point doubling and addition on the
elliptic curve over GF(3m) involve the number of field
inversions, which is a quite time-consuming operation. In

order to avoid inversion operation, projective coordinate
systems (X,Y, Z) are introduced. There are mainly two
types of projective coordinate systems discussed in this
paper, that is Jacobian projective coordinate and Lopez
& Dahab projective coordinate.

2.2.1 Jacobian Projective Coordinate

Let P = (x, y) ∈ E(GF (3m)), the correspondence be-
tween the Jacobian projective coordinate and the affine
coordinate is: (x, y) 7−→ ( XZ2 ,

Y
Z3 ).

The curve equation in Jacobian projective coordinate
is represented by:

Y 2 = X3 + aX2Z2 + bZ6.

Given two points P = (X1, Y1, Z1), Q = (X2, Y2, Z2) ∈
E(GF (3m)), and P 6= ±Q, the point R = P + Q =
(X3, Y3, Z3) is obtained by: X3 = U − (U1 + U2)H2

Y3 = −RU + (S1 + S2)H3

Z3 = HZ1Z2

(2)

where U1 = X1Z
2
2 ;U2 = X2Z

2
1 ;S1 = Y1Z

3
2 ;S2 = Y2Z

3
1 ;H

= U2 − U1;R = S2 − S1;U = R2 − aZ2
3 .

Let P = (X1, Y1, Z1) ∈ E(GF (3m)), its double R =
2P = (X3, Y3, Z3) is obtained by X3 = U +X1Y

2
1

Y3 = −(aZ2
1X1)U − Y 4

1

Z3 = Y1Z1

where U = (aZ2
1X1)

2 − aZ2
1Y

2
1 .

From the above equations, if a = 1, the point addition
costs 10M + 3C+ 3S, and the point doubling costs 5M +
3S. The mixed addition P +Q costs 7M + 2C+ 2S when
Z2 = 1.

2.2.2 Lopez &Dahab Projective Coordinate

In the Lopez &Dahab coordinate, the point addition for-
mula is as follows:

Suppose P = (X1, Y1, Z1), Q = (X2, Y2, Z2) ∈
E(GF (3m)). If P 6= ±Q, the point R = P + Q =
(X3, Y3, Z3) is obtained by:

X3 = (A−B)2 − E(C −D)2(C +D − aE)
Y3 = E(C −D)(A−B)[DE(C −D)2 −X3]

−Z3B(C −D)2

Z3 = [E(C −D)]2

(3)

where A = Y2Z
2
1 ;B = Y1Z

2
2 ;C = X2Z1;D = X1Z2;E =

Z1Z2;F = Z2
1 ;G = Z2

2 .

From Equation (3), the point addition costs 13M+5S.
The mixed addition P +Q costs 10M + 4S when Z2 = 1.
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2.3 Scalar Multiplication Algorithm
Based on Symmetric Ternary

Definition 2. An arbitrary positive integer K is ex-
pressed as K = anan−1...a1a0, where anan−1...a1a0 are
numbers from -1, 0, 1. It is called symmetric ternary
representation.

In 2017, Liu et al. [13] optimized the bottom opera-
tion using the Jacobian coordinate on elliptic curves over
GF(p). And they also optimized the symmetric ternary
representation. In Jacobian coordinate system, point dou-
bling is faster than point addition, so the non-zero Ham-
ming weight is reduced by changing operations, and the
efficiency of scalar multiplication is improved by replac-
ing point addition with point doubling. Algorithm 1 de-
scribes the optimized symmetric ternary scalar multipli-
cation method.

Algorithm 1 Optimized symmetric ternary scalar mul-
tiplication algorithm

1: Input: K = (kn−1kn−2...k1k0)3, P (X,Y, Z)
2: Output: KP
3: i = 0, P1 =∝, Q =∝
4: while i ≤ n− 1 do
5: if ki = 1 then
6: Q = Q+ P, P = 3P
7: else if ki = −1 then
8: Q = Q− P, P = 3P
9: else if ki = 2 then

10: P1 = 2P,Q = Q+ P1, P = 3P
11: else if ki = −2 then
12: P1 = 2P,Q = Q− P1, P = 3P
13: else
14: P = 3P
15: end if
16: end while
17: i = i+ 1
18: Return Q = (Xq, Yq, Zq)
19: End

According to the analysis, the calculation of Algo-
rithm 1 requires n(9M+7S)+ n

6 (4M+6S)+ n
2 (12M+4S).

3 The Improved Scalar Multipli-
cation Algorithm

3.1 Scalar Multiplication Algorithm
Based on Co Z Operation

3.1.1 Co Z Point Addition in Jacobian Projec-
tive Coordinate

Let P = (X,Y, Z), Q = (X,Y, Z) be two points with the
same Z-coordinate in Jacobian projective coordinate on
elliptic curve over GF(3m). We perform the Co Z opera-
tion on Equation (2) and obtain the Co Z point addition

formula:
X3 = Z6(Y2 − Y1)2 − aZ2

3 − Z6(X1 +X2) · (X2 −X1)2

Y3 = −Z3(Y2 − Y1)[Z6(Y2 − Y1)2 − aZ2
3 ]

+ Z9(Y1 + Y2)(X2 −X1)3

Z3 = Z4(X2 −X1).

After simplification, we get:
X3 = (Y2 − Y1)2 − a[Z(X1 −X2)]2

−(X1 +X2) · (X2 −X1)2

Y3 = −(Y2 − Y1)[(Y2 − Y1)2 − a[Z(X2

−X1)]2] + (Y1 + Y2)(X2 −X1)3

Z3 = Z(X2 −X1).

Algorithm 2 describes the Co Z point addition opera-
tion in Jacobian projective coordinate, where the coor-
dinate representation of output point satisfies (X1(X2 −
X1)2, Y1(X2 − X1)3, Z(X2 − X1) ∼ (X1, Y1, Z)). In Al-
gorithm 2, it requires 4M + 3S + 1C for per bit. In this
paper, we take S = 0.8M,C = 1.37M . Compared with
mixed addition, the reduced cost is about 2M + 1C.

Algorithm 2 Co Z point addition algorithm in Jacobian
projective coordinate(J-ZADD)

1: Input: P (X1, Y1, Z), Q(X2, Y2, Z)
2: Output: P +Q = (X3, Y3, Z3)
3: A← (X2 −X1), B ← Z ·A
4: C ← (Y2 − Y1)2, D ← (X2 −X1)3

5: X3 = C − aB2 − (X1 +X2) · (X2 −X1)2

6: Y3 = −(Y2 − Y1) · (C − aB2) + (Y1 + Y2) · (X2 −X1)3

7: Z3 = Z ·A
8: Return Q = (X3, Y3, Z3)
9: End

3.1.2 Co Z Point Addition in Lopez &Dahab
Projective Coordinate

Let P = (X1, Y1, Z1) and Q = (X2, Y2, Z2) be two points
with the same Z coordinate in Lopez & Dahab projec-
tive coordinate, then the operation formula of P + Q =
(X3, Y3, Z3) can be simplified as:

X3 = (Y2 − Y1)2 − Z(X2 −X1)2(X1 +X2 + aZ)
Y3 = Z(X2 −X1)(Y2 − Y1)[X1Z(X2 −X1)2 −X3]

− Y1[Z(X2 −X1)2]2

Z3 = [Z(X2 −X1)]2.

In Algorithm 3, the Co Z point addition operation in
Lopez &Dahab projective coordinate is given, which sat-
isfies (X1U, Y1U

2, ZU) ∼ (X1, Y1, Z) in the process of al-
gorithm execution, so P +Q = (X3, Y3, Z3) has the same
Z coordinate as input points P and Q.

The computation of Algorithm 3 requires 8M +3S per
bit, and the reduced cost is about 5M+2S compared with
previous point addition. Compared with mixed addition,
the reduced cost is about 3M .

Although the Algorithm 1 mentioned in section 2.3 im-
proves the efficiency of scalar multiplication algorithm,
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Algorithm 3 Co Z point addition algorithm in Lopez
&Dahab projective coordinate(LD-ZADD)

1: Input: P (X1, Y1, Z), Q(X2, Y2, Z)
2: Output: P +Q = (X3, Y3, Z3)
3: S ← (X2 −X1)2, U ← Z · S
4: V ← Z · (X2 −X1),W ← (Y2 − Y1)2

5: X3 = W − U · (X1 +X2 + aZ)
6: Y3 = V · (Y2 − Y1) · (X1 · U −X3)− Y1 · U2

7: Z3 = Z · U
8: Return Q = (X3, Y3, Z3)
9: End

it cannot resist SPA attack. Therefore, combining with
Co Z point addition operation in Jacobian projective co-
ordinate, we propose an optimized symmetric ternary
scalar multiplication algorithm to resist SPA attacks.

Algorithm 4 Optimized symmetric ternary scalar mul-
tiplication algorithm against SPA

1: Input: P = (X,Y, Z) ∈ E(GF (3m)), and k =
n−1∑
i=0

ki3
i, ki ∈ (−2,−1, 0, 1, 2)

2: Output: kP
3: Q = O,Q1 = P,Q−1 = −P,Q2 = 2P,Q−2 = −2P
4: for i = n− 1, ..., 0 do
5: Q = 3Q
6: Q = J − ZADD(Q,Qki)
7: end for
8: Return Q
9: End

In Algorithm 4, each loop performs point addition
and tripling(T ) operation, and two doublings are re-
quired in precomputation. Through the analysis, we
can get computation complexity of Algorithm 4 about
n(ZA+T )+2D, where ZA represents Co Z addition and
D represents doubling operation. The implementation of
the process in Algorithm 4 is independent of specific lo-
cation of scalar k, so attacker can’t get the information
about scalar k through the side channel information. Al-
gorithm 4 can resist the SPA attack. Compared with
Algorithm 1, the proposed Algorithm 4 improves security
and efficiency of ECC system.

3.2 Tripling-Add Operation in Jacobian
Coordinate

Computing 3P + Q. The Literature [20] proposed 3P +
Q formula in affine coordinate, in order to avoid inverse
operation, let 3P +Q = (X3, Y3, Z3), according to 3P +Q
formula in affine coordinate, we get:{

X ′3 =
C2−B(DZ2)

2−(Z7
1AD)2(aZ2

2−X2)

(Z7
1ADZ2)

Y ′3 = C
Z7

1ADZ2
(X3

Z2
3
− X2

Z2
2
− Y2

Z3
2

)

whereA = a(X1+bZ2
1 );B = (X3

1+bZ6
1 )3−Z12

1 a3bX3
1 ;C =

Z3
2 [Y 9

1 − a3Z6
1Y

3
1 (X3

1 + bZ6
1 )2] − Y2(Z7

1A)3;D = BZ2
2 −

X2(Z7
1A)2, Then we take Z3 = Z7

1ADZ2, The formula of
3P +Q is derived as followed: X3 = C2 −B(DZ2)2 − (Z7

1AD)(aZ2
2 −X2)

Y3 = C[X3 −X2(Z7
1AD)2] + Y2(Z7

1AD)3

Z3 = Z7
1ADZ2.

By storing the intermediate results and setting a = 1, it
can be seen that the computation of 3P + Q is 23M +
4C + 8S instead of 1I + 13M + 5S + 6C. We use com-
bined tripling-add operation in Jacobian coordinate to re-
place point addition and tripling operation, and get an im-
proved balanced ternary scalar multiplication algorithm.

Algorithm 5 Improved balanced ternary scalar multipli-
cation algorithm

1: Input: P = (X,Y, Z) ∈ E(GF (3m)), and k =
n−1∑
i=0

ki3
i, ki ∈ (−1, 0, 1)

2: Output: kP
3: Q← O
4: for i = n− 1, ..., 0 do
5: if ki = 1 then
6: Q = 3Q+ P
7: end if
8: if ki = −1 then
9: Q = 3Q− P

10: end if
11: if ki = 0 then
12: Q = 3Q
13: end if
14: end for
15: Return Q
16: End

The computation amount of Algorithm 5 is 1
3nT + 2

3n ·
TA, where TA represents tripling-add operation.

4 Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the computational efficiency of
improved scalar multiplication algorithm on the elliptic
curve over GF(3m). First, Table 1 shows the comparisons
of calculation costs in different coordinate systems. It
can be seen from Table 1, the newly proposed Co Z point
addition formula is more efficient than traditional point
addition.

In order to analyze the efficiency better, we choose the
ternary length of scalar k to be 101 bits, and consider
the typical ratio of inversion and multiplication: I = 8M .
The calculation comparisons of different scalar multipli-
cation algorithms are given in Table 2, it can be seen
from Table 2, that compared with other scalar multiplica-
tion algorithms, the computational efficiency of our Algo-
rithm 4 is increased by 16%, 26%, 10%, 3%, respectively.

Second, before we analyze the efficiency of 3P + Q in
Jacobian coordinate, We define α is the ratio of field in-
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Table 1: Comparisons of computation costs in different coordinate systems

Operation Jacobian projective coordinate Lopez &Dahab projective coordinate
Point addition 10M + 3C + 3S 13M + 5S

Mixed addition(Z2 = 1) 7M + 2C + 2S 10M + 4S
Co Z point addition 4M + 1C + 3S 8M + 3S

Tripling 5M + 2S + 5C 7M + 1S + 5C

Table 2: Computation costs of different scalar multiplication algorithms

Algorithm Total cost Anti-SPA n=101bits
BTF Algorithm [4] n(I + 4S + 7M) + 2

3n(I + S + 2M) no 2565M
STF Algorithm [14] n(I + 4S + 7M) + n(I + S + 2M) yes 2929M

Algorithm 3 in Ref. [13] n(9M + 7S) + n
6 (4M + 6S) + n

2 (12M + 4S) no 2390M
Co Z Montgomery

Algorithm(binary) [19]
n(10M + C + 3S) + I + 10M + S + C yes 2223M

Proposed Algorithm 4 n(5M + 2S + 5C) + n(4M + 1C + 3S) + 2(5M + 3S) yes 2158M

Table 3: Calculation comparisons of different algorithms

Bit legth
Algorithms

BTSM Algorithm [20] Ternary scalar multiplication Algorithm [20] Proposed Algorithm 5
101 3005M 3407M 2801M
122 3630M 4113M 3384M
142 4225M 4786M 3939M
162 4820M 5458M 4493M

version and multiplication. The efficiency can be derived
from the following equation:

efficiency = 1− 34.88
25.22+α
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Figure 1: Efficiency of 3P +Q formula in Jacobian coor-
dinate

Figure 1 shows the efficiency analysis of 3P + Q for-
mula in Jacobian coordinate and affine coordinate. In
Table 3, we choose the scalar symmetric ternary length
as 101,122,142 and 162. When the scalar length of the
ternary expansion is 162, it can be seen from Table 3 that
our proposed Algorithm 5 improves the computational
efficiency by 7% and 18% compared with the BTSM al-
gorithm and the ternary scalar multiplication algorithm.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, the Co Z point addition formula in differ-
ent projective coordinates on elliptic curve over GF(3m)
is proposed. Compared with previously mixed point addi-
tion formulas, the computational time is reduced. Com-
bined the new formulaes and optimized symmetric ternary
scalar multiplication algorithm against SPA, the compu-
tational efficiency is improved. Compared with other al-
gorithms, the efficiency of Algorithm 4 is increased by
16%, 26%, and 10%, respectively. We also proposed
3P +Q formula in Jacobian coordinate. The average run-
ning time of the improved balanced ternary scalar mul-
tiplication algorithm is about 7% faster than that of the
BTSM algorithm.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a reversible data hiding scheme
based on improved locally adaptive coding for compressed
images by side match vector quantization (SMVQ). In the
proposed scheme, an indicator is defined to encode the
SMVQ indices and embed the secret data. The smaller
the index is, the more bits of secret data could be hidden.
In order to improve the capacity, we use an improved
adaptive coding method after the assigned indices. Ex-
perimental results show that our proposed scheme out-
performs state-of-the-art VQ-based data hiding schemes
in terms of embedding capacity.

Keywords: Data Hiding; Image Compression; Locally
Adaptive Coding; Reversibility; Side Match Vector Quan-
tization (SMVQ)

1 Introduction

Due to the advance of Internet technology and the con-
venience of transmitting information, data hiding has
become a popular research issue in recent years. Gen-
erally speaking, data hiding schemes can be classified
into three types, i.e., spatial domain, frequency domain
and compression domain based schemes. Data hiding
schemes in the spatial domain embed secret information
by directly modifying pixel values of an image, while
those in the frequency domain first transform an im-
age from the spatial domain to the frequency domain
and then modify coefficient values. However, the com-
pressed domain based schemes embed data into the com-
pressed codes of digital images [9]. Nowadays, many re-
searchers have proposed various information hiding meth-
ods designed for the compression domain, such as block
truncation coding (BTC) [12, 21, 22], discrete wavelet

transform (DWT) [1, 2, 20], discrete cosine transform
(DCT) [6,14,15] and vector quantization (VQ) [8, 10].

Wu and Sun [22] presented a data hiding method in
which each secret bit is embedded into the bitmap of
the BTC compression codes. Lin and Liu [12] proposed
a data hiding method in BTC compressed images using
the order of each pair of gray levels to embed the secret
data. Wang et al. [21] presented a reversible data hid-
ing scheme for images compressed by BTC based on the
correlation among adjacent blocks and prediction-error
expansion. Abdelwahab and Hassaan [1] proposed a data
hiding method based on DWT that hides secret images
inside the cover image using two secret keys. Vijay and
VigneshKumar [20] proposed a method that first employs
DWT to transform the cover image from the spatial do-
main to the frequency domain, and then compresses the
secret data by the Huffman code for embedding. Baby et
al. [2] proposed a DWT-based data hiding scheme using
multiple color images to hide the secret data. Chang et
al. [6] proposed a scheme to hide secret information in the
DCT coefficients. In this scheme, the image is divided into
8 × 8 blocks. If two successive coefficients of the medium-
frequency components are zero, the information is hidden
in each block. Lin [15] proposed a method that embeds
the data using the DCT coefficients and integer mapping.
Lin [14] presented a method that uses histogram shifting
to embed the secret data based on two-dimensional DCT
coefficients.

VQ is another efficient image compression technique
that was proposed by Gray [10]. In recent years, many
researchers have studied data hiding based on VQ [3–5,
7, 8, 11, 13, 16–19, 23, 24]. In 2009, Chang et al. [5, 8] pre-
sented two reversible data hiding schemes based on VQ.
They used joint neighbor coding to hide data [8] and em-
ployed a locally adaptive coding scheme (LAS) to reduce
the cost of the compression code [5]. Also in 2009, Yang
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and Lin [23] proposed a VQ-based reversible information
hiding method in which an indicator for data hiding is de-
fined according to the embedding rule and the correspond-
ing index. To improve the method in Chang and Chou’s
scheme [5], in 2010, Yang and Lin [24] presented a data
hiding scheme that changes the hiding path to further
enhance the effect of LAS. In 2011, Chang et al. [4] pro-
posed an improved method that modifies the embedding
rule to increase the embedding capacity of the method
in [5]. In 2013, Pan et al. [17] presented another VQ-
based method which uses search order coding (SOC) to
compress the indices, and then utilizes the remainder of
the space to embed the secret data. In 2014, Chang and
Nguyen [7] introduced the concept of side match vector
quantization (SMVQ) and proposed a novel data hiding
scheme based on SMVQ that uses fewer indices than [17]
when the same data are embedded. In 2015, Tu and
Wang [19] proposed a method that divides all indices into
two clusters for embedding. Their scheme can reduce ex-
tra bits and increase the hiding capacity. In 2016, Qin
and Hu [18] proposed a method that uses an improved
searching order coding (ISOC) encoded VQ index table.
This method uses a lower bit rate and extends the degree
of the index table to achieve higher hiding capacity.

However, the embedding capacities of the aforemen-
tioned data hiding schemes based on VQ are limited.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a VQ-based re-
versible data hiding scheme to enhance the embedding
capacity. In the proposed scheme, we combine the SMVQ
and LAS techniques to achieve a high embedding capac-
ity.

The remainder of this paper is divided into five sec-
tions. Section 2 shows two techniques that our proposed
reversible information hiding scheme is based on, i.e., the
SMVQ and LAS methods. Section 3 elaborates our pro-
posed scheme. The detailed experimental description and
comparative analysis are provided in Section 4, and our
conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 Related Work

In this section, we will introduce VQ, SMVQ and LAS
techniques in Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, respectively.

2.1 VQ

VQ is a simple, lossy compression technology that is com-
monly used in reversible data hiding schemes [13]. The
algorithm of VQ is divided into three phases. In the code-
book generation phase, some images are used for training
and to generate a codebook using the Linde-Buzo-Gary
(LBG) algorithm, which was proposed by Linde et al. [16]
in 1980. The LBG algorithm is an iterative procedure
in which, first, it divides the image into a set of blocks
with the size of r × r, and each block can be viewed as
an r × r− dimensional vector. Then, 256 blocks are se-
lected randomly from these blocks as the initial codebook,

with these 256 initial vectors as the 256 centroids. The
rest of the blocks are grouped into the 256 centroids, i.e.,
each block is used to find the nearest centroid to form
256 groups. Then, the centroids of these 256 groups are
recalculated to get a new codebook until the codebook
converges, i.e., when the training of the codebook is com-
plete. In the compression phase, the image is divided
into many blocks of the same size containing many pix-
els. These blocks are used to search for similar codewords
in the codebook, and the vector is replaced to form an in-
dex table. These procedures are explained by an example
in Figure 1. In the decompression phase, the index values
are used to extract the corresponding vectors from the
codebook, and the vectors are used to form blocks that
are then merged into an image.

Figure 1: An example of VQ

2.2 SMVQ

As a variant of VQ, SMVQ was proposed by Kim [11]
in 1992. In the encoding procedure, the algorithm di-
vides the cover image into a set of non-overlapping blocks
with the size of c × c. These blocks are divided into two
parts, i.e., seed blocks and residual blocks. The image
blocks in the first row and first column are denoted as
seed blocks, and the rest of blocks are defined as residual
blocks. As shown in Figure 2, the upper block U and
the left block L are used to predict the current block X.

After the prediction, let x1 = (u13+l4)
2 , x2 = u14, x3 =

u15, x4 = u16, x5 = l8, x9 = l12 , and x13 = l16. Then,
x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x9 and x13 are used to find the most sim-
ilar codeword from the traditional VQ codebook and a
state codebook by using the most similar codewords is
constructed. The codeword in the state codebook with
the minimum Euclidean distance from X is used to en-
code X.

2.3 LAS

LAS is a data compression method that was proposed
by Bentley et al. [3] in 1986. An example of the LAS
is shown in Table 1. Suppose we want to compress the
message “I HAVE A PEN I HAVE AN APPLE”. Then,
by using LAS, we can get the compressed message “1 I, 2
HAVE, 3 A, 4 PEN, 4, 4, 5 AN, 6 APPLE.” The encoding
steps are described as follows. First, list L is empty and
is denoted as L = {}, and the size of list L is S = 0.
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Figure 2: An illustration of SMVQ

We use the list L to encode the input word x. If the
input word x doesn’t belong to L, then we will use S + 1
concatenated with x to encode it and x is inserted at the
front of list L. Otherwise, the input word x is encoded by
S, indicating the position of the input word x in the list
L, and x is moved to the front of list L. The encoding
process is repeated for the next word until all input words
of the message are encoded.

Table 1: An example of LAS

Step Input The list L = {} Output
1 I L = {I} 1 I
2 HAVE L = {HAVE I} 2 HAVE
3 A L = {A HAVE I} 3 A
4 PEN L = {PEN A HAVE I} 4 PEN
5 I L = {I PEN A HAVE} 4
6 HAVE L = {HAVE I PEN A} 4
7 AN L = {AN HAVE I

PEN A}
5 AN

8 APPLE L = {APPLE AN
HAVE I PEN A}

6 APPLE

3 Proposed Scheme

The proposed scheme is elaborated in this section. First,
we propose an improved locally adaptive coding scheme
(NILAS) by using the feature of SMVQ. Then, the embed-
ding procedure and the extraction procedure are shown
in Sub-sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

3.1 NILAS

In the proposed NILAS, first we set the list L as not
empty, and its length as equal to the largest value in the
SMVQ indices. (For example, L = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, and
N is equal to the largest value in the SMVQ indices. If
the state codebook size is equal to 256, then the value of
N is 256.) Based on the statistical analysis of different
types of images, we found that the referred frequencies of
all indices in SMVQ index table were close to the value
in the range from zero to nine. Therefore, we divide L

into two parts, i.e., L1 and L2, where L1 = {0, 1, . . . , 9}
and L2 = {10, 11, . . . , N − 1}. The order of L1 remains
unchanged, and the move-to-front method is only applied
in the order of L2. An example is provided in Figure 3.

Figure 3: An example of NILAS

In Figure 3, we show a set of 4 blocks, and two lists L1
and L2. There are four rounds and each round processes a
block. In particular, the gray block represents the current
processing block. In the first round, the index value of the
current block is 5, which belongs to L1. Thus, its order
is unchanged. In the second round, the index value of the
current block is 13. Since it belongs to L2, the move-to-
front scheme is applied and it moves to the head of L2.
Then, in the third round, the index value of the current
block is 20. Since it belongs to L2, it also moves to the
head of L2. Lastly, the index value of the current block is
20, which belongs to L2. Because its order is in the front
of L2, the sequence will be unchanged.

3.2 Embedding Phase

Figure 4 shows the embedding flowchart of our method.
I represents a cover image sized H × W . Secret data
S is a bit stream, and sl represents the bit value in S,
where sl = 1 or 0, l = 0, 1, . . . ,M , and M is the maximum
embedding capacity in bits to the cover image I.

Input: A cover image I sized H×W , codebook CB, and
secret data S.

Output: The stego code stream CS.

Step 1: Encode I utilizing the SMVQ algorithm to ob-
tain the SMVQ index table, IT . Vi is the value of
each index in index table IT , where i = 0, 1, . . . , H

4 ×
W
4 − 1. Set the L = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} and di-

vide L into two parts, L1 = {0, 1, . . . , 9} and L2 =
{10, 11, . . . , N − 1}, where N is the size of codebook
CB. Apply the NILAS method to IT, L1 and L2.

Step 2: Read the current Vi in IT . If the position of the
current Vi is in the first row or the first column, i is
increased by 1 and read the next Vi.
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Figure 4: Flowchart of the embedding phase

Step 3: Check the value of Vi. If Vi ≤ 1, go to Step
4. If 2 ≤ Vi ≤ 9, go to Step 5. Otherwise, go to
Step 6.

Step 4: Add 00 to the head of the value of Vi as an indi-
cator. That is, the first two bits are indicator bits and
the third bit is the value of Vi. The remaining n− 3
bits are used to embed the next sl,l+1,...,l+(n−3)−1
from secret data S, where n = log2bNc. They will
be encoded by 00‖Vi‖sl,l+1,··· ,l+(n−3)−1, where ‖ rep-
resents the concatenation operation. Go to Step 8.

Step 5: Add 01 to the front as an indicator. The next
three bits are the value of Vi−2 in binary form. And
the remaining n− 5 bits are used to embed the next
sl,l+1,...,l+(n−5)−1 from secret data S. They will be
encoded by 01‖Vi‖sl,l+1,...,l+(n−5)−1. Go to Step 8.

Step 6: Check the position pi of current Vi in L2, where
pi is the position of Vi in L2. If 8 ≤ pi ≤ N − 11,
go to Step 7. Otherwise, if 0 ≤ pi ≤ 7, add 10 to
the front as an indicator. Then, use three bits to en-
code the position pi in binary form. The next n− 5
bits are used to embed the next sl,l+1,...,l+(n−5)−1
from secret data S. They will be encoded by
10‖pi‖sl,l+1,...,l+(n−5)−1. Then, move Vi to the front
of L2. Go to Step 8.

Step 7: Add 11 to the front as an indicator.. Then, en-
code the position pi in binary form with n bits. They
will be encoded by 11‖pi. Then, move Vi to the front
of L2.

Step 8: Repeat Steps 2 through 7 until all Vi’s have
been processed.

Step 9: Output the stego compression code CS.

After all of the steps have been completed, we get the
stego compression code CS. To further clarify our em-
bedding phase, an example of the embedding process is
provided. In Figure 5(a), we assume that our SMVQ in-
dex table, IT , has the size of 3 × 3. Figures 5(b) and
(c) show the secret data S that we want to embed in the
SMVQ index table, IT , and the result after embedding,
respectively.

Figure 5: An example of the data embedding phase: (a)
SMVQ index table IT ; (b) Secret data S; (c) Stego com-
pression code CS

3.3 Extraction Phase

The extraction phase, as shown in Figure 6, is explained in
this section. Because the indicator of two bits has been in-
serted during data embedding phase, a decoder can choose
the corresponding extraction operation according to the
indicator. If the first bit of the current processing stego
index V ′i , i.e., the first bit of the indicator, is 0, the cur-
rent processing stego index V ′i is in L1. Otherwise, it is in
L2. Then, according to the second bit of indicator, it de-
termines the extraction and recovery method. Moreover,
if the current processing stego index V ′i is in L2, it must
be moved to the front of L2 after extracting and recovery.

Input: Codebook CB and the stego compression code
CS.

Output: The secret data S, reconstructed SMVQ index
table IT , and cover image I.

Step 1: Check the position of current processing stego
index V ′i . If the position is at the first row or the
first column, i is increased by 1 and read the next
current processing stego index V ′i .

Step 2: Read the first bit of current processing stego in-
dex V ′i . if it is 0, go to Step 3. Otherwise, go to
Step 5.
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Figure 6: Flowchart of the data extraction phase

Step 3: Check the value of the second bit of current pro-
cessing stego index V ′i . If it is 0, use the value of
the third bit of the current processing stego index
V ′i to recover the index Vi. Then, the remainder of
n − 3 bits, i.e., sl,l+1,...,l+(n−3)−1, will be extracted
and appended to the secret data S. Go to Step 7.
Otherwise, go to Step 4.

Step 4: Check the value of the second bit of current pro-
cessing stego index V ′i . If it is 1, the next 3 bits are
converted into decimal value to recover the index Vi.
The remainder, n−5 bits, i.e., sl,l+1,...,l+(n−5)−1, will
be extracted and appended to the secret data S. Go
to Step 7.

Step 5: Get the second bit of current processing stego
index V ′i . If it is equal to 0, the next 3 bits will be
transformed into decimal value p′i. Use the corre-
sponding value of p′i in L2 to recover the index Vi.
Extract the remaining n − 5 bits, sl,l+1,...,l+(n−5)−1,
and insert them into secret data S. Then, move Vi

to the front of L2. Go to Step 7. Otherwise, go to
Step 6.

Step 6: Convert the remaining n bits into decimal value
p′i. Utilize p′i

′
corresponding value in L2 to recover

the index Vi and move Vi to the front of L2.

Step 7: Repeat Steps 1 through 6 until all bits in the
stego compression code have been read.

Step 8: Obtain secret data S and the SMVQ index table
IT .

After all of the steps have been completed, we can ob-
tain the secret data S and the reconstructed SMVQ index

table IT . To further clarify our extraction and recovery
phase, we present an example of the extracting process.
Figures 7(a), (b) and (c) show the stego code stream, the
reconstructed SMVQ index table, IT , and secret data S,
that we can extract the reconstructed SMVQ index table
IT and secret data S from the stego code stream, respec-
tively.

Figure 7: An example of the data extraction phase: (a)
Stego code stream; (b) Reconstructed SMVQ index table
IT ; (c) Secret data S

4 Simulation and Analysis

We chose the software MATLAB R2016 to conduct the
experiments, and used a computer with an Intel-Core i7-
6700 3.40GHz and 32GB RAM. The operating system was
the 64-bit Windows 10 Pro. To verify the efficiency of
the proposed scheme, several experiments are performed.
Six 512 × 512-sized, 8-bit grayscale images were used as
the test images. These images were “Lena”, “Peppers”,
“F-16”, “Toys”, “Girl” and “Sailboat”, as shown in Fig-
ure 8. These images were smooth images, which have
been used extensively in image processing. Rough images
would generate a negative value of payload, so we used
the smooth images to keep the value positive, the bit rate
lower, and the embedding rate higher. The images were
partitioned into non-overlapping 4 × 4 blocks, and the
codebook with a size of 256 was trained using the LBG
algorithm. In our experiments, the secret data S were
in binary form and the data were generated randomly by
using a pseudo-random number generator and encrypted
by conventional methods.

4.1 Experimental Results

In these experiments, the embedding efficiency was eval-
uated by the payload and the embedding rate, and the
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Figure 8: Test images: (a) Lena; (b) Peppers; (c) F-16;
(d) Toys; (e) Girl; (f) Sailboat

compression efficiency was evaluated by the bit rate. In
order to show that our proposed scheme can hide more
secret data than other methods, payload was defined as
the number of secret bits that can be hidden when the
bit rate is fixed at 0.5, i.e., the larger the payload is, the
better the result is, as shown in Equation (1). The bit
rate indicates the compression rate of the cover image by
using bits per pixel (bpp). So, the smaller the bit rate
is, the greater the compression efficiency is, as defined in
Equation (2). The embedding rate is a ratio of the size of
embedded secret data to the size of code stream, and it
denotes whether the size of the code stream is fixed. The
higher the embedding rate is, the more secret bits can be
embedded, as defined in Equation (3).

Payload = Capacity − (0.5− bit rate)

×Size of original image. (1)

Bit rate =
Size of code stream

Size of original image
. (2)

Embedding rate =
Size of embedded secret data

Size of code stream

×100%. (3)

To investigate the superiority of our proposed scheme,
we compared it with some VQ-compressed-based data
hiding methods, and the compressed code was used to
achieve compression and transformation [4,5,7,18,19,23,
24]. Because the capacities of other methods are not
high, we proposed a high capacity method combined with
SMVQ and NILAS, and, even though the bit rates were
identical, our method still provided the highest capacity.
Figure 9, Table 2, Table 3 and Figure 10 compare our pro-
posed scheme’s hiding capacity, payload, embedding rate
and bit rate with those of Chang et al.’s schemes [4,5,7],
Yang and Lin’s schemes [23,24], Qin and Hu’s scheme [18],
and Tu and Wang’s scheme [19].

As shown in Table 2 and Figure 9, our experimental re-
sults indicated that the capacity of our method was higher
than that of all of the other methods. We achieved this

Figure 9: Comparisons of capacity (bits) between our
method and other methods

result because we used the frequency of the occurrences
of the SMVQ indices and clever application of the indices
to hide more secret bits. The capacity of our method was
still greater than that of other methods even under the
same bit rate. The payload is defined that, when the value
of bit rate is 0.5bpp, the number of secret data that can
be hidden. When the sizes of code stream of all schemes
are identical, we can get the value of payload according
to the total number of the embedded secret bits. The ex-
perimental results showed that the capacity and payload
of our scheme were much better than the other VQ-based
methods.

Table 3 compares the embedding rate of our method
and other methods. The higher the embedding rate was,
the more secret bits could be hidden. It means that the
embedding rate depends on the code stream. It can be
seen that our proposed method is better than the other
methods irrespective of how many code streams are em-
bedded.

Figure 10: Comparisons of the bit rate (bpp) of our
method with other methods

Figure 10 compares the bit rate of our method with
other methods. According to Equation (2), we can know
that the bit rate represents the compression rate. If the
value of bit rate is low, the compression rate is better.
Although compression rate of some methods are better
than our method, the capacity of our method is better
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Table 2: Comparison of the payload (bits) of our method and other methods

Image [5] [24] [4] [7] [19] [18] [23] Ours
Lena 4360 33982 850 43442 8738 34692 7521 49794
Peppers 11166 31089 10277 47700 11403 33940 9362 52614
F-16 23763 39754 42274 45421 9426 34555 3546 53786
Toys 31086 55728 58244 51191 11852 46770 6280 61025
Girl 9077 25068 6617 41147 10878 23449 10264 44906
Sailboat 11951 20339 10536 40632 11141 33684 2627 45215
average 8604 21740 7655 37404 8752 34558 2758 42244

Table 3: Comparison of the embedding rate (bpp) of our method and other methods

Image [5] [24] [4] [7] [19] [18] [23] Ours
Lena 0.113 0.143 0.145 0.289 0.118 0.116 0.111 0.404
Peppers 0.119 0.139 0.154 0.309 0.120 0.116 0.112 0.421
F-16 0.131 0.150 0.199 0.305 0.119 0.117 0.102 0.433
Toys 0.139 0.176 0.233 0.335 0.121 0.147 0.107 0.480
Girl 0.117 0.132 0.151 0.270 0.120 0.096 0.114 0.372
Sailboat 0.119 0.127 0.155 0.274 0.120 0.115 0.101 0.379
average 0.118 0.133 0.159 0.259 0.118 0.118 0.102 0.363

under the same bit rate. That is the reason why the
payload is more important to represent the embedding
effect of the data hiding scheme.

Figure 11: Histogram of the frequency of the occurrences
of SMVQ indices

Figure 11 shows that we obtained the highest frequency
of SMVQ index occurrences, i.e., from 0 to 17. Therefore,
we embedded most of the secret data in indices 0 through
9, and, after index 10, we used NILAS to improve the
embedding capacity. Then, an indicator was defined and
used to encode the indices and embed the secret data as
much as possible in indices 0 or 1. That is to say, for
indices 0 and 1, we can hide 5 bits; for indices 2 to 9 and
10 to 17, we can hide 3 bits. Then, in order to improve
the embedding capacity after index 10, we used improved
adaptive coding to increase the embedding capacity. This
technology can use the feature of recurring occurrences of
SMVQ indices to increase the embedding capacity. If the

test image is smooth, we can hide more bits. Therefore,
the experimental results showed that more secret data
were embedded while the bit rate was the same, providing
a higher capacity than schemes in the previous literature.

4.2 Discussions

In Chang and Wu’s method [8], each index only can be
embedded with one secret bit, but their method requires
more bits to present the index in some cases. So, the
payload of their method is lower than that of our method.
In Chang and Chou’s method [5], the largest capacity of
each index is 1, and some indices cannot be embedded
with secret bits if the index is not in the list L. Although
their method can reduce the bit rate, the payload of their
method is lower. Yang and Lin’s method [24] improved
the method in [5] by changing the run path of the normal
VQ encoder. Although their bit rate is lower than Chang
and Chou’s method [5], their payload is still lower than
that of our proposed method. The improved run path and
the normal path are shown in Figure 12.

In Chang et al.’s method [4], although two secret bits
can be embedded in some cases, it still requires more
bits to represent the index. The largest capacity of their
method is two, which is lower than that of our method.
In Chang and Nguyen’s method [7], the largest capacity
of the indices is 3, while it is 5 for our proposed method.
In their method, although the indices belong to the cases
that can embed secret bits, the indices only need to use
7 bits to represent the index. But the payload of their
method is lower than that of our proposed method. In
Tu and Wang’s method [19], although they used trained
images to obtain a better distribution of codewords, clus-
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ter 2 and cluster 3 had to embed an extra 2 bits; so the
payload of our proposed method was better than their
method. In Qin and Hu’s method [18], an improved search
order coding-encoded VQ index table was used that could
effectively embed secret data. However, their bit rate and
payload were lower than those of our proposed method.
In Yang and Lin’s method [23], they resorted the VQ
codebook according to the referred frequency of each in-
dex. , Their method can be mapped directly to the other
clusters though the index is in the first cluster, thereby
reducing the presented bits of the index. If the index
is not in the first cluster, their method must use more
bits to represent the index. The largest capacity of the
indices in their method is 2, which is lower than that of
our method. So our method is better than Yang and Lin’s
method [23]. However, our proposed method utilized only
one bit to represent the indices and hided five secret bits
most frequently, and three secret bits can be hidden com-
bined with NILAS and SMVQ. Therefore, our proposed
method achieved a higher capacity than any of the other
methods while simultaneously providing a greater embed-
ding rate and payload than the other methods.

Figure 12: Run paths: (a) Improved path in Yang and
Lin’s method; (b) Normal VQ encoder path

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a reversible data hiding
method for SMVQ indices. In the proposed method, using
SMVQ indices can embed five bits or three bits at a time.
In order to increase the embedding capacity, we combined
SMVQ with improved locally adaptive coding. The exper-
imental results showed that our proposed method effec-
tively improved the capacity and outperformed state-of-
the-art VQ-based data hiding schemes. In the future, we
will focus on studying a simpler technique than locally
adaptive coding to realize data hiding for compressed im-
ages while keeping high embedding capacity.
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Abstract

The certificateless public key cryptosystem not only re-
duces the high cost of public key management, but also
eliminates the private key escrow problem. The cloud-
based smart grid data management system can release the
burden of big data storage in power enterprises. Provable
data possession (PDP) can ensure the integrity of data
stored in the cloud with a high probability. Recently, a
certificateless public PDP scheme with privacy preserv-
ing for cloud-based smart grid data management system
was proposed. However, we find the scheme insecure. We
give two concrete attacks to the scheme - the first attack
shows that a malicious cloud storage provider (CSP) can
forge a valid tag of any file block modified at his will, and
the second one shows that CSP can produce a valid proof
without storing any file blocks. Then, we point out the
flaws in their proof and the key reason why their scheme
is insecure.

Keywords: Certificateless Cryptosystem; Provable Data
Possession; Smart Grid

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of computer network, com-
munication technology and sensor technology, the smart
grid [1, 6, 11] is gradually entering people’s life as the
next-generation power system. Build on the inte-
grated and high-speed two-way communication work, it
is aimed to achieve reliable, safe, economic, efficient and
environmental-friendly operations. So far, many countries
have launched smart grid projects [13,16].

However, with the application of smart meters and
other smart devices, the volume of electric power data
is increasing exponentially. As a result, the traditional
electric power information management system can no

longer be able to process them in real time, prompting
the birth of the cloud-based smart grid data management
system [3]. It is flexible, scalable and reliable with a high
equipment utilization rate and can help the smart grid
achieve the storage of massive data. However, data stored
in the cloud may be lost or damaged due to soft/hardware
failures, human errors or hacker attacks. Thus, it has be-
come an essential step to verify the integrity of data stored
in the cloud.

Provable data possession (PDP) [5] can help check
the integrity of cloud data without downloading it. It
is a lightweight cloud data integrity probabilistic check-
ing model. There are two kinds of auditing methods in
PDP, i.e., public auditing [9] and private auditing [15]. In
the former, Anyone with public information can audit the
data, and therefore the cloud user can delegate the veri-
fication process to a third-party verifier (TPV) to ensure
that his data is intact in the cloud; while in the latter, the
auditor must use some private information to audit the
data. At present, public auditing is becoming a popular
trend. But in this method, the TPV should not deduce
the cloud user’s data when they check the integrity of
it, and in this case, a public verifiable scheme with pri-
vacy preserving can be used [14]. However, all the above
schemes are based on the public key infrastructure (PKI),
which has the complex public key management problem.
In order to reduce the high cost of public key manage-
ment, the identity-based PDP [12] was proposed. How-
ever, the identity-based public key cryptosystem brings a
new problem about key escrow - the trusted third party
knows all users’ private keys.

Regarding this problem, the certificateless public key
cryptosystem [10] has great superiority. It not only re-
duces the high cost of public key management, but also
solves the private key escrow problem. Many certifictate-
less PDP schemes have been proposed in the literature.
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For example, in 2017, Kang et al. [7] proposed a certifi-
cateless public PDP scheme with privacy preserving, and
applied it to the cloud-assisted wireless body area net-
work. In the same year, He et al. [2] proposed another cer-
tificateless public PDP scheme with privacy preserving.
Kim et al. [8] also proposed a certificateless public PDP
scheme. In 2018, He et al. [4] proposed a certificateless
public PDP scheme, and applied it to the cloud-assisted
wireless body area network. However, their scheme does
not support privacy preserving. In the same year, He et
al. [3] proposed another certificateless public PDP scheme
with privacy preserving, and applied it to the cloud-based
smart grid data management system.

In this paper, we point out that scheme [3] is insecure
and give two concrete attacks against it. The first attack
shows that a malicious CSP can modify a file block and
produce the corresponding tag. The second shows that a
malicious CSP can produce a proof to pass the integrity
verification without having to hold any data blocks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides the formal definition and security model
of certificateless provable data possession. Section 3 de-
scribes He et al.’s scheme. Section 4 gives two concrete
attacks against their scheme, and then it points out the
flaws in their proof and the key reason why their scheme
is insecure. At last, the conclusion is given in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Formal Definition of Certificateless
Provable Data Possession

There are four entities in the system: cloud users, who
have huge data to be stored in the cloud; a cloud stor-
age provider (CSP), which provides data storage service;
a third party verifier (TPV), which is delegated by the
cloud users to verify the cloud data integrity; and a key
generation center (KGC), which produces system param-
eters and cloud users’ partial private keys.

A certificateless provable data possession scheme con-
sists of the following five algorithms:

1) Setup: Given a security parameter 1k, KGC gen-
erates a master private key s and a common pub-
lic parameter Params. For cloud user ID, KGC
uses s and Params to generate a partial private key
PSKID and sends it to him secretly. Then, the cloud
user ID randomly selects a secret value xID, and
computes his public key UPKID. The cloud user
ID’s full private key consists of two parts: the par-
tial private key PSKID and the secret value xID.

2) Store: Given a file mF = {m1,m2, ...,mn}, the cloud
user uses his full private key to generate {mi}(i =
1, 2, ..., n)’s tag {σi}(i = 1, 2, ..., n). Then, he sends
{mi, σi}(i = 1, 2, ..., n) to CSP, which checks whether
{σi}(i = 1, 2, ..., n) are valid. If they are invalid, CSP
will ask the cloud user to re-produce them.

3) ChalGen: TPV randomly chooses a subset I ∈
{1, 2, ..., n} and generates a challenge message to
CSP.

4) ProGen: CSP produces a proof according to the
challenge message, file {mi}(i = 1, 2, ..., n), tags
{σi}(i = 1, 2, ..., n) and sends it to TPV.

5) ProVer: TPV checks whether the proof is valid. If
it is invalid, TPV will inform the cloud user that his
file is corrupted.

Note 1. Cloud users use the Store algorithm to produce
file blocks’ tags. With these tags and file blocks, CSP can
produce a proof of data possession and cloud users can
delete file blocks from their local copies. TPV uses the
ChalGen algorithm to produce random file blocks to be au-
dited. CSP uses the ProGen algorithm to produce a proof
of data possession, which demonstrates that CSP stores
users’ files intactly. TPV uses the ProVer algorithm to
check whether the proof is valid. If the proof is valid, it
demonstrates that the data is intact in the cloud server.

2.2 Security Model of Certificateless
Provable Data Possession

Our security model is exactly the same as He et al.’s.
There are two types of attackers in the certificateless pub-
lic key cryptosystem [10]. The type-I attacker AI can re-
place anyone’s public key, but does not know the master
private key. The type-II attacker AII knows the mas-
ter private key, but cannot replace anyone’s public key.
A certificateless PDP scheme must be unforgeable under
both type-I and type-II adversaries.

Definition 1. A CL-PDP scheme is unforgeable if no
probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary A (AI or
AII) has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

Setup: Given a security parameter 1k, challenger C pro-
duces the system’s parameters Params and a master
private key s. If A is a type-I adversary, C gives the
parameters Params to AI . If A is a type-II adver-
sary, C gives the parameters Params and master
private key s to AII .

Queries: A can adaptively make a polynomially
bounded number of queries as follows:

1) Create-User Query: A supplies an identity ID.
If ID’s key pair has not been created, C pro-
duces ID’s partial private key PSKID and
secret value xID, and computes ID’s public
key UPKID. Then, C returns the public key
UPKID to A.

2) Replace-Public-Key Query: A supplies an al-
ready created identity ID and a new public
key UPK ′ID. C replaces the current public key
UPKID with the new key UPK ′ID. If A is a
type-II adversary, he cannot make such query.
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3) Extract-Partial-Private-Key Query: A supplies
an already created identity ID. C returns ID’s
partial private key PSKID to A. If A is a type-
II adversary, he does not need to make such a
query.

4) Extract-Secret-Value Query: A supplies an al-
ready created identity ID. C returns ID’s se-
cret value xID to A.

5) Tag-Gen Query: A supplies an already created
identity ID and a file block mi, and C computes
the corresponding tag σi and returns it to A.

Forgery: At last, A outputs a forged tag σ∗ correspond-
ing the cloud user’s identity ID∗. A wins the game
if σ∗ is valid and the following conditions hold.

1) If A is a type-I adversary, AI cannot extract
the partial private key of ID∗. If A is a type-II
adversary, AII cannot extract the secret value
of ID∗.

2) σ∗ is not the output of the Tag-Gen query.

3 He et al.’s Scheme

He et al.’s scheme consists of the following five algorithms.

Setup Algorithm

Step 1:

1) Given a security parameter k, KGC chooses
two cyclic groups G1 and G2 of prime order
q, a random generator P of G1, a bilinear
map e : G1 ×G1 → G2.

2) KGC randomly chooses s ∈ Z∗q as the sys-
tem private key and computes the system
public key Ppub = sP .

3) KGC chooses five secure hash functions
hi : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and H :
{0, 1}∗ → G1.

4) KGC publishes the system parameters
{G1, G2, e, P, q, Ppub, h1, h2, h3, h4, H} and
saves s secretly.

Step 2:

1) KGC randomly chooses yDO ∈ Z∗q and com-

putes Y DO = yDO · P .

2) KGC computes αDO = h1(IDDO, Y DO),
and yDO = αDO · yDO + s mod q.

3) KGC sends the partial private key yDO to
data owner (DO) secretly.

Step 3:

1) DO randomly chooses xDO ∈ Z∗q as his se-
cret value.

2) DO computes his public key XDO = xDO ·
P .

Store Algorithm

Step 1:

1) DO randomly chooses xF ∈ Z∗q and com-
putes XF = xF · P .

2) DO computes βDO =
h2(IDDO, XDO, Y DO) , αF =
h3(IDDO, XDO, Y DO, XF ), and
sF = αF · xF + βDO · xDO + yDO

mod q.

3) DO saves xF and XF as a one-time signing
key and verification key, respectively.

Step 2:

1) DO computes Vpub = H(Ppub) and Vi =
H(nameF , i) for i = 1, ..., n.

2) DO computes Φi = xF · (mi · Vpub + Vi) for
i = 1, ..., n and ΦF = xF · Vpub.

3) DO outputs Φi as mi’s tag for i = 1, ..., n.

Step 3: DO sends F =
{{mi}ni=1, {Φi}ni=1, sF , XF ,ΦF } to CSP.

Step 4: CSP checks if the equations sF · P =
αF · XF + βDO · XDO + αDO · Y DO + Ppub

and e(
∑n

i=1 Φi, P ) = e((
∑n

i=1mi) · Vpub +∑n
i=1 Vi, XF ) hold.

ChalGen Algorithm

Step 1: TPV randomly chooses a subset I ∈
{1, 2, ..., n}.

Step 2: TPV randomly chooses wi ∈ Z∗q for each
i ∈ I.

Step 3: TPV outputs ({i, wi}i∈I) as the challenge
message and sends it to CSP.

ProGen Algorithm

Step 1: CSP randomly chooses rCS ∈ Z∗q and com-
putes RCS = rCS · ΦF , ΦCS =

∑
i∈I wi · Φi,

αCS = h4(IDDO, XDO, Y DO, XF , RCS ,ΦCS)
and sCS = αCS · rCS +

∑
i∈I wi ·mi mod q.

Step 2: CSP outputs the proof
{XF ,ΦF , RCS ,ΦCS , sCS} and sends it to
TPV.

ProVer Algorithm
TPV checks if the equations sF ·P = αF ·XF +βDO ·
XDO+αDO ·Y DO+Ppub and e(αCS ·RCS+ΦCS , P ) =
e(sCS · Vpub +

∑
i∈I wi · Vi, XF ) hold.

4 Security Analysis of He et al.’s
Scheme

4.1 Two Concrete Attacks

Attack 1: Tag forging attack. According to Defini-
tion 1, in the Queries stage, a malicious CSP makes a
Create-User query to ensure that the ID is created.
Then he chooses a file block mi and makes a Tag-Gen
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query for (ID,mi). After that, challenge C computes
the corresponding tag F = {mi,Φi, sF , XF ,ΦF } and
returns it to him. Now, the malicious CSP can mod-
ifymi tom∗i and forge its corresponding tag Φ∗i as fol-
lows. Φ∗i = Φi−mi·ΦF +m∗i ·ΦF = xF ·(m∗i ·Vpub+Vi).
The malicious CSP forges a valid tag Φ∗i of m∗i with
a probability of 1.

Attack 2: Data loss hiding attack. Setup and Store
algorithms are run as normal. After the Store
algorithm, CSP gets file blocks and tags F =
{{mi}ni=1, {Φi}ni=1, sF , XF ,ΦF } . Then, TPV runs
the ChalGen algorithm to produce a challenge mes-
sage ({i, wi}i∈I). After that, the malicious CSP
computes ti = Φi − mi · ΦF = xF · Vi for
i = 1, ..., n. Then, he deletes all the file blocks
{mi}ni=1 and runs the ProGen algorithm as fol-
lows. He randomly chooses rCS ∈ Z∗q and com-
putes RCS = rCS · ΦF , ΦCS =

∑
i∈I wi · ti, αCS =

h4(IDDO, XDO, Y DO, XF , RCS ,ΦCS), and sCS =
αCS · rCS mod q. At last, the malicious CSP out-
puts the proof {XF ,ΦF , RCS ,ΦCS , sCS} and sends
it to TPV. Obviously, the equation e(αCS · RCS +
ΦCS , P ) = e(sCS · Vpub +

∑
i∈I wi · Vi, XF ) holds,

meaning that the proof can pass the validation of
the ProVer algorithm.

Note 2. In the above attack 2, the malicious CSP can
compute a valid proof without the cloud user’s file, that
is, the malicious CSP can delete all the cloud user’s data
file blocks.

4.2 Flaws in the Proof of Lemma 1

In He et al.’s scheme, the proof of Lemma 1 is based on
the security model which is defined in Subsection 2.2. In
the Create-Data-Owner query, they divided it into two
cases:

1) IDi = ID∗. C stores (ID∗, xi, yi,⊥, Xi, Y i) into LK ;

2) IDi 6= ID∗. C stores (IDi, xi,⊥, yi, Xi, Y i) into LK .

Therefore, C knows the partial private key yi in (1) and
does not know the partial private key yi in (2). Then, in
the Extract-Partial-Private-Key query, C cannot give an
answer when IDi 6= ID∗. In other words, in most cases,
C cannot answer this query. The same situation happens
to Generate-Tag query - in most cases, C cannot answer
this query, either.

In addition, in the proof part of C solving the CDH
problem, the authors require IDi = ID∗. In fact, our
attack 1 shows that a malicious CSP can forge a valid tag
when IDi 6= ID∗. In other words, C can never solve the
CDH problem.

Therefore, the simulation made by C is distinguish-
able from a true challenger, indicating that the proof is
questionable.

4.3 Key Reason for the Insecurity

The key reason why He et al.’s scheme is insecure is that
they compute a ΦF in the Store algorithm. Then, the
cloud user sends ΦF to CSP along with the tags {Φi}ni=1

and file blocks {mi}ni=1. Because Φi = xF · (mi · Vpub +
Vi) = mi · ΦF + xF · Vi, CSP can modify file block mi

to m∗i and compute Φ∗i = Φi − mi · ΦF + m∗i · ΦF =
xF · Vi + m∗i · ΦF = xF · (m∗i · Vpub + Vi), that is, he
can forge a valid tag in the above attack 1. At the same
time, CSP can compute ti = Φi −mi · ΦF = xF · Vi and
produce a valid proof in the above attack 2. Obviously,
if ΦF is unknown to CSP, he cannot do the above attack
computing.

Meanwhile, the ProGen algorithm must be run by CSP,
but if ΦF is unknown to CSP, it will not be able to run
the algorithm. Therefore, He et al.’s scheme has a logic
error.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we give two attacks to a recently proposed
certificateless public PDP scheme with privacy preserving
for cloud-based smart grid data management system. In
the first attack, a malicious CSP can forge a valid tag for
any modified file block; and in the second one, a malicious
CSP can produce a valid proof without storing any file
blocks. We also point out the flaws in their proof and the
key reason why their scheme is insecure.
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Abstract

The Internet of Things, or IoT has achieved much at-
tention in the past few years with many concrete appli-
cations. Among various IoT components, smart sensors
play a vital role for things’ tracking and monitoring, but
due to the absence of centralized administration, those
sensors may encounter various security issues which hin-
der IoT further development. Trust computing provides
dynamic behavior perceiving capability and can take pre-
cautionary measures against malicious actions. In this
study, unlike traditional binary parameter trust, we first
propose a multi-parameter trust computing method so
that trust states can be more accurately and practically
described, then according to the theory of time series,
a favorable trust data sequence and an unknown trust
data sequence are generated so that nodes’ malicious ac-
tions can be observed and detected from the context of a
time period. Simulation results show that the proposed
method can generate a fast detection of malicious nodes,
a higher data packet delivery ratio, and a more trusted
network environment ideal for transactions among sensor
nodes.

Keywords: IoT; Multi-Parameter Trust; Smart Sensors;
Time Series

1 Introduction

As one of the most emerging technologies in computer
science, the Internet of Things, or IoT has achieved much
popularity in the past few years and many IoT applica-
tions are being implemented in areas like logistics, traf-
fic surveillance, and smart families. IoT can incorporate
seamlessly and transparently a large number of heteroge-
neous smart devices or end systems, while providing open
access to selected subsets of data for the development of a
great many of digital services [21,24]. The term IoT is ini-
tially used to refer to the interoperability of uniquely iden-
tifiable objects with radio frequency identification (RFID)
technology [16]. Later, the definition of IoT has been ex-

panded to refer to a network of interconnected objects or
devices such as RFID tags, sensors, actuators, and smart
phones with the object to collect data and interact with
the physical world [3, 22].

Among various IoT components, smart sensors play a
vital role in the current IoT applications. Programmable
smart sensors equipped with processing unit, storage
memory, and wireless communication module are able to
autonomously join in or construct a certain IoT network.
Those sensors usually work in a completely distributed
manner so as to collaboratively collect ambient data and
monitor certain events. But due to the lack of fixed infras-
tructure, the absence of centralized administration, and
the inherent characteristics of these sensors such as lim-
ited computing resources, short radio range, and dynamic
topology, IoT composed by those sensors may encounter
various security issues, e.g., an entity may become ma-
licious and launch packet dropping or select forwarding
attack to gain its own benefits, which poses new security
challenges for IoT applications [10,15,20].

As a complementary solution to the traditional net-
work security, trust mechanism provides access control
by judging the quality of the service and makes tradi-
tional security services more reliable by ensuring that all
communicating devices are trustworthy during service co-
operation [13,14]. In this study, unlike traditional binary
parameter trust methods [8], we first propose a multi-
parameter trust computing method so that trust states
can be more accurately and practically described, then ac-
cording to the theory of time series, a favorable trust data
sequence and an unknown trust data sequence are gener-
ated so that nodes’ malicious actions can be observed and
detected from the context of a time period.

The rest of this study is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 explores recent representative trust-based models
implemented for the IoT. Section 3 describes the prelim-
inaries about trust computing and theory of time series.
Sections 4 and 5 present our proposed trust method and
related simulation tests. Section 6 concludes this article
and suggests directions for future research.
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2 Related Work

In this section, some latest and representative literatures
about trust schemes in IoT are discussed, ranging from
data aggregation/fusion, edge computing, malicious infil-
tration, information sharing, data routing, node classifi-
cation, to trust estimation and assessment.

Data aggregating techniques using external IoT mo-
bile elements (MEs) have been recently proposed in some
studies where MEs collect data from stationary sensors
and relay the collected data to the base station. These
MEs could be regular mobile sensors or any mobile devices
with sensing capability. Ali et al. [3] proposed a scheme on
selecting trusted MEs for data aggregation in IoT enabled
wireless sensor networks. When passing through the net-
work, only trusted MEs were recruited, then they acted
as anonymous agents and served as the cluster heads in
order to increase the life span of the network. The trust
vales placed on MEs were completely based on the direct
interactions between the MEs and the base station at the
end of each aggregation round. Regarding the trust calcu-
lation, [3] also uses the classic Beta trust model [8] which
is of two trust parameter based and has been utilized by
many reputation systems for its simplicity and flexibil-
ity. After that, all the trust values and management are
handled by the base station and each sensor node main-
tains a local copy of the trust vales for other nodes in the
network.

The integration of IoT and edge computing is currently
a hot research direction, but the lack of trust among
IoT edge devices has somewhat hindered the acceptance
of IoT edge computing [19]. To facilitate the IoT edge
computing applications, Yuan et al. [23] proposed a re-
liable and lightweight trust mechanism for IoT edge de-
vices based on multi-source feedback information fusion
so that efficient trust calculation mechanism can be es-
tablished in the IoT edge computing architecture. The
proposed scheme uses a feedback information fusion algo-
rithm based on objective information entropy theory to
overcome the limitations of traditional trust schemes, and
the trust factors can be weighted manually or subjectively.
In [23], the trust calculation falls into direct trust calcu-
lation and feedback trust calculation. The former uses
the similar Beta trust model and the latter maintains the
trust vales in a matrix.

Infiltration from malicious devices that can temporar-
ily stop the provided services is one of the main issues
faced by the current IoT networks and these malicious
devices may also launch coordinated attacks. To find out
the malicious behavior of IoT nodes, Khan [12] proposed
an intrusion detection system based on the trust manage-
ment where a node monitored the receivers of its messages
checking if they had forwarded them correctly. Behavior
following the scheme can improve the trust of a node in
another one, but trust deteriorates if the observer detects
that its peer behaves maliciously. [12] built the trust rela-
tion by using the opinion triangles in Jøsang’s subjective
logic [11] which allows to aggregate the trust values of

various other IoT devices.

For information sharing in a health IoT system com-
prising IoT devices carried by members of an environ-
mental health community, Al-Hamadi et al. [2] proposed
a trust management system that could guide IoT devices
to use the most trustworthy environmental health infor-
mation for decision making. In [2], a collective knowledge
base can be built to rate the environment at a particular
location and time, and this knowledge could enable an
IoT device to act on behalf of its user to decide whether
or not the user should visit this place for health reasons.
The proposed system considers the risk classification, re-
liability trust, and loss of health probability for decision
making in the health IoT system.

With large amount of IoT devices likely to be intercon-
nected globally, an important issue is how to secure the
routing of data in the underlying networks from various
attacks. Airehrour et al. [1] proposed a lightweight se-
cure trust-based routing framework for IoT sensor nodes
to identify and isolate common routing attacks in IoTs.
The proposed framework incorporates the concept of trust
among different IoT sensor nodes and utilizes the success-
ful and unsuccessful node interactions among IoT nodes to
evaluate a neighbor’s trustworthiness. Further, the frame-
work also considers a recovery period for nodes that are
classified as untrusted ones owing to lossy network links
or low battery power which could result in the decrease
of their trust values.

Fragkiadakis et al. [7] proposed a centralized trust-
based scheme employing evidence reasoning for IoT archi-
tecture where all nodes monitor their one-hop neighbors
and report their findings to a single fusion center. The
proposed scheme considers nodes’ behavior with regards
to their forwarding capability, thus each node observes its
neighbors and estimates their packet drop ratio, then all
nodes create direct trust reports for specific criteria re-
garding their neighbors, and the fusion is performed by
employing a belief distribution using an evidence reason-
ing algorithm.

Asiri et al. [4] proposed an IoT trust and reputation
model which used distributed probabilistic neural net-
works to classify trustworthy nodes from malicious ones.
The proposed model is based on a recommender system
which helps an IoT node decide to connect to another
one based on previous observed behaviors. The proposed
model also tackles the cold start problem in IoT environ-
ment by predicting ratings for newly joined nodes based
on their characteristics over time, and the processing is
completely distributed and is handled by the nodes them-
selves.

Gwak et al. [9] proposed an IoT trust estimation
scheme making a user evaluate the trust value of an IoT
device in an unknown place. The proposed scheme is on
the basis that a user’s subjective experience can be substi-
tuted by those social friends sharing identical subjective
experiences with the user. It first finds a collection of past
subjective experiences of a user relevant to the target de-
vice, then it discovers the friends of a target user who
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have past subjective experiences closely matching with
the collection. Based on the subjective trust value and
the level of the subjective experience identity of the shar-
ing friends, a user’s trust value of a target device with
the objective opinion of all the users who have interacted
with the device is estimated.

To establish the initial trust level that a device places
on another at their first encounter in IoTs, Nguyen et
al. [17] proposed a challenge-response-based initial trust
assessment scheme. The proposed scheme creates the
knowledge about the device by learning the uncertainty
level in its behaviors, then it relies on the results of the
challenge-response process to assess if a device can be
trusted to a level for its admission to the network. The
proposed mechanism allows a device to generate the ev-
idence for trust computation instead of waiting for the
recommendations or actual interactions for long period.

3 Preliminaries

In this section, as the basis of our proposed trust method,
we first discuss the traditional trust computing method
and then shortly introduce the theory of time series.

3.1 Trust Computing

In trust computing, Bayesian analysis [5] has been widely
used, and as a representative of such a approach, Ganeri-
wal et al. [8] proposed a classical reputation based frame-
work for high integrity sensor networks (RFSN) where
sensor nodes use Beta reputation to evaluate other’s trust
values.

Suppose that in a packet relay cooperation, a sensor
node i has the probability ϕ to pass a packet to another
node in the following jth round, let α and β denote the
historical number of successful and unsuccessful cooper-
ations respectively, ϕ is an unknown parameter and is
equally to take all the values between 0 and 1 inclusive,
then according to Bayesian analysis, P (ϕ) is defined by

P (ϕ) =
Γ(α+ β)

Γ(α)Γ(β)
ϕα−1(1− ϕ)β−1 (1)

Let K(= 0/1) denote the outcome of the jth round, then
P (K|ϕ) is defined by

P (K|ϕ) = ϕK(1− ϕ)1−K (2)

Once the jth round is completed, according to Bayesian
theorem, the posterior distribution of ϕ is defined by

P (ϕ|K) =
P (K|ϕ)P (ϕ)∫
P (K|ϕ)P (ϕ)dϕ

(3)

Put Equation 1 and Equation 2 into Equation 3, then we
get

P (ϕ|K) =
ϕK(1− ϕ)K Γ(α+β)·ϕα−1(1−ϕ)β−1

Γ(α)Γ(β)∫
ϕK(1− ϕ)1−K · Γ(α+β)·ϕα−1(1−ϕ)β−1

Γ(α)Γ(β) dϕ

=
Γ(α+ β + 1)ϕα+K−1(1− ϕ)β+1−K−1

Γ(α+K)Γ(β + 1−K)
(4)

Equation 4 is the update of ϕ after the jth round. It can
be noticed that in Equation 4, the posterior probability of
ϕ still has a Beta distribution, i.e. before the jth round,
P (ϕ) v Beta(α, β) (Equation 1) ; after the jth round,
P (ϕ) v Beta(α + K,β + 1 − K). Therefore, before the
jth round, E(ϕ) is defined by

E(ϕ) =
α

α+ β
(5)

and after the jth round, E(ϕ) is redefined by

E(ϕ) =
α+K

α+ β + 1
(6)

In practice, E(ϕ) is the trust value of node i and (α, β)
are the only two trust parameters characteristic of Beta
reputation that are computed and maintained by the
neighboring nodes. This kind of trust computing is also
called direct observation computing, and many literatures
like [3,17] either directly or indirectly extend and modify
such a method. In [18], an indirect method based on the
belief discounting is used in the trust system, which is
mapped into Dempster-Shafer belief theory [6] where the
two trust parameters are defined as follows.

αi+ =
2αhα

h
i

(βh + 2) + (αhi + βhi + 2) + 2αh
(7)

βi+ =
2αhβ

h
i

(βh + 2) + (αhi + βhi + 2) + 2αh
(8)

In Equation 7 and Equation 8, j receives the trust about i
from h, let (αhi , β

h
i ) denote the indirect trust and j has the

past trust values about i and h denoted by (αi, βi) and
(αh, βh) respectively. One of the advantages of the indi-
rect method is that malicious nodes are prevented from
colluding with each other to feed false trust information,
but it can also result in the energy exhaustion of the net-
work system.

To sum up, Beta reputation first computes the prior
probability of an event, then updates the probability by
using a posterior inference according to the relevant evi-
dences, and (α, β) are trust parameters used to represent
the positive and negative outcome in a transaction. Al-
though Beta reputation model is widely used, it only con-
siders two parameters to describe an event, which limits
its applications to a large extent.

3.2 Time Series

Time series is a statistics tool for processing dynamic data
sequence by which meaningful or abnormal facts can be
analyzed and discovered. The data sequence is usually
measured at successive time instants and spaced at prede-
fined time intervals. For example, let Y denote a random
variable and its time series is defined by Y = {y1, ..., yn}
where yn is the value of Y at time instant n.

In an IoT network, a node’s trust is directly related to
its attitude towards certain task, e.g., faithfully relay data
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packets as requested, or maliciously drop some or all the
data packets. To some extent, malicious actions always
end up with lower trust, but smart sensors can switch
between good and bad so as to keep their trust and cover
their malicious actions. Such a switch is easy to result
in trust fluctuation over time. Thus, the fluctuated trust
values can be regarded as a data sequence, and time series
can be used to find out whether a node is of malicious
actions or not.

In a trust data time series, there are three components:
a trust data sequence to be checked, a standard sequence
to be compared with, and a sequence checking mechanism.
The trust data sequence is the outcomes of a certain node
actions over time, e.g., node i’s trust data sequence is
defined by

Ti = {ti(t1), ti(t2), ..., ti(tn)}. (9)

The standard sequence consists of a series of comparing
data, each of which will be compared with its counter-
part of the same time instant in the trust sequence. The
standard sequence is denoted by

S = {s(t1), s(t2), ..., s(tn)}. (10)

Both the trust data sequence and the standard sequence
should have the same length, and the sequence checking
mechanism used in this article will be introduced in the
following section.

4 The Proposed Method

In this section, our proposed multi-parameter and time se-
ries base trust method is presented. The proposed method
consists of two components: a trust computing module
and a time series checking module.

4.1 Trust Computing Module

Assume there are k outcomes in one transaction denoted
by {o1, ..., ok} with the probability Θ = {θ1, ..., θk} where
P (oi) = θi, and ni is the number of occurrence of oi where
n1 +n2 + ...+nk = N , then according to the multinomial
distribution, P (Y = N |Θ) is defined by

P (Y = N |Θ) = Σk−1
i=1 ni · (N − 1)! · Πk

i=1θ
ni
i

Πk
i=1ni!

(11)

Based on the Dirichlet distribution, the conjugate prior
probability of Θ is defined by

P (Θ) =
Γ(Σki=1αi)

Πk
i=1Γ(αi)

·Πk
i=1θ

αi−1
i (12)

In Equation 12 as in Equation 1, αi is the prior or histor-
ical counts of oi, and the posterior of Θ is defined by

P (Θ|Y = N) =
P (Y = N |Θ)P (Θ)∫
P (Y = N |Θ)dΘ

(13)

Put Equation 11 and Equation 12 into Equation 13, we
get

P (Θ|Y = N) =
Σk−1
i=1 ni · (N − 1)! · Πki=1θ

ni
i

Πki=1ni!
P (Θ)∫

Σk−1
i=1 ni · (N − 1)! · Πki=1θ

ni
i

Πki=1ni!
dΘ

(14)

=
Σk−1
i=1 ni · (N − 1)! · Πki=1θ

ni
i

Πki=1ni!
· Γ(Σki=1αi)

Πki=1Γ(αi)
·Πk

i=1θ
αi−1
i∫

Σk−1
i=1 ni · (N − 1)! · Πki=1θ

ni
i

Πki=1ni!
dΘ

=
Γ(Σki=1(αi + ni))

Πk
i=1Γ(αi + ni)

Then, E(Θ) is defined by

E(Θ) = (
α1 + n1∑k
i=1(αi + ni)

, ...,
αk + nk∑k
i=1(αi + ni)

). (15)

In Equation 15 as in Equation 6, E(Θ) is the trust value
set of node i and (α1, ..., αn) are the multi trust param-
eters characteristic of the trust computing model in the
proposed method where in αi + ni, ni = 0, 1, ...N .

Consider an example of three kinds of outcomes, as-
sume that they are {excellent, good, average} denoted
respectively by {o1, o2, o3} with the occurrence number
{n1, n2, n3} after certain transactions, and the histori-
cal occurrence numbers are {α1, α2, α3}, based on Equa-
tion 15, the trust value set of {excellent, good, average}
are computed as follows.

E(θ1) =
α1 + n1

α1 + α2 + α3 + n1 + n2 + n3
(16)

E(θ2) =
α2 + n2

α1 + α2 + α3 + n1 + n2 + n3
(17)

E(θ3) =
α3 + n3

α1 + α2 + α3 + n1 + n2 + n3
(18)

Compared with the Beta reputation based trust, the
multi parameter based trust has more trust parameters to
present more outcome states in the actual applications.

4.2 Sequence Checking Module

In the checking module, the trust data sequence and the
standard sequence are regarded as two vectors, the cosine
angle λ(v1, v2) of the two vectors are computed to measure
their similarity, regarding the trust data sequence and the
standard sequence, their cosine angle is defined by

λ(Ti,S) =
Ti · S

‖ Ti ‖‖ S ‖
=

n∑
j=1

ti(tj)× s(tj)√
n∑
j=1

(ti(tj))2 ×
√

n∑
j=1

(s(tj))2

(19)
Further, λ is formalized as follows so that its value is
mapped into [0, 1].

λ̇(Ti,S) = 1− cos−1(λ(Ti,S))

π
(20)
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In Equation 20, the closer λ̇ gets to 0, the less similar the
trust data sequence and the standard sequence become,
which means that the trust data sequence deviates from
the standard sequence to a large extent, and the sensor
node is highly likely of malicious actions within the time
period.

In practice, considering the unknown events such as
packet loss during the transmission and to fully take the
advantage of the multi trust parameters, we use four data
sequences: favorable trust data sequence fTi (like success-
ful data relay) and its counterpart comparing standard
sequence SfT , unknown trust data sequence uTi and its
comparing standard sequence SuT .

The working algorithm of the proposed trust method
is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Working of the proposed method

1: α1: historical favorable outcome number
2: α2: historical unfavorable outcome number
3: α3: historical unknown outcome number
4: n1: current favorable outcome number
5: n2: current unfavorable outcome number
6: n3: current unknown outcome number
7: Len: segment length of time series measured by the

number of transactions (Len ≥ n1 + n2 + n3)
8: ϕ1 ∈ [0, 1]: threshold of λ̇(fTi, SfT )

9: ϕ2 ∈ [0, 1]: threshold of λ̇(uTi, SuT )
10: Begin
11: Node j initiates a certain transaction such as packets

relay within its one hop neighbors, assume Node i
responds, j first checks i ’s (favorable) trust value, if
i is qualified then j starts the transaction with i and
observes i ’s transaction outcomes

12: for(count=0, count <= Len, count++)
13: {j observes the transaction outcomes and records
14: them in (n1,n2,n3)}
15: if (λ̇(fTi, SfT ) > ϕ1)
16: {α1+ = n1, α2+ = n2, α3+ = n3, compute E(θ1)}
17: else
18: {
19: if (λ̇(uTi, SuT ) > ϕ2)// i is of malicious actions.
20: {delete i from j ’s transaction partners’ list,

or reset i ’s trust value for its redemption}
21: else// too many unknown outcomes exist.
22: {α1 = α1, α2 = α2, α3+ = n3, compute E(θ1)}
23: }
24: End

5 Simulations

Suppose that in an IoT packet relay task, there exist three
kinds of smart sensor nodes, i.e. legitimate nodes (65%),
malicious nodes (25%), and selfish nodes (10%). A trans-
action is defined as a data packet relay. Legitimate nodes
are of good actions and they faithfully relay all the re-
ceived packets to the others as requested; to attack the

Table 1: Simulation parameters

Parameters Values
Simulation time 500s
Number of nodes 100
Test area 200×200m2

Transmission range 50m
Node placement random
MAC protocol IEEE 802.11
Packet size 100 bytes
Communication error 5%
SfT randomly ⊂ [0.75, 0.95]
uTi randomly ⊂ [0, 0.15]
Initial trust value 0.5
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Figure 1: Mean trust with ϕ1 = 0.8, ϕ2 = 0.8

integrity of network is the first priority of the malicious
nodes, they intelligently and selectively drop some or all
the received packets and try to keep their trust values to
an acceptable level so as to cover their malicious actions;
selfish nodes sometimes drop packets or deny request not
out of malicious actions but to gain its own benefit such
as saving their energy. Each node generates 1 data packet
containing its ID on every 10 seconds, and a base station
locates on the border of the test area to collect all the
packets from the network. It is also assumed that sen-
sor nodes are capable of bidirectional communication and
their NICs work in a promiscuous mode. NS–2 is used
for simulation and the classical binary reputation based
trust used in [3] is selected for comparing. Simulation
parameters are presented in Table 1.

5.1 Test 1

In this section, the mean trust value is tested between the
compared method and the proposed method, results are
shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

In Figure 1, as the simulation time goes by, the mean
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Figure 2: Mean trust with ϕ1 = 0.9, ϕ2 = 0.9

trust value in [3] begins to go upward and reaches about
0.83 on the 200th second, then drops and fluctuates
around 0.8 till to the 500th second. Although there ex-
ist 25% malicious nodes and 10% selfish nodes, the mean
trust value still keeps high as 0.8. This is because in [3],
malicious nodes can intelligently switch between passing
and dropping the packets, which helps them maintain an
acceptable trust value that can be considered as trusted
relaying nodes.

While in the proposed method, trust is computed based
on Len–segment length of time series which is measured
by the number of transactions. It means that trust in
the proposed method is computed according to the seg-
ment length instead of upon the completion of a transac-
tion. This helps to keep broader perspective on the tar-
get nodes. When malicious nodes intelligently switch be-
tween good and bad, its trust fluctuate accordingly, when
its trust data sequence and standard data sequence are
applied into the checking module, if the result is less than
the threshold ϕ1 and meanwhile there is no enough un-
known outcomes, then according to the algorithm pre-
sented above, such nodes are treated as malicious ones.
In Figure 1, it can be noticed that due to the successfully
spotting the malicious nodes, the mean trust value in the
proposed method goes downward gradually, e.g., around
0.67 (Len = 5) and 0.63(Len = 10) on the 500th second.
In Figure 1, the mean trust is the lowest in the propose
method when the Len = 10, this is because when Len be-
comes larger, more malicious actions can be observed, if
any, and malicious nodes are more difficult to cover their
actions.

Similar results can be found in Figure 2. The difference
is that in Figure 2, the thresholds ϕ1 and ϕ2 are set as
0.9 instead of 0.8 in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows that when
these two thresholds are set larger, the checking module
is becoming stricter, meaning that more malicious nodes
can be detected resulting in much lower mean trust of
the the network, e.g., around 0.6 when (Len = 5) on the
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Figure 3: Trust qualified nodes with ϕ1 = 0.8, ϕ2 = 0.8
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Figure 4: Trust qualified nodes with ϕ1 = 0.9, ϕ2 = 0.9

500th second in Figure 2.

5.2 Test 2

In this section, the number of trust qualified nodes is
tested between the compared method and the proposed
method, results are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

As is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, as the simulation
continues, the number of trust qualified nodes drops in
both the compared methods, e.g., in Figure 3, the number
in [3] is around 90 on the 200th second and around 88 on
the 500th second. Such a number varies slightly from
the 200th second to the 500th second, and the reason is
that the switching actions of malicious nodes make them
difficult to be spotted by the method in [3]. In addition,
the number of trust qualified nodes of [3] in Figure 3 or
Figure 4 is not the actual number which consists of many
malicious nodes.

On contrast, the number of trust qualified nodes drops
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Figure 5: Packet delivery ratio with ϕ1 = 0.8, ϕ2 = 0.8

faster in the proposed method, e.g., in Figure 3, around
86 on the 200th second and around 81 on the 500th second
when Len = 5. In Figure 3 and Figure 4, it can be found
that both the segment length Len and the two thresh-
olds ϕ1, ϕ2 influence the number of trust qualified nodes.
Under the same conditions, the larger the segment length
and the two thresholds get, the less number of the trust
qualified nodes becomes. For example, in Figure 4, when
Len = 10, ϕ1 = 0.9, and ϕ2 = 0.9, the number in the
proposed method is around 69. However, such a number
in the proposed method approximates the actual number
of legitimate nodes (65%), meaning that more and more
malicious nodes including some selfish nodes are detected
in the proposed method and most of the remaining nodes
are legitimate.

5.3 Test 3

In this section, the packet delivery ratio is tested between
the compared methods and results are shown in Figure 5
and Figure 6.

Due to the existence of malicious nodes and selfish
nodes, not all the data packets generated by the legiti-
mate nodes can be received by the base station. Take
Figure 6 as an example, on the 500th seconds, only about
75% data packets reach the base station, and most of the
rest 25% are dropped by the malicious nodes; while in the
proposed method, because of the timely detection of ma-
licious nodes, the packet delivery ration can reach as high
as 85% (Len = 5) or 90% (Len = 10). Figure 5 and Fig-
ure 6 further indicate that with the increase of segment
length and the two thresholds ϕ1, ϕ2, so does the packet
delivery ratio.

These three tests also indicate that compared with the
method in [3], although the proposed method generates
a lower mean trust value and less trust qualified nodes in
the network, it does result in a fast detection of malicious
nodes, a higher data packet delivery ratio, and a more
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Figure 6: Packet delivery ratio with ϕ1 = 0.9, ϕ2 = 0.9

trusted network environment ideal for transactions among
sensor nodes.

6 Conclusions

Due to the lightweight but powerful mechanism, trust
scheme is a promising technology to establish security
for the resource-constrained devices that are character-
istic of the IoT smart sensors. In this study, we propose a
multi-parameter trust computing method combined with
the theory of time series. Through simulation tests, the
feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method have
been confirmed. But in the proposed method, the seg-
ment length, the two thresholds cannot be selected freely,
a longer segment length would exhaust the buffer of a
sensor node; a larger threshold would not tolerate any
mistakes such as a single packet dropping in the test case;
a smaller threshold would be availed by malicious nodes
to switch their actions, all of which would be our future
research.
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Abstract

The Internet of Things plays an increasingly important
role in various fields. However, there are many devices
in the Internet of Things that are unbalanced in terms of
computing and storage capacity, which should be given
full consideration. Recently, Zhang et al. proposed two
unbalancing pairing-free identity-based authenticated key
exchange (AKE) protocols for disaster scenarios, which
was claimed to achieve forward security and imperson-
ation attack resilience. In this paper, we show that two
proposed AKE protocols are lack of forward security and
also cannot resist key compromise impersonation attack.

Keywords: Authenticated Key Exchange; Forward Secu-
rity; Key Compromise Impersonation Attack; Pair-Free

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things has been developing rapidly in re-
cent years, bringing a lot of convenience services to peo-
ple in various fields of the society. In the environment of
Internet of Things, there are a substantial number of sen-
sors, radio frequency cards and other devices with differ-
ent computing and storage capabilities. In order to ensure
secure communications among these devices, we usually
use authenticated key exchange (AKE) protocols [2,6–13]
to generate the session keys for encrypting messages over
public network.

Although there are many AKE protocols for Internet of
Things, they are seldom designed for disaster scenarios.
In such scenarios, secure data transmissions among un-

balanced devices are very important. Recently, Zhang et
al. [14] proposed two pairing-free identity-based AKE pro-
tocols, called UPIAP1 protocol and UPIAP2 protocol.
Both of them were designed for the limited devices with
unbalanced computational ability. Zhang et al. proved
their two UPIAP protocols’ security in the mBR model [2]
and compared the performance with pairing-free AKE
protocols in [3, 5, 12]. However, in this paper, we will an-
alyze the security of the UPIAP1 protocol and UPIAP2
protocol, and show that both of them still exist some se-
curity flaws. In details, if the adversary can learn two
parties’ long-term private keys, he can recover the previ-
ous session keys. In addition, if the adversary can learn a
party’s secret key or partial secret key, he can imperson-
ate the other party to cheat the party, who divulges his
own long-term private key.

The remainder of this paper will firstly introduce some
notations and desirable security attributes in Section 2.
Then we briefly review UPIAP1 protocol and UPIAP2
protocol in Section 3. Further, Section 4 points out the
weaknesses of UPIAP1 protocol and UPIAP2 protocol.
Conclusion will be given in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

This section briefly introduces some notations and secu-
rity attributes in Table 1, which are used in the UPIAP1
protocol and UPIAP2 protocol. More details can refer
to [14].

In general, the basic desirable attributes of secure AKE
protocols include key compromise impersonation (KCI)
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Table 1: Notations

Notations Description
τ security parameter

Z∗p {1, 2, · · · , p− 1}
G a cyclic additive group of order p,

P is a generator of this group
M the adversary
s Key Generation Center (KGC)’s

master private key
Ppub KGC’s master public key,

where Ppub = sP

X̂ party who involves in the AKE protocol

(sX̂ , vX̂) party X̂’s long-term private key,

where sX̂P = RX̂ +H1(X̂ ‖ RX̂) · Ppub
and vX̂ ∈ Z∗p

(RX̂ , VX̂) party X̂’s long-term public key,
where RX̂ = rX̂ · P , rX̂ ∈ Z∗p
and VX̂ = vX̂ · P

H1 a hash function from {0, 1}∗ to Z∗p
H2 a hash function from {0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}τ

HMAC a verification hash function from
{0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}τ

security, key control security and forward security [4], etc.
In this section, we only describe some security attributes
involved in the analysis of two UPIAP protocols.

• Forward security. If two parties’ long-term private
keys are compromised simultaneously, the adversary
cannot recover previous session keys.

• KCI security. Suppose Â’s private key (sÂ, vÂ) is

compromised. The adversary cannot impersonate B̂
to cheat Â.

• Partial KCI security. Suppose Â’s partial key vÂ
is compromised. The adversary cannot impersonate
B̂ to cheat Â.

3 Review of Two UPIAP Proto-
cols

This section describes Zhang et al.’s two UPIAP protocols
for disaster scenarios, which are claimed to achieve for-
ward security and impersonation attack resilience. Two
UPIAP protocols include a KGC and two parties respec-
tively, where the KGC initializes the key exchange system
parameters. For the sake of brevity, we omit some unnec-
essary descriptions.

3.1 UPIAP1 Protocol

In this subsection, we briefly review Zhang et al.’s UP-
IAP1 protocol.

Step 1. The initiator Â randomly generates a value â ∈
Z∗p . Then Â sends the message Î1 to the responder

B̂ as follows:

Â→ B̂ : Î1 = {RÂ, VÂ, EphÂ},

where EphÂ = â+ vÂ.

Step 2. After receiving the message Î1, B̂ randomly gen-
erates a value b̂ ∈ Z∗p and computes EphB̂ = b̂+ vB̂ .

Then B̂ computes the session key components as fol-
lows:

KB̂1 = sB̂ · (TÂ − VÂ) + b̂(RÂ +H1(Â ‖ RÂ) · Ppub),

KB̂2 = b̂ · (TÂ − VÂ),

where TÂ = EphÂ · P and TB̂ = EphB̂ · P .

Finally, B̂ sends the message R̂ to Â as follows:

B̂ → Â : R̂ = {RB̂ , VB̂ , TB̂ , TÂ,MACB̂},

where MACB̂ = HMAC(KB̂1 ‖ KB̂2, RB̂ ‖ VB̂ ‖
TB̂ ‖ TÂ).

Step 3. After receiving the message R̂, Â generates the
session key components as follows:

KÂ1 = sÂ · (TB̂ − VB̂) + â(RB̂ +H1(B̂ ‖ RB̂) · Ppub),

KÂ2 = â · (TB̂ − VB̂).

Then Â checks MACB̂ . If V ER(KÂ1 ‖ KÂ2, RB̂ ‖
VB̂ ‖ EphB̂ ,MACB̂) equals to 1, it is valid. Â gener-

ates the session key SKÂB̂ = H2(Â ‖ B̂ ‖ TÂ ‖ TB̂ ‖
KÂ1 ‖ KÂ2) and sends the message Î2 to B̂:

Â→ B̂ : Î2 = {MACÂ},

where MACÂ = HMAC(KÂ1 ‖ KÂ2, RÂ ‖ VÂ ‖
EphÂ).

Step 4. After receiving the message Î2, B̂ checksMACÂ.
If V ER(KB̂1 ‖ KB̂2, RÂ ‖ VÂ ‖ EphÂ,MACÂ)

equals to 1, it is valid. B̂ generates the session key
SKB̂Â = H2(Â ‖ B̂ ‖ TÂ ‖ TB̂ ‖ KB̂1 ‖ KB̂2).

If V ER(KB̂1 ‖ KB̂2, RÂ ‖ VÂ ‖ EphÂ,MACÂ) equals

to 0, it is invalid. B̂ aborts the session.

3.2 UPIAP2 Protocol

In this subsection, we briefly review Zhang et al.’s UP-
IAP2 protocol.

Step 1. The initiator Â randomly generates a value â ∈
Z∗p . Then Â sends the message Î1 to the responder

B̂ as follows:

Â→ B̂ : Î1 = {RÂ, VÂ, TÂ},

where EphÂ = â+ vÂ, TÂ = EphÂ · P .
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Step 2. After receiving the message Î1, B̂ randomly gen-
erates a value b̂ ∈ Z∗p and computes EphB̂ = b̂+ vB̂ .

Then B̂ computes the session key components as fol-
lows:

KB̂1 = sB̂ · (TÂ − VÂ) + b̂(RÂ +H1(Â ‖ RÂ) · Ppub),

KB̂2 = b̂ · (TÂ − VÂ).

Finally, B̂ sends the message R̂ to Â as follows:

B̂ → Â : R̂ = {RB̂ , VB̂ , EphB̂ ,MACB̂},

where MACB̂ = HMAC(KB̂1 ‖ KB̂2, RB̂ ‖ VB̂ ‖
EphB̂).

Step 3. After receiving the message R̂, Â generates the
session key components as follows:

KÂ1 = sÂ · (TB̂ − VB̂) + â(RB̂ +H1(B̂ ‖ RB̂) · Ppub),

KÂ2 = â · (TB̂ − VB̂).

Then Â checks MACB̂ . If V ER(KÂ1 ‖ KÂ2, RB̂ ‖
VB̂ ‖ EphB̂ ,MACB̂) equals to 1, it is valid. Â gener-

ates the session key SKÂB̂ = H2(Â ‖ B̂ ‖ TÂ ‖ TB̂ ‖
KÂ1 ‖ KÂ2) and sends the message Î2 to B̂:

Â→ B̂ : Î2 = {TB̂ ,MACÂ},

where MACÂ = HMAC(KÂ1 ‖ KÂ2, RÂ ‖ VÂ ‖
EphÂ).

If V ER(KÂ1 ‖ KÂ2, RB̂ ‖ VB̂ ‖ EphB̂ ,MACB̂)

equals to 0, it is invalid. Â aborts the session.

Step 4. After receiving the message Î2, B̂ checksMACÂ.
If V ER(KB̂1 ‖ KB̂2, RÂ ‖ VÂ ‖ EphÂ,MACÂ)

equals to 1, it is valid. B̂ generates the session key
SKB̂Â = H2(Â ‖ B̂ ‖ TÂ ‖ TB̂ ‖ KB̂1 ‖ KB̂2).

If V ER(KB̂1 ‖ KB̂2, RÂ ‖ VÂ ‖ EphÂ,MACÂ) equals

to 0, it is invalid. B̂ aborts the session.

4 Analysis of Two UPIAP Proto-
cols

This section will analyze Zhang et al.’s two UPIAP proto-
cols and point out security flaws of two UPIAP protocols.
Since UPIAP1 protocol and UPIAP2 protocol are simi-
lar in structure, we only describe the analysis of UPIAP1
protocol.

4.1 Analysis of Forward Security

In the UPIAP1 protocol, Zhang et al. claimed that the
adversary could not obtain previous session keys, even if
the adversary could get Â and B̂’s long-term private keys
by stolen device attack. However, we carefully analyze

the UPIAP1 protocol, and prove this protocol without
forward security.

The adversary M can obtain Â’s secret key (sÂ, vÂ).
Since the public ephemeral message EphÂ = â + vÂ, M
can compute the value of â through the public ephemeral
message EphÂ. Further, M can use sÂ and vÂ to com-
pute the session key components KÂ1 and KÂ2. Finally,
M can use KÂ1 and KÂ2 to recover the previous session

key SKÂB̂ = H2(Â ‖ B̂ ‖ TÂ ‖ TB̂ ‖ KÂ1 ‖ KÂ2), be-

cause Â, B̂, TÂ and TB̂ are also public messages.
Similarly, the adversaryM can mount the attack to the

UPIAP2 protocol successfully. So two proposed protocols
are lack of forward security.

4.2 KCI Attack

The key compromise impersonation (KCI) attack re-
silience is a basic attribute for AKE protocols. In this
subsection, we will prove that the UPIAP1 protocol can-
not resist KCI attack. We assume the adversary M has
obtained party Â’s secret key (sÂ, vÂ). Then the adver-

sary M impersonates party B̂ to cheat Â. The KCI at-
tack’s details are as follows.

Step 1. The initiator Â randomly generates a value â ∈
Z∗p . Then Â sends the message Î1 to the responder

B̂ as follows:

Â→ B̂ : Î1 = {RÂ, VÂ, EphÂ},

where EphÂ = â+ vÂ.

Step 2. The adversaryM intercepts the message Î1,M
randomly generates a value m̂ ∈ Z∗p and computes
TM = m̂ · P + VB̂ . Since M has sÂ and vÂ, M can
compute â from EphÂ and vÂ. Then M computes
the session key components as follows:

KM1 = sÂ · (TM−VB̂)+ â(RB̂ +H1(B̂ ‖ RB̂) ·Ppub),

KM2 = â · (TM − VB̂),

Finally, the adversary M impersonates B̂ to send
R̂M to Â as follows:

B̂(M)→ Â : R̂M = {RB̂ , VB̂ , TM, TÂ,MACM},

where MACM = HMAC(KM1 ‖ KM2, RB̂ ‖ VB̂ ‖
TM ‖ TÂ).

Step 3. After receiving the message R̂M, Â computes
the session key components as follows:

KÂ1 = sÂ · (TM−VB̂) + â(RB̂ +H1(B̂ ‖ RB̂) ·Ppub),

KÂ2 = â · (TM − VB̂).

Then Â checks MACM. If V ER(KÂ1 ‖ KÂ2, RB̂ ‖
VB̂ ‖ EphB̂ ,MACM) equals to 1, it is valid. Â gen-

erates the session key SKÂB̂ = H2(Â ‖ B̂ ‖ TÂ ‖
TM ‖ KÂ1 ‖ KÂ2) and sends the message Î2 to B̂:

Â→ B̂ : Î2 = {MACÂ},
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where MACÂ = HMAC(KÂ1 ‖ KÂ2, RÂ ‖ VÂ ‖
EphÂ).

Step 4. After intercepting the message Î2, the adversary
M also computes the session key SKMÂ = H2(Â ‖
B̂ ‖ TÂ ‖ TM ‖ KM1 ‖ KM2).

Since we have KÂ1 = KM1 and KÂ2 = KM2, it means

that the adversary M can pass Â’s verification success-
fully and generate the same session key as Â.

Similarly, the adversary M can mount KCI attack to
the UPIAP2 protocol successfully.

4.3 Partial KCI Attack

In this subsection, we will prove that the UPIAP1 pro-
tocol cannot resist partial KCI attack either. We assume
the adversary M has only obtained party Â’s partial se-
cret key vÂ. Then the adversary M impersonates party

B̂ to cheat Â. The partial KCI attack’s details are as
follows.

Step 1. The initiator Â randomly generates a value â ∈
Z∗p . Then Â sends the message Î1 to the responder

B̂ as follows:

Â→ B̂ : Î1 = {RÂ, VÂ, EphÂ},

where EphÂ = â+ vÂ.

Step 2. The adversaryM intercepts the message Î1,M
randomly generates a value m̂ ∈ Z∗p and computes
TM = m̂ ·P +VB̂ . SinceM has obtained vÂ,M can
compute â from EphÂ and vÂ. Then M computes
the session key components as follows:

KM1 = m̂ · (RÂ +H1(Â ‖ RÂ) · Ppub) +

â(RB̂ +H1(B̂ ‖ RB̂) · Ppub),
KM2 = â · (TM − VB̂).

Finally, the adversary M impersonates B̂ and sends
R̂M to Â as follows:

B̂(M)→ Â : R̂M = {RB̂ , VB̂ , TM, TÂ,MACM},

where MACM = HMAC(KM1 ‖ KM2, RB̂ ‖ VB̂ ‖
TM ‖ TÂ).

Step 3. After receiving the message R̂M, Â computes
the session key components as follows:

KÂ1 = sÂ · (TM−VB̂) + â(RB̂ +H1(B̂ ‖ RB̂) ·Ppub),

KÂ2 = â · (TM − VB̂).

Then Â checks MACM. We have

KM1 = m̂ · (RÂ +H1(Â ‖ RÂ) · Ppub)
+ â(RB̂ +H1(B̂ ‖ RB̂) · Ppub)

= m̂sÂP + âsB̂P

= sÂ · (TM − VB̂)

+â(RB̂ +H1(B̂ ‖ RB̂) · Ppub)
= KÂ1,

KM2 = â · (TM − VB̂) = âm̂P

= m̂âP

= â · (TM − VB̂)

= KÂ2.

So V ER(KÂ1 ‖ KÂ2, RB̂ ‖ VB̂ ‖ EphB̂ ,MACM)

equals to 1, it is valid. Â generates the session key
SKÂB̂ = H2(Â ‖ B̂ ‖ TÂ ‖ TM ‖ KÂ1 ‖ KÂ2) and

sends the message Î2 to B̂:

Â→ B̂ : Î2 = {MACÂ},

where MACÂ = HMAC(KÂ1 ‖ KÂ2, RÂ ‖ VÂ ‖
EphÂ).

Step 4. After intercepting the message Î2, the adversary
M also computes the session key SKMÂ = H2(Â ‖
B̂ ‖ TÂ ‖ TM ‖ KM1 ‖ KM2).

Since we have KÂ1 = KM1 and KÂ2 = KM2, it means
that the adversary M can generate the same session key
as Â.

Similarly, the adversaryM can mount partial KCI at-
tack to the UPIAP2 protocol successfully.

5 Conclusion

Secure communication is a vital point in disaster environ-
ment, and encryption is the basic guarantees for commu-
nication messages. There have existed many AKE proto-
cols to generate session keys for encryption. Especially,
pairing-free identity-based AKE protocols are more adapt
for Internet of Things to generate these session keys. In
this paper, we analyzes the UPIAP1 protocol and UP-
IAP2 protocol, which are two pairing-free identity-based
AKE protocols proposed by Zhang et al. in 2019. The
analysis results show that two UPIAP protocols cannot
obtain the attribute of forward security, or resist KCI at-
tack as well as partial KCI attack. The main reason for
this situation is that there are some security flaws in the
misusage of ephemeral key and long-term private key. For
designing better protocols to remedy these flaws, we rec-
ommend to use the method in [1, 12].
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Abstract

The merger between embedded systems and wireless com-
munications has given birth to a new technology called
wireless sensor networks. The main purpose of these types
of networks is to be able to monitor the area in which the
sensors are deployed, in order to collect information and
make decisions. The decisions made by the end user thus
depend on the quantity and quality of information re-
ceived at the base station. Therefore, the sensors must
be able to collect as much information as possible in the
area of interest (AoI), resulting in maximum coverage of
this area. Due to the low capacities of sensors, coverage
and data collection algorithms need to be energy efficient
to ensure a fairly long network lifetime. In this paper
we focus on maximizing network lifetime while collecting
and sending a big quantity of data to the base station.
Our solution is executed in two stages; the first of which
is to cover the network as much as possible using static
nodes and mobile nodes, and the second presents the pro-
cess of collecting and processing data to the base station.
Compared to many other algorithms in the literature, our
solution is better in terms of coverage percentage of the
AoI, data received by the base station and in terms of
energy consumption.

Keywords: Area Coverage; Energy Consumption; Sensors
Deployment Problem; Wireless Sensor Network

1 Introduction

In recent years, the need to observe and control physical
phenomena such as temperature, pressure or brightness is
essential for many industrial and scientific applications.
As a result, many technical and technological advance-
ments in the fields of microelectronics, Micro-mechanical
and wireless communication technologies have made it
possible to create small communicating objects equipped
with a measurement unit, a computing unit, a memory

unit and a radio unit for communicating [16]. The mas-
sive deployment of these devices in a given area, allows
to establish a network whose nodes are sensors: it is a
wireless sensors network. With their various advantages,
this technology has established itself as a key player in to-
day’s communication network architectures [17]. A wire-
less Sensor Network (WSN), which is a targeted wireless
network, consists of a significant number of miniaturized
electronic devices, called sensors, distributed over a spec-
ified area in order to sense the environment and commu-
nicate the accumulated information from the monitored
field to other networks (e.g., the internet) [8]. These net-
works have been extensively used for monitoring of vari-
ous physical or environmental conditions. These networks
are typically deployed in hard-to-reach areas for humans,
and once deployed, sensors must work unattended. A
WSN has several application perspectives and each appli-
cation has its own constraints. However, in all areas, the
role of a sensor network is almost always the same: the
sensors must monitor certain phenomena and send infor-
mation to a base station, which in turn relays them to an
end user via internet [15].

A network of sensors suffers from several technical weak
points such as communication range, monitoring range,
low battery, and network deployment circumstance prob-
lems such as the difficulty of building a sensor network
in volcanoes, mountains, or in the oceans [4]. Sensor de-
ployment can either be deterministic or random. In de-
terministic deployment, coverage can be maximized as a
result of optimal placement of sensor nodes. Random de-
ployments are preferred when the region information is
not known apriori [1].

In such systems, maximum coverage of the AoI and full
connectivity between the deployed nodes are two impor-
tant factors in sending as much good quality information
as possible to the end user through the base station for
better decision-making. This can be illustrated when re-
solving problems like detecting and tracking of intruders
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in restricted areas or monitoring volcanic zones. Such
applications require full area coverage. Furthermore, the
most critical zones should be covered by more than one
sensor node.

Various works have been done in the literature in order
to solve this type of problems after deployment of sensor
nodes. Some of them consider random deployment, others
consider a deterministic deployment while others consider
both. In this paper, we propose a method to cover as
much as possible the AoI after semi-random deployment,
using both static and mobile sensors while ensuring full
connectivity between the deployed nodes. This method is
followed by an algorithm of scheduling node activity that
minimizes the energy consumption of the nodes while col-
lecting and sending data to the base station [21]. Despite
the encouraging results presented in this paper, what is
left is to include a security mechanism to secure the in-
formation exchanged by the nodes of the network [14].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow: In
Section 2 we present the various works dealing with the
deployment, coverage and connectivity problems; in Sec-
tion 3, we describe our contribution, then in Section 4 we
present differences between our protocol and some other
protocols existing in literature. Section 5 deals with some
experimental results. A conclusion with open problems
ends the paper.

2 Related Works

In the literature, the coverage problem is separated in
three types of coverage: Area coverage, barrier coverage
and point coverage. Works presented in [10] have been
done in order to introduce basic concepts related to cov-
erage and connectivity.

2.1 Area Coverage and Connectivity

The goal in the area coverage problem is to cover the
whole area. Therefore, in some cases, the number of
sensors is not sufficient; the goal of area coverage be-
comes maximizing the coverage rate. Works intended to
resolve area coverage and connectivity problem are mas-
sively done. Recently, [9] proposed a solution which guar-
antees maximum coverage of the AoI and connectivity
between sensors. A schedule algorithm is also proposed
in that paper in order to minimize energy consumption
of both static and mobile nodes, and both normal nodes
and CH. The clustering protocol used and the strategy
of feeding empty clusters are not optimal and therefore,
sensors exchange too much messages during the first stage
of the algorithm. In [19], authors propose a Distributed
Scheduling Medium Access Control (DSMAC) algorithm
for optimizing the network lifetime of sensor nodes. The
geographic distribution of sensor nodes takes into account
coverage and network connectivity constraints. Further-
more, DSMAC algorithm allows a full coverage of the
monitoring area; but the process of sending data to the

base station is not scheduled. In [4] authors achieve both
random and deterministic deployment in order to cover as
much as possible the area of interest. After deployment,
they propose a random node activity scheduling which
relies on a random number Pi that helps to determine
the next node to be activated to monitor information in a
cluster. Thus a node whose residual energy is finished can
be chosen to be activated and, since this node is the one
that has to select the next node to be activated in a clus-
ter using Pi, this cluster can be paralyzed and sensors in
this cluster won’t be able to collect information anymore.
Connectivity between sensors of this cluster and sensors
of the other clusters is therefore impossible. [2] proceeds
to a random deployment of static nodes and thereafter,
proceeds to deployment of some mobile nodes that are
used to repair the coverage holes after initial deployment
of the static nodes. This solution ensures a good coverage
ratio but not connectivity between sensors. [11] proposed
an algorithm that guarantees full coverage and multiple
connectivity [10] after regular sensors deployment. But
this solution assumes that the AoI is regular. In [8], a de-
ployment approach based on flower pollination algorithm
(FPCOA) was proposed. This approach can find the op-
timal placement topology in terms one QoS metric and
ensures simple connectivity between sensors but it did not
incorporate other QoS metrics like energy consumption

2.2 Barrier Coverage and Connectivity

Wireless sensors networks are not only designed to sense
events occurring in the deployment area; they can also
be used to detect intruders that attempt to penetrate in
this area. So, the goal of barrier coverage is to guarantee
that every intruder crossing the barrier of sensor will be
detected. Few works are present in the literature for bar-
rier coverage and connectivity. Nevertheless, we can cite
the solutions of [20] and [13]. [20] provides partial cover-
age after a centralized and probabilistic deployment. The
connectivity in this case is intermittent; Meaning that,
some of the deployed sensors can not communicate with
the base station. [13] made The assumption that R≥r
where R is the communication radius and r is the sens-
ing radius in order to ensure full coverage and permanent
connectivity after a distributed and deterministic deploy-
ment.

2.3 Point Coverage and Connectivity

It is often unnecessary to monitor the whole area in many
applications; thus monitoring some specific points is suf-
ficient. Each of these points (called point of interest
(PoI)) should therefore be covered by at least one sensor
node. [6] assume that PoI are static and guarantee tem-
porary coverage and intermittent connectivity with ran-
dom deployment and distributed algorithm. [5] resolved
a similar problem differently, and consider that PoI are
not static. [7] considers the problem of full coverage with
permanent connectivity. In fact, the authors ensure full
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Figure 1: Subdivision of AoI in sub-areas

coverage of the PoI using forced based deployment algo-
rithm. These solutions do not propose a node scheduling
activity to minimize the energy consumption of the sen-
sors.

Each of the works presented in this section addresses
the problem of coverage and connectivity in different
ways. However, depending on the constraints related to
the deployment environment or the types of sensors, the
proposed protocols rarely take into account the energy
consumption of the sensors and their activity during the
lifetime of the network. The solution proposed in this
paper ensures full maximum coverage of the AoI, connec-
tivity between sensors and minimizes energy consump-
tion of the sensors. It also guarantees that the roles of
the different CHs can be exchanged because of the use
of ICP [12]. Finally the scheduling algorithm allows to
collect any event occurring in the AoI and send it to the
base station.

3 Our Contribution

3.1 Assumptions and Notations

3.1.1 Assumptions

In this work, it was assumed that:

• The area of interest is a square of side C;

• The area of interest must be divided geographically
by Nz sub-areas of dimension L×L and diagonal D
as shown in Figure 1;

• Using [12], the number of CHs can be estimated;

• All the sensor have the same sensing range and the
same communication radius and are able to know in
which sub-area it has been deployed.

3.1.2 Notations

In the rest of this work, we will use some notations that
we define in this section:

• Ti: Awakening time of a normal node;

• Ts: Time used by a normal node to send data to its
CH and receive an acknowledgment;

• Tc: Time used by a normal node to collect data in
its cluster;

• Tne: Next awakening time of a normal node;

• Nc: Number of sensors of a cluster;

• TsSB : Time after which a CH should send data to
the base station;

• Rc: Communication radius of a sensor;

• Rs: Sensing radius of a sensor;

• nzc: Number of sub-areas covered by a CH;

• nznc: Number of non covered sub-areas;

• Nz: Total number of sub-areas;

• S: The set of sub-areas;

• SCH : The set of sub-areas covered by a CH.

3.2 Mathematics Models

We represent the WSN by a graph G = (V;E), where V
represents all nodes of the network and E represents the
set of edges giving all possible communications.

3.2.1 Coverage Model

Let A represent the AoI and q a point located in A. The
area covered by a sensor Si∈V is defined as the total area
located within Rs [17]. Analytically, the area covered by
a sensor Si∈V is given by Equation (1):

C(Si) = {q ∈ A/d(Si; q) ≤ Rs} (1)

So, the area covered by a set of sensors S = {S1, S2, ...,
Sk} is analytically defined by Equation (2):

C(S) =
⋃

C(Sk), k = {1, ..., |S|} (2)

3.2.2 Connectivity Model

Let us consider Si and Sj two sensors nodes deployed in
the AoI. Si and Sj are directly connected (one-hop con-
nectivity) if and only if d(Si;Sj)≤Rc. According to [18], a
WSN is considered to be connected if there is at least one
path between the sink and each node in the considered
area.

3.2.3 Lifetime Model

Let M = {S1, S2, ..., Sn} be the set of nodes of a wireless
sensor network; Si ∈ M a given node with lifetime Ti.
In [17], network lifetime is defined by the duration within
which the network is deployed and the first node loses all
its residual energy. So, if Tn is the network lifetime, it is
computed as follows (equation (3)):

Tn = minTi (3)
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3.3 First Stage: Area Coverage Proce-
dure

The first stage of our solution consists in covering as much
as possible the AoI in order to collect a maximum number
of information. To achieve this, we proceed as follows:

• First deploy deterministically the different CHs in the
AoI such as d(CHi,CHj)≤2Rc and such as each CH
is placed at the center of its sub-area;

• Static nodes are then randomly deployed in the AoI.
The idea here is to allow each sensor to belong to the
cluster of a CH;

• Application of ICP [12] to initiate clustering. In ICP,
acknowledgments are deleted in order to reduce en-
ergy consumption during the clustering process. But
in our case, acknowledgments will be allowed in order
to permit to each sensor to send an acknowledgment
to its CH. So, the clustering process becomes:

– Each CH broadcasts its id to neighbors sensors;

– If a sensor receives one message from one CH, it
becomes a cluster member (CM) of this CH; but
if it receives many messages from many CH, it
becomes a gateway (GW) node for all the clus-
ters of these CH;

– Sensors can then send an acknowledgment to
the CH containing its id, its role (CM or GW)
and the identifier of the sub-area in which it is
located;

– When a CH receives an acknowledgment, it in-
crements the variable nzc;

– After reception of all acknowledgments, each
CH then broadcasts the ordered list of its clus-
ter’s members to all its cluster’s members with
parameters Ti, Ts, Tc and Nc. Thus, each sensor
will be able to know its CH and all its neighbors
in a cluster.

Theorem 1. Let SCH be the set of sub-areas covered by
a CH. The number of non covered sub-areas nznc can be
computed by nznc = Nz - C(

⋃
(SCH)) where C is the

function to determine the cardinal (number of elements)
of a set.

Proof. Since Nz is the total number of sub-areas, nznc can
be obtained by a substraction between Nz and the total
number of sub-areas covered by the different CHs. Since
two CHs can cover the same sub-areas, the function C
such a way that it removes duplicates entries. Finally, the
application of the function C(

⋃
(SCH)) makes it possible

to obtain the exact number n of sub-areas covered by
the different CHs; and therefore, doing Nz-n yields the
number of uncovered sub-areas.

At the end of the previous steps, each static sensor knows
in which cluster it belongs. if nznc is equal to zero, the

AoI is fully covered. Else, the challenge is to find a way
to cover non covered sub-areas using mobile nodes. To do
this, we proceed as follows:

• First we determine the identifiers of all non covered
sub-areas using formula: S \

⋃
(SCH));

• Secondly, we deploy mobile nodes in these sub-areas.

The algorithm of this stage is given by algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 AoI coverage

1: Begin
2: Deterministic deployment of CHs.
3: Random deployment of static nodes.
4: Each CH broadcasts its id.
5: if sensor receives only one message then
6: Become a cluster member of the CH.
7: end if
8: if sensor receives many messages then
9: Become a gateway node.

10: end if
11: Sensors can then send an acknowledgment to the CH

containing its id, its role (CM or GW) and the iden-
tifier of its sub-area.

12: Each CH broadcasts a list of its cluster’s members
with the parameters Ti, Ts and Tc to its cluster’s
members.

13: Computation of nznc.
14: if nznc == 0 then
15: End of the coverage process.
16: end if
17: if nznc 6= 0 then
18: determine the identifiers of all non covered sub-

areas.
19: deploy mobile nodes in non covered sub-areas.
20: end if
21: End

3.4 Second Stage: Node Scheduling Al-
gorithm and Sending Data to the
Base Station

In this section, we describe how the nodes will be sched-
uled in order to collect and send data to the base station.
Since normal nodes and CH are scheduled differently, we
thus propose two algorithms that will permit us to man-
age both CH and normal nodes simultaneously.

3.4.1 Normal Nodes Scheduling Algorithm and
Sending Data to the CH

Each node has in its memory the ordered list of its neigh-
bors; so it knows when it should wake up and begin col-
lecting or sending data. According to our notations, a
normal node remains awake during Ti. We therefore pose
Ti = Ts + Tc. So, a normal node executes these instruc-
tions when it is awakened:
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1) It starts by computing the next time after which it
should be awaken with the formula: Tne=(Nc-1)Ti;

2) If this node has data collected previously in its mem-
ory, it sends it to its CH and waits for an acknowl-
edgment during the time Ts;

3) It remains awake during the time Tc waiting for an
event to occur in the AoI;

4) The sensor falls asleep after Ti.

The pseudo-code of our description above is given by
the algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Normal nodes scheduling algorithm and
sending data to the CH

1: Begin
2: Computation of Tne.
3: if node has data in its memory then
4: Sending data to the CH during Ts.
5: Stay awake during Tc.
6: Fall asleep after Ti.
7: end if
8: if node has no data in its memory then
9: Sending data to the base CH during Ti.

10: Fall asleep after Ti.
11: end if
12: End

3.4.2 CH Scheduling Algorithm and Sending
Data to the Base Station

Our solution recommends that every TsSB , a CH must
send data to the base station. TsSB is computed with
the formula: TsSB = Nc*Ts; which means that, after one
round of diffusion of its cluster members, it starts send-
ing data to the base station. Before sending these data,
the CH starts by executing the second part of the DSMAC
algorithm [17] which will permit them to synchronize sen-
sors belonging to the path relying the CH and the base
station by sending beacon frames. This will permit us
to know all the nodes that will remain awake during the
transmission of data to the base station. The CH can
then initiate the transmission. Algorithm 3 describes the
pseudo-code of this solution.

4 Comparative Study Of Our Pro-
tocol With Some Others Exist-
ing Protocols

In Table 1, we make a comparative study between our
protocol and some others.

Algorithm 3 CH scheduling algorithm and sending data
to the base station
1: Begin
2: i=1.
3: while i ≤ Nc do
4: Waking up every Ti and stay awake during Ts.
5: Receive data from a normal node and send an ac-

knowledgment to this node.
6: T = Ts*i.
7: if T == TsSB then
8: Determining the nodes in charge of forwarding

data to the BS.
9: Sending data to the BS.

10: i=1.
11: end if
12: if T 6= TsSB then
13: i=i+1.
14: end if
15: end while
16: End

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the performance of our ap-
proach and compare it to other approaches. The simula-
tion conditions are shown in the Table 2.

The following curves are the result of at least 100 ex-
periments. In our implementation, the MAC layer is man-
aged in such a way that a node can only receive one mes-
sage at a time.

5.1 Coverage Ratio

In Figure 2, we make a comparison between our protocol
and several others in terms of coverage ratio. In fact, the
comparison is made between our protocol and FPCOA [8],
SRDP [4] and A2CDC [9].

Because of the semi-random and semi-deterministic de-
ployment, our protocol has the best coverage ratio com-
pared to FPCOA and A2CDC. Since SRDP uses a de-
ployment strategy similar to ours, our algorithm used to
feed empty clusters allows us to obtain a better coverage
ratio.

5.2 Number of Transmissions During
Clustering Stage

The major improvement highlighted in this paper con-
cerns the partitioning protocol and therefore the cover-
age algorithm. Indeed, it was a question of increasing the
coverage ratio while minimizing the energy consumption
spent by the sensors during the clustering and coverage
phase. This was done by reducing the number of trans-
missions and messages exchanged during the clustering
phase. Figure 3 illustrates graphically what we are ex-
plaining.
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Table 1: Comparison between our protocol and some others

Protocols Deployment strategy Node scheduling algorithm Clustering algorithm
FCOA [8] Random No No
SRDP [4] Semi random and semi Random selection of the

deterministic (square based) next activated node Yes
DSMAC [19] Deterministic (square based) Deterministic selection of the No

next activated node
A2CDC [9] Random Deterministic selection of the Wadaa et al. [22]

next activated node and Bomgni et al. [3]
Our protocol Semi random and semi Deterministic selection of the ICP [12]

deterministic (square based) next activated node

Table 2: Conditions of the simulations

Configurations Value
Communication and sensing radius 8 m

Area of interest (AoI) 100m×100m
Initial sensor’s energy 1000 J

Deploy sensor nodes number Up to 200

5.3 Network’s Lifetime

We compared the efficiency of our protocol with three
other protocols named Flower Pollination Coverage Opti-
mization approach (FPCOA) [8], Semi-Random Deploy-
ment Protocol (SRDP) [4], DSMAC [19] and A2CDC [9]
in terms of energy consumption. The results are shown
in Figure 4.

Our protocol is clearly better than the one of SRDP,
FPCOA, DSMAC and A2CDC in terms of energy con-
sumption. Since FPCOA doesn’t use a clustering scheme
to maintain connectivity and reduce energy’s consump-
tion of the sensors while exchanging messages, it con-
sumes more energy. The SRDP protocol certainly uses
a clustering algorithm, but the latter is not really effi-
cient. In fact, clusters are formed by exchanging hello
messages between CH and its members. Furthermore,
this protocol guarantees connectivity and data harvest
by randomly activating a sensor which will collect data
in the cluster each time. The fact that the active sensor
is determined randomly after a computation of a random
parameter P consumes more energy at each time that a
sensor has to be activated. Finally, the clustering proto-
col used in A2CDC is more expensive in terms of energy
consumption than the one used in our protocol; Which re-
sults in very low power consumption from the beginning
of our protocol, due to the very small number of messages
exchanged during the clustering phase.

5.4 Average Packets Received By The
Sink

Figure 5 illustrates that our protocol outperforms DS-
MAC, SRDP, FPCOA and A2CDC according to the num-

Figure 2: Coverage ratio

Figure 3: Transmission amount

Figure 4: Network’s lifetime
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Figure 5: Average packets received by the sink

Figure 6: End to end delay

ber of packets received by the Sink. The main reason is
due to the fact that our protocol avoids collisions because
of the implementation of the CSMA/CA protocol and is
based on DSMAC algorithm which mitigates the number
of collisions. Our protocol is better than A2CDC only
because of the type of deployment. In fact, determinis-
tic deployment ensures more connectivity than random
deployment.

5.5 End-to-End Delay

End-to-End delay refers to the time taken for a packet
to be transmitted across a network from source to des-
tination. Figure 6 shows that our protocol outperforms
DSMAC, SRDP, FPCOA and A2CDC, due to better con-
nectivity between the sensors and better sensors positions
within the network.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an energy-efficient protocol
based on semi-random deployment algorithm en-
suring better quality of service and connectivity in
wireless sensors networks, a protocol that aims to op-
timize coverage and network connectivity while minimiz-
ing the energy consumption of sensors during information
exchange. To solve the problem, our protocol takes place
in two phases: we firstly present our approach to guar-
antee full coverage of the AoI based on both determin-

istic and random deployment of sensors, and secondly,
we use an algorithm similar to the one presented in [9]
to schedule normal nodes and CHs during the phase of
collecting data in the monitored area and the phase of
sending data to the base station. The proposed approach
has been compared with several other approaches in the
literature in term of energy consumption, total number
of transmissions and average number of packets received
by the BS. Experiments show that our solution is bet-
ter than the other approaches, guarantees connectivity,
reduces the number of transmissions and messages and
avoids collision of messages.

The results presented in this paper are really encour-
aging, but several open problems remain. In future work,
we plan to introduce a security protocol to ensure the
integrity of the data circulating in the network.
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Abstract

Let p, q be two distinct odd primes, and let m,n be non-
negative integers. We consider a family of binary se-
quences defined by generalized cyclotomic classes modulo
pm+1qn+1. The first contribution is to determine their
linear complexity, which improves certain results of Hu,
Yue and Wang. The second contribution is to compute
the autocorrelation values. Results obtained indicate that
such sequences are ‘good’ from the viewpoint of cryptog-
raphy.

Keywords: Autocorrelation Value; Generalized Cyclo-
tomy; Generalized Cyclotomic Sequence; Linear Complex-
ity; Stream Cipher

1 Introduction

The theory of cyclotomy is widely applied in cryptogra-
phy. A typical application is the design of pseudorandom
sequences or numbers. By defining the (generalized) cy-
clotomic classes modulo an integer, families of pseudoran-
dom sequences can be designed with the desired crypto-
graphic features. The classical examples are the Legendre
sequences that derived from cyclotomic classes modulo an
odd prime and the Jacobi sequences that derived from
generalized cyclotomic classes modulo the product of two
odd distinct primes. Attention is also paid to the gener-
alized cyclotomic classes modulo a general number in the
literature, see e.g., [1–5,9, 11,12].

At the beginning of this decade, Hu, Yue and Wang [6]
introduced families of binary sequences via defining
generalized cyclotomic classes modulo N , where N =
pm+1qn+1 for two distinct odd primes p and q and non-

negative integers m and n. Let

d = (p− 1, q − 1) =
(
φ
(
pm+1

)
, φ
(
qn+1

))
,

e =
φ
(
pm+1

)
φ
(
qn+1

)
d

,

where φ denotes the Euler function. Let g be a common
primitive root of pm+1 and qn+1, and let x be an integer
satisfying

x ≡ g (mod pm+1), x ≡ 1 (mod qn+1).

Define

Gi =
{
gsxi : s = 0, 1, · · · , e− 1

}
, i = 0, 1, · · · , d− 1.

Then

Z∗pm+1qn+1 =

d−1⋃
i=0

Gi

For 0 ≤ a ≤ m+ 1 and 0 ≤ b ≤ n+ 1, let

G
(a,b)
i =


paqbGi, if a ≤ m, b ≤ n, 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1,
paqn+1Z∗N , if a ≤ m, b = n+ 1, i = 0,
pm+1qbZ∗N , if a = m+ 1, b ≤ n, i = 0,
{0}, if a = m+ 1, b = n+ 1, i = 0.

Then Hu, Yue and Wang [6] introduced the binary se-
quence s∞ of period N by setting

sj =

{
1, if (j mod N) ∈ Ω,
0, otherwise,

(1)

where Ω, usually called the characteristic set or support
set of s∞, is selected as

Ω =

m+1⋃
a=0

n+1⋃
b=0

⋃
i∈Ia,b

G
(a,b)
i ,
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for

Ia,b ⊂
{
{0, 1, · · · , d− 1} , if a ≤ m, b ≤ n,
{0}, otherwise.

(2)

They developed a way to compute the linear complexity
(see the notion below) of s∞. However, it seems difficult
to determine the exact values due to the choice of Ia,b,
see [6, Thm.2.5]. Motivated by this reason, we will only
choose a special Ia,b as follows and consider the linear
complexity and autocorrelation (see the notion below) of
the special binary sequence:

Ia,b =



{1, 3, 5, · · · , d− 1} ,
if 0 ≤ a ≤ m and 0 ≤ b ≤ n,

∅,
if 0 ≤ a ≤ m+ 1 and b = n+ 1,

{0},
if a = m+ 1 and 0 ≤ b ≤ n.

(3)

We remark that, results of autocorrelation of such se-
quences have not been reported in the literature. We
organise this work as follows. In Section 2 we prove
the linear complexity of sequence defined in Equation (1)
with Ia,b in Equation (3) and compute its autocorrela-
tion values in Section 3. Finally we draw a conclusion
in Section 4. We conclude this section by introducing
the notions of linear complexity and autocorrelation of
sequences.

The linear complexity is an important cryptographic
characteristic of sequences and provides information on
predictability and thus unsuitability for cryptography.
Let F be a field. For a T -periodic sequence s∞ over F, the
linear complexity L(s∞) of the sequence s∞ is defined to
be the length of the shortest linear feedback shift regis-
ter that can generate the sequence, which is the smallest
nonnegative integer L satisfying

st = c1st−1 + c2st−2 + · · ·+ cLst−L for all t ≥ L,

where constants c1, · · · , cL ∈ F. Let

s(X) = s0 + s1X + · · ·+ sT−1X
T−1 ∈ F[X],

which is called the generating polynomial of s∞. Then
the linear complexity over F of s∞ can be computed as

L(s∞) = T − deg
(
gcd(XT − 1, s(X))

)
, (4)

which is the degree of the characteristic polynomial,
XT−1

gcd(XT−1, s(X))
, of the sequence. Moreover, the autocorre-

lation value Cs(w) of the sequence s∞ at shift w is defined
by

Cs(w) =

T−1∑
i=0

(−1)si+w+si ,

where 1 ≤ w ≤ T − 1. See, e.g., [3] for details.

2 Linear Complexity

In this section, we will determine the exact values of the
linear complexity of the binary sequences defined in Equa-
tion (1) with Ia,b in Equation (3). Our result is the fol-
lowing.

Theorem 1. Let s∞ be the N -periodic binary sequence
defined as in Equation (1) with Ia,b in Equation (3) for
defining Ω. Then the linear complexity of s∞ satisfies

L(s∞) = pm+1qn+1 − (pm+1 − 1)(qn+1 − 1)

2

−Ap,m(qn+1 − 1)−Aq,n(pm+1 − 1)− 1

if p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), q ≡ ±1 (mod 8) or p ≡ ±3 (mod
8), q ≡ ±3 (mod 8), and otherwise

L(s∞) = pm+1qn+1 −Ap,m(qn+1 − 1)−Aq,n(pm+1 − 1)− 1,

where

Aq,n =

{
1, if (n+1)(q−1)

2 ≡ 0 (mod 2),

0, if (n+1)(q−1)
2 ≡ 1 (mod 2),

Ap,m =

{
1, if 1 + (m+1)(p−1)

2 ≡ 0 (mod 2),

0, if 1 + (m+1)(p−1)
2 ≡ 1 (mod 2).

2.1 Properties of the Generalized Cyclo-
tomic Classes

Lemma 1. Let α be a primitive N -th root of unity in
the field F2δ for δ = ordN (2). Let (t, pq) = 1, 0 ≤ u ≤
m+ 1, 0 ≤ v ≤ n+ 1.

1) Suppose that 0 ≤ a ≤ m and 0 ≤ b ≤ n. Then we
have

∑
l∈G(a,b)

0

αtp
uqvl =



0, if u < m− a or v < n− b,∑
l∈G(m,n)

0

αtl, if u = m− a, v = n− b,

q − 1

d
, if u = m− a, v > n− b,

p− 1

d
, if u > m− a, v = n− b,

0, if u > m− a, v > n− b.

2) Suppose that 0 ≤ a ≤ m and b = n + 1. Then we
have ∑

l∈G(a,n+1)
0

αtp
uqvl =

{
1, if u = m− a,
0, if u 6= m− a.

3) Suppose that a = m + 1 and 0 ≤ b ≤ n. Then we
have ∑

l∈G(m+1,b)
0

αtp
uqvl =

{
1, if v = n− b,
0, if v 6= n− b.

Proof. See Lemma 2.4 in [6].
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According to [10], Whiteman’s generalized cyclotomic
classes of order d are defined by

Di =

{
gsxi : s = 0, 1, · · · , (p− 1)(q − 1)

d
− 1

}
,

where i = 0, 1, · · · , d− 1. Clearly,

Z∗pq = ∪d−1
i=0Di, Di ∩Dj = ∅ for i 6= j.

Lemma 2. DiDj = D(i+j) mod d, where i, j =
0, 1, · · · , d− 1.

Proof. This is Lemma 1 of [13].

Lemma 3. 2 ∈
d
2−1⋃
j=0

D2j if and only if p ≡ ±1 (mod

8), q ≡ ±1 (mod 8) or p ≡ ±3 (mod 8), q ≡ ±3 (mod

8); 2 ∈
d
2−1⋃
j=0

D2j+1 if and only if p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), q ≡

±3 (mod 8) or p ≡ ±3 (mod 8), q ≡ ±1 (mod 8).

Proof. See Theorem 5 in [13].

2.2 Proof of Theorem 1

According to Equation (4), the linear complexity of s∞

can be computed by

L(s∞) = N −
∣∣{t : s(αt) = 0, 0 ≤ t < N

}∣∣ ,
where α is a primitive N -th root of unity in the field F2δ

for δ = ordN (2).

We note that G
(a,b)
k = paqbGk = paqbxkG0 = xkG

(a,b)
0

for 0 ≤ a ≤ m, 0 ≤ b ≤ n, and

Ω =

m+1⋃
a=0

n+1⋃
b=0

⋃
i∈Ia,b

G
(a,b)
i =

n+1⋃
b=0

G
(m+1,b)
0

m⋃
a=0

n⋃
b=0

d
2−1⋃
i=0

G
(a,b)
2i+1.

Hence

s(αt) =
∑
j∈Ω

αtj

=
∑

j∈
⋃n
b=0G

(m+1,b)
0

⋃m
a=0

⋃n
b=0

⋃ d
2
−1

i=0 G
(a,b)
2i+1

αtj

=

n∑
b=0

∑
l∈G(m+1,b)

0

αtl +

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

d
2−1∑
i=0

∑
l∈G(a,b)

0

αx
2i+1tl.

Since

ZN =

m⋃
a=0

n⋃
b=0

d−1⋃
k=0

paqbGk

m⋃
a=0

paqn+1Z∗N
n+1⋃
b=0

pm+1qbZ∗N ,

any t ∈ ZN can be written as t = puqvxkgh for 0 ≤ u ≤
m + 1, 0 ≤ v ≤ n + 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ d − 1 and 0 ≤ h ≤ e − 1.

Then by Lemma 1 we have

s(αt) =

n∑
b=0

∑
l∈G(m+1,b)

0

αp
uqvxkghl

+

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

d
2−1∑
i=0

∑
l∈G(a,b)

0

αx
2i+1puqvxkghl

=

n∑
b=0

∑
l∈G(m+1,b)

0

αp
uqvl

+

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

d
2−1∑
i=0

∑
l∈G(a,b)

0

αx
2i+1+kpuqvl

=

n∑
b=0

b=n−v

1 +

m∑
a=0

a=m−u

n∑
b=0

b=n−v

d
2−1∑
i=0

∑
l∈G(m,n)

0

αx
2i+1+kl

+
q − 1

d

m∑
a=0

a=m−u

n∑
b=0

b>n−v

d
2−1∑
i=0

1

+
p− 1

d

m∑
a=0

a>m−u

n∑
b=0

b=n−v

d
2−1∑
i=0

1. (5)

Case I: For 0 ≤ u ≤ m and 0 ≤ v ≤ n, from Equation (5)
we have

s(αt) = 1 +

d
2−1∑
i=0

∑
l∈G(m,n)

0

αx
2i+1+kl +

q − 1

2

n∑
b=0

b>n−v

1

+
p− 1

2

m∑
a=0

a>m−u

1

= 1 +

d
2−1∑
i=0

(p−1)(q−1)
d −1∑
r=0

αx
2i+1+kpmqngr

+
v(q − 1)

2
+
u(p− 1)

2

= 1 +

d
2−1∑
i=0

∑
l∈D(2i+1+k) mod d

αp
mqnl

+
v(q − 1)

2
+
u(p− 1)

2
,

which implies that

s(αt) = 0 ⇐⇒
d
2−1∑
i=0

∑
l∈D(2i+1+k) mod d

αp
mqnl

≡ 1 +
v(q − 1)

2
+
u(p− 1)

2
(mod 2).
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Hence we get∣∣∣∣∣
{
t : s(αt) = 0, t ∈

m⋃
a=0

n⋃
b=0

d−1⋃
k=0

paqbGk

}∣∣∣∣∣
=

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

Ap,q,a,b
pm−aqn−b(p− 1)(q − 1)

d
,

where

Ap,q,a,b =

{
E, if 1 + b(q−1)

2 + a(p−1)
2 ≡ 0 (mod 2),

F, if 1 + b(q−1)
2 + a(p−1)

2 ≡ 1 (mod 2),

for

E = |{k :

d
2−1∑
i=0

∑
l∈D(2i+1+k) mod d

αp
mqnl = 0, k = 0, · · · , d− 1}|,

F = |{k :

d
2−1∑
i=0

∑
l∈D(2i+1+k) mod d

αp
mqnl = 1, k = 0, · · · , d− 1}|.

On the other hand, since s(X) ∈ F2[X], it follows that

s(αt)2 = s(α2t). If 2 ∈ ∪
d
2−1
j=0 D2j , then by Lemma 2 we

have

s(αt)2 = s(α2t)

= 1 +

d
2−1∑
i=0

∑
l∈D(2i+1+k) mod d

α2pmqnl

+
v(q − 1)

2
+
u(p− 1)

2
= s(αt).

In this case s(αt) ∈ {0, 1}.
Note that αp

mqn is a primitive pq-th root of unity in
an extension field of F2 and

d
2−1∑
i=0

∑
l∈D2i

αp
mqnl +

d
2−1∑
i=0

∑
l∈D2i+1

αp
mqnl = 1.

If 2 ∈
d
2−1⋃
j=0

D2j+1, then by Lemma 2 we have

s(αt)2 = s(α2t)

= 1 +

d
2−1∑
i=0

∑
l∈D(2i+1+k) mod d

α2pmqnl

+
v(q − 1)

2
+
u(p− 1)

2
= s(αt) + 1.

Thus s(αt) /∈ {0, 1}.

By Lemma 3, if p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), q ≡ ±1 (mod 8) or
p ≡ ±3 (mod 8), q ≡ ±3 (mod 8), then E = F = d

2 and

hence Ap,q,a,b = d
2 and∣∣∣∣∣

{
t : s(αt) = 0, t ∈

m⋃
a=0

n⋃
b=0

d−1⋃
k=0

paqbDGk

}∣∣∣∣∣
=

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

paqb(p− 1)(q − 1)

2

=
(pm+1 − 1)(qn+1 − 1)

2
.

If p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), q ≡ ±3 (mod 8) or p ≡ ±3 (mod
8), q ≡ ±1 (mod 8), then E = F = 0 and hence
Ap,q,a,b = 0 and∣∣∣∣∣

{
t : s(αt) = 0, t ∈

m⋃
a=0

n⋃
b=0

d−1⋃
k=0

paqbGk

}∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.

Case II: For u = m+1 and 0 ≤ v ≤ n, from Equation (5)
we have

s(αt) = 1 +
(m+ 1)(p− 1)

2
,

and

s(αt) = 0⇐⇒ 1 +
(m+ 1)(p− 1)

2
≡ 0 (mod 2).

So we conclude that∣∣∣∣∣
{
t : s(αt) = 0, t ∈

n⋃
b=0

pm+1qbZ∗N

}∣∣∣∣∣
= Ap,m

n∑
b=0

qn−b(q − 1) = Ap,m(qn+1 − 1).

Case III: For 0 ≤ u ≤ m and v = n+1, from Equation (5)
we have

s(αt) =
(n+ 1)(q − 1)

2
,

from which we obtain

s(αt) = 0⇐⇒ (n+ 1)(q − 1)

2
≡ 0 (mod 2).

Therefore∣∣∣∣∣
{
t : s(αt) = 0, t ∈

m⋃
a=0

paqn+1Z∗N

}∣∣∣∣∣
= Aq,n

m∑
a=0

pm−a(p− 1) = Aq,n(pm+1 − 1).

Case IV: For u = m+1 and v = n+1, from Equation (5)
we have

s(αt) = s(α0) = s(1) = 0.
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Putting everything together, we complete the proof of
Theorem 1.

Remark 1. It is not hard to show that

Aq,0 =

{
1, if q ≡ 1 (mod 4),
0, if q ≡ 3 (mod 4),

Ap,0 =

{
1, if p ≡ 3 (mod 4),
0, if p ≡ 1 (mod 4).

It is obvious that our results are entirely consistent with
those in [13].

3 Autocorrelations

Let
(
·
p

)
denote the Legendre symbol modulo p, and

(
·
q

)
the Legendre symbol modulo q. In this section, we deter-
mine the exact values of autocorrelation of s∞.

Theorem 2. Let s∞ be the N -periodic binary sequence
defined as in Equation (1) with Ia,b in Equation (3)
for defining Ω. For 1 ≤ w ≤ pm+1qn+1 − 1 with(
w, pm+1qn+1

)
= pa0qb0 , the autocorrelation of s∞ sat-

isfies

Cs(w) =



pmqn +
(

1− (−1)
p+q
2

)
·
(
w
p

)(
w
q

)
− 2,

if a0 = 0, b0 = 0,
qn(1− pm+1) + qn+1 − 4,

if a0 = m+ 1, b0 = 0,
pm(1− qn+1) + pm+1,

if a0 = 0, b0 = n+ 1,
pmqn−b0 + pmqn−b0+1(1− qb0)

+
(

1− (−1)
p+q
2

)
·
(

w

qb0

p

)(
w

qb0

q

)
− 2,

if a0 = 0, 1 ≤ b0 ≤ n,
pm−a0qn + qnpm−a0+1(1− pa0)

+
(

1− (−1)
p+q
2

)
·
( w
pa0

p

)( w
pa0

q

)
− 2,

if 1 ≤ a0 ≤ m, b0 = 0,
qn−b0(1− pm+1)

+qn−b0+1(1− qb0)(1− pm+1) + qn+1 − 4,
if a0 = m+ 1, 1 ≤ b0 ≤ n,

pm−a0(1− qn+1)
+pm−a0+1(1− pa0)(1− qn+1) + pm+1,

if 1 ≤ a0 ≤ m, b0 = n+ 1,
pm−a0qn−b0 + pm−a0qn−b0+1(1− qb0)

+qn−b0pm−a0+1(1− pa0)
+pm−a0+1qn−b0+1(1− pa0)(1− qb0)

+
(

1− (−1)
p+q
2

)
·
(

w

pa0 qb0

p

)(
w

pa0 qb0

q

)
− 2,

if 1 ≤ a0 ≤ m, 1 ≤ b0 ≤ n.

Remark 2. Theorem 2 shows that the autocorrelation
values of s∞ are quite good.

3.1 Certain Identities Involving Charac-
ter Sums

To prove Theorem 2, we need the following identities.

Lemma 4. Assume that 1 ≤ w ≤ pm+1qn+1 − 1. Then
we have

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0
qn+1|k

qn+1|k+w

1−
pm+1qn+1−1∑

k=1
pm+1|k
qn+1|k+w

1

−
pm+1qn+1−1∑

k=0
qn+1|k

pm+1|k+w

pm+1qn+1-k+w

1 +

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=1

pm+1|k
pm+1|k+w

pm+1qn+1-k+w

1

=

 qn+1 − 4, if pm+1 | w,
pm+1, if qn+1 | w,
−2, if pm+1 - w and qn+1 - w.

Proof. It is not hard to show that

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0
qn+1|k

qn+1|k+w

1 =

{
pm+1, qn+1 | w,
0, qn+1 - w,

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=1

pm+1|k
qn+1|k+w

1 =

{
0, qn+1 | w,
1, qn+1 - w,

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0
qn+1|k

pm+1|k+w

pm+1qn+1-k+w

1 =

{
0, qn+1 | w,
1, qn+1 - w,

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=1

pm+1|k
pm+1|k+w

pm+1qn+1-k+w

1 =

{
qn+1 − 2, pm+1 | w,
0, pm+1 - w.

Lemma 4 is thus established.

Lemma 5. Assume that 1 ≤ w ≤ pm+1qn+1 − 1 with(
w, pm+1qn+1

)
= pa0qb0 . Then we have

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

qn+1|k+w

(
k

paqb

p

)(
k

paqb

q

)

−
m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

pm+1|k+w

pm+1qn+1-k+w

(
k

paqb

p

)(
k

paqb

q

)
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+

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0
qn+1|k

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

(
k+w
paqb

p

)(
k+w
paqb

q

)

−
m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=1

pm+1|k
(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

(
k+w
paqb

p

)(
k+w
paqb

q

)

=



(
1− (−1)

p+q
2

)
·

(
w

pa0qb0

p

)(
w

pa0qb0

q

)
,

if a0 ≤ m, b0 ≤ n,
0,

if a0 = m+ 1 or b0 = n+ 1.

Proof. By the properties of the Legendre symbols and
complete residue systems we get

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

qn+1|k+w

(
k

paqb

p

)(
k

paqb

q

)

=

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1−aqn+1−b−1∑
k=0

(k,pq)=1

qn+1|paqbk+w

(
k

p

)(
k

q

)

=

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1−aqn+1−b−1∑
k=0

qn+1|paqbk+w

(
k

p

)(
k

q

)

=

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

qn+1−b−1∑
k1=0

qn+1|pm+1qbk1+w

(
k1p

m+1−a

q

)

×
pm+1−a−1∑
k2=0

(
k2q

n+1−b

p

)
= 0, (6)

and

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

pm+1|k+w

pm+1qn+1-k+w

(
k

paqb

p

)(
k

paqb

q

)

=

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

pm+1|k+w

(
k

paqb

p

)(
k

paqb

q

)

−
m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

pm+1|k+w

pm+1qn+1|k+w

(
k

paqb

p

)(
k

paqb

q

)

=



m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1−aqn+1−b−1∑
k=0

pm+1|paqbk+w

(
k

p

)(
k

q

)

−
( −w

pa0 qb0

p

)( −w
pa0 qb0

q

)
,

if a0 ≤ m, b0 ≤ n,
m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1−aqn+1−b−1∑
k=0

pm+1|paqbk+w

(
k

p

)(
k

q

)
,

if a0 = m+ 1 or b0 = n+ 1,

=


−

( −w
pa0qb0

p

)( −w
pa0qb0

q

)
,

if a0 ≤ m, b0 ≤ n,
0,

if a0 = m+ 1 or b0 = n+ 1.

(7)

Similarly, we have

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0
qn+1|k

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

(
k+w
paqb

p

)(
k+w
paqb

q

)
= 0, (8)

and

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=1

pm+1|k
(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

(
k+w
paqb

p

)(
k+w
paqb

q

)

=


−

(
w

pa0qb0

p

)(
w

pa0qb0

q

)
,

if a0 ≤ m, b0 ≤ n,
0,

if a0 = m+ 1 or b0 = n+ 1.

(9)

From Equation (6), Equation (7), Equation (8), and
Equation (9), we can get the conclusion of Lemma 5 di-
rectly.

Lemma 6. Assume that 1 ≤ w ≤ pm+1qn+1 − 1 with(
w, pm+1qn+1

)
= pa0qb0 . Then we have

m∑
a1=0

n∑
b1=0

m∑
a2=0

n∑
b2=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=pa1qb1

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=pa2qb2

(
k

pa1qb1

p

)

×

(
k

pa1qb1

q

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

p

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

q

)
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=



pmqn,
if a0 = 0, b0 = 0,

qn(1− pm+1),
if a0 = m+ 1, b0 = 0,

pm(1− qn+1),
if a0 = 0, b0 = n+ 1,

pmqn−b0 + pmqn−b0+1(1− qb0),
if a0 = 0, 1 ≤ b0 ≤ n,

pm−a0qn + qnpm−a0+1(1− pa0),
if 1 ≤ a0 ≤ m, b0 = 0,

qn−b0(1− pm+1) + qn−b0+1(1− qb0)(1− pm+1),
if a0 = m+ 1, 1 ≤ b0 ≤ n,

pm−a0(1− qn+1) + pm−a0+1(1− pa0)(1− qn+1),
if 1 ≤ a0 ≤ m, b0 = n+ 1,

pm−a0qn−b0 + pm−a0qn−b0+1(1− qb0)
+qn−b0pm−a0+1(1− pa0)
+pm−a0+1qn−b0+1(1− pa0)(1− qb0),

if 1 ≤ a0 ≤ m, 1 ≤ b0 ≤ n.

Proof. By the properties of character sums, greatest com-
mon divisors and complete residue systems we have

m∑
a1=0

m∑
a2=0

a1>a2

n∑
b1=0

n∑
b2=0

b1>b2

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=pa1qb1

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=pa2qb2

(
k

pa1qb1

p

)

×

(
k

pa1qb1

q

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

p

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

q

)

=

m∑
a1=0

m∑
a2=0

a1>a2

n∑
b1=0

n∑
b2=0

b1>b2

pm+1−a1qn+1−b1−1∑
k=0

(pa1qb1k+w,pm+1qn+1)=pa2qb2

(
k

p

)

×
(
k

q

) pa1qb1k+w
pa2qb2

p

 pa1qb1k+w
pa2qb2

q


=

m∑
a1=0

m∑
a2=0

a1>a2

n∑
b1=0

n∑
b2=0

b1>b2
pa2qb2‖w

pm+1−a1qn+1−b1−1∑
k=0

(
k

p

)

×
(
k

q

)( w
pa2qb2

p

)(
w

pa2qb2

q

)

=

m∑
a1=0

m∑
a2=0

a1>a2

n∑
b1=0

n∑
b2=0

b1>b2
pa2qb2‖w

qn+1−b1−1∑
k1=0

pm+1−a1∑
k2=0

(
k2

p

)

×
(
k1

q

)( w
pa2qb2

p

)(
w

pa2qb2

q

)
= 0.

In the same way we obtain

m∑
a1=0

m∑
a2=0

a1>a2

n∑
b1=0

n∑
b2=0

b1<b2

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=pa1qb1

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=pa2qb2

(
k

pa1qb1

p

)

×

(
k

pa1qb1

q

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

p

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

q

)
= 0,

m∑
a1=0

m∑
a2=0

a1>a2

n∑
b1=0

n∑
b2=0

b1=b2

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=pa1qb1

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=pa2qb2

(
k

pa1qb1

p

)

×

(
k

pa1qb1

q

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

p

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

q

)
= 0,

m∑
a1=0

m∑
a2=0

a1<a2

n∑
b1=0

n∑
b2=0

b1<b2

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=pa1qb1

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=pa2qb2

(
k

pa1qb1

p

)

×

(
k

pa1qb1

q

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

p

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

q

)
= 0,

m∑
a1=0

m∑
a2=0

a1<a2

n∑
b1=0

n∑
b2=0

b1>b2

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=pa1qb1

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=pa2qb2

(
k

pa1qb1

p

)

×

(
k

pa1qb1

q

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

p

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

q

)
= 0,

m∑
a1=0

m∑
a2=0

a1<a2

n∑
b1=0

n∑
b2=0

b1=b2

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=pa1qb1

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=pa2qb2

(
k

pa1qb1

p

)

×

(
k

pa1qb1

q

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

p

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

q

)
= 0,

m∑
a1=0

m∑
a2=0

a1=a2

n∑
b1=0

n∑
b2=0

b1<b2

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=pa1qb1

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=pa2qb2

(
k

pa1qb1

p

)

×

(
k

pa1qb1

q

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

p

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

q

)
= 0,

m∑
a1=0

m∑
a2=0

a1=a2

n∑
b1=0

n∑
b2=0

b1>b2

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=pa1qb1

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=pa2qb2

(
k

pa1qb1

p

)

×

(
k

pa1qb1

q

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

p

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

q

)
= 0.

Summarizing the results of the eight cases we obtain

m∑
a1=0

n∑
b1=0

m∑
a2=0

n∑
b2=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=pa1qb1

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=pa2qb2

(
k

pa1qb1

p

)
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×

(
k

pa1qb1

q

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

p

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

q

)

=

m∑
a1=0

m∑
a2=0

a1=a2

n∑
b1=0

n∑
b2=0

b1=b2

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=pa1qb1

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=pa2qb2

(
k

pa1qb1

p

)

×

(
k

pa1qb1

q

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

p

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

q

)

=

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1−aqn+1−b−1∑
k=0

(paqbk+w,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

(
k

p

)(
k

q

)

×
(
k + w

paqb

p

)(
k + w

paqb

q

)

=

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

qn+1−b−1∑
k1=0

qb‖k1pm+1qb+w

pm+1−a−1∑
k2=0

pa‖k2paqn+1+w

(
k2q

n+1−b

p

)

×
(
k1p

m+1−a

q

)(
k2q

n+1−b + w
paqb

p

)

×

(
k1p

m+1−a + w
paqb

q

)

=

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pa‖w,qb‖w

qn+1−b−1∑
k1=0

q-k1pm+1+ w

qb

pm+1−a−1∑
k2=0

p-k2qn+1+ w
pa

(
k2q

n+1−b

p

)

×
(
k1p

m+1−a

q

)(
k2q

n+1−b + w
paqb

p

)

×

(
k1p

m+1−a + w
paqb

q

)

+

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pa‖w,qb+1|w

qn+1−b−1∑
k1=0

(k1,q)=1

pm+1−a−1∑
k2=0

p-k2qn+1+ w
pa

(
k2q

n+1−b

p

)

×
(
k1p

m+1−a

q

)(
k2q

n+1−b + w
paqb

p

)(
k1p

m+1−a

q

)

+

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pa+1|w,qb‖w

qn+1−b−1∑
k1=0

q-k1pm+1+ w

qb

pm+1−a−1∑
k2=0

(k2,p)=1

(
k2q

n+1−b

p

)

×
(
k1p

m+1−a

q

)(
k2q

n+1−b

p

)(
k1p

m+1−a + w
paqb

q

)

+

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pa+1|w,qb+1|w

qn+1−b−1∑
k1=0

(k1,q)=1

pm+1−a−1∑
k2=0

(k2,p)=1

(
k2q

n+1−b

p

)

×
(
k1p

m+1−a

q

)(
k2q

n+1−b

p

)(
k1p

m+1−a

q

)

=

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pa‖w,qb‖w

qn+1−b−1∑
k1=0

(
k1

q

)(
k1 + w

paqb

q

)

×
pm+1−a−1∑
k2=0

(
k2

p

)(
k2 + w

paqb

p

)

+

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pa‖w,qb+1|w

qn−b(q − 1)

×
pm+1−a−1∑
k2=0

(
k2

p

)(
k2 + w

paqb

p

)

+

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pa+1|w,qb‖w

pm−a(p− 1)

×
qn+1−b−1∑
k1=0

(
k1

q

)(
k1 + w

paqb

q

)

+

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pa+1|w,qb+1|w

pm−aqn−b(p− 1)(q − 1)

=

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pa‖w,qb‖w

(−qn−b) · (−pm−a)

+

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pa‖w,qb+1|w

qn−b(q − 1) · (−pm−a)

+

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pa+1|w,qb‖w

pm−a(p− 1) · (−qn−b)

+

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pa+1|w,qb+1|w

pm−aqn−b(p− 1)(q − 1)

=



pmqn,
if a0 = 0, b0 = 0,

qn(1− pm+1),
if a0 = m+ 1, b0 = 0,

pm(1− qn+1),
if a0 = 0, b0 = n+ 1,

pmqn−b0 + pmqn−b0+1(1− qb0),
if a0 = 0, 1 ≤ b0 ≤ n,

pm−a0qn + qnpm−a0+1(1− pa0),
if 1 ≤ a0 ≤ m, b0 = 0,

qn−b0(1− pm+1) + qn−b0+1(1− qb0)(1− pm+1),
if a0 = m+ 1, 1 ≤ b0 ≤ n,

pm−a0(1− qn+1) + pm−a0+1(1− pa0)(1− qn+1),
if 1 ≤ a0 ≤ m, b0 = n+ 1,

pm−a0qn−b0 + pm−a0qn−b0+1(1− qb0)
+qn−b0pm−a0+1(1− pa0)
+pm−a0+1qn−b0+1(1− pa0)(1− qb0),

if 1 ≤ a0 ≤ m, 1 ≤ b0 ≤ n.
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3.2 Proof of Theorem 2

For integer k, suppose that gcd(k,N) = paqb, 0 ≤ a ≤ m,
0 ≤ b ≤ n. Write k = paqbk′, where gcd(k′, N) = 1. Note

that Ω =

m+1⋃
a=0

n+1⋃
b=0

⋃
i∈Ia,b

G
(a,b)
i , we have

k ∈ Ω ⇐⇒ there exists i ∈ Ia,b such that k ∈ paqbGi
⇐⇒ there exists i ∈ Ia,b such that k′ ∈ Gi
⇐⇒ there exist i ∈ Ia,b, 0 ≤ s ≤ e− 1

such that k′ ≡ gsxi (mod N)

⇐⇒ 1

φ(N)

∑
i∈Ia,b

e−1∑
s=0

∑
χ mod N

χ(k′)χ(gsxi) = 1

⇐⇒ 1

d

∑
χ mod N

χ(g)=1

χ(k′)
∑
i∈Ia,b

χ(xi) = 1,

where
∑

χ mod N

denotes the summation of all the multi-

plicative characters χ modulo N . Hence,

(−1)sk = −2

d

∑
χ mod N

χ(g)=1

χ 6=χ0

 ∑
i∈Ia,b

χ(xi)

χ(k′). (10)

Every character χ mod N can be factored in the form
χ = χ1χ2, where χ1 is a character mod pm+1 and χ2 is a
character mod qn+1. Therefore we have

∑
χ mod N

χ(g)=1

χ 6=χ0

 ∑
i∈Ia,b

χ(xi)

χ(k′)

=
∑

χ1 mod pm+1

∑
χ2 mod qn+1

χ1(g)χ2(g)=1

χ1χ2 6=χ0

 ∑
i∈Ia,b

χ1(xi)χ2(xi)



×χ1(k′)χ2(k′)

=
∑

χ1 mod pm+1

∑
χ2 mod qn+1

χ1(g)χ2(g)=1

χ1χ2 6=χ0

 ∑
i∈Ia,b

χ1(gi)

χ1(k′)χ2(k′).

Write

χ1(k′) =

{
e
(
k1indg,pm+1 (k′)

pm(p−1)

)
, (k′, p) = 1,

0, (k′, p) > 1,

χ2(k′) =

{
e
(
k2indg,qn+1 (k′)

qn(q−1)

)
, (k′, q) = 1,

0, (k′, q) > 1,

where e(y) = e2πiy, indg,pm+1(k′) is the unique integer

with k′ ≡ gindg,pm+1 (k′) (mod pm+1), 0 ≤ indg,pm+1(k′) ≤
pm(p−1)−1, and indg,qn+1(k′) denotes the unique integer

with k′ ≡ gindg,qn+1 (k′) (mod qn+1), 0 ≤ indg,qn+1(k′) ≤
qn(q − 1)− 1. Then we have

∑
χ mod N

χ(g)=1

χ 6=χ0

 ∑
i∈Ia,b

χ(xi)

χ(k′)

=

pm(p−1)−1∑
k1=0

qn(q−1)−1∑
k2=0

e( k1
pm(p−1) )e(

k2
qn(q−1) )=1

k21+k22>0

 ∑
i∈Ia,b

e

(
− ik1

pm(p− 1)

)

×e
(
k1indg,pm+1(k′)

pm(p− 1)

)
e

(
k2indg,qn+1(k′)

qn(q − 1)

)
.

It is not hard to show that

e

(
k1

pm(p− 1)

)
e

(
k2

qn(q − 1)

)
= 1

⇐⇒ e

(
k1q

n(q − 1) + k2p
m(p− 1)

pmqn(p− 1)(q − 1)

)
= 1

⇐⇒ pmqn(p− 1)(q − 1) | k1q
n(q − 1) + k2p

m(p− 1)

⇐⇒ pmqn(p− 1)(q − 1)

d

∣∣∣k1
qn(q − 1)

d
+ k2

pm(p− 1)

d
.

Then we deduce

pm(p− 1)

d

∣∣∣k1,
qn(q − 1)

d

∣∣∣k2.

Hence,

∑
χ mod N

χ(g)=1

χ6=χ0

 ∑
i∈Ia,b

χ(xi)

χ(k′)

=
∑

0≤t1≤d−1

∑
0≤t2≤d−1

t1+t2≡0 ( mod d)

t21+t22>0

∑
i∈Ia,b

(
e

(
− it1
d

))

×e
(
t1indg,pm+1(k′)

d

)
e

(
t2indg,qn+1(k′)

d

)

=

d−1∑
t=1

 ∑
i∈Ia,b

e

(
− it
d

) e

(
tindg,pm+1(k′)

d

)

×e
(
−
tindg,qn+1(k′)

d

)
. (11)

By Equation (10) and Equation (11), together with the
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definition of Ia,b we obtain

(−1)sk = −2

d

d−1∑
t=1

 d
2−1∑
i=0

e

(
− (2i+ 1)t

d

)
×e
(
tindg,pm+1(k′)

d

)
e

(
−
tindg,qn+1(k′)

d

)
= e

(
indg,pm+1(k′)

2

)
e

(
−

indg,qn+1(k′)

2

)
=

(
k′

p

)(
k′

q

)
.

Then for 0 ≤ k ≤ pm+1qn+1 − 1, we have

(−1)sk =



(
k′

p

)(
k′

q

)
, if k = paqbk′,

0 ≤ a ≤ m, 0 ≤ b ≤ n, (k′, pq) = 1,
1,

if qn+1 | k,
−1,

if pm+1 | k, k > 0.

For 1 ≤ w ≤ pm+1qn+1 − 1 with
(
w, pm+1qn+1

)
=

pa0qb0 , we get

Cs(w) =

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(−1)sk+w+sk

=

m∑
a1=0

n∑
b1=0

m∑
a2=0

n∑
b2=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=pa1qb1

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=pa2qb2(
k

pa1qb1

p

)(
k

pa1qb1

q

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

p

)(
k+w
pa2qb2

q

)

+

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

qn+1|k+w

(
k

paqb

p

)(
k

paqb

q

)

−
m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0

(k,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

pm+1|k+w

pm+1qn+1-k+w

(
k

paqb

p

)(
k

paqb

q

)

+

m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0
qn+1|k

(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

(
k+w
paqb

p

)(
k+w
paqb

q

)

−
m∑
a=0

n∑
b=0

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=1

pm+1|k
(k+w,pm+1qn+1)=paqb

(
k+w
paqb

p

)(
k+w
paqb

q

)

+

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=0
qn+1|k

qn+1|k+w

1−
pm+1qn+1−1∑

k=1
pm+1|k
qn+1|k+w

1

−
pm+1qn+1−1∑

k=0
qn+1|k

pm+1|k+w

pm+1qn+1-k+w

1 +

pm+1qn+1−1∑
k=1

pm+1|k
pm+1|k+w

pm+1qn+1-k+w

1.

The statements of Theorem 2 then follows from Lemma 4-
Lemma 6.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have proven the linear complexity and
autocorrelation values of a family of generalized cyclo-
tomic sequences of period N with any order d. The result
of linear complexity improves certain statement of [6] and
the result of autocorrelation is new.

In 2012 Hu, Yue and Wang [6] gave a method for
computing the linear complexity of Whiteman’s general-
ized cyclotomic sequences of period pm+1qn+1 (m,n ≥ 0)
with any order d. The method is applied to comput-
ing the exact linear complexity of Whiteman’s general-
ized cyclotomic sequences of period pq with order 4 and
period pm+1qn+1 (m,n ≥ 0) with order 4, respectively.
In fact, it is difficult to compute the exact value of Au,v
for 0 ≤ u ≤ m and 0 ≤ v ≤ n in the calculation for-
mula [6]. In this paper we determine the exact linear com-
plexity and the exact values of autocorrelation of White-
man’s generalized cyclotomic binary sequences of any or-
der d and period pm+1qn+1 (m,n ≥ 0) due to the different
definitions of the support set, which makes it easier to en-
sure the balance of these sequences.

The autocorrelation values of generalized cyclotomic
sequences with respect to pn for any n > 0 are calculated
in [7] by using formulas for the generalized cyclotomic
numbers of order 2. We can use the proof method of
Theorem 2 to calculate the autocorrelation values of these
sequences.

It seems more difficult to calculate the autocorrelation
values of generalized cyclotomic sequences. By making a
more detailed division on piqn+1Z∗N and pm+1qjZ∗N , Ke,
Li and Zhang [8] determined the linear complexity of a
new class of generalized cyclotomic binary sequences of
period pm+1qn+1 (m,n > 0). However, the exact val-
ues of autocorrelation of these sequences have not been
calculated by now.

We will further study the autocorrelations of quater-
nary cyclotomic sequences over F4 of length 2pm.
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Abstract

The development and popularization of wireless networks
and mobile terminals dramatically facilitates people’s
lives. Moreover, online business activities gave birth to
mobile payments and extended to offline. Mobile pay-
ment has been promoted because of its convenience, so
its security has been paid great attention. This study
briefly introduced the mobile payment and certificateless
public key cryptography technology, applied the certifi-
cateless public key cryptography technology to the mo-
bile payment system, and simulated the security and effi-
ciency of the mobile payment system in the wireless LAN
built in the laboratory. The results showed that users
and cloud platform could encrypt and decrypt informa-
tion through two-way identity authentication and some
private keys and public parameters in the process of mo-
bile payment. When attackers attacked mobile payment,
whether they pretended to be users or cloud platforms,
decryption would fail due to lack of identity authenti-
cation and some private keys, to ensure the security of
mobile payment. Moreover, they could maintain stan-
dard processing and resist the decryption from the third
party when processing a large amount of payment infor-
mation. Compared with public key infrastructure (PKI)
based mobile payment and wireless public key infrastruc-
ture (WPKI) based mobile payment, mobile payment had
higher payment efficiency.

Keywords: Certificateless Public Key Cryptography; In-
ternet; Mobile Payment; Payment Security

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of Internet technology and
wireless communication technology, our daily life has
changed dramatically in recent years. The popularity
of various intelligent mobile terminals makes it easier for
people to access the Internet anytime and anywhere [9].
Moreover, after combining Internet technology, the tradi-
tional service industry has gradually transformed into the

online digital service industry, thus promoting the devel-
opment of mobile payment [2]. With the help of mobile
terminals, mobile payment can initiate transactions any-
time and anywhere, and the content of transactions is
diverse, which significantly facilitates users. Because of
the ”anytime and anywhere” feature of mobile payment,
users do not need to carry a large amount of cash, which is
relatively safer when they go out. Compared with money,
mobile payment is more convenient and secure, but it also
faces similar security problems [12].

In the process of execution, mobile payment often con-
tains a lot of private information when sending payment
information to the third-party institutions such as banks
and merchants. When the popularity of the mobile net-
work is not high, the problem is not apparent. How-
ever, with the popularization of mobile networks and the
progress of computer technology, the consequences are
unimaginable once the user’s payment information is in-
tercepted. Therefore, the security of mobile payment is
fundamental to ensure the healthy development of the
online service industry. Abughazalah et al. [1] provided
a protocol for NFC mobile phones to meet the security
requirements of mobile payment, formally analyzed the
protocol using CasperFDR, and found no feasible attack.
Madhoun et al. [7] proposed to add a new security layer to
strengthen the protocol against the security vulnerability
of the European MasterCard protocol (EMV), and veri-
fied the security of the improved EMV using a security
verification tool named Scyther.

Thammarat et al. [13] proposed a new NFC mobile
payment protocol, which could provide fair exchange and
information security in the POS transaction process and
found through experiments that the protocol had more ef-
fective protection and fairness than other protocols. This
study briefly introduced the mobile payment and certifi-
cateless public key cryptography technology, applied cer-
tificateless public key cryptography technology to the mo-
bile payment system, and carried out simulation experi-
ments on the security and efficiency of the mobile pay-
ment system are simulated in the wireless LAN built in
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the laboratory.

2 Mobile Payment

The basic framework of the mobile payment system is
shown in Figure 1. The mobile payment system can be
basically divided into six parts, from bottom to top.

The first part is the bearer network [10], including var-
ious forms of mobile networks, such as 3G, 4G, WiFi,
etc., which are usually provided by local communi-
cation companies and is the basis of the system and
whose quality directly affects the stability of the sys-
tem.

The second part is an access platform which provides
various interfaces for connecting the bearer network
for payment system to realize the unified interface of
different kinds of payment services and integrate the
payment function.

The third part is security authentication [15], which is
the core component for the mobile payment system
to ensure payment security and provides the system
with functions such as data encryption and identity
authentication. Security authentication covers the
three platforms introduced later in the order, i.e.,
authentication is not an independent platform, but is
integrated into the three platforms introduced then
to ensure its security.

The fourth part is the management platform, which
has functions of business support, management sup-
port, and system support for respectively managing
business transaction content, merchant customer in-
formation, and system data.

The fifth part is a business platform, which includes
a business system and payment system; the former
provides various business services on the loose end,
and the latter offers different forms of payment func-
tion [11].

The sixth part is the application platform, which is the
top layer of the mobile payment system and under-
takes the function of information interaction with
users and merchants.

3 Certificateless Public Key
Cryptography

The security of mobile payment system was ensured by
the certificateless public key cryptography in this study.
The certificateless public key cryptography [3] is based on
the assumption of a difficult problem. No algorithm can
solve the problem quickly in mathematics so that the se-
curity can be guaranteed. The algorithm of certificateless
public key cryptography can be divided into seven steps:

Figure 1: The basic framework of the mobile payment
system

1) Firstly, through the key generation center (KGC) [5],
master secrete key (msk) and public parameter [6]
are obtained according to security parameter k;

2) Then msk, params, and ID for indicating user iden-
tity are input into KGC to obtain some private
key D. D is transmitted to the corresponding user
through the secure channel of the mobile network;

3) params and ID are input into KGC to obtain secrete
value x;

4) params,D and x are combined to generate private
key sk through KGC;

5) params and x are combined to generate public key
pk through KGC;

6) Data M which needs encryption is encrypted us-
ing params, sender ID, sk and receiver ID and pk,
and it is transmitted to the platform of the receiver
through the secure channel of mobile network;

7) After receiving the encrypted M , the receiver plat-
form makes authentication with params, sender ID,
sk, receiver ID and pk and decrypts it to obtain
plaintext.

In the above algorithm steps of certificateless public
key cryptography, Steps 1-5 are about generating encryp-
tion parameters and public and private keys about KGC,
and Steps 6 and 7 are about encrypting and decrypting
the plaintext information by using the encryption param-
eters and public and private keys. Compared with the
traditional public key cryptography described above, cer-
tificateless public key cryptography avoids the manage-
ment problem of public key certificate and the hosting
problem of private key as the secrete key generated by
KGC is only a part and will be combined with x ran-
domly selected by user when using and the private key is
stored by user.

The flow of mobile payment based on certificateless
public key cryptography is shown in Figure 2. After the
customer places an order on the mobile terminal, the mer-
chant generates payment information according to the or-
der and transmits it to the customer’s mobile terminal
through the secure channel of the mobile network [14].
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Figure 2: The mobile payment flow based on certificate-
less public key cryptography

Then, the public key pair is generated in the server of
the mobile terminal and the payment information is en-
crypted.

The encrypted payment information is transmitted to
the customer through the secure channel. Financial in-
stitutions decrypt the encrypted information after pass-
ing the authentication, so as to obtain the payment in-
formation, then settle the user’s account according to
the payment information, and generate the settlement re-
ceipt. Financial institutions also encrypt the settlement
receipt by using the certificateless public key cryptogra-
phy technology and transmit the encrypted receipt to the
customer’s mobile terminal through the secure channel.
After receiving the encrypted receipt, the mobile termi-
nal decrypts it in its server to obtain the payment receipt
information and then transmits the payment receipt infor-
mation to the merchant through the secure channel. After
receiving the payment receipt, the merchant confirms that
the payment is successful, and the whole payment process
ends.

4 Simulation Experiment

4.1 Experimental Environment

In this experiment, the cloud platform was built using
OpenSack [4]. The computer, mobile phone and cloud
platform in the laboratory were all in the wireless LAN
of the laboratory. The computer was configured with 6G
memory, core i5 processor and 32-bit Windows 7 oper-
ating system; the mobile phone was configured with An-
droid operating system, 4G memory and six-core proces-
sor; the maximum transmission speed of wireless LAN
was 100 MB/s.

4.2 Experiment Setup

1) Security analysis of mobile payment based on certifi-
cateless public key cryptography.
The experimental method was to publish the pay-
ment information including user name, order infor-
mation, payment amount, etc., by taking computer
as the merchant, then send the payment information
to the mobile phone, encrypt the payment informa-
tion by the certificateless public key cryptography

technology and send it to the cloud platform (the
cloud platform in this experiment as a third-party
financial institution) to simulate the process of mo-
bile payment. In order to verify the security of the
mobile payment system in the big data environment,
10 100 pieces of payment information were processed
in the WLAN at the same time, and the processing
method was the same as experiment Steps 1 and 2
above. The regular payment process was used to in-
teract 10-100 pieces of payment information in the
LAN at the same time, and the irregular third-party
attacker was applied for pretending to be the plat-
form and users in LAN. In the regular payment pro-
cess experiment, the number of successful payment
was counted; for the irregular payment experiment,
the decryption degree of the attacker to the payment
information was counted. This experiment was com-
pared with mobile payment systems based on public
key cryptography and security authentication.

2) Efficiency analysis of mobile payment based on cer-
tificateless public key cryptography.
In this study, regular mobile payment was performed
in the mobile payment system through mobile phone,
and the whole mobile payment process was divided
into five processes:

a. The phase when mobile phones received pay-
ment information from merchants;

b. The phase when mobile phones received infor-
mation and sent it to the cloud platform after
encryption;

c. The phase when the cloud platform receives in-
formation, decrypts it, and sends the informa-
tion to the mobile phone according to the infor-
mation encryption payment receipt;

d. The phase when the mobile phone receives the
payment receipt and decrypts it and sends it to
the merchant;

e. The phase when the merchant receives the pay-
ment receipt.

In this study, the time point of information transmis-
sion and reception was determined by the time stamp of
data transmission [8], so as to calculate the time con-
sumption of each phase. Moreover, in order to verify the
efficiency of the mobile payment system proposed in this
study, it was compared with two mobile payment systems
based on public key cryptography and security authenti-
cation system. The total number of payment information
transmitted in the experiment was 100, and the average
value was taken as the final result.

4.3 Experimental Results

There is no severe problem in the regular payment; there-
fore considering the limited length of paper, only the back-
ground logs of the cloud platform and attacker in the ir-
regular payment process are displayed. It was seen from
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Figure 3 that mobile phone B, as an attacker, intercepted
the payment information ciphertext sent by mobile phone
A at 08:32:00. At that time, mobile phone B disguised
itself as a cloud platform to receive the payment cipher-
text and then authenticated and decrypted the ciphertext.
However, as mobile phone B was not registered in the mo-
bile system and did not master part of the private key of
mobile phone A, the authentication failed, and only messy
code was obtained after decryption.

As the real payment information cannot be obtained,
mobile phone B attempted to forge the payment infor-
mation, encrypted the forged payment information with
public parameters and forged private keys, and sent it to
the cloud platform. The above process lasted about 3
s according to the records. The cloud platform received
the ciphertext at 08:32:03, and the cloud platform did
not know whether the ciphertext was from user A at that
moment and then it verified the identity of the cipher-
text sender according to the registration data stored in
the database and decrypted it with part of the private
key and public parameters. The final identity authenti-
cation failed, and the only messy code was obtained after
decryption. The cloud platform determined the payment
information as invalid and deleted it.

Figure 3: Background logs of the cloud platform and at-
tacker client in the regular mobile payment process

One of the characteristics of big data environment in
mobile network is the huge amount of data transferred.
Therefore, in order to verify the security of this mobile
payment system in big data environment, mobile payment
information transferred at the same time was gradually
added in wireless LAN, and the system was compared
with the payment system under the other two cryptog-
raphy technologies. The comparison results are shown in
Figure 4.

In the regular payment process, the payment system
proposed in this study could effectively handle the in-
crease of the amount of payment information that needed
to be processed in the network, without payment failure;
the payment system based on public key infrastructure
(PKI) and the payment system based on wireless public
key infrastructure (WPKI) did not show payment failure
when processing 10-30 pieces of payment information, but
when processing 40 or more pieces of payment informa-
tion, both payment systems had payment failure, and the
WPKI based payment system failed more times.

In the irregular payment process, the decryption de-
gree of the third party attacker to the payment cipher-
text of the payment system kept at about 1% with the in-

crease of the amount of payment information, which was
regarded as the decryption failure; the decryption degree
of the third party attacker to the payment ciphertext of
the payment system under the other two cryptography
technologies increased with the increase of the amount of
payment information, in which the increase of the PKI
based payment system was faster.

Figure 4: Security comparison of three cryptography tech-
nologies in big data environment

For mobile payment, its greatest convenience is that
it can initiate transactions anytime and anywhere within
the network coverage. In the existing big data environ-
ment, the amount of data transmitted in the network is
very large, and the communication channel resources of
the mobile network are limited, so the efficiency of mobile
payment will directly affect the user’s experience. The
faster the payment efficiency, the lower the delay, the less
the occupied channel resources, the more the mobile pay-
ment users supported. In order to verify the efficiency of
the mobile payment proposed in this study, it was com-
pared with the other two mobile payment systems, and
the results are shown in Figure 5. PKI represents mobile
payment based on public key cryptography, and WPKI
represents mobile payment based on security authentica-
tion system. It was seen intuitively from Figure 5 that
no matter what kind of mobile payment was used, the
time consumed was the shortest in Steps 1 and 5, and the
time consumed in Step 3 was the longest. The reason for
the above phenomenon was that Steps 1 and 5 were only
about the transfer of payment information and receipt in-
formation, and Step 3 not only involves encryption, but
also involves decryption.

As to the comparison between the three mobile pay-
ment means at the same phase, the difference between
them atSteps 1 and 5 was not large, and the reason has
been described above; in Steps 2, 3, and 4, the mobile
payment proposed in this study consumed the shortest
time and the WPKI based mobile payment consumed the
longest time. The reason for the above phenomenon was
that Hash function which was used for encryption and de-
cryption consumed more time in the computation of finite
field compared to point multiplication, and the mobile
payment proposed in this study used less Hash function
computation in the encryption and decryption phases,
and the WPKI based mobile payment needed safety cer-
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tificate certification in the certificate management center
in addition to Hash function computation. Finally, the
average total time consumed by the mobile payment sys-
tem proposed in this study was 49.28 ms, the average total
time consumed by the mobile payment based on PKI was
50.72 ms, and the average total time consumed by the
mobile payment based on WPKI was 51.95 ms.

Figure 5: Comparison of mobile payment efficiency under
three kinds of cryptography

5 Conclusion

This paper introduced the mobile payment and certifi-
cateless public key cryptography, applied certificateless
public key cryptography to the mobile payment system,
and carried out the simulation experiment on the secu-
rity and efficiency of the mobile payment system in the
wireless LAN built in the laboratory. The experimental
results are as follows:

1) No matter another mobile terminal with the same
configuration pretended to be the cloud platform to
receive information or pretended to be the regular
user to send information when attacking the mobile
payment, it failed to pass authentication and decryp-
tion;

2) With the increase of payment information in the net-
work, the payment system proposed in this study
could ensure the success of payment in the process of
regular payment and maintained a very low degree
of decryption under the attack of the third party;
times of failure of the other two payment systems
increased with the increase of payment information
to be processed, and the degree of decryption under
attack also increased;

3) The average total time consumed by the mobile pay-
ment system proposed in this study was 49.28 ms,
the average total time consumed by the mobile pay-
ment based on PKI was 50.72 ms, and the average
total time consumed by the mobile payment based
on WPKI was 51.95 ms; the phase of encryption and
decryption consumed the longest time in the whole
payment process.
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Abstract

In order to enhance the security of the IoV (Internet of
Vehicles), a novel bi-directional authentication scheme is
presented in this paper. By use of the elliptic curve en-
cryption algorithm and the bilinear pair mapping theory,
this scheme is designed to store the main system infor-
mation in the RSU (Road Side Unit). During the pro-
cess of communication, the shared key, identity ID, and
handshake principle are used to perform mutual security
authentication between the RSU and OBU (On Board
Unit), thus ensuring the legitimacy of the communication
nodes. Simulation experiments show that the computa-
tional complexity is reduced by about 10%, the efficiency
and security of the scheme are improved compared with
the existing schemes while meeting the security require-
ments.

Keywords: Authentication; Certificate Authority; On-
Board Unit; Road Side Unit; Security

1 Introduction

The Internet of Vehicle (IoV) is an application of the IoT
in road traffic and is also an important part of the Intel-
ligent Transport System (ITS). Through advanced infor-
mation and communication technology [7, 9, 22], such as
GPS, sensing technology, network technology, and image
identification technology, it can inform and help drivers
to avoid accidents and even take control measures in case
of emergency.

Consisting of interconnected entities on the road, IoV
is created spontaneously and used to exchange data, per-
ceive the traffic conditions, monitor the running state of
the car, improve road traffic effectively and provide com-
fort for drivers and passengers. Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) are two types of com-
munication between entities on the road. In order to

achieve the above functions, when vehicles pass through
V2V or V2I, they will communicate and exchange in-
formation with their neighbor nodes. They send infor-
mation automatically at set intervals to find and judge
their neighbors and share the state information (position,
speed, acceleration and direction) so that dangerous acci-
dents can be avoided. On the other hand, emergency in-
formation can be transmitted to inform all nearby neigh-
bors in the event of an emergency notice.

There are several available schemes of authentication,
such as the authentication scheme based on an anony-
mous certificate, the authentication scheme based on a
group signature, and the authentication scheme based on
an RSU, and so on [4, 11].

The authentication scheme based on the anony-
mous certificates was proposed by Raya and Hubaux
in 2007 [20]. The main idea is that vehicles need a large
number of anonymous certificates, which are issued by
CA (Certificate Authority) and stored in the OBUs of ve-
hicles. When a vehicle needs communication, it will ran-
domly select an anonymous certificate to sign the message
which needs to be broadcasted and discard the certificate
after signing, to ensure the security and privacy of the
message and then hide the identity information of the ve-
hicle. Accordingly, it can make the communication pro-
cess untraceable. Besides, in order to track the vehicle in
the event of an accident, CA will keep the correspondence
between the real identity information and the anonymous
certificate of the vehicle during registration, so that it
can achieve the traceability of the malicious behaviors.
Although this kind of scheme can ensure the anonymity
of the message, there are still some deficiencies, among
which the cancellation process is the largest weakness.
When a vehicle is revoked, the cancellation information
needs to be broadcasted across the network. A Certificate
Revocation List (CRL) will load a lot of certificates, thus
reducing the efficiency of message authentication. Be-
sides, this kind of scheme makes a high request for the
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OBU’s storage capacity.

The authentication scheme based on a group signature
was first proposed by Chaum and Van Heyst in 1991.
In 2001, Dan Boneh proposed a signature scheme based on
the elliptic curve and the ultra-short of the elliptic curve,
whose signature length was half of the DSA. In 2007,
Lin et al. proposed a GSIS scheme [13], which combined
the group signature and the identity authentication tech-
nology. In 2010 Wasef et al. proposed a group signature
scheme [26], which supported the vehicle batch valida-
tion for the IoV security. In 2011 Chim et al. proposed
a group signature authentication scheme based on soft-
ware [5], which used Bloom filter and binary search tech-
nology. In 2013, Zhu also proposed a group signature au-
thentication scheme [31] which used hash value for CRL
verification. This kind of scheme reduces the storage re-
quirements on the OBU, but introduces the role of the
group administrator which can be fatal to the entire IoV
when being attacked. Moreover, it is difficult to balance
the network scale. If the number of vehicle nodes in the
group is large, the growth of CRL will be rapid, leading
to the decline of node authentication efficiency. If there
are few vehicle nodes in the group, for example, only one
vehicle enters the group area, it can easily attack the net-
work through the group identity information.

In IoV, RSUs are fixed units with large capacity and
high transmission rate and are generally deployed at
crossroads. Lu et al. proposed an ECPP protocol [15],
which was characterized by generating a dynamic short-
time anonymous key between the OBU and the RSU. The
LPA protocol [28] proposed by Xue et al. introduced
the concept of RSU neighbor set. The characteristics of
the scheme are using RSU/OBU for online authentica-
tion and providing the certificate updates for OBU by
RSU. This scheme can quickly generate anonymous keys,
fast perform anonymous authentication and track privacy
between the OBU and RSU while minimizing the stor-
age for the anonymous key. Therefore, it can reduce the
overhead and the complexity of the certificate manage-
ment, and also provide good security and high efficiency
for vehicle communication. In the RSU-based scheme, the
amount of computation and the storage of OBU are far
less than that of other schemes, but the signature and
verification signature are largely dependent on RSU. Ac-
cordingly, V2V communication is not supported and all
the communications are dependent on RSUs.

Lee et al. proposed an improved Identity-Oriented
batch authentication scheme [10], but it could not resist a
replay attack and could not satisfy traceability. Bayat et
al. put forward another improved scheme [2] to improve
the safety performance, but the scheme is designed only
based on bilinear pairs, which is inefficient and cannot
meet the time performance requirements of vehicle net-
working.

At present, the convergent signature authentication al-
gorithm and the certificate free cryptosystem [8,27] have
been studied, but they are not suitable for IoV commu-
nication for the high computational cost and not able to

Figure 1: Security architecture of IoV

resist some attacks such as identity forgery.

In this paper, we propose a novel identity-based bi-
directional authentication scheme between OBU and RSU
for IoV security based on considering the advantages and
disadvantages of the existing schemes. Our scheme is de-
signed by combining elliptic curve encryption with bilin-
ear mapping theory, and can effectively make use of the
characteristics of RSU to make the information transmis-
sion process more direct, fast and secure.

2 The Security Authentication
Model

2.1 Network Model

The IoV security problems increase with the continuous
development of its various applications. And the inherent
characteristics of it, such as short distance, fast topol-
ogy change, and openness, make the security threats even
worst. The security architecture of it is shown in Figure 1.

Security requirements of the IoV mainly include non-
forgery, privacy protection, traceability, revocability [14,
16,30]. More and more secure authentication and privacy
protection schemes are proposed to make the IoV nodes
able to communicate with each other securely. In IoV, au-
thentication is the core security requirement, which pro-
vides the integrity of information and avoids the manipu-
lation of the exchanged information [25]. Fundamentally,
all applications in IoV need to be authenticated [6, 19].

2.2 Identity Authentication Algorithm

Node identity authentication plays an important role in
IoV researches. The most popular identity-based authen-
tication algorithm is shown as follows [3]:
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Algorithm 1 Identity-based authentication algorithm

1: if A is the identity then
2: Check whether VerA (A) is ”valid”
3: Store A and its digest
4: else if A is the digest then
5: Verify whether A has been stored and whether it is

valid
6: end if
7: Verify whether A exists in the RCL

2.3 Identity Authentication Model

In our scheme, there are mainly three entity parts which
are CA, RSU, and OBU, respectively.

1) CA: The trust center mainly generates system pa-
rameters for the scheme and announce them to the
public.

2) RSU: The roadside unit, the core part of the scheme,
is used to store the main system information.

3) OBU: The onboard unit enables the vehicles to com-
municate with RSU or other vehicles.

Vehicle nodes can apply to CA for vehicle-related infor-
mation when registering in the vehicle management office.
The specific message construction is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Message construction

Real ID of OBU
Private key of OBU
Certificate of OBU
Signature of OBU

Timestamp

Our scheme is designed based on the elliptic curve
cryptography algorithm [12, 24, 29] and the bilinear pair
mapping theory [23]. Here the hash function [18] is in-
troduced to reduce the computational complexity. The
scheme stores the main parameters of the system in the
RSU instead of the OBU. When the vehicle arrives in the
area covered by RSU, RSU and OBU need to perform
mutual authentication. RSU judges whether to send the
shared key for the OBU. OBU judges whether RSU is legal
or not. If RSU is legal, OBU joins in the group. The main
processes of the scheme include system initialization, RSU
registration, OBU generating pseudonym identity, RSU
and OBU mutual authentication, the RSU generating a
temporary key, the OBU signing and transmitting the
message, and revoking the identity. The specific model
description is shown in Figure 2.

3 Scheme Flow

This paper proposes an identity-based mutual authentica-
tion scheme for IoV security, the specific process is shown

Figure 2: Schematic model

in Figure 3.

3.1 System Initialization

CA establishes system parameters for the scheme, which
mainly includes the following aspects:

1) Define the finite field Z∗
q ={0,1,2,3,. . . ,q-1}, select

the large prime number q, and select the elliptic
curve y2 = x3 +ax+b, where 4a3 +27b2 6= 0( mod q);
define the cyclic additive group G1 and the cyclic
multiplicative group G2. G1 and G2 have the same
order q ( q is a large prime number in the finite field),
where ê : G1×G2 → G2 is the bilinear pairing princi-
ple. According to this principle, CA generates system
parameters (G1, G2,e,P,q), where P is the generator
of the elliptic curve.

2) Define hash functions: H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1, H2 :
{0, 1}∗ ×G2 → Z∗

q .

3) In the finite field, CA selects a random number s as
the system private key and then calculates p = s×P
as the system public key.

4) CA selects the encryption and decryption func-
tions Ex(.) and Dx(.) according to the elliptic curve
encryption algorithm.

5) CA announces the parameters {G1, G2, q, P, s, p,
ê, H1(.), H2(.), Ex(.), Dx(.)} to public, and stores
them in RSU and OBU, respectively.

3.2 RSU Registration

1) CA selects a random number SRSUj
in the finite

field as the private key for each RSU and calculates
PRSUj

= SRSUj
× P as the public key of RSUj .
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Figure 3: Flow chart of the scheme

2) CA uses the Schnorr scheme [17] to sign for each
RSU. In the process of signature, IDRSUj

, the iden-
tity of RSUj , is used to select a random number k
and a large prime number Q, where

m = P k mod Q,

e = h(IDRSUj‖m),

d = SRSUje + k mod q.

SignRSUj
is (d,e), and the generated certificate is

CertRSUj
= (PRSUj

, SignRSUj
)

3) The generated certificate and private key are sent to
each RSU through the security channel and stored in
the RSU.

The process diagram is shown in Figure 4.

3.3 OBU Generates Pseudonym Identity

To ensure the traceability of vehicle nodes, sign the nodes
based on OBU, and generate certificates CertOBUi . The
signature method is similar to RSU.

Here, each OBU uses real identity and public parame-
ters to generate a pseudonym identity, thus can securely
authenticate the OBU. The identity generation process is
as follows:

OBUi selects a random parameter r from the finite field

Figure 4: RSU registration process diagram

and then calculates

ID
′

i = rP,

ID
′′

i = IDR
i ⊕H2(rp),

IDi = 〈ID
′

i, ID
′′

i 〉. (1)

IDR
i is the real ID of OBUi, and IDi is the pseudonym

ID of OBUi.

3.4 RSU and OBU Authenticate Mutu-
ally

In order to make it legal for the nodes of the communica-
tion process, each RSU and OBU perform mutual authen-
tication to prevent malicious nodes from faking identity
for attacks, thus guaranteeing the security of the system
to the utmost extent.

1) RSU authenticates OBU
Before sending a message, OBUi sends the pseudo-
identity ID obtained in Step 3.3 to RSUj through the
secure channel, and RSUj calculates the real identity
ID of OBUi through the public key p of the system.

IDR
i = ID

′′

i ⊕H2(sID
′

i).

After obtaining the real identity ID, RSUj checks its
own CRL to confirm whether OBUi is legal, then
selects a random integer n to calculate

Sshare = H2((nP )Sshare
).

It acts as a shared key between OBU and RSU, then
it is sent to OBUi.

2) OBU and RSU authenticate each other
OBUi randomly selects t1 from the finite field and
then sends t1 to RSUj . RSUj randomly selects d, t2
from the finite field to calculate N1 = SignRSUj

×
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Figure 5: RSU and OBU authenticate mutually process
diagram

P,N2 = SignRSUj × p announces N1 and N2, calcu-
lates

M = dP, N = dp

f = d + SignRSUj
t1(mod q)

and then send {M, N, f, t2} to OBUi.

After receiving the message from RSUj , OBUi per-
forms the following calculations:

fP = M + t1N1, fp = N + t2N2.

If the above equation is true, RSUj is authenticated
by OBUi, and OBUi will join the group of RSUj to
prepare for subsequent communication.

After RSUj and OBUi mutual authentication are
completed successfully, OBUi decrypts the shared
key. The process diagram is shown in Figure 5.

3.5 RSU Generates a Temporary Key

RSUj uses its primary private key to generate the
temporary private key at the timestamp Ts, computes
STs

RSUj
= H2(SRSUj

‖Ts), generates the corresponding

public key PTs

RSUj
= STs

RSUj
P , and then broadcasts the

public key. According to the elliptic curve encryption
algorithm ESshare

(STs

RSUj
, CertTs

RSUj
) , the private key is

encrypted and the {nID′

i, ESshare
(STs

RSUj
, CertTs

RSUj
)} is

sent to OBUi.

3.6 OBU Signs and Transmits Messages

Considering the time validity problem, the timestamp Ts

is introduced, at which the temporary key of RSUj is gen-

erated. OBUi uses the temporary key of RSUj to gener-
ate the pseudo identity and its corresponding key at the
timestamp, and then uses the generated identity and key
to sign the message for transmission.

1) OBUi decrypts the shared key Sshare

After receiving the message from RSUj , OBUi cal-

culates the Sshare = H2((nID
′

ir
−1)Sshare

) to get the
shared key.

2) OBUi decrypts the temporary key of RSUj

After OBUi obtains the shared key, it uses
DSshare

(STs

RSUj
, CertTs

RSUj
) to decrypt and obtain the

temporary private key STs

RSUj
of RSUj .

3) OBUi calculates the temporary pseudo-identity
OBUi selects a random integer g from the finite field
and calculates

ID
′

Ts
= gP,

ID
′′

Ts
= IDR

i ⊕H2(gPTs

RSUj
),

IDTs
i = 〈ID

′

Ts
, ID

′′

Ts
〉, (2)

where IDTs
i is the temporary pseudo identity.

4) Calculate the temporary private key of OBUi

The temporary private key of OBUi is calculated as
follows:

STs

OBUi
= 〈STs

OBU
′
i

, STs

OBU
′′
i

〉

STs

OBU
′
i

= STs

RSUj
ID

′

Ts

STs

OBU
′′
i

= STs

RSUj
H1(ID

′

Ts
‖ID

′′

Ts
‖Ts). (3)

5) Sign the message M:

C = STs

OBU
′
i

+ H2(M)STs

OBU
′′
i

. (4)

(ID
′

Ts
, C, M, IDTs

i ) will be sent to the recipient. The
process diagram is shown in Figure 6.

3.7 Identity Revocation

According to the previous, the tracking and revocation of
the malicious node can be performed by the information
in the trust center and RSUj . The trust center can judge
the real identity of the malicious node by sending the
master key in the RSUj message, as follows:

ID
′′

Ts
⊕H1(STs

RSUj
ID

′

Ts
) = IDR

i (5)

The trust center adds IDR
i to the CRL and then broad-

casts the CRL among the RSUs, thus the malicious node
can never be authenticated or communicate with other
nodes.
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Figure 6: Sign and transmit messages process diagram

4 Performance Analysis

In this section, we will analyze the security of the scheme
by means of formal analysis and simulation analysis whose
simulation software is OMNET++.

4.1 Security Analysis

First of all, we analyze how the scheme meets the security
requirements of IoV.

Non-forgery:

1) According to Equation (4), if we want to gen-
erate a valid signature, it is necessary for us to
know the key STs

OBUi which is generated by the
temporary private key of the legal node RSUj at
timestamp Ts. This temporary key is encrypted
with the Shared key and sent to the appropri-
ate OBU along with the certificate. If we want
to get STs

OBUi, we need to know the shared se-
cret Sshare which is calculated by the random
integer n. According to the mathematical dif-
ficult problems ECDLP, it is very difficult to
calculate n. Because OBU and RSU have au-
thenticated each other mutually before sending
the message, the reliability between the commu-
nication nodes is high and the attacker cannot
forge a signature.

2) If P, nID
′

i, rP are intercepted, according to
Equation (1), the attacker needs to know r to
calculate the pseudo-identity of OBU, so it can
pass the RSU authentication, otherwise, it will

be added to the revocation list. Considering the
difficulty of ECDLP, if the user is malicious, the
timestamp is invalid, which guarantees the un-
forgeability of the message.

Privacy protection:

1) According to the elliptic curve encryption al-
gorithm and bilinear mapping theory, there are
three basic difficult problems (ECDLP, BCDH,
BDDH) that can guarantee the irreversibility
of group operations, which makes it impossible
for attackers to obtain the relevant certificate
and key information through reverse engineer-
ing. When an OBU wants to get the temporary
secret key of an RSU and join its communication
group, it should use the hash functions to gener-
ate a temporary pseudonym identity ID accord-
ing to the identity information and parameters
of the trust center. Therefore, it can prevent
the attacker from tracking the OBU as it moves
between different RSUs.

2) RSU and OBU use the temporary keys in com-
munication, while the generation of temporary
keys uses the shared key generated in Section
3.4. According to Equations (2) and (3), the
generation of temporary pseudo-identity uses
the temporary keys STs

OBUi, random integer g,
and real identity IDR

i . Moreover, as shown in
Equations (3) and (4), the signature of a mes-
sage uses different keys, and no node except the
trust center and RSU can establish a relation
between OBUi’s pseudo-ID and the signature.
Due to the mathematical difficult problems, the
group operation is not reversible, so the privacy
protection of the scheme is guaranteed.

Then we prove that our scheme satisfies security notions
in the random oracle model.
Setting both sides of the game as attackers and chal-
lengers, the attacker is algorithm A running in polynomial
time, the challenger is algorithm B, giving B a key ex-
change protocol input (P, nP, bP, H), algorithm B uses A
to solve the key agreement problem. The main steps are
as follows:

System initialization: After selecting input (P, nP,
bP, H), algorithm B sends it to algorithm A.

Selection process: Algorithms A select IDR
0 and IDR

1

to Algorithms B.

Challenging process: Algorithms B randomly sets up
a Sshare, and then calculates the pseudo-identity of
OBU:

ID
′

i = nP,

ID
′′

i = IDR
i ⊕H2(nbP ),

IDi = 〈ID
′

i, ID
′′

i 〉.
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Guessing inquiry: A sends a guess about Sshare to B.
If the guess is right, then algorithm B solves the key
agreement problem.

If H = nbP it can be calculated:

ID
′′

x = IDR
x ⊕H2(nbP ) = IDR

x ⊕H2(bID
′

x).

The probability of A guesses Sshare is 1/2+ε, then
the probability of B’s success is 1/2+ε. Because H
is randomly selected, IDR

i it cannot be obtained, thus
the probability of B solving the key agreement prob-
lem is (1/2+ ε +1/2)*1/2, because ε it can be ig-
nored, B can solve the problem. This is contrary to
the assumption of key agreement difficulty and ellip-
tic curve difficulty, so the scheme satisfies the privacy
protection characteristics.

Traceability: Since all vehicles have been registered in
the trust center and CA has the real identity of each
vehicle, once a vehicle is attacked, the trust center
can obtain the real identity information of the mali-
cious node according to Equation (5), which ensures
the traceability of the scheme.

Revocability: According to Section 3.7, when a vehicle
is attacked and becomes malicious, the trust center
can obtain its true identity and add it to the revoca-
tion list. When the malicious node initiates a com-
munication again, RSUs will find that it is in the
CRL and then refuse its communication request.

4.2 Simulation Results

Our scheme is simulated by the use of Veins frame-
work [21] which adopts SUMO as the transportation net-
work platform and OMNET++ as the network simula-
tion platform, respectively. Both platforms are based on
C++. An RSU consists of three modules: appl, nic, and
mobility. The nic module is based on the IEEE 802.11p
protocol.

Due to the characteristics of large traffic flow and com-
plex vehicle conditions, it is more meaningful for us to
study the IoV authentication scheme at the crossroads.
Therefore, we select a certain crossroad in Shijiazhuang
urban area as the location of the simulation experiment.
Figure 7(a) is a real scene map, and Figure 7(b) is a
screenshot of the experimental environment. Taking this
as an example, we analyze the delay, packet loss rate and
signature efficiency of the scheme.

In this scheme, ECC is chosen as the main body of
the cryptosystem. The security of ECC is based on the
difficult problem of determining s with given sP and P,
that is, the elliptic curve logarithm problem. The ECC
key in the existing cryptosystem is short, the computation
is small, the efficiency is high and the reliability is good.

1) Average delay: Because of the particularity of the
IoV, messages are required to be transmitted as fast
as possible. Thus, the time delay is an important

(a) Real view of the intersection

(b) Intersection Simulation

Figure 7: Map

index to measure the scheme performance. In our
scheme, the time cost complexity is related to the
time difference between message entering and quit-
ting the Mac layer as follows:

D =

∑
i=1 Sum(Tout − Tin)

Sum

where Sum is the vehicle density, Tout and Tin are
message entry and exit time, respectively. In this
paper, the delay comparison is made between our
scheme and ECPP scheme [15], Bayat’s scheme [2]
and Lee’s scheme [10]. The experiment results are
shown in Figure 8.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the scheme per-
formances have little difference when the vehicle
density is small. With the increase of the vehicle
density, the time delay of the authentication pro-
cess increases accordingly and the performance dif-
ferences of each scheme also increase gradually. In
our scheme, on account of the higher efficiency of the
adopted hash functions, the algorithm complexity is
reduced. Therefore, the delay is lower and the per-
formance is better compared with other schemes.

2) Packet loss rate: A too high packet loss rate will se-
riously affect data transmission. In this paper, the
packet loss rate L of ECPP scheme [15], Bayat’s
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Figure 8: Relationship between delay and vehicle density

scheme [2] and Lee’s scheme [10] are compared with
that of our scheme. The calculation formula of the
packet loss rate L is as follows:

L =

∑
i=1(Mr/Ml)

Sum

where Sum represents the density of communication
vehicles, Mr is the total number of the received mes-
sages, and Ml is the total number of lost messages.
Simulation results are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Packet loss rate

It can be seen from the figure that the performance
of the scheme is similar when the vehicle density
is small. With the increase of the vehicle density
and the increase of communication load, ECPP and
Bayat and Lee schemes have increased significantly.
However, the packet loss rate of our scheme is still

at a low level, mainly because the scheme reduces
the computational complexity, reduces the delay and
improves the efficiency of message processing.

3) Computational complexity: In this paper, the com-
putational complexity of the scheme is compared
with the computational complexity of the existing
scheme. The computational formula is shown in Ta-
ble 2.

The simulation results are shown in Figure 10. Fig-
ure 10(a) is the computational complexity of authen-
ticating a single message and Figure 10(b) is the com-
putational complexity of batch authentication.

(a) Single authentication

(b) Batch authentication

Figure 10: Authentication

The notations description in the formula is shown in
Table 3 and the execution time is shown in Figure 11.

In this paper, the computational complexity of the
scheme is compared with that of the existing scheme,
as shown in Table 1, in which the description and
execution time of each notation are shown in Ta-
ble 2. According to the results, the complexity of this
scheme is the same as ECPP, but lowers than Bayat’s
scheme and Lee’s scheme; it is about 90% of these
two schemes. With the increase of batch authentica-
tion messages, the scheme coefficient in this paper is
1.7177, which is less than that in other schemes, and
the advantages are gradually obvious.
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Table 2: Computational complexity comparison

Scheme Single authentication Batch authentication
Bayat’s scheme 3Tb+Tbm+TH+Th 3Tb+nTbsm +3(n-1)Tba+nTH+nTh

Lee’s scheme 3Tb+Tmul+TH 3Tb+nTbm+3(n-1)Tba+nTH+nTh

ECPP scheme 3Tb + Tmul + TH 3nTb+11nTmul

Our scheme 3Tb+Tmul+TH 3Tb+nTmul+nTH

Table 3: Notation description

Notations Description
Tb Bilinear pairing operation
Tbm Bilinear pair scalar multiplication
TH Map-To-Point hash function operation
Th One-way hash function operation
Tbsm Bilinear pair small factor multiplication
Tba Additive operation
Tmul Scalar Point Multiplication on Elliptic Curves

Figure 11: Computational execution time

The main reason is that the elliptic curve encryp-
tion and bilinear pairing used in our scheme has a
shorter key and less work of computation. Besides,
the Schnorr scheme is used to generate the certificate,
and the main information of the system is stored
in the RSU which has a large space. Therefore,
our scheme is more efficient and stable than other
schemes.

In this scheme, SignOBUi and SignRSUj are used to
represent signatures. According to Schnoor signature
algorithm, two parameters in group G1 are used. In
order to meet the security requirements of the sys-
tem, the large prime q in the finite field is 170 bits
and the element length in group G1 is 171 bits, so
the length of signature field is 171*2+170=512 bits,
therefore the length of message is 173B, which is bet-
ter than the existing scheme, which reduces commu-
nication overhead and improves authentication effi-
ciency.

5 Conclusions

A novel identity-based authentication scheme is proposed
in this paper. It is designed based on bilinear mapping
theory, the elliptic curve encryption, and hash functions.
At the beginning of communication, RSU and OBU au-
thenticate each other through different algorithms to pre-
vent malicious nodes from forging identities and to max-
imize the legality of the IoV nodes. Storing the main
system information in RSU can be helpful to improve the
efficiency of information exchange. Theoretical analysis
proves that our scheme meets the requirements of non-
forgery, privacy protection, traceability, and revocability.
Simulation results show that our scheme has a smaller
time delay, a lower packet loss rate, a lower computa-
tional complexity, and higher authentication efficiency
compared with other schemes. Thus, it is more suitable
for IoV applications [1].

In the following work, we will deeply study the im-
pact of vehicle movement speed on message authentica-
tion, and further improve the privacy protection perfor-
mance of the IOV.
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Abstract

Cloud computing is the concept used to decode Daily
Computing Issues. It is essentially a virtual pool of re-
sources and also provides these tools to customers through
the Internet. It is the net-based advancement and uti-
lized in computer technology. The widespread problem
connected with cloud computing is information privacy,
protection, anonymity, and dependability, etc. However,
the main issue involving them is safety and how the cloud
supplier guarantees it. Securing the cloud means to se-
cure the treatments (calculations) and storage (databases
hosted by the Cloud provider). The paper reviews concur-
rent articles on security in cloud computing. By conduct-
ing research, we have managed to identify and analyze
different security issues associated with the cloud as well
as various cryptographic algorithms adaptable to better
security for the cloud, and based on those algorithms, we
have proposed a hybrid framework for security in cloud
computing.

Keywords: AES; Cloud Coputing; DES; Security Attack;
Steganography

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a paradigm of information technology
that provides scalable on-demand computing services such
as computing, storage, network, software, and much more
on the Internet [2] this enables businesses and organiza-
tions to concentrate their efforts on their key company
or activity by outsourcing their IT resources [4, 27, 28].
This new technology offers many benefits such as cost ef-
ficiency, enhanced storage ability, backup and recovery,
ongoing accessibility of resources and independence of lo-
cation [9, 12]. Even though Cloud computing (CC) isn’t
entirely new, traction between organizations and individ-
ual users is still profiting. Transition into the cloud sur-

roundings, however, isn’t straightforward, and lots of op-
erational and security problems exist.

The usage of a hypervisor and Virtual Machine (VM)
technology is also a security problem since these and VM
technology is vulnerable to VM level attacks. These pro-
grams have quite a few onsite computer organizations that
might have a massive number of hardware and software
systems. Vulnerabilities in VM infrastructure could be ex-
ploited by attackers to exfiltrate data or conduct attacks
like DDoS (Distributed Denial of Services) [11,24]. This is
a result of the inherent flaws in the TCP / IP stack. Addi-
tionally, several new strikes have emerged lately which use
polymorphism and Metamorphosis to violate detection.

Attackers can inject kernel scripts into the server op-
erating system (OS), and as all guest OS runs their OS
with this kernel, attackers can command all VMs. More-
over, by successfully exploiting known or zero-day vul-
nerabilities in the hosted VM, the attackers may then
obtain access to the host’s VMs because the hypervisor
shares the hardware and applications in the common vir-
tual environment. Some hypervisors supply APIs which
leave the VM facility entirely observable to Traffic how-
ever, these APIs provide additional paths for attackers
to see and exploit network communication. Additionally,
there are other strikes Such as information intrusion, in-
formation availability and data integrity targeting CC.
Whenever consumers depend on these sides, information
that is stored in the cloud is not reliable. Thus, nowadays
users themselves are engaged in the process of encrypting
their sensitive data before sending it for storage to the
cloud [1, 18].

To demonstrate this, Gartner [10] predicts that 92% of
workloads will be processed by cloud information centers
by 2020. Cloud workloads are expected to rise 3.2 times
over the same time, Cisco predicts [6]. However, the main
drawback of this technology comes with the loss of con-
trol over the cloud infrastructure. Individuals, businesses
and organizations, therefore, resist the adoption of pub-
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lic clouds because of security and privacy concerns [5,19].
Recent cloud attacks, like the one in 2014 when Dropbox’s
50 million user accounts were hacked which makes data
security a hot topic.

2 Related Works

Cryptography is the main technique to secure data on
clouds so that no one can steal our data and use it some-
where else or abuse it. Cloud computing confronts to-
day’s most common major issues with data integrity and
confidentiality [25]. Cloud users store their information in
different storage systems that cloud vendors provide. The
problem, however, is that the user does not comprehend
where the information is stored and has no control over
it. Data acquisition is a technique or process of acquiring
information from different hardware.

Cloud consumers and service suppliers should be ac-
quainted with the information flow and Peer to Peer op-
erations [20], how and where we access the data. For
customers to collect their personal or confidential infor-
mation in the cloud, data confidentiality is crucial. It’s
one of the major issues on the cloud. Cloud information is
stored in remote places and cloud infrastructure used by
providers to store information such as VM machine (im-
age), copy and track logs or servers [20]. To divide the
information and program, the client uses the shared stor-
age. Due to attack, malicious action, and system failure,
confidentiality problems sometimes arise. Hence, we want
great safety processes and methods for fastening delicate
information, unsecured transmission or storage. Ethics
and Authenticity are another cloud security problem.

Integrity of information implies the provision of infor-
mation from unauthorized deletion, production or mod-
ification. In standalone programs and databases, data
integrity is easy; however, in cloud cases, it is hard be-
cause cloud suppliers work with countless databases, soft-
ware, servers, and networks [26]. Authenticity refers to
the practice of monitoring data and information accessi-
bility. Only those consumers access the information that
the supplier approves. Cloud is a data supply accessible,
so many consumers have been facing the problem of per-
mission and accessibility of information for a while. On
the other hand, multi-tenancy indicates where computing
tools, storage, services, and network shared by cloud tech-
nologies. It is a cost saving and provides better resource
utilization. However, due to its data confidentiality due
to shared resources, it is harmful. Many malicious ac-
tivities ruin servers and community instruments, so it is
not hard to control the flow of information or data (leak-
age). One of the following problems using multi-tenancy
is a digital machine strike. Enhancing technologies and
using networks provide people with a lot of equipment. It
also improves many security issues, though; cyber-attack
is just one of these.

Cyber-attacks use malicious code to alter computer
code or information, resulting in damaging impacts that

can undermine data and lead to cyber-crimes, including
information and identity theft. Vulnerabilities of Shared
Techniques make the cloud so intriguing is also a safety
criticality point. As Navati et al. [23] showed that, at-
tackers in the hypervisor could exploit vulnerabilities and
achieve access to the physical host where other nearby
virtual machines (VM) are located. Data from users can
suffer from both accidental data loss and intrusive mali-
cious behavior. Data loss is beyond the scope of this job,
as we only consider data breaches here, i.e. stealing sen-
sitive data (such as private or credit card details) [7]. A
user can lose control over their own accounts. This en-
ables the intruder to get into critical areas of a deployed
service and possibly compromise the confidentiality, in-
tegrity, and availability of those services [7].

Denial of Service (DoS) is one of the most alarming
scenarios is when the cloud infrastructure is made un-
available (just think that an outage costs Amazon 66 K
dollars per minute). DoS in a cloud context is even more
dangerous than in a traditional one since when the work-
load increases concerning a specific service, the cloud envi-
ronment provides additional computational power to that
service. This means that on the one hand, the cloud sys-
tem counters the effects of the attack, but on the other
hand, it supports the attacker in his evil activity, by pro-
viding him with more resources [8]. Malicious Insiders
raise the list of top threats from the cloud. The chance
of an insider being malicious – e.g. a worker possibly
trying to take advantage of his privileged situation to ac-
cess delicate data is becoming increasingly concrete and
worrying [16].

3 Proposed Hybrid Model for the
Security of Data

The algorithms emphasized in this research are: DSA
(Digital Signature Algorithm), AES (Advanced Encryp-
tion Standard), and Steganography (hiding data behind
an audio file or image).

DSA. The U.S. launched the Digital Signature Algo-
rithm (DSA) in 1994. Digital signatures are ex-
tremely essential in the contemporary world to check
the sender’s identity. A digital signature is a digital
signature that’s used for confirmation and authen-
tication of information. An electronic signature is
represented as a series of binary digits in the pc sys-
tem. The touch includes a set of parameters and
rules (algorithm) like the identity of the individual
signing the document in addition to the creativity
of this information could be confirmed. The signa-
ture is created with the support of a personal key.
A private key is known only to the sender. The sig-
nature is verified by the recipient using a public key
that corresponds to the private key. A digital signa-
ture may be used with any sort of data, whether it’s
encrypted or not. Digital signatures are utilized to
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detect unauthorized alterations of information by the
third party. Additionally, the recipients of a digitally
signed record assure that the record assigned by the
person who it is promised to be signed up by. That
is known as non-repudiation since the person who
signed the record can’t repudiate the signature after-
ward. Digital signature algorithms may be utilized
in e-mails, electronic funds transfer, software distri-
bution, data storage which guarantee the integrity,
validity, and creativity of information. A hash func-
tion is being used in the signature generation process
to get a condensed version of information, called a
message digest [13].

AES. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is the
U.S. established electronic information encryption
specification. National Standards and Technology
Institute (NIST) in 2001 [3]. AES is based on a de-
sign principle known as a replacement-permutation
network, combining both replacement and permuta-
tion, and is quick in both software and hardware [17].
Once DES was used as an encryption standard for
over 20 years and it had been able to be deciphered
in a relative short Quantity of time, NIST (United
State National Institute of Standard and Technology)
Chose a new Benchmark, the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES), had to be put into Position. AES
is based on Rijndael cipher. AES was embraced by
the US government and is popular nowadays. This
decision was announced in January 1997, along with
a petition for AES candidates had been created. The
AES was to be a symmetric block cipher algorithm
supporting keys sizes of 128-, 192-, and 256-bit keys.
AES is based on substitution and permutation net-
works. It doesn’t utilize the Feistel network. It’s
more secure than DES and difficult to crack. AES
is much more complicated than DES, but it’s quick
and very effective. It operates with 128-bit fix block
size plain text and version key sizes.

Steganography. Steganography is the science of con-
cealing messages in this manner that nobody aside
from the intended recipient knows of the presence
of the message. Steganography is the practice of
concealing just one medium of communication (text,
audio or picture) in another. The term steganog-
raphy comes from the Greek Steganos (covered or
secret) and graphy (drawing or writing), and there-
fore it means, coated writing. Steganography is the
tradition of encoding secret data in a way like the
very existence of the info is hidden under the pic-
ture or picture in which it’s hidden. Throughout his-
tory, many steganography techniques are recorded,
for example, usage of cleverly-chosen words, invisible
ink composed between traces, modulation of word or
line spacing, and microdots. Normally the secret in-
formation is hidden by using an innocuous cover to
arouse no distress to anybody. Edge of steganog-
raphy over cryptography is that the key message

doesn’t draw attention to itself because the message
could be hidden under picture file, video file, etc. [15].

There are various techniques available for steganog-
raphy which are as follows:

1) Data hiding within wax pill;

2) Data hiding within noisy picture;

3) Hidden messages beneath sterile portion of some
other message;

4) Data concealing inside a sound file;

5) Data concealing beneath video file.

4 The Proposed Scheme

4.1 Design of Proposed Framework

Figure 1 represents our framework’s working process. At
first, it will use DSA to create a digital signature, then
it will use AES to encrypt the data of the user and to
increase the security we have used steganography.

4.2 Elaboration of Overall System

There are some steps of the proposed scheme:

Step 1. Applying DSA for Generating Digital Signa-
ture:
A digital signature is a mathematical method used
to validate a message, software or digital document’s
authenticity and integrity. A digital signature offers
much more inherent security as the digital equiva-
lent of a handwritten signature or stamped seal and
is intended to solve the problem of manipulation and
impersonation in digital communications.

The algorithm used for creating this signature is
given Algorithm 1 [14].

Algorithm 1 DSA for Signature Creation

1: Input: Domain parameters (p, q, g); signer’s private
key a; message-to-be-signed M , with message digest
h = Hash(M).

2: Output: Signature (r, s).
3: Choose a random k in the range [1, q − 1].
4: Compute X = gk mod p and r = X mod q.
5: if r = 0 (unlikely) then
6: go to Step 3.
7: end if
8: Compute k−1 mod q.
9: Compute h = Hash(M).

10: Compute s = k−1(h + ar) mod q.
11: if s = 0 (unlikely) then
12: go to Step 3.
13: end if
14: Return (r, s).
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Figure 1: A hybrid framework for security in cloud computing

Step 2. Applying AES for Encryption:
AES is not a Feistel cipher, but an iterative one. It
is based on the ’network of substitution – permuta-
tion’. It includes a series of linked operations, some
of which involve replacing inputs with specific out-
puts (substitutions) and others involve shuffling bits
(permutations) around them. Interestingly, AES per-
forms all its computations on bytes rather than bits.
AES therefore treats the 128 parts of the plaintext
block as 16 bytes. These 16 bytes are arranged for
matrix processing in four columns and four rows. The
number of rounds in AES, unlike DES, is variable
and depends on the key length. For 128-bit keys,
AES utilizes 10 rounds, for 192-bit keys 12 rounds
and 256-bit keys 14 rounds. Each round utilizes an-
other 128-bit round key calculated from the initial
AES key.

Step 3. Applying Steganography for Encryption:
Figure 2 shows a general structure for encryption us-
ing steganography. It is presumed that the sender
wants to send a signal to a receiver through Stegano-
graphic transmission. The sender begins with a cover
message, in which the integrated message is con-
cealed, which is an input to the stego system. The
message concealed is called the message integrated.
A Steganographic algorithm combines the cover mas-
sage with the e1mbedded message, which is some-
thing to hide in the cover. The algorithm may or
may not use a Steganographic key (stego key), which
is additional secret data that may be needed in the
hidden process [22].

Step 4. Applying Steganography for Decryption:
Usually, the same (or linked) key is required to re-
trieve the integrated massage. The Steganographic

Figure 2: Encryption using steganography [21]

algorithm’s output is the message of stego. The cover
massage and stego text must be of the same sort of
information, but another sort of information may be
the integrated message. To extract the embedded sig-
nal, the receiver reverses the embedding process [22].
Figure 3 shows a general process of reverse steganog-
raphy.

Step 5. Applying AES for Decryption:
The cipher text we got from Step 2 will have to be
decrypted in this step by using AES again.

Step 6. Applying DSA for Verifying the Digital Signa-
ture:
The signature we created in Step 1 will have to be
verified by using DSA in this step. Otherwise, the
data will be lost.

The algorithm used for verifying this signature is
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Figure 3: Decryption using steganography [21]

given in Algorithm 2 [14].

Algorithm 2 Reverse DSA

1: Input: Domain parameters (p, q, g); signer’s pub-
lic key A; signed message M ; message digest h =
Hash(M); signature (r, s).

2: Output: Accept or Reject.
3: if r, s /∈ [1, q − 1] then
4: return ”Reject”
5: stop.
6: end if
7: Compute w = s−1 mod q.
8: Compute h = Hash(M).
9: Compute u1 = hw mod q and u2 = rw mod q.

10: Compute X = gu1Au2 .
11: if v = r then
12: return ”Accept”
13: else
14: return ”Reject”.
15: end if

4.3 How the Data will be Secured in Our
System

In our hybrid framework, in the 1st step, we will create
a digital signature using DSA to verify the owner of the
data, then in the 2nd step that data will be encrypted by
AES algorithm which is the best cryptographic algorithm
since time, and then in the 3rd step, that encrypted data
will be again encrypted using STEGANOGRAPHY for
an extra layer of security.

From the 4th step, our system will start to reverse the
whole process to get the original data. In the 4th step,
it will reverse the data through reverse STEGANOGRA-
PHY to get the encrypted file from Step 2 and then it
will decrypt that data using AES again in Step 5 to get
the original data afterward in the 6th step or in the final
step, it will verify the data using reverse DSA again to
verify the owner of that data.

5 Future Work and Conclusion

Data security is the most important issue of cloud com-
puting in the IT industry. Future work includes imple-
menting Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA), Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) and STEGANOGRAPHY to
provide maximum security in cloud computing. By imple-
menting these three algorithms, it is possible to provide
authenticity, security and data integrity to data. We hope
this work helps secure data from outsiders or hackers, who
try to access and destroy the important data. We have
located that the Time complexity is high because it is a
one by one process, but in the future, this time complex-
ity could be reduced. We will carry on this research in
order to improve the functionalities of these algorithms
in terms of robustness, reducing time complexity, hiding
capacity and use other security algorithms or methods to
protect information (data) on the cloud.

For many Internet facilities, cloud computing provides
a flexible and cost-effective alternative. The contempo-
rary sector of IT is focused entirely on online service
or Internet facilities. This article outlines security prob-
lems along with cloud computing techniques and how they
can be averted. Here we use techniques of cryptography
and steganography together to protect information. Al-
gorithms for DSA and AES are somewhat more secure
than other algorithms. In order to give more data pro-
tection, we integrate AES and DSA with steganography.
We get an encoded image in the steganography operation
in which the human eye looks exactly the same as the ini-
tial image. While studying the binary picture codes, we
could see the differences. Otherwise, the original picture
cannot be spotted. The suggested hybrid framework for
cloud computing security can facilitate to create a strong
data security structure in the cloud computing region or
the Internet.
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Abstract

In certificateless public key cryptosystem, a tough prob-
lem is how to revoke a user when the user’s private key is
compromised or expired. So the revocable certificateless
schemes come into being. Certificateless aggregate signa-
ture (CLAS) is an efficient way to verify a large amount
of signatures from different users simultaneously. How-
ever, none of CLAS schemes considers the user revocation
currently. In this paper, we firstly demonstrate that an
efficient certificateless aggregate signature (abbreviated
to ECLAS) scheme proposed by Kang et al. is vulner-
able to forged signature attack from the type II adver-
sary by a concrete example, although they claimed that
their scheme is existentially unforgeable against the adap-
tively chosen-message attacks. Furthermore, based on the
ECLAS scheme and the revocable idea, we proposed a re-
vocable certificateless aggregate signature scheme, which
was proved to be existentially unforgeable against adap-
tive chosen-messages attacks under the hardness assump-
tion of computational Diffie-Hellman problem. As far as
we know, this is the first revocable CLAS scheme. Fi-
nally, numerical analyses and performance comparisons
show our scheme saves computational cost, communi-
cation bandwidth and storage space than some related
schemes.

Keywords: Certificateless Aggregate Signature; Cryptog-
raphy; Existentially Unforgeable; Revocable

1 Introduction

In traditional public key infrastructure (PKI), a trusted
entity called certificate authority (CA) often issues certifi-
cates to users by binding users true identities with their
public keys. However, certificate management and au-
thentication are quite complicated and expensive, which
bring a heavy burden to CA in real-life. In 1984, Shamir
first proposed the identity-based public key cryptosystem
(ID-PKC) [13] to overcome the heavy certificate manage-
ment and deep dependence on CA in PKI. The motive

of this proposal was to choose the unique identity infor-
mation such as social security number, telephone number
of each party as user’s public key. However, it needs a
trusted third party named private key generator (PKG)
to generate the private key for user. Hence the PKG
possesses the private key of each user and can sign mes-
sages on behalf of any user at will, which makes the key
escrow being the biggest criticism of the ID-PKC sys-
tem. In order to eliminate the above problems in PKI
and ID-PKC, Al-Riyami and Paterson introduced a new
paradigm named certificateless public key cryptosystem
(CL-PKC) in 2003 [1]. In a CL-PKC, a user’s private key
consists of two components: a partial private key issued
by key generation center (KGC) and a secret value se-
lected by the user. Since the KGC has no access to the
user’s entire private key, CL-PKC is not subject to the key
escrow problem [14]. Additionally, CL-PKC also does not
need certificates to authenticate public keys. Therefore,
the CL-PKC is currently recognized as a promising public
key cryptosystem.

Unfortunately, CL-PKC has the user revocation prob-
lem. It is well known that to revoke a user in PKC when
the user’s private key is compromised or expired is very
cumbersome [2, 20]. The same problem inevitably exists
in the CL-PKC and it gets more complex because the
user’s ID (i.e., the public key) cannot change frequently.
A previous revocation solution in CL-PKC was to use an
on-line mediator called security mediator (SEM) [22]. In
this kind of mechanism, the KGC divides a user’s partial
private key into two parts: One is delivered to the user
and the other is delivered to the SEM. All these communi-
cations are conducted via secure channels, which greatly
increase the communication costs. Later, Shen et al. [15]
and Tsai et al. [17] successively presented two revocable
certificateless encryption schemes. In both schemes, a
user’s private key consists of three parts: an initial par-
tial private key, a time key and a secret value. The KGC
controls the revocation of users by updating of the time
key. It is noteworthy that the time key is renewed peri-
odically over public channels by the KGC, which reduces
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the need for secure channels and saves communication
costs. Inspired by the idea used in [18], Sun et al. pro-
posed the first revocable certificateless signature (RCLS)
scheme [16], and soon after Zhang et al. put forward an-
other improved RCLS scheme [24]. In both above RCLS
schemes, the KGC generates a partial private key and a
time key, where the time key is updated periodically. And
the KGC just stops issuing the new time update key to
revoke a user. Without the update time key, the user
cannot sign a valid signature.

The notion of aggregate signature was introduced by
Boneh et al. in 2003 [3]. Its primary focus is to aggre-
gate n signatures on n messages from n users into a short
signature, so a verifier can convince that the validity of n
signatures by verifying the correctness of aggregate signa-
ture. Therefore, aggregate signatures greatly reduce the
storage space, communication bandwidth and computa-
tional cost in verification and become a research hot spot.
Combined with the prominent advantages of CL-PKC and
aggregate signatures, a large number of certificateless ag-
gregate signatures (CLAS) are put forward for various
application scenarios [4–7, 10–12, 19, 21, 23, 25]. Gong et
al. proposed two CLAS schemes to realize the aggregate
signature scheme in CL-PKC [6]. However, Zhang et al.
pointed out their schemes are insecure and proposed a
new scheme and refined the security models [23]. In 2013,
Xiong et al. put forward a CLAS scheme in [21] and
claimed the scheme is more efficient than others. How-
ever, it was pointed out that an adversary could forge a
legal signature for any message [7]. Li et al. proposed a
novel and provably secure certificateless aggregate signa-
ture scheme in [11] and Nie et al. put forward a novel and
efficient CLAS scheme [12]. Unfortunately, Nie’s scheme
was later proved that an adversary could forge any signer’s
signature on any message by obtaining a pair of message
and its corresponding signature. Cui et al. proposed a
CLAS scheme without pairings based on the elliptic curve
cryptosystem [5]. Zhou et al. put forward a practical and
compact certificateless aggregate signature with share ex-
traction [25]. However, Chen et al. showed their scheme
is in fact insecure against a type I adversary [4]. Wu et
al. pointed out the CLAS scheme in [10] is vulnerable
to signature forgery and proposed a new CLAS to fix the
security flaws [19]. Recently, Kang et al. proposed an
efficient CLAS scheme (ECLAS for short) and claimed
their ECLAS scheme is existentially unforgeable against
the adaptively chosen-message attacks [9]. In this article,
we prove that the ECLAS scheme in [9] cannot satisfy the
security they claimed by presenting a concrete example.
As far as we know, there are no aggregation signature
schemes with users’ revocation at present. Therefore, we
try to propose a revocable certificateless aggregate signa-
ture (RCLAS) scheme in this paper just in order to pro-
vide a secure revocation mechanism for CL-PKC-based
aggregation signatures.

Our Contributions: In this paper, we propose a revo-
cable certificateless aggregate signature (RCLAS) scheme.
The contributions are summarized as follows:

1) Firstly, we demonstrate that the ECLAS scheme
in [9] is not secure since it cannot resist the type
II adversary. Specifically speaking, any type II ad-
versary A2 could forge any signer’s signature on any
message based on a valid signature, so that A2 can
forge a valid aggregate signature. At the same time,
we analyze the reasons why the scheme is vulnera-
ble to such attack and give the design principle of
resisting this kind of attack;

2) Secondly, an improved scheme, namely, a revocable
certificateless aggregate signature (RCLAS) scheme
is proposed, which can revoke the user flexibly to
meet the actual scenarios by using the time key. Then
our RCLAS scheme is proven to be secure in the ran-
dom oracle model under the hardness assumption of
computational Diffie-Hellman problem (CDHP);

3) Thirdly, numerical analyses and performance com-
parisons demonstrate that our scheme has better per-
formance than some existing schemes in [9, 16, 19].
Specifically, the length of aggregate signature in our
RCLAS scheme only consists of two elements in G1

which is far shorter than the aggregate signature
in [19] and is independent of the number of signa-
tures being aggregated. Additionally, the verification
costs in the RCLAS scheme are relatively small.

The rest of this article is arranged as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, some essential preliminaries are given. In Sec-
tion 3, the ECLAS scheme is briefly reviewed and a spe-
cific attack on the ECLAS scheme is given. Our improved
RCLAS scheme and its security proof are presented in
Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. In Section 6, the
performance of our scheme compares with some existing
schemes. Finally, Section 7 concludes our paper.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce some necessary knowledge
required in this paper.

2.1 Bilinear Pairing

Let G1 be a cyclic additive group of prime order q and G2

be a cyclic multiplicative group of the same order, P be
a generator of G1, e : G1 ×G1 → G2 be a bilinear map if
it satisfies the following properties [8]:

1) Blinearity: e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)ab,where P,Q ∈ G1

and a, b ∈ Z∗q ;

2) Non-degeneracy: There exists P ∈ G1, such that
e(P, P ) 6= 1;

3) Computability: It is efficient to compute e(P,Q) for
all P,Q ∈ G1.

Definition 1. Computational Diffie-Hellman problem
(CDHP): Let G1 be a cyclic additive group of prime order
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Figure 1: The proposed scheme

q and P be a generator of G1. Given the elements P , aP
and bP for the unknown a, b ∈ Z∗q , it is hard to find abP .

2.2 Framework of a RCLAS Scheme

Generally, there are a KGC, n users and a signature ag-
gregator in a RCLAS scheme, which consists of eight algo-
rithms: Setup, Public-Key-Extract, Partial-Private-Key-
Extract, Time-Key-Update, Private-Key-Extract, Sign,
Aggregate, Aggregate Verify. The details of these algo-
rithms will be described in Section 4 and not be repeated
here because of the limit length. In the following, the
system architecture of our RCLAS is given in Figure 1.

2.3 Security Model

In traditional RCLS schemes, three types of adversaries
are considered. The type I adversary A1 cannot obtain
the master secret keymsk, but can replace any user’s pub-
lic key, which describes an external adversary who did not
know the msk.The type II adversary A2 who has access
to the msk but is unable to replace the user’s public key,
which depicts an internal adversary, such as the dishonest
KGC. The type III adversary A3 is used to describe the
revoked malicious signers, who holds his/her partial pri-
vate key and can replace other user’s public key, but A3

have no access to the msk and will no longer be issued the
current time update key. Up to now, none of the existing
revocable certificateless signature schemes can resist the
collusion attack of KGC and revoked users. Hence, such
attack is not considered in this article.

Definition 2. The security model for the RCLAS scheme
is defined by the following three games (Game 1,
Game 2 and Game 3) between a challenger C and three
types of adversaries, respectively. The game details are
given as follows.

Game 1: A type I adversary A1 interacts with the chal-
lenger C in this game. There are three phases in the
game: Setup, Queries, Forgery.

Setup: C performs the setup algorithm that takes a secu-
rity parameter l as input to obtain the master secret
key msk and the system parameters params. Then
C sends params to A1 while holds msk secret.

Queries: A1 can perform a polynomially bounded num-
ber of the following types of queries in an adaptive
way as follows:

• Hash queries: A1 can request the hash values of any
messages, C returns the corresponding results to A1.

• Partial-Private-Key-Extract queries: When A1 sub-
mits a private key query on an identity IDi of a user
Ui, C returns the corresponding private key Di to A1

by running the Partial-Key-Extract algorithm.

• Time-Key-Update queries: When A1 submits a pri-
vate key query, C runs the Time-Key-Extract algo-
rithm to generate user’s time key Ti and sends it to
A1.

• Public-key-Extract queries: When A1 requests the
public key of a user Ui with identity IDi, C re-
turns the corresponding public key pki by running
the Public-key-Extract algorithm.

• Secret-Value-Extract queries: When A1 requests the
secret value of a user Ui with identity IDi, C returns
the corresponding secret value xi by running Secret-
Value-Extract algorithm. But note that A1 is not
allowed to ask for the secret value of a replaced public
key.

• Public-key-Replacement queries: For any user Ui

with identity IDi, A1 can select a new public key
for the user Ui. C will record this replacement.

• Sign queries: When A1 requests a user’s signature
query on a message mi, C responds with the corre-
sponding signature by running the Sign algorithm.

Forgery: The adversary A1 outputs a tuple (m∗, ID∗,
t∗, w, σ∗) in which t∗ = (t∗1, t

∗
2, · · · , t∗n) was the ex-

piration times, m∗ = (m∗1,m
∗
2, · · · ,m∗n), ID∗ =
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(ID∗1 , ID
∗
2 , · · · , ID∗n), w is a state information and

σ∗ is an aggregate signature. We say that A1 wins
Game 1 if and only if:

1) σ∗ is a valid aggregate signature on messages
m∗.

2) At least one of the identities, without loss of
generality, say ID∗1 ∈ ID∗ has never submitted
during the Partial-Private-Key-Extract queries.

3) (m∗, ID∗, t∗, w) has never been submitted to the
Sign queries.

Game 2: A type II adversary A2 interacts with the chal-
lenger C in this game. There are three phases in the
game: Setup, Queries, Forgery.

Setup: C performs the setup algorithm that takes a secu-
rity parameter l as input to obtain the master secret
key msk and the system parameters params. Then
C sends the params and msk to adversary A2.

Queries: The adversary A2 can perform a polynomially
bounded number of queries as in Game 1 in an
adaptive way. Note that A2 can make the Hash
queries, Public-key-Extract queries, Secret-Value-
Extract queries and Sign queries. But A2 has no need
to request the Partial-Private-Key-Extract queries
and Time-Key-Update queries since the internal ad-
versary A2 who has access to the master secret key
msk.

Forgery: The adversary A2 outputs a tuple (m∗, ID∗,
t∗, w, σ∗) in which t∗ = (t∗1, t

∗
2, · · · , t∗n) was the

expiration times,m∗ = (m∗1,m
∗
2, · · · ,m∗n), ID∗ =

(ID∗1 , ID
∗
2 , · · · , ID∗n), w is a state information and

σ∗ is an aggregate signature. We say that A2 wins
Game 2 if and only if:

1) σ∗ is a valid aggregate signature on messages
m∗.

2) At least one of the identities, without loss of
generality, say ID∗1 ∈ ID∗ has never submitted
during the Secret-Value-Extract queries.

3) (m∗, ID∗, t∗, w) has never been submitted to the
Sign queries.

Game 3: A type III adversary A3 interacts with the
challenger C in this game. There are three phases
in the game: Setup, Queries, Forgery. It is worth
noting that Game 3 is very similar to Game 1, ex-
cept that the conditions for the adversary to win the
game are different. Details are given in the following.

Forgery: The adversary A3 outputs a tuple (m∗, ID∗,
t∗, w, σ∗) in which t∗ = (t∗1, t

∗
2, · · · , t∗n) was the ex-

piration times, m∗ = (m∗1,m
∗
2, · · · ,m∗n), ID∗ =

(ID∗1 , ID
∗
2 , · · · , ID∗n), w is a state information and

σ∗ is an aggregate signature. We say that A3 wins
Game 3 if and only if:

1) σ∗ is a valid aggregate signature on messages m∗.

2) At least one of the identities, without loss of gener-
ality, say (ID∗1 , t

∗
1) ∈ (ID∗, t∗) has never submitted

during the Time-Key-Update queries.

3) (m∗, ID∗, t∗, w) has never been submitted to the Sign
queries.

Definition 3. A revocable certificateless aggregate signa-
ture scheme is said to be existential unforgeable against
adaptive chosen-message attacks if no a probabilistic
polynomial-time (PPT) adversary has non-negligible ad-
vantage in the above games (Game 1, Game 2 and
Game 3).

3 Review and Security Analysis of
the ECLAS Scheme

In this section, we briefly introduce the ECLAS scheme
in [9] and give a specific attack.

3.1 Simple Review of the ECLAS Scheme

Setup: Given a security parameter l, the KGC picks two
groups G1 and G2 with prime order q where G1 is an
additive cyclic group and G2 is a multiplicative cyclic
group, generates a generator P of G1 and a bilinear
map e : G1 ×G1 → G2, randomly chooses s ∈ Z∗q as
a master secret key and calculates the system public
key as Ppub = sP , chooses four cryptographically
secure hash functions: H1, H3 and H4: {0, 1}∗ →
G1, H2: {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × G1 × G1 → Z∗q . Finally
the KGC keeps s secret and makes the params =
{G1, G2, e, q, P, Ppub, H1, H2, H3, H4} public.

Partial-Private-Key-Extract: The KGC calculates
Qi = H1(IDi), Di = sQi and outputs Di as the
partial private key of user Ui with identity IDi.

User-Key-Generate: By performing the following
steps, a user Ui randomly selects xi ∈ Z∗q as secret
value and computes Pi = xiP as the public key.

Sign: Given a message mi and a state information w,
a user Ui with identity IDi executes the following
procedures to generate the signature:

1) Select randomly ri ∈ Z∗q to compute Ri = riP .

2) Compute Ti = hiDi + xiZ + riF , where hi =
H2(mi, IDi, Pi, Ri) , Z = H3(w) and F =
H4(w).

3) Output the signature σi = (Ri, Ti) on the mes-
sage mi.

Aggregate: When receiving n message-signature pairs
{(m1, σ1), (m2, σ2), · · · , (mn, σn)} from n users
(U1, U2, · · · , Un), a signature aggregator calculates
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T =
n∑

i=1

Ti and outputs σ = (R1, R2, · · · , Rn, T )

as an aggregate signature on the message
(m1,m2, · · · ,mn).

Aggregate Verify: Given n users (U1, U2, · · · , Un) with
identities (ID1, ID2, · · · , IDn), n corresponding
public keys (pk1, pk2, · · · , pkn), the state informa-
tion w and the aggregate signature σ on the mes-
sages (m1,m2, · · · ,mn), the verifier takes the follow-
ing steps:

1) Calculate Qi = H1(IDi), hi = H2(mi, IDi, Pi,
Ri) for all i(1 ≤ i ≤ n), Z = H3(w) and F =
H4(w).

2) Check whether the following equation holds or
not. The aggregate signature is accepted if the
equation holds, otherwise it will be invalid and
refused.

e(T, P ) = e(Ppub,

n∑
i=1

hiQi)e(Z,

n∑
i=1

Pi)e(F,

n∑
i=1

Ri).

3.2 Security Analysis of ECLAS Scheme

The authors in [9] claimed that the ECLAS scheme is ex-
istentially unforgeable under adaptive chosen-message at-
tacks against the two types of adversaries. In this subsec-
tion, we will prove the ECLAS scheme is insecure against
the type II adversary by a concrete attack.

In Game 2, the type II adversary A2 acts as a ma-
licious KGC, it has access to the master secret key but
cannot replace the public key of any user. Next, we show
that how A2 initiates an attack to forge a valid signature.
The detailed steps are shown as follows.

First, suppose that A2 intercepts a legal message-
signature pair (mi, σi = (Ri, Ti)), where Ri = riP ,
Ti = hiDi + xiZ + riF , where ri is a random value of
Z∗q and unknown to A2.

Second, A2 can compute T ′i = Ti − hiDi, where hi =
H2(mi, IDi, Pi, Ri). Since knowing the master secret key
s, A2 can compute the partial private key Di = sQi of
the user with identity IDi, where Qi = H1(IDi). Then
A2 computes h′i = H2(m′i, IDi, Pi, R

′
i), where R′i = Ri,

finally calculates T ′′i = T ′i + h′iDi.

Third, for a message m′i(m
′
i 6= mi), A2 outputs the

forged signature σ′i = (Ri, T
′′
i ) on m′i.

Obviously, the forged signature σ′i is a valid signa-
ture on the message m′i because it satisfies the equation
e(T ′′i , P ) = e(Ppub, h

′
iQi)e(Z,Pi)e(F,Ri).

e(T ′′i , P ) = e(Ti − hiDi + h′iDi, P )

= e(Ti, P )e(hiDi, P )−1e(h′iDi, P )

= e(Ppub, hiQi)e(Z,Pi)e(F,Ri)

e(h′iDi, P )e(hiDi, P )−1

= e(hiDi, P )e(Z,Pi)e(F,Ri)

e(h′iDi, P )e(hiDi, P )−1

= e(Z,Pi)e(F,Ri)e(h
′
iDi, P )

= e(h′isQi, P )e(Z,Pi)e(F,Ri)

= e(Ppub, h
′
iQi)e(Z,Pi)e(F,Ri).

Once intercepting n valid messages-signature pairs
(mi, σi = (Ri, Ti))

n
i=1, A2 performs above attacks

and forges n valid message-signature pairs (m′i, σ
′
i =

(Ri, T
′
i ))

n
i=1, where (m′i 6= mi)

n
i=1. Then A2 outputs

T ′ =
n∑

i=1

T ′′i and the forged aggregate signature σ′ =

(R1, R2, · · · , Rn, T
′). Obviously, since the individual

equation e(T ′′i , P ) = e(Ppub, h
′
iQi)e(Z,Pi)e(F,Ri) holds,

it is easily verified that the forged aggregate signature σ′i
is a legal signature by the following equation:

e(T ′i , P ) = e((T ′′1 , T
′′
2 , · · · , T ′′n ), P )

= e(T ′′1 , P )e(T ′′2 , P ), · · · , e(T ′′n , P )

= e(Ppub, h
′
1Q1)e(Z,P1)e(F,R1), · · · ,

e(Ppub, h
′
nQn)e(Z,Pn)e(F,Rn)

= e(Ppub, h
′
iQi)e(Z,

n∑
i=1

Pi)e(F,

n∑
i=1

Ri).

In conclusion, the ECLAS scheme is not secure as the
authors claimed. In fact, A2 is the most difficult to deal
with in CL-PKC schemes since it knows the master secret
key and can compute the partial private key Di for any
IDi. By intercepting a legal signature σi = (Ri, Ti) on
message mi, A2 can create a new valid signature σi =
(Ri, T

′′
i ) on the message m′i(m

′
i 6= mi) without changing

Ri. The main reason is that a lot of variables in the
linear expression of Ti are known or easy to compute for
A2. This is a taboo that must be avoided in designing an
aggregate signature scheme.

4 A Revocable Certificateless Ag-
gregate Signature Scheme

To resist the drawback of ECLAS and address the com-
promise or expiration of signing key, we put forward
a revocable certificateless aggregate signature (RCLAS)
scheme in this section. The RCLAS mainly consists of
the following eight algorithms.

4.1 Setup

Input a security parameter l, the algorithm outputs
two groups G1 and G2 with prime order q where G1

is an additive cyclic group and G2 is a multiplicative
cyclic group, a generator P of G1, a bilinear map e :
G1 × G1 → G2 and five cryptographically secure hash
functions, where H1, H2, H3 and H4 : {0, 1}∗ → G1,
H5 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q . Next it randomly chooses s ∈
Z∗q as the master secret key and computes the sys-
tem public key Ppub = sP . Finally, the KGC makes
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params = {G1, G2, e, q, P, Ppub, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5} pub-
lic while keeps s secret.

4.2 Public-Key-Extract

Without losing generality, assume Ui has identity IDi.
The user Ui selects a random value xi ∈ Z∗q as secret
value and takes xi as input to compute pki = xiP as the
public key.

4.3 Partial-Private-Key-Extract

The KGC generates the partial private key Di for each
user Ui with the corresponding public key pki by the fol-
lowing steps:

1) Calculate Qi = H1(IDi, pki).

2) Output Di = sQi and send Di to the user by a secure
channel.

4.4 Time-Key-Update

Given the identity IDi of Ui, the corresponding public key
pki and an expiration time ti, KGC executes the following
operations:

1) Compute Vi = H2(IDi, pki, ti) and the user’s time
update key Ti = sVi.

2) Send Ti to the user and make (IDi, ti, Ti) public.

The reason to make (IDi, ti, Ti) public is that anyone can
easily compute Vi and verify that Ti is actually a time
update key on the identity IDi and the time period ti
by checking whether the equation e(P, Ti) = (Vi, Ppub)
holds. When the verification equation does not hold, it
means that the user does not update his/her time key Ti
in time.

4.5 Private-Key-Extract

A Ui generates his/her private key by taking Di, Ti and xi
as inputs, calculates private key ski = (Di + Ti, xi). The
ski will update accordingly to the change of expiration
time ti.

4.6 Sign

Given a message mi, a state information w (w can be cur-
rent time, system parameters or arbitrary strings, which
is selected and broadcasted to each signer by the aggrega-
tor, like the roadside unit RSU periodically broadcasting
information in vehicular networks.), a non-revoked user
Ui with private/public key ski/pki to execute the follow-
ing procedures to generate a signature:

1) Randomly select ri ∈ Z∗q to compute Ui = riP .

2) Compute hi = H5(mi, IDi, Ui, pki, ti, w), F =
H3(w), W = H4(w), Ri = hiUi.

3) Compute Si = Di + Ti + xiF + hiriW .

4) Output the signature σi = (Ri, Si) on the message
mi.

4.7 Aggregate

When receiving n message-signatures pairs {(m1, σ1),
(m2, σ2),· · · , (mn, σn)} from n distinct non-revoked users
(U1, U2, · · · , Un) under the same state information w with
the expiration times (t1, t2, · · · , tn), a signature aggre-

gator can calculate R =
n∑

i=1

Ri, S =
n∑

i=1

Si and out-

put σ = (R,S) as an aggregate signature on message
(m1,m2, · · · ,mn).

4.8 Aggregate Verify

Given n users (U1, U2, · · · , Un) with identities (ID1,
ID2, · · · , IDn), n public keys (pk1, pk2, · · · , pkn), n ex-
piration times (t1, t2, · · · , tn), the state information w
and the aggregate signature σ = (R,S) on message
(m1,m2, · · · ,mn), any verifier takes the following steps:

1) Calculate Qi = H1(IDi, pki), Vi = H2(IDi, pki, ti),
F = H3(w), W = H4(w).

2) Check whether the following equation (1) holds or
not. If the equation holds, the aggregated signature
σ is regarded as valid, otherwise, σ = (R,S) is con-
sidered as an invalid signature.

e(S, P ) = e(

n∑
i=1

(Qi + Vi), Ppub)e(

n∑
i=1

pki, F )e(R,W ).

(1)

5 Security Proof

In this section, the security (including correctness and
unforgeability) of our RCLAS scheme will be proven.

5.1 Correctness

e(S, P ) = e(

n∑
i=1

(Di + Ti + xiF + hiriW ), P )

= e(

n∑
i=1

(Di + Ti), P )e(

n∑
i=1

xiP, F )e(

n∑
i=1

hiriP,W )

= e(

n∑
i=1

s(Qi + Vi), P )e(

n∑
i=1

pki, F )e(

n∑
i=1

Ri,W )

= e(

n∑
i=1

(Qi + Vi), Ppub)e(

n∑
i=1

pki, F )e(R,W ).

5.2 Unforgeability

In this subsection, the security proof of our RCLAS
scheme is proved under the hardness assumption of
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CDHP. The Theorems 1, 2 and 3 show that the RCLAS
scheme is secure against three types of adversaries in
Game 1, Game 2 and Game 3, respectively. Among
the three types of adversaries, A2 simulates an adversary
who has known the master key s. Generally, A2 has the
strongest attack force and is the most difficult adversary
to resist, so we mainly take Theorem 2 as an example to
show how our RCLAS scheme can achieve security under
A2 attacks. In the following, tm represents the time for
computing a scalar multiplication in G1 and n is the size
of the aggregate set.

Theorem 1. In the random oracle model, if there is a
type I adversary A1 who has a non-negligible advantage
ε in forging a valid aggregate signature of the RCLAS
scheme in an attack model of Game 1 within a time
span t after making at most qi times queries to the ran-
dom oracles Hi(1 ≤ i ≤ 5), qppk times Partial-Private-
Key-Extract queries, qtk Time-Key-Update queries, qpk
times Public-key-Extract queries, qrep times Public-key-
Replacement queries and qsig times Sign queries, then the
CDHP can be solved within time t′ ≤ t + O[(2q1 + q2 +
q3 + q4 + 2qppk + qtk + qpk + 5qsig + n + 2)tm] and with
non-negligible probability ε′ ≥ ε

e(qppk+n) .

Proof. The proof process is very similar to Theorem 2.
The details of the proof process will be omitted here duo
to the limit length.

Theorem 2. In the random oracle model, if there is a
type II adversary A2 who has a non-negligible advantage
ε in forging a valid aggregate signature of our RCLAS
scheme in an attack model of Game 2 within a time
span t after making at most qi times queries to the ran-
dom oracles Hi(3 ≤ i ≤ 5), qpk times Public-key-Extract
queries, qs times Secret-Value queries and qsig times Sign
queries, then the CDHP can be solved within time t′ ≤
t + O[(q3 + q4 + qpk + qs + 5qsig + n + 1)tm] and with
non-negligible probability ε′ ≥ ε

e(qs+n) .

Proof. Let the challenge C receives a random CDHP in-
stance (P, aP, bP ) in G1, here P is a generator of G1.
A type II adversary A2 interacts with C as modeled in
Game 2, and we show that how C can use A2 as a subrou-
tine to find the solution abP to the CDHP instance.

Setup: C firstly chooses a master secret key s and com-
pute Ppub = sP . C selects system parameters
params = {G1, G2, e, q, P, Ppub, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5},
then sends the master secret key s and params to
A2.

Queries: A2 can perform a polynomially bounded num-
ber of the following types of queries in an adaptive
manner. Hash functions H1, H2, H3, H4 and H5 are
considered as random oracles. All inquiries-responses
will be kept in the corresponding lists. Since A2

knows the master secret key s, it can compute all
partial private keys and all time keys, so A2 has no

need to request the H1 queries, H2 queries, Partial-
Private-Key-Extract queries and Time-Key-Update
queries.

• H3 queries: C maintains an initially empty list L3

with structure (w, γi, Fi). When A2 issues a query
H3(w), the same answer will be given if the query has
been asked before. Otherwise, C selects randomly
γi ∈ Z∗q , sets Fi = γiaP , adds (w, γi, Fi) to L3 and
returns Fi to A2.

• H4 queries: C maintains an initially empty list L4

with structure (w, δi,Wi). When A2 submits a query
H4(w), the same response will be given if the query
has been asked before. Otherwise, C picks randomly
δi ∈ Z∗q , sets Wi = δiP , adds (w, δi,Wi) to L4 and
returns Wi to A2.

• H5 queries: C maintains an initially empty list L5

with structure (mi, IDi, Ui, pki, ti, w, hi). When A2

issues a query (mi, IDi, Ui, pki, ti, w) to H5, the same
answer will be given if the query has been asked be-
fore. Otherwise, C selects randomly hi ∈ Z∗q , adds
(mi, IDi, Ui, pki, ti, w, hi) to L5 and returns the an-
swer hi to A2.

• Public-Key-Extract queries: C keeps an initially
empty list Lpk with structure (IDi, xi, pki, ci). When
A2 performs a query with the identity IDi to this ran-
dom oracle, the same answer will be given if the query
has been asked before. Otherwise, C first chooses a
random value xi ∈ Z∗q as the secret value, and then
flips a coin ci ∈ {0, 1} that yields 0 with probabil-
ity θ and 1 with probability 1 − θ. If ci = 0, C
computes pki = xibP and adds (IDi,⊥, pki, ci) to
Lpk. If ci = 1, C computes pki = xiP , and adds
(IDi, xi, pki, ci) to Lpk and returns pki to A2.

• Secret-Value queries: When A2 performs a Secret-
Value query on IDi, C first makes a Public-Key-
Extract query and finds (IDi, xi, pki, ci) in Lpk. If
ci = 1 , C computes pki = xiP and returns xi to A2.
Or else, C returns ⊥.

• Sign queries: When A2 performs a Sign query on the
tuple (mi, IDi, w, pki, ti), C executes the following
operations to generate a valid signature:

1) If ci = 0, C selects ri ∈ Z∗q at random, sets hi = δ−1i

and Wi = δiaP , computes Ui = riP − γipki , Ri =
hiUi and Si = Di + Ti + riaP , finally returns the
signature σi = (Ri, Si).

2) If ci = 1, C runs the Sign algorithm normally to get
a regular signature σi = (Ri, Si).

Forgery: In the end, suppose A2 can output a tu-
ple (m∗, ID∗, t∗, w, σ∗) in which w is a state
information, m∗ = (m∗1,m

∗
2, · · · ,m∗n), ID∗ =

(ID∗1 , ID
∗
2 , · · · , ID∗n), t∗ = (t∗1, t

∗
2, · · · , t∗n) and σ∗ =

(R∗, S∗) is a valid forged aggregate signature. For
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1 ≤ i ≤ n, C finds tuples of (w, γi, Fi), (w, δi,Wi)
and (mi, IDi, Ui, pki, ti, w, hi) from L3, L4 and L5,
respectively. C proceeds only if c∗1 = 0, c∗i = 1(2 ≤
i ≤ n). Otherwise, C aborts. If the forged signa-
ture σ∗ = (R∗, S∗) meets the above conditions, then
satisfies Equation (1), we have

e(pk∗1 , F
∗) = e(S∗, P )e(

n∑
i=1

(Qi + Vi), Ppub)
−1

e(

n∑
i=2

pk∗i , F
∗)−1e(R∗,W ∗).

Where pk∗1 = x∗1bP, F
∗ = γ∗aP,W ∗ = δ∗P and pk∗i =

x∗iP (2 ≤ i ≤ n). So it is easy for C to obtain the solution
to the given CDHP instance:

Now, we analyze the probability to solve a CDHP by
type II adversary A2 in the polynomial bounded time. We
analyze the three events for C to succeed:

E1: C does not abort all the queries of Secret-Value-
Extract queries.

E2: A2 generates a valid and nontrivial aggregate signa-
ture forgery.

E3: E2 occurs, c∗1 = 0, c∗i = 1(2 ≤ i ≤ n).

C succeeds if the above events happen, so ε′ =
Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3]. We can know that Pr[E1] ≥ (1 −
θ)qs , P r[E2|E1] ≥ ε, Pr[E3|E1 ∧ E2] ≥ θ(1 − θ)n−1, thus
ε′ = Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3] ≥ (1 − θ)qsεθ(1 − θ)n−1 =
θ(1− θ)qs+n−1ε

When θ = 1
qs+n , θ(1 − θ)qs+n−1 is maximized at

1
qs+n (1 − 1

qs+n )qs+n−1. When qs is sufficient large, this

probability approaches ε
e(qs+n) . So we can get ε′ ≥

ε
e(qs+n) .

The running time for C is the sum of A′2s running
time, the time for C to response the queries and the
time for C to compute the CDHP instance. During H3

queries, H4 queries, Public-key-Extract queries, Secret-
Value queries and Sign queries, it needs 1, 1, 1, 1, 5 scalar
multiplications, respectively. And during C computing
the CDHP instance, it needs n + 1 scalar multiplication,
so t′ ≤ t+O[(q3 + q4 + qpk + qs + 5qsig + n+ 1)tm].

From all of the above, C can solve the CDHP instance
with non-negligible probability that contradicts to the in-
tractability assumption of CDHP.

Theorem 3. In the random oracle model, if there is a
type III adversary A3 who has a non-negligible advan-
tage ε in forging a valid aggregate signature of the RCLAS
scheme in an attack model of Game 3 within a time span
t after making at most qi times queries to the random
oracles Hi(1 ≤ i ≤ 5), qppk times Partial-Private-Key-
Extract queries, qtk Time-Key-Update queries, qpk times
Public-key-Extract queries and qsig times Sign queries,
then the CDHP can be solved with non-negligible proba-
bility ε′ ≥ ε

e(qtk+n) and within time t′ ≤ t+O[(2q1 +2q2 +

q3 + q4 + 2qppk + 2qtk + qpk + 5qsig + n+ 2)tm] .

Proof. The proof process is very similar to Theo-
rem 2. The details of the proof process will be omitted
here because of the limit length.

According to Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Theo-
rem 3, we can conclude that there is no PPT adversary
of any type can forge a valid aggregate signature of the
proposed RCLAS scheme with a non-negligible advantage
in polynomial time. Hence, our scheme is secure under the
hardness assumption of CDHP.

6 Performance Comparisons

In this section, we make performance comparisons be-
tween our RCLAS scheme and the schemes in [9, 16, 19].
Due to the limited knowledge of the authors, no revo-
cable certificateless aggregate signature scheme has been
found so far. Therefore, this paper compares the revo-
cable certificateless signature (RCLS) scheme [16], the
ECLAS scheme [9] which has been analyzed in our Sec-
tion 3, and the latest new certificateless aggregate signa-
ture (NCLAS) scheme [19] as the comparison schemes. In
comparison, we omit the computations which take little
time such as Hash for simplicity.

From Table 1, we can see that our RCLAS scheme
has relatively little computation and shorter length of
aggregate signature than other schemes while realizing
the function of user revocation. Compared with [16], our
RCLAS scheme adds the property of signature aggrega-
tion which can greatly improve verification efficiency and
may enjoy better practicality. As for the length of the
aggregate signature, our RCLAS scheme only consists of
two elements in G1, which is far shorter than the schemes
in [9, 19] and greatly saves the communication costs and
storage space. In addition, our RCLAS scheme can re-
alize user’s revocation flexibly by time update key for
practical scenarios while the schemes in [9, 19] cannot.
In general, our RCLAS scheme has better comprehensive
performance (Note: In Table 1, Sign and A-V cost denote
the computational cost of generation and verification of
aggregate signature, respectively; A-S size represents the
size of an aggregate signature; s and p mean the computa-
tional cost of scalar multiplication and a bilinear pairing
operation, respectively; |G1| represents the bit length of
an element in G1; “

√
” means “support”; “×” means “not

support”; “—” means “not mentioned”).

Here, we give a more intuitively quantitative analyses
for schemes in [9,19] and our scheme. We adopt the exper-
iment in [10], which observes processing time for the Tate
pairing on a 159-bit subgroup of an MNT curve with an
implanting degree 6 at an 80-bit security level, running on
an Intel i7 3.07 GHz machine. Thus the time consumed
by various operations is as follows: P is 3.21ms and S
is 0.39ms. Suppose that n=100 in the Aggregate Verify
phase, the comparisons of computational cost are shown
in Figure 2. From Figure 2, we can see that the computa-
tional cost of the three schemes is equal in Sign phase, yet
in the Aggregate-Verify phase, the computational cost of
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Table 1: Comprehensive comparisons between related schemes

Scheme Sign cost A-V cost A-S size Revocation
RCLS in [16] 3s — —

√

NCLAS in [19] 4s 3p+ 2ns (n+ 1)|G1| ×
ECLAS in [9] 4s 4p+ ns (n+ 1)|G1| ×

RCLAS 4s 4p 2|G1|
√

Sign Aggregate Verify
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 ECLAS in  [8]
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Figure 2: Computational cost comparisons

our scheme is much lower than other two schemes. Thus,
the total computational cost of our scheme is reduced
by 85.3, 75.2 percentage compared with those of schemes
in [19] and [9], respectively.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we first analyze the security of an efficient
certificateless aggregate signature scheme (ECLAS) pro-
posed in [9] and then give a specific attack. More specifi-
cally, any type II adversary A2 can forge a valid aggregate
signature on any set of messages as long as A2 intercepts
some legal message-signature pairs. In order to overcome
this security flaw, we put forward an improved revoca-
ble certificateless aggregate signature (RCLAS) scheme,
which not only can keep the advantages of aggregate
signature, but also can flexibly deal with the problem
of user’s private key being compromised or expired in
CL-PKC. The length of the aggregate signature in our
RCLAS scheme only consists of two points in G1 which is
far shorter and greatly saves the communication cost and
storage space. Finally, we show that our RCLAS scheme
is proved to be existential unforgeable against adaptive
chosen-message attacks under the hardness assumption
of CDHP. And performance analyses show our RCLAS
has better comprehensive performance while maintaining
high computation and storage efficiency than some exist-
ing schemes.
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Abstract

Abnormal traffic messages may be sent by the internal
forgery nodes to influence the normal behavior of other
nodes in the Internet of Vehicles. However, the detection
efficiency of the forgery nodes causing such attacks is gen-
erally low, and the accuracy of the detection algorithm is
not high. Aiming at the above problems, the traffic mes-
sages published, forwarded and received by nodes are de-
fined, and the effective features are extracted. On this ba-
sis, the forgery node detection model based on traffic mes-
sages is constructed, and the detection algorithm based
on dynamic reputation value is designed. Finally, simula-
tion experiments and performance analysis are completed.
The results show that the time overhead of the detection
algorithm is reduced, and the accurate detection rate of
the detection algorithm is improved. It achieves the effect
of quickly and accurately detecting the forgery nodes, and
enhances the security of the Internet of Vehicles.

Keywords: Detection Algorithm; Detection Model; Dy-
namic Reputation Value; Forgery Node; Internet of Ve-
hicles

1 Introduction

A special mobile ad hoc network is the Internet of Vehicles
(IoV). Each vehicle is used as the message source to estab-
lish an information system that uses vehicles as nodes and
communicates between people, vehicles and roads [19]. Its
communication methods are mainly vehicles to vehicles
(V2V) or vehicles to infrastructure (V2I). Road informa-
tion (such as road congestion, collision accidents, etc.) is
sent to nearby vehicles to realize timely sharing of traf-
fic messages, in order to avoid potential accidents and
enhance the safety of traffic roads [5]. Therefore, the In-
ternet of Vehicles is widely used in the field of intelligent
transportation. However, because of the wireless multi-
hop communication, high mobility and the operation of

vehicle nodes is limited, the security problem of the IoV
is becoming more and more serious [11]. Among many se-
curity problems, abnormal and unreliable traffic messages
by attackers are sent to surrounding vehicles to falsify
traffic scenes, they damage the benefits brought by the
application of the Internet of Vehicles, and even lead to
more serious traffic accidents. This type of attack is called
internal forgery node attack [21]. Then how to avoid the
internal forgery node attack, ensure that the node can re-
ceive normal and reliable road traffic messages and select
legal node to complete the service, which is one of the key
issues in the research of the IoV.

In view of the safety of the IoV, many scholars at home
and abroad have done a lot of research on this. At present,
two types of detection schemes are proposed for internal
attacks in the Internet of Vehicles.

1) Entity-based detection scheme. It is the judgment of
the legal nodes through the communication between
the node and other nodes. There are mainly identity-
based authentication, trust-based evaluation and dy-
namic game-based schemes [14, 17, 20]. The advan-
tages of such schemes are simple detection meth-
ods and low computational power requirements for
processors. However, these schemes can only exert
better detection performance when the number of
normal nodes is more than the number of malicious
nodes, otherwise its false detection rate is high.

2) Message-based detection scheme. It detects the
abnormal message through the effective feature.
There are mainly message authentication, deductive-
based trust models, and message-based encryption
schemes [2, 4, 15]. The advantage of such scheme is
that it can avoid attacks caused by abnormal mes-
sages published or forwarded by the node. However,
such these schemes can not detect and cull the nodes
that send or forward abnormal messages, avoid con-
tinuing attacks in the future, and also has high time
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overhead.

Therefore, in view of the shortcomings of the forgery node
detection algorithm in the Internet of Vehicles, with the
advantages of the existing two types of detection schemes,
a forgey node detection algorithm based on dynamic rep-
utation value (FNDA-IoV) is designed. Firstly, the effec-
tive features of the traffic messages of the Internet of Ve-
hicles are described. The forgery node detection model of
Internet of Vehicles is constructed. Secondly, the forgery
node detection process of the Internet of Vehicles is ex-
tracted. Finally, the forgery node detection algorithm is
designed to detect the internal forgery node of the Inter-
net of Vehicles.

2 The Effective Features of Traf-
fic Messages in the Internet of
Vehicles are Described

The Internet of Vehicles plays an important role in traffic
safety through the sharing and timely publishing of traffic
messages. However, an open network environment, the
complexity of road traffic, the numerous vehicle nodes
and the fact that each node publishes or forwards a large
number of various types of traffic messages at all times
influence the security of the Internet of Vehicles [13]. In
order to explain the problem more clearly, we define as
follows:

Definition 1. The traffic message type set is E=(e1, e2,
e3,..., en), and ei represents a certain type of traffic mes-
sage published or forwarded by each node, such as emer-
gency electronic brake lights (EEBL), post crash notifica-
tion (PCN), road congestion notifyation (RCN), etc.

Definition 2. Traffic messages in the IoV can be divided
into two types, namely Θ ={0, 1}, where the ”0” rep-
resents normal traffic messages and the ”1” represents
abnormal traffic messages. The normal traffic message
refers to an instructive traffic message is published or for-
warded by the legal node, and the abnormal traffic message
refers to a malicious traffic message that is forged, falsi-
fied, published or forwarded by the forgery node. Here, it
is assumed that the traffic messages published by the RSU
are normal and trusted.

Definition 3. The set of vehicle nodes is V =(v1, v2,...,
vn), vehicle nodes in the Internet of Vehicles broadcast
traffic messages with digital signatures and public key cer-
tificates to other vehicle nodes in the process of traveling.

Forgery node broadcasts abnormal messages means
that the attacker changes the behavior of other nodes by
publishing abnormal messages, tampering with real mes-
sages or injecting invalid messages [6,8,10]. For example,
when a legitimate node receives a false alarm message, it
may change its driving route, etc. As shown in Figure 1,
the forgery node broadcasts an abnormal traffic message:

the forgery node V1 publishes or forwards an abnormal
traffic message to the neighbor node V2 to deceive the
node V2, and attempt to change the traveling path of the
neighbor node V2.

V1

V2

Figure 1: Forgery node broadcasts abnormal
traffic messages

Since the features of traffic messages in the Internet of
Vehicles have multiple dimensions, effective features (EF)
in traffic messages are expressed in the form of a column
vector, namely EF =[x1; x2; x3;...; xn], then its corre-
sponding data set (DS) can be expressed as DS ={(x1,
y1), (x2, y2),..., (xn, yn)}, where yi ε Θ represents the
corresponding output result for the effective feature xi,
and n is the effective feature number. Table 1 lists the
effective features in the traffic messages.

Therefore, the effective feature vector EF of the traffic
messages in the Internet of Vehicles can be expressed as
Equation (1).

EF = [e; d; v; a; t0; s]. (1)

3 Forgery node detection model in
the Internet of Vehicles

The future behavior of vehicle nodes is uncertain, but the
behavior trend of vehicle nodes can be predicted accord-
ing to the historical behavior data of vehicle nodes. For
this reason, the concept of trust is proposed in the nodes
detection of Internet of Vehicles [9]. In human society,
the trust is one of the most common concepts. Earlier,
Mui et al. defined trust as follows: trust depends on ex-
perience and changes over time. When two people meet,
their attitude towards each other is directly understood
by the subject; The other is the recommender, neighbor
node give recommendations based on own knowledge [1].
However, the evaluation of trust in social relations can
also be carried out in the following ways: First, the sub-
ject directly determines the attitude toward the object ac-
cording to the behavior of the object, and then feeds back
its attitude to the third party who manages the subject
and the object, and allows the third party to determine
whether it continues to trust and whether it continues to
exist in social relationships.

Therefore, referring to the trust evaluation method de-
scribed above, the forgery node detection model as shown
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Table 1: Effective features in traffic messages

number feature meaning
1 Sender(s) The sender’s identity type, including RSU (0) and vehicle node (1)
2 Time (t0) Timestamp of the sent traffic message
3 Direction(d) The sender’s direction of traveling
4 Vehicle (v) The speed of the sender
5 Vehicle (a) Sender’s acceleration
6 Type(e) Traffic message types, such as EEBL, PCN and RCN

in Figure 2 can be constructed. The model consists of
three entities: A certificate authority (CA), a road side
unit (RSU), and an on board unit (OBU) equipped with
a vehicle. Among them, CA is responsible for distribution
and revocation of certificates; RSU is responsible for pub-
lishing the normal and reliable traffic messages to vehicles
within its communication scope; OBU is responsible for
publishing, forwarding and receiving traffic messages [12].

However, in order to clearly illustrate the model, some
connection parts are omitted here, such as the connection
between the RSU and the CA. Where Vi is the node that
publishes or forwards the traffic messages, and Vj is the
node that receives the traffic messages.

CA

Vi Vj

1
2

Msg1

3

46

Msg3

7 RSU

Msg2

5

Figure 2: Forgery node detection model

Considering the non-repudiation of traffic messages,
the effective feature of traffic messages, and the dynamics
in the security requirements of the Internet of Vehicles,
we design the communication message format as follows.

The communication messages between nodes are de-
fined as follows:

Msg1(Node Idi, msgContent1i).

Where Node Idi represents the node unique ID, and
msgContent1i represents the traffic message sent by the
node.

The communication messages sent by the RSU to the
node is defined as follows:

Msg2(Rsu Idi, msgContent2i)

Where Rsu Idi represents the RSU unique ID, and
msgContent2i represents the traffic message sent by the
RSU.

The feedback messages sent by the node to the CA is
defined as follows:

Msg3(Node Idj , Node Idi, msgType).

Where Node Idj represents the node unique ID of the
receiving the traffic message, and Node Idi represents the
node unique ID of the publishing or forwarding the traffic
message. The msgType is of the Boolean type, and the
receiving node Vj informs the CA that the traffic message
published or forwarded by the node Vi is normal (set to
0), or abnormal (set to 1).

Based on the above detection model, the seven steps
are as follows:

Step 1. Node Vi requests a certificate from the CA. The
node Vi needs to obtain communication and legal
rights with other nodes in the network, and apply
for a digital certificate to the CA according to its
unique identity ID;

Step 2. The CA issues a certificate to Vi. The node Vi
uses the digital certificate as an identifier that has
communication authority in the network;

Steps 3, 4. Send the traffic message. The node Vi sends
a traffic message msgContent1i to the node Vj , and
the RSU sends a traffic message msgContent2i to
the node Vj ;

Step 5. Detect traffic messages. After receiving the traf-
fic message of the node Vi, the node Vj starts detect-
ing the traffic message according to the reliable traffic
message sent by the RSU, and determines whether it
is abnormal;

Step 6. Feedback to the CA. After the node Vj com-
pletes the detection of the traffic message published
or forwarded by the node Vi locally, if the traffic mes-
sage is normal, it is received; otherwise, it is dis-
carded. At the same time, the node Vj sends a feed-
back message (Msg3) to the CA;

Step 7. The CA updates the node reputation value
(RV). The CA dynamically updates the reputation
value of the node Vi according to the feedback mes-
sage of the node Vj , and determines whether the node
Vi is a forgery node.
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4 Forgery Node Detection Pro-
cess in the Internet of Vehicles

According to the above detection model, it can be seen
that the forgery node detection process is as shown in
Figure 3, and the specific detection steps are as follows.

start

traffic message

abnormal

set MsgType to 1,

and discard

end

Msg3

set MsgType to

0,and receive

yes

no

RV(i)

RV(i)>M?

CA

no

yes

Vj

pretreating

the Vi is a forgery

node

Figure 3: Forgery node detection process

Step 1. After receiving traffic message (msgContent1i)
and (msgContent2i), the node Vj first preprocesses
the traffic message according to the effective features
of them;

Step 2. The node Vj performs a detection operation on
the received traffic message. If it is a normal traffic
message, it receives and sets the msgType to 0. If it
is an abnormal traffic message, it discards and sets
the msgType to 1. At the same time, the node Vj
will send a feedback message (Msg3) to the CA;

Step 3. After receiving feedback message, the CA up-
dates the reputation value RV(i) of the node Vi, and
compares the RV(i) with the threshold M, where M
is the threshold of the node reputation, which can
be set according to experience. If RV(i)>M, the CA
continues to monitor its behavior; If RV(i)< M or

RV(i)= M, then the node Vi is determined to be a
forgery node, and the certificate issued to the node
Vi is added to the revocation certificate list.

It can be seen that the detection process mainly includes
three parts, namely, the traffic message is preprocessed,
the traffic message is detected, and the node reputation
value is dynamically updated.

4.1 Traffic Message Preprocessed

Preprocessing is to avoid the unnecessary computational
overhead [22]. The traffic messages are preprocessed
mainly from three aspects: the digital signature, the time
validation, and the identity type verification. Firstly, the
receiver verifies the integrity and non-repudiation of the
traffic message by verifying the digital signature; then,
using the batch authentication method to verify the time-
liness, if the traffic message exceeds the time effective
range, the traffic message is invalid, and the traffic mes-
sage can be ignored. Finally, the traffic message sent by
the RSU is used as a trained message, and the traffic mes-
sage published or forwarded by the vehicle node is used
as the detected message, as shown in Figure 4. The time
validity of traffic messages is expressed as Equation (2):

t− t0 < ∆t. (2)

Where t represents the time at which the node receives a
traffic message, t0 represents the time at which the traffic
message was published or forwarded, and ∆t represents
the validity period of the traffic message.

traffic

message

effective digital

signature?

yes

no

satisfy Equation(2)?
no

yes

trained

message

the sender is RSU?
no

yes

detected

message

discard

message

Figure 4: Traffic message preprocessed

4.2 Traffic Message Detected

At present, in the research field of intrusion detection al-
gorithms, the main algorithms are the support vector ma-
chine (SVM), the clustering, naive bayes classifier(NBC),
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the decision trees model (DTM), class association rules
(CARS) and the deep learning [16]. The SVM is selected
to realize the classification and detection of the traffic
message in the Internet of Vehicles. The classification
process is shown in Figure 5.

trained traffic

message

SVM classifier

kernel function

and related

parametersSVM decision

function D(x)

detected message

classification result

start

end

Figure 5: SVM classification process

The SVM algorithm classifies the traffic messages ac-
cording to the effective feature vector EF of the multi-
dimensional traffic message extracted by the Equation (1),
and the classification result is a normal traffic message
and an abnormal traffic message, where:
The SVM decision function is shown in Equation (3).

D(x) = sign[

n∑
i=1

δ∗i yiK(xi, x) + θ∗]. (3)

Where δi (1≤ i ≤n) is the effective feature of the trained
message xi corresponds to the lagrangian factor, K(•) is
the kernel function, and θ is the deviation.

The optimal classification hyperplane is shown in
Equation (4).{

φ(ω, εi) = 1
2 ||ω||

2 + C
∑n

i=1 εi

yi((ωxi) + b) ≥ 1− εi i = 1, 2, .., n
(4)

Where εi is the slack variable, C is the penalty factor, ω
and b are the weight and threshold respectively, and n is
the number of effective features of the traffic message.

4.3 Node Reputation Value Updated

After the traffic message is detected, the CA will automat-
ically maintain a binary number based trust vector table
to record the historical status of each node to publish or
forward the traffic message based on the detection results
of the node feedback. Currently, there are two methods
for calculating the reputation value based on binary num-
bers: one is to calculate the reputation value according
to the binary digital system, and the other is to calculate

the reputation value by counting the number of the 0 or
the 1 on the valid bit in the trust vector table [7].

Therefore, considering the features of the Internet of
Vehicles, we design a new method for calculating the rep-
utation value of the node by introducing the attenuation
weights in combination with the existing two methods of
calculating the reputation value.
The attenuation weight g(k) represents the degree of at-
tenuation of each bit in the binary valid bit in the trust
vector table, and a valid bit represents a boolean judg-
ment of the traffic message published or forwarded by
node j to node i, the 1 and 0 respectively indicates an
abnormal traffic message and a normal traffic message,
and the conditions for satisfaction are as shown in Equa-
tion (5).

m∑
k=1

g(k) = 1. (5)

Where m is the number of the traffic messages communi-
cated between nodes, and 0< g(k − 1) < g(k) <1.

Since the last calculated node reputation value should
have different degrees of attenuation with traffic message
detection time, the condition that the attenuation weight
of the kth bit on the effective bit should satisfy is as shown
in Equation (6).

g(k) =
A

tt − tk
(6)

Where tt is the current time, tk is the time at which node
j evaluates the kth the traffic messages sent by the node
i, and A is the proportional coefficient.
Therefore, the calculation of the overall reputation value
RV(i) of the node i can be expressed as shown in Equa-
tion (7).

RV (i) = 1−
m∑

k=1

({1, 0} ∗ g(k)). (7)

5 Forgery Node Detection Algo-
rithm in the Internet of Vehicles

According to the above detection process, the designed
the detection algorithm mainly includes:

Step 1. After receiving the traffic message, the node
Vj preprocesses the message by using pre-processing
function preTreat(), filters out the invalid traffic mes-
sage, and verifies the identity of the sender. If the
sender is an RSU, the traffic message to be sent is
used as the trained traffic message. Otherwise, if the
sender is a general vehicle node, the traffic message
to be sent is used as the detected traffic message;

Step 2. The detected traffic message is sent as a parame-
ter to the check() function, and traffic message is clas-
sified according to Equation (3) and Equation (4),
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that is, when D(x) = 0, it is classified as a normal
traffic message, and msgType is set to 0. Otherwise,
when D(x) = 1, it will be classified as an abnormal
traffic message, and msgType is set to 1;

Step 3. The vehicle node is determined by CA accord-
ing to function isForgeryNode(), that is, if RV(i)> M,
behavior is continuously monitored; otherwise, node
Vi is determined to be the forgery node, and the cer-
tificate issued to node Vi is added to the revocation
certifycate list. Among them, the main functions in-
volved are:

1) PreTreat().
Preprocessing function.

Public void preTreat(String msg)
if (!imooc.jdkSign(msgNum)) then

If the digital signature is incorrect, the
node will discard the message discard();

else if (t− t0 > ∆t) then
/* If the Equation (2) is not met, the */
/* message is discarded */
discard();

else if (s==0) then
/* If the sender is an RSU, the traffic */
/* message is used as a training message */

String trainMsg= msgContent2i ;
else

/* If the sender is not an RSU, it is */
/* used as a message to be detected. */
String checkMsg = msgContent1i ;

end if

2) Check().
The traffic message detection function.

public static boolean check(String msg)
/* If it is a message sent by the RSU, the */
/* node trains it. */
print(”start training......”);
String[] trainArgs={”msg2File”};
String[] modelFile=svmTrain.tain(trainArgs);

/* if it is not a message sent by the RSU, */
/* it is detected. */
print(”start checkting......”);
String[] checkArgs={”msg1File”};
/* The node identifies and classifies the */
/* message according to Equation (3) */
/* and Equation (4).*/
Boolean result= mod-
elFile.classify(checkArgs);
return result;

3) Update().
The reputation value update function.

public double update(String msg, boolean
msgType)
String nodeId=getNodeId(Msg1)
if (msgType == 0) then

int[] Vtable= nodeIdVtable.vInsert(0);
else

int[] Vtable= nodeIdVtable.vInsert(1)
/* CA calculates the reputation value */
/* of the node according to Equation (7).*/

double RV(i)=sum(Vtable[i].g(k));
return 1-RV(i)

end if

4) IsForgeryNode().
Forgery node decision function.

public boolean isForgeryNode (String rv)
if (rv > M) then

return true;
else

return false;
end if

6 Simulation and Analysis

Under the same conditions, the support vector machine,
the decision tree model, class association rules and the
naive bayes classifier are applied in the FNDA-IoV, and
the performances of the detection efficiency and accurate
detection rate of the four classification algorithms applied
to the FNDA-IoV algorithm are compared.

6.1 Simulation Environment Configura-
tion

A professional open source microscopic traffic simulation
platform is the SUMO [3], two-way and six-lane highway
environment is set, and experimental data is generated
on the 6km road near the real vehicle driving position,
speed, etc. Then a certain trace file is formed, and finally
loads the network simulator NS2, the vehicle nodes is gen-
erated by reading the position, speed and other data of
different vehicles at different times in the trace file [18].
Finally, the detection algorithm is simulated. The param-
eters are shown in Table 2.

6.2 Results and Analysis

Firstly, the simulation time is set to 50s, 100s, 150s, 200s,
250s, 300s to simulate the communication situation of
each time period, and the node reputation value is cal-
culated. Figure 6 shows the selected two nodes, namely
the change in the reputation value of a legal node and a
forgery node.

Figure 6 shows that with the passage of time, the rep-
utation value of the legal node is rising. At 300s, the
reputation value reaches 0.96, which is much higher than
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Table 2: Simulation main parameters

type name value

Network scenes
Communication radius /m 300m
MAC layer protocol 802.11p
Simulation time 1000s
Simulation area 1000m × 1000m

Traffic scenes

Number of lanes 6
Number of nodes 200
Number of forgery nodes 20
Vehicle speed 20−60km/m
Number of traffic messages 10 messages / vehicle
Traffic message detection algorithm SVM, NBC, DTM, CARS
Reputation threshold 0.5
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Figure 6: Node reputation value comparison

the threshold. The forgery node reputation value shows
a downward trend. At 300s, the reputation value drops
to about 0.2, which is far below the threshold. It can be
seen that the FNDA-IoV algorithm can detect a forgery
node whose reputation value is lower than the threshold.

Then, the detection overhead and the accuracy detec-
tion rate are analyzed.

1) The detection overhead. The detection overhead
mainly measures the detection time required for de-
tecting the forgery node, and the detection overhead
is compared as shown in Figure 7. It can be seen
that as the number of traffic messages published or
forwarded by each vehicle is increasing, the detection
time of the forgery nodes is gradually increasing.

It is because the detection of the traffic messages pub-
lished or forwarded by the vehicle takes time. The
more traffic messages are detected, the longer the de-
tection time required. However, The SVM has good
recognition and generalization ability for non-linear
and high dimensional data, and is suitable for traffic
messages recognition and classification in the IoV.
Therefore, the FNDA-IoV algorithm uses the SVM
to detect traffic messages. Although the detection
overhead of the algorithm is gradually increasing, it

is slightly lower than a forgery node detection algo-
rithm using the DTM, the CARS and the NBC.

2) The accuracy detection rate. The accurate detection
rate refers to the probability that the detection algo-
rithm can accurately detect the forgery node. The
higher it is, the better the performance of the detec-
tion algorithm. The comparison results are shown in
Figure 8.

As the number of the traffic messages published or for-
warded by each vehicle is increasing, the accurate detec-
tion rate gradually is increasing. It is because the more
messages published or forwarded by the node, the more
accurate the judgment of the behavior of the node. At the
same time, it can be seen that the FNDA-IoV algorithm
designed by the SVM has a higher overall level than the
NBC, the CARS and the DTM.

In summary, internal forgery nodes can be detected
quickly and accurately by the FNDA-IoV algorithm in
the Internet of Vehicles, and the security of the Internet
of Vehicles is improved.

7 Conclusions

As a new type of wireless self-organizing network, Inter-
net of Vehicles is well applied in the field of intelligent
transportation. For the internal forgery node attack of
the Internet of Vehicles, the detection efficiency and ac-
curacy are improved by FNDA-IoV algorithm. However,
the attack behavior of only a aspect of publishing or for-
warding abnormal traffic messages is considered by the
algorithm. The algorithm is considerd other aspects of
the attack behavior, such as collusion between nodes, im-
proved and optimized which will be the key tasks of the
research work.
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Abstract

An RFID security three-party mutual authentication pro-
tocol based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is de-
signed in this paper. The proposed protocol not only sat-
isfies most of basic characteristics of RFID system, such
as mutual authentication, confidentiality, anonymity and
others, but also resists tracking attack, denial of service
attack, spoofing attack, etc. Being different from other
RFID authentication protocols, our protocol is based on
the assumption that the communication between reader
and background is unsafe, so that tag, reader and back-
ground can mutually authenticate each other. In addi-
tion, the protocol provides a public secret co-negotiating
key for the three participants to read and modify data
in subsequent communication. According to the design of
the protocol, it can apply to NFC system, which is evolved
from the integration of RFID technology and interoper-
ability technology. We further analyze the security of
the protocol through the Burrows-Abadi-Needham logic
(BAN-logic), which shows that the protocol can achieve
mutual authentication and key agreement, as well as agree
with RFID and NFC system.

Keywords: BAN Logic; ECC; Key Negotiation;
RFID/NFC; Tripartite Authentication

1 Introduction

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is an emerg-
ing automatic identification technology developed in the
1980s. RFID technology uses a radio frequency signal to
send and receive contactless information to authentica-
tion, through spatial coupling, that is alternating or elec-
tromagnetic field [18]. As the core supporting technology
of the Internet of Things (IoT), RFID technology is widely
used in logistics, transportation, medicine and industrial
manufacturing, etc. And a complete RFID system con-
sists of a reader, an electronic tag and a background sever.

Near Field Communication (NFC) technology, as a
wireless peer-to-peer communication technology in the

IoT, which is evolved from the integration of contactless
RFID and interoperability technology, has made a good
figure in the electronic payment and smart media. Com-
pared with an RFID system, the slight difference is that
an NFC device must be able to be a reader as well as a
tag, and the connection between the background and the
reader uses a wireless connection, thus we can treat an
NFC device as a special RFID system [5,8, 10].

With the rapid development and widespread applica-
tion of RFID/NFC technology, the security and privacy
issues of RFID/NFC systems have become increasingly
prominent. It is currently the most effective method to
protect the security and privacy of RFID systems by
designing a high security authentication protocol with
Public Key Cryptosystem (PKC). Under the premise
of the same security in PKC, the elliptic curve cryp-
tosystem (ECC) has become the preferred cryptosystem
of RFID authentication protocol, due to its short key
length, fast calculation speed and small occupied band-
width [16,22–26].

2 Related Work

In studies of RFID authentication protocol based on
ECC, most of them focus on the security and efficiency.
We briefly review these concerned works from two aspects:
The basic security and the efficiency of security defense
their protocol provide, and the goal of our proposed pro-
tocol.

2.1 Previous Research

As we all know, the RFID security authentication pro-
tocol based on ECC has become a hot spot. In 2007,
Batina et al. [4] discussed the feasibility of an identifica-
tion protocol based on ECC of the RFID tag, but the
confidentiality of the tag’s public key is not guaranteed,
while the attacker can still obtain its public key, then the
tag is tracked. In 2008, Lee et al. [12] proposed an ECC-
based RFID authentication protocol, while the protocol
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isn’t resistant to spoofing and tracking attacks. In 2014,
Moosavi et al. [15] gave a RFID authentication proto-
col relying on ECC and D-Quark lightweight ash, claim-
ing that its solution is suitable for providing secure and
resource-limited RFID implant system, but the required
calculation time is not optimized when the tag still needs
to calculate elliptic curve multiplication. In 2015, the
ECC-based RFID protocol conceived by Ryu et al. [17]
had a relatively good performance, however it couldn’t
provide the most basic mutual authentication. In 2016,
Kang [9] analyzed and proposed an improved ECC-based
RFID Grouping-proof authentication protocol to solve
the problem existing grouping-proof protocols such as
low grouping-proof efficiency, vulnerability to spoofing at-
tack, tracking attack and other security threats. But it
still can’t prevent the illegal tag interference with reader
authentication and the tag spoofing attack. In 2018,
Zhang et al. [28] proposed an RFID mutual authentica-
tion protocol based on ECC, when thoroughgoing analysis
shows that the interactive information C does not contain
the information of the random point RR of the reader,
can’t resist replay attack on the reader. In 2018, Chen et
al. [6] proposed a multi-channels constructing method to
build protocol model for formal analysis, then used it to
verify RFID three-party authentication protocol based on
NTRU cryptosystem, the result shows that an attack ex-
ists in this protocol. In 2019, Aghili et al. [1] shows that
the protocol proposed by Fan et al. is vulnerable to secret
disclosure and reader impersonation attacks. Moreover,
they improved it to a protocol that is resistant to the at-
tacks presented in the paper and the other known attacks
in the context of RFID authentication.

2.2 Our Target

Through a large amount of literature analysis, we can
know that almost all RFID authentication protocols are
based on the assumption that the communication between
the reader and the background is secure. We can only
say that the back-end wired communication is more se-
cure than the front-end over-the-air wireless transmission,
but the system still faces the security problems that are
common in traditional computer networks, which has a
great impact on the security of the authentication proto-
col. Thus it’s unreasonable to assume it’s secure [16]. The
protocol proposed in our paper negates this assumption.
In addition, the difference between the NFC system and
the RFID system is analyzed. This paper aims to design a
security tripartite mutual authentication protocol based
on ECC that is universal to RFID/NFC, which will be
more practical.

3 The RFID/NFC Protocol Based
on ECC

We introduce our tripartite authentication protocol
RFID/NFC based on ECC in this section firstly. Then

the two phases’ details of our protocol: initialization and
authentication, are described as follow.

3.1 Protocol Description

We propose a security RFID/NFC tripartite authen-
tication protocol based on ECC, with good security and
anti-attack capabilities. Our paper doesn’t support the
assumption that the connection of the background and
the reader is a wired connection so that the channel be-
tween them is safe. Therefore, the protocol proposed in
the paper can also be applicable to NFC, which the com-
munication between reader and background is insecure,
and has better practicability.

3.2 Initialization Phase

Definition of the relevant symbols in the protocol are
explained in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of symbols in our protocol

Symbol Symbol’s Description

P Base point on the elliptic curve

RS , RP Private and public key of Reader

TS , TP Private and public key of Tag

rR, rT Random number

AR,AT Authentication information

V R, V T, V B Verification information

KT ,KR,KB Co-negotiating secret key

In the initialization phase, the reader randomly selects
a number RS as its private key and calculates its pub-
lic key RP = [RS ]P accordingly. While the tag does the
same thing, randomly selects a random number TS as its
private key, and calculates its corresponding public key
TP = [TS ]P . We specify the public key of the tag as its
unique identifier in our protocol. The background server
stores the public and private keys of both the reader and
the tag. Each tag stores its own public and private key
information and the public key of the reader, while the
reader only stores its own public and private key infor-
mation for RFID system, plus the public key of tag for
NFC system.

3.3 Authentication Phase

As shown in Figure 1, the specific mutual authenti-
cation process among the tag, the reader, and the back-
ground is as follows:

Step 1: The reader chooses a random integer number rR
that belongs to Zq, and calculates the point RR =
[rR]P on the elliptic curve, then sends an query and
RR to the tag.

Step 2: The tag also selects a random integer rT in Zq,
calculating the corresponding point RT = [rT ]P on
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Figure 1: ECC-based RFID/NFC authentication protocol

the elliptic curve. Then it sends RT to respond the
reader.

Step 3: The reader calculates the IR = RP + [rR]RT

and sends it, so that the tag identify the reader.

Step 4: The tag identify the reader by counting RP =
IR − [rR]RT , and it searches whether there is a R

′

P

equal to RP . If established, the tag thinks the reader
is legal and calculates the Authentication variable
AT = TP + rTRP of the tag. What’s more, it is
possible to calculate the co-negotiating secret key
KT = TSRR + rTRP = (x, y), and finally calcu-
lates the tag verification amount V T = H(x‖TP )for
background verification. Then sends AT, V T to the
reader.

Step 5: The reader calculates TP = AT − RSRT from
the received AT , and counts its authentication vari-
able AR = RP + rRTP , co-negotiating secret key
KR = RSRT + rRTP = (x, y), and the verification
variable V R = H(x‖RP ) for the background authen-
ticate the reader. Then the associated amount of
the tag and the reader RT , AT, V T,RR, AR, V R are
passed to the background server.

Step 6: After receiving the message transmitted by the
reader, the background server first verifies the le-
gitimacy of the reader by calculating the RP =
AR − TSRR, and then retrieves whether it’s the
same as the stored R

′

P or not. If it exists, the
background calculates the co-negotiating secret key
KB = RSRT + TSRR = (x, y), and H(x‖R′

P ) to

check whether it is equal to V R or not. After the
reader passing the verification, the background veri-
fies whether the information of tag collected by the
reader is legal, calculating the TP = AT − RSRT ,
and retrieves whether there is corresponding T

′

P in
the repository. Based on it, the background calcu-
lates H(x‖T ′

P ) and judges whether it is equal to V T .
Finally, the background calculates its authentication
variable V B = H(y‖T ′

P ‖R
′

P ) for the reader and the
tag to authenticate the legitimacy of the background
server, and sends it to the reader.

Step 7: The reader verifies the background server and
the tag, when calculated H(y‖TP ‖RP ) and judged
whether it is equal to the received V B. And it sends
V B to the tag.

Step 8: Lastly, based on the information that the tag
receives, the tag verifies the legitimacy of the
reader and the background by calculating whether
H(y‖TP ‖RP ) is equal to V B. The mutual authenti-
cation among the tag, the reader and the background
is accomplished, and KT ,KR,KB are the same, as a
session key is used for subsequent communication.

4 Security Analysis

A safe RFID/NFC system should be able to provide
mutual authentication, confidentiality, anonymity, for-
ward security, scalability. As well as resist tracking at-
tack, denial of service attack, spoofing attack, and replay
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attack, etc. [11,20,27,30] Besides, considering the practi-
cality of RFID/NFC, it should also be able to provide a
co-negotiating secret key for subsequent communication.
The security performance and scalability of the protocol
in our paper has been greatly improved, satisfying the
basic security requirements as mentioned above.

4.1 Qualitative Analysis

We give qualitative analysis of our protocol from nine
aspects:

• Mutual authentication: The tag verifies the
reader by judging R

′

P = RP to preliminarily certifi-
cate; then it uses KT to authenticate the background
and the reader further with V B.

To the reader, it also authenticates the background
with V B,KR. Furthermore, V B from the back-
ground contains the legal public key TP of the tag,
and the reader can confirm the validity of the tag
through the background ulteriorly.

When received the information, the background re-
trieves whether there is R

′

P = RP , to initially deter-
mine that the reader is legal; then uses KB , V B to
authenticate the reader. In the same way, the certifi-
cation of the tag in the background can be obtained.
As a result, the protocol completes the mutual au-
thentication of the three parties.

• Confidentiality: In the process of authentication,
the public key TP of the tag is used as its unique
identifier, which is calculated by TP = AT − RSRT .
The public key of the reader is also calculated by
RP = IR− [rR]RT . Both of them don’t transmitted
on the channel. Even if the attacker intercepts the in-
teractive information RR, RT , AR,AT, V R, V T, V B
on the wireless channel, due to the discrete logarithm
problem of elliptic curve and the randomness and
unipolarity of the Hash function which are unable
to be solved based on today’s computer calculation,
either TP or RP is not derived. This ensures the con-
fidentiality of the tag identity and the reader’s public
key.

• Anonymity: As we know, neither the public key
of the tag TP nor the reader RP is transmitted over
the channel directly. Due to the security of the ellip-
tic curve cryptosystem, the attacker can’t calculate
the corresponding private key and the identity of the
parties from the interaction information. So the pro-
tocol can provide anonymity of the tag, the reader
and the background.

• Forward security: Assuming that the attacker can
attack on the maximum degree, which gets the pub-
lic key TP , RP and all the interaction information
{RR, RT , AR,AT, V R, V T, V B}, the attacker still
can’t calculate the random number rR, rT through
these, let alone TS , RS . Thus it is impossible to bind

the obtained interactive information with the specific
tag or the reader, and the protocol has good forward
security.

• Scalability: For RFID system, the reader doesn’t
need to store the unique identifier TP of the tag by
calculating it, therefore, a large memory reduction
can be achieved for a large number of tags. Simi-
larly, if the memory requires high memory, the tag
do the same thing to calculate RP instead of stor-
ing it [19]. But it does in NFC system. In addition,
since the public key are used as the unique identi-
fier, the identity validity period can be added to the
identity identifier, when the identity is invalid, it can
no longer participate in encryption and decryption
and authentication, which makes the protocol more
practical.

• Resist tracking attack: According to the confi-
dentiality, the attacker can’t get TP , RP . The reader
and the tag will generate new random numbers in
each new session, hence the interaction information
is also fresh at each time. Unpredictable changes
in the session make it impossible for the attacker to
track the tag or the reader.

• Resist denial of service attack (DoS attack):
The guarantee of anonymity enables TP and RP to
be effectively protected, and the private keys of them
don’t need to be updated, as a result, the shared
secret information doesn’t need to be updated syn-
chronously among the tag, the reader and the back-
ground. In consequence, the protocol can resist de-
nial of service attack.

• Resist spoofing attack: If the attacker wants to
impersonate a legitimate tag to deceive the reader,
it needs to forge a legitimate authentication message
RT , AT, V T , since there is no legal tag identity TP

and TS , and KT . The attacker can’t generate valid
authentication messages AT, V T , so that it can’t de-
ceive the background. In case that the attacker wants
to impersonate a legitimate reader to spoof the tag,
it is necessary to forge a legitimate authentication
message AR, V R, but it can’t calculate TP , and KR.
At this point, the attacker is even more impossible
to spoof the background.

Assume that the attacker wants to impersonate the
background spoofing the tag and the reader, it’s nec-
essary to forge a legitimate authentication message
V B. Because there is no legal TP , RP , and KB , the
attacker can’t generate a valid V B. The protocol is
resistant to spoofing attack.

• Resist replay attack: Suppose the attacker replays
the tag by intercepting the interactive information
RR and AR, V R. While the tag generates a new
random number rT in each session, and it can pass
the verification H(y‖TP ‖RP ) =?V B to determine
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whether it is attacked. It’s Similar to the reader.
For this reason, the protocol resists replay attack.

4.2 Formal Analysis

The formal analysis method is a standardized method,
judging whether the authentication protocol itself meets
the security objectives, and whether there are security
vulnerabilities. It is divided into a structural method
based on reasoning, an attack-based structural method
and a theorem-based proof method. Burrows-Abadi-
Needham (BAN) logic [3, 21] is an industry-recognized
milestone in the formal analysis for security authentica-
tion protocols. BAN-based logic is widely used in the field
of authentication protocol analysis. In this subsection, we
adopt the widely-accepted BAN logic to demonstrate that
the proposed authentication protocol guarantees mutual
authentication and secure session key establishment be-
tween the communicating parties.

4.2.1 Basic Terms of BAN Logic

We explain the important notations of BAN logic in
Table 2.

Table 2: Notations of BAN logic

Notation Notation’s Description

P |≡X P trusts the statement X

P C X P sees X

P |vX P once said X

P |⇒X P can rule X

P
SK↔ Q

P and Q share the secret key SK to
communicate between each other

K−→ P K is the public key of P

P
X

 Q

X is secret information between P and
Q

#(X) X is fresh

{X}K
Ciphertext obtained by encrypting X
with key K

(X,Y ) X or Y is one part of (X,Y)

Next, the inference rules of BAN logic are shown.

Rule 1: Message-meaning Rule:

P |≡P K←→ Q,P C {X}K
P |≡Q|vX

Rule 2: Jurisdiction Rule:

P |≡Q|⇒X,P |≡Q|≡X
P |≡X

Rule 3: Nonce-verification Rule:

P |≡#(X), P |≡Q|vX
P |≡Q|≡X

Rule 4: Belief Rule:

P |≡X,P |≡Y
P |≡(X,Y )

Rule 5: Freshness Rule:

P |≡#(X)

P |≡#(X,Y )

Rule 6: Message-sink Rule:

P |≡P K←→ Q,P C {X}K
P C X

P C (X,Y )

P C X

Rule 7: Hash Rule:

P |≡Q|vH(X), P C X

P |≡Q|vX

4.2.2 BAN Logic Analysis of Protocol

There are three participants in our protocol, include
T(tag), (R)reader, and B(background).In the protocol for
RFID system, T stores the public key of R; for NFC sys-
tem, R, which is also as tag now, stores the public key
of T, which is as the reader at the same time. The back-
ground holds the public and private keys of both T and
R, while there is no assumption that communication be-
tween R and B is safe. We use BAN logic to formally
analyze the protocol in following part, which is mainly
divided into message idealization, initialization hypothe-
sis, security goal and certification process.

• Message Idealization:

T C {RR, {RP }RP
, H(y‖T

′

P ‖R
′

P )} (1)

R C {RT , {TP , rT }TP
, H(x‖TP ),

H(y‖T ′P ‖R′P )} (2)

B C {RT , {TP , rT }TP
, H(x‖TP ),

RR, {RP , rR}RP
, H(x‖RP )}

• Initialization Hypothesis:
H1: Validity of the keys

T |≡ T
RP←→ R (3)

R |≡ R
TP←→ T (4)

T |≡ T
T

′
P←→ B

B |≡ B
TP←→ T

R |≡ R
R

′
P←→ B

B |≡ B
RP←→ R
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H2: Authority of the subjects

T |≡ R|⇒RP (5)

R |≡ T |⇒TP (6)

T |≡ B|⇒T
′

P

B |≡ T |⇒TP

R |≡ B|⇒R
′

P

B |≡ R|⇒RP

H3: Freshness of random numbers

T |≡ #(RR) (7)

R |≡ #(RT ) (8)

• Security Goal:
There are two main goal to achieve, where we first to
authenticate the tag, reader and background to each
other, then show that they agree on a session key.

G1: Primary goal

T |≡ T
KT←→ R

R |≡ R
KR←→ T

R |≡ R
KR←→ B

B |≡ B
KB←→ R

where KT = KR = KB .

G2: Secondary goal

T |≡ R|≡T KT←→ R

R |≡ T |≡R KR←→ T

R |≡ B|≡R KR←→ B

B |≡ R|≡B KB←→ R

• Certification Process:
Proof of G1:
From Equations (1), (3), and Rule 1:
P |≡P K←→Q,PC{X}K

P |≡Q|vX . We have

T |≡R|v(RR, {RP }RP
, H(y‖T

′

P ‖R
′

P )) (9)

From Equation (7) and Rule 5: P |≡#(X)
P |≡#(X,Y ) . Derive

T |≡#(RR, {RP }RP
, H(y‖T

′

P ‖R
′

P )) (10)

From Equations (9), (10), and Rule 3:
P |≡#(X),P |≡Q|vX

P |≡Q|≡X . With

T |≡R|≡(RR, {RP }RP
, H(y‖T

′

P ‖R
′

P )) (11)

From Equation (11) and Rules 3, 5. We can get

T |≡R|≡(RP , H(y‖T
′

P ‖R
′

P ))

T |≡R|≡#(RP , H(y‖T
′

P ‖R
′

P ))

From Equations (5) and (6), there is

T |≡T KT←→ R, T |≡#(KT ) (12)

From Equations (2), (4), and Rule 1, have

R|≡T |v{RT , {TP , rT }TP
, H(x‖TP ), H(y‖T

′

P ‖R
′

P )}
(13)

From Equations (13) and (8), get

R|≡T |≡R KR←→ T (14)

From Equations (14) and (6), we know

R|≡R KR←→ T

One part of G1 is certified, proof of the rest can be
obtained by analogy.

Proof of G2

From Equation (1) and Rule 6: PC(X,Y )
PCX . we have

T C H(y‖T
′

P ‖R
′

P ) (15)

From Equations (12), (15), and Rule 1, with

T |≡R|vKT (16)

From Equations (12) and (16) again, we final get

T |≡ R|≡T KT←→ R

R |≡ T |≡R KR←→ T

The similar to the other part of G2.

4.2.3 Conclusion of Formal Analysis

In summary, the BAN logic formal analysis method
proves that the proposed protocol can achieve the ex-
pected goal, and also shows that the protocol is safe and
reliable in theory.

5 Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the performance of the im-
proved protocol from two aspects: The practical advan-
tage and the security comparison with other protocol.

5.1 Practical Advantage

The existing ECC-based security authentication pro-
tocol of RFID face the threat brought by the traditional
computer network even the traditional computer network
communication. So the assumption that the communica-
tion between reader and background is secure, which is
obviously unreasonable. The protocol in our paper aban-
dons this hypothesis and makes it more scientific.
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Beyond that the protocol negotiates the secret key
KT = KR = KB in the authentication process, which fa-
cilitates subsequent communication between each other.
Based on this, the tag can support the reading and writing
function, so that information of the target can be updated
at any time in real life. This is also not available in many
current RFID protocols. All of these improvements makes
the tag can be used as a reader as well, so our protocol
can be applied to NFC systems, which is more practical.

5.2 Security Comparison

We have shown the security analysis of our protocol
above, now we compare our protocol to the latest related
protocols in terms of security [2].

Table 2 shows the security comparison of our protocol
to Zhang et al.’s protocol [29], Liao et al.’s protocol [13],
Liu et al.’s protocol [14] from the necessary security of
RFID system, where ”

√
” means satisfy, ”×” means not

satisfy.

Table 3: Security properties comparison

Requirements [29] [13] [14] Our

Mutual authentication ×
√ √ √

Confidentiality
√ √

×
√

Anonymity
√ √ √ √

Forward security
√ √ √ √

Scalability × × ×
√

Tracking attack
√ √ √ √

DoS attack ×
√

×
√

Spoofing attack
√ √ √ √

Replay attack
√ √ √ √

Mobile environment × × ×
√

As illustrated in Table 3, Zhang et al.’s protocol only
satisfies one-way authentication from the reader to the
tag. Our protocol not only satisfies the two-way authen-
tication of the tag and the reader, but also contents the
mutual authentication among the tag, the reader and the
background. Liu et al.’s protocol doesn’t meet the basic
confidentiality, and our protocol can solve this problem
well. Both Zhang et al.’s protocol and Liu et al.’s proto-
col are not resistant to denial of service attack. Instead,
our protocol is resistant to multiple attacks including de-
nial of service attack. In addition, all of them have no
scalability, which is necessary to the large-scale applica-
tion of RFID in the IoT, while the tag that our protocol
can satisfy and has good scalability. Relatively speak-
ing, our protocol is also applicable to NFC, so only it can
be applied to smart device environments such as mobile
phones.

6 Conclution

A security tripartite authentication protocol based on
ECC of RFID/NFC system is designed in our paper.

Since we assume that the communication between reader
and background is insecure, tag, reader and background
can achieve mutual authentication, which is more sci-
entific and reasonable. Apart from this, they negotiate
a secret co-negotiating key for subsequent communica-
tion. We through qualitative analysis the basic secu-
rity of the protocol, and the result show that our pro-
tocol can provide mutual authentication, confidentiality,
anonymity,etc. As well as resist tracking attack, denial of
service attack, spoofing attack, etc. Then we further for-
mal analyze the security and aim of our protocol by the
BAN logic, while result of the analysis indicated that our
protocol achieves the goals that tripartite authentication
and key agreement. Compare our protocol to the latest
related protocols in security, we can know that our proto-
col has greater security and better availability. Besides,
the protocol, where uses the public key as the identity of
tag or reader can provide and add more information to
it. To sum up, it can not only solve the problem effec-
tively, which current and potential security issues faced
by current RFID systems, but also be applied to NFC
systems.
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Abstract

Cloud Computing has been envisioned as the next-wave
system architectures of IT. Cloud storage service brings
benefit of not only low cost and scalability, but also great
appropriateness for group sharing, such as e-learning re-
source storage. In this paper, a scalable and efficient
group sharing method for public cloud is proposed. It
is based on the key tree approach and the well-known
Diffie-Hellman cryptographic protocol. Security and per-
formance analysis shows that our proposed scheme is se-
cure and highly efficient for public cloud based secure stor-
age.

Keywords: Cloud Storage; Group Key Management;
Group Sharing; Proxy Re-Encryption

1 Introduction

With the development of cloud services and social net-
works, a group can be easily organized between some peo-
ple over Internet due to the same interests, so that group
applications with the aid of cloud servers become possible
and attract more and more attentions [4, 8, 11,18].

Cloud storage is an extensive new service in the field of
cloud computing, which is a distributed file system that
using software integrate various types storage to supply
users with data storage and access service. Users can
easily share their data and reduce the overhead of building
and maintaining their data center.

Despite of the advantages of cloud storage, there are
various challenges on the privacy and security of users’
data. For example,

1) The cloud is usually maintained and managed by a
semi-trusted third party (cloud provider).

2) While it is desirable for the data owner to share
his/her private data with intended recipients, it
presents an even more challenging problem since we
have to make sure that except the intended recipi-

ents, nobody, including the cloud providers, can ob-
tain any useful information from the encrypted data.

In order to ensure that only authorized users can access
the shared data, the data are encrypted using a crypto-
graphic key known as the group key. Data are encrypted
with the group key and stored in the cloud. The group
key should only be known by authenticated and autho-
rized members of a group. Authorized users can download
the encrypted file and decrypt them with the group key.
But how to distribute and update group keys is an im-
portant problems. We can use digital envelope to address
this problem. A digital envelope is a secure electronic
data container that is used to protect a message through
encryption and data authentication. A digital envelope
allows users to encrypt data with the speed of secret key
encryption and the convenience and security of public key
encryption. For example, when Bob wants to send a con-
fidential message M to Alice, she can generate a digital
envelop for M and send the envelop to Alice. On the
sender’s side the procedure is as follows:

1) Bob randomly generates a secret key K.

2) Bob encrypts M with K, E(K,M).

3) Bob encrypts K with Alice’s public key E(PubA,K).

4) Bob concatenates E(K,M) with E(PubA,K) and
sends the result to Alice as digital envelop.

Upon receipt of E(K,M) and E(PubA,K), Alice uses her
private key PRA to decrypt the message. The procedure
is as follows:

1) Alice decrypts E(PubA,K),K) with PRA.

2) Alice decrypts E(K,M) with K. The result is M.

Before uploading a file to cloud servers, the data owner
symmetrically encrypts the file with a randomly chosen
session key. The data owner also uploads a digital enve-
lope. Group members should timely get the updated key
from cloud servers to get the group private key. When a
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group member requests to download a file, he/she sends
a request to cloud servers. Cloud servers respond with
a random number. The group member uses the cur-
rent agreed group private key to sign the number. Cloud
servers use the agreed group public key to verify the sig-
nature. If passed, they send the encrypted file and the
specific digital envelope to the member. Mi open the en-
velop and get the requested file [15].

The architecture of secure shared cloud storage is
shown in Figure 1 [15] where the group leader opens up
a sharing area in the cloud to form a group application.
Then, he/she grants the group members the right to im-
plement data management. All the data in this group
are available to all the group members, while they remain
private towards the outsiders of the group including the
cloud provider. To prevent the cloud provider to access
the original date, proxy re-encryption is used to provide
ciphertext updating in cloud environment. By this way,
most computational intensive operations of ciphertext up-
dating can be transferred to cloud servers, without reveal
any content of ciphertext to the cloud provider.

Proxy re-encryption is a technique which allows a semi-
trusted server transform the ciphertexts encrypted by one
party’s public keys into proxy ciphertexts encrypted by
another party’s public keys [2,3,5,10]. Under this circum-
stance, the two parties can conduct secure data sharing
over the same plaintext without exchanging their private
keys or worrying about sensitive data leakage in the semi-
trusted server. Proxy re-encryption is an cryptographic
primitive in which one person (Take the user A for ex-
ample) allows a semi-trusted cloud provider to reencrypt
his/her message that will be sent to another designated
person (Take the user B for example). A should gener-
ate a proxy re-encryption key by combining his/her secret
key with B’s public key. This re-encryption key is used by
the proxy as input of the re-encryption function, which is
executed to convert a ciphertext encrypted under A’s pub-
lic key into another ciphertext that can be decrypted by
B’s private key. Except for converting, the proxy (cloud
provider) cannot see the underlying data contents.

Figure 1: Network model

There are two kinds of users:

1) Group Leader: Only one group leader in a group,
who is the group creator. The group leader buys
or obtains storage and computing resource from the
cloud provider.

2) Group member: Each group member can implement
file download and upload operations in the group.

Each group member can get some related public informa-
tion from cloud servers and compute the group key pair.
The group membership can change overtime: each group
member except the group leader can leave or apply to
join the group at his/her will. All group members can
negotiate a group key pair (the group public key and the
group private key) with the help of cloud servers. This
group key pair is used to protect the data shared in the
group. Group members’ leaving and joining can launch
key updating process. Every time a membership change
occurs, the group key must be changed to ensure back-
ward and forward secrecy. Backwards secrecy guarantees
that a new member joining the group does not have access
to any old group keys. This ensures that a member cannot
decrypt messages sent before it joins the group. Forward
secrecy requires that a member leaving the group does not
have access to any future group keys. This ensures that
a member cannot decrypt future messages after it leaves
the group.

Some researchers have emphasized the integrity and
availability of outsourced data. Wang proposed a homo-
morpic distributed verification protocol using pseudoran-
dom data to ensure cloud storage security [13]. The pro-
tocol focuses on the storage correctness as well as veri-
fies misbehaving servers. However, Pseudorandom data
does not cover the entire data while identifies the cloud
servers, some data corruptions maybe missing such that
the protocol do not provide full protection for cloud stor-
age. Kamara proposed a framework of a cryptographic
storage service which considers the issue of building a se-
cure cloud storage service on cloud infrastructure where
the service provider is not fully trusted by the user [6].
It is made up of three basic components and realizes en-
cryption storage and integrity validation by a group of
protocols. However, this method is hard to build since it
considers at a high level, needs to modify lots of the source
code of cloud storage platform. In addition, users have to
query data owner to access the shared data, which will
make a communication bottleneck as the number of users
increases rapidly. Yeh proposed a secure group communi-
cation and data sharing scheme using public key cryptog-
raphy [17]. However, using such asymmetric cryptogra-
phy in group needs a PKI infrastructure and the trusted
Certificate Authority in the system and each entity need
to query the public key of other entity, which will be a
overhead as large amount of group members.

Ateniese [1] proposed a proxy re-encryption scheme to
manage distributed file systems that attempt to achieve
secure data storage in the semi-trusted party. Based on
bilinear maps, the scheme offers improved security guar-
antees. An example of group data sharing in cloud com-
puting was proposed by Liu [9]. In [9], a secure scheme
was proposed to support anonymous data sharing in cloud
computing. In this paper, we proposed a scheme named
CTDH, Our scheme supports the updating of the group
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key pair whenever group members joining or leaving. Our
approach transfers most of the computational complex-
ity and communication overhead of group key updates to
cloud servers without leaking their privacy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we proposed the group sharing method. The
security proof of the scheme is also provided. We ana-
lyze the performance of the proposed scheme in Section
3. Section 4 summarizes the paper.

2 Our Proposed Group Sharing
Method

The group is composed of the entity with similar inter-
est or common purpose such as society, work-group, or
e-learning team. Initially, the group manager as group
leader takes charge of key management activities includ-
ing key generation and key updating. We assume that the
group key creation and updates are proceeded in secure
channel.

Our scheme uses the key tree structure for scalability
and minimal key computation and distribution. It em-
ploys the Diffie-Hellman (DH) cryptographic algorithm
to avoid the need of setting up a shared key between a
member and its group leader. Although each member con-
tributes to the group key, the group leader is responsible
for generating and distributing partial keys.

Our scheme is similar to TGDH [7,12] with respect to
the use of the key tree structure and the DH algorithm.
They differ in several aspects, as follows:

• In our scheme, the group leader is responsible for
computing and distributing the partial keys to the
group when a new member joins or an existing mem-
ber leaves. In TGDH, when a new member joins the
group, the current right-most member in the logical
key tree is responsible for computing and distributing
the partial keys to the other members of the group.

• In TGDH, each member in the group needs to store
the entire key tree. In our scheme, only the group
leader needs to store the key tree. Each member
needs to store only the partial keys of the nodes on
the path from itself to the root of the key tree.

• Because the group key updates are now done by the
group leader in our scheme instead by the right-most
member, each intermediate node in the logical key
tree requires two secret keys. These secret keys are
changed whenever the partial key associated with the
intermediate node needs to be updated upon a join
or leave event. The use of these secret keys at inter-
mediate nodes is described in Section 2.1.2.

• It has been shown that the key tree approach gives
best performance with 4-ary trees [14, 16]. However,
TGDH must work only on binary trees in order to
maintain the optimal number of rekeying computa-
tions and messages. Our scheme, on the other hand,

can support trees of any degree without affecting the
complexity of key computation and communication.

In the following sub-sections, we discuss how the group
key is computed and updated upon join and leave opera-
tions.

2.1 Group Key Generation

2.1.1 Key Tree

The key tree is a logical data structure.

The nodes are numbered as follows. Ki,j denotes the
content of node < i, j >.

Each leaf node < i, j > is associated with a group
member and contains the member’s secret key (which is
generated by the member himself) denoted by si,j .

Ki,j = si,j . (1)

In the logical key tree displayed by Figure 2, the leaf nodes
contain the secret keys s3,0, ...s3,3, s2,2 and s2,3 of the six
group members.

The content of each non-leaf node < i, j > is called
a proper key and computed from the contents of its two
children < i+ 1, 2j > and < i+ 1, 2j + 1 > in a recursive
manner:

Ki,j = f(Ki+1,2j ,Ki+1,2j+1). (2)

For example, K1,1 = f(s2,2, s2,3).

By this recursive definition, the proper key Ki,j of a
non-leaf node < i, j > is made up of the secret keys of the
group members in the subtree rooted at node < i, j >.
For instance, K1,0 is the result of s3,0, ..., s3,3.

The content of the root node < 0, 0 > is the group
key used by the data source to encode a message and by
the group members to decode the message. The group
key K0,0 is made up of the secret keys of all the group
members (i.e., the leaf nodes).

M4 

<2,1> 

<1,1> <1,0> 

<0,0> 

M5 

<2,2> <2,3> 

M1 M2 M0 

<3,0> <3,1> 

M3 

<3,2> <3,3> 

<2,0> 

Figure 2: A logical key tree

In the logic key tree, we denote the group key K(0, 0)
and gK(0, 0) as the group private key PrKG and group
public key PuKg. The established group key pair is
shared by all group members: PrKG = K0,0 and PuKG
= gK(0, 0).
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2.1.2 Group Key Generation

Each member contributes a share to the group key, but
the group leader computed required partial keys and dis-
tribute to the whole group. Each member extracts the
necessary partial keys from the leader’s broadcast mes-
sage, then combines with his own secret key to compute
the group key as follows.

The required variable for each leaf node is following:

• Each member < i, j > generates its own secret key
si,j to contribute towards the group key. It sends
gsi,j to the leader only.

Each non-leaf node < i, j > requires the following vari-
ables:

• a proper key Ki,j computed by the leader. The
computation of Ki,j is different from that in TGDH
though, as will be shown shortly.

• a secret key Si,j generated by the leader for node
< i, j >. The leader generates a new key Si,j when
Ki,j needs to be updated (i.e., node < i, j > is on the
path from the root to the joining/leaving member in
the key tree).

• a hidden key Ri,j , also generated by the leader for
node < i, j >. The hidden key Ri,j is updated along
with the secret key Si,j .

Each member < i, j > also has a proper key Ki,j , where
Ki,j = si,j , the secret key created by the member himself.

If node < i, j > is a non-leaf node, its proper key Ki,j

is computed from Si,j , Ri,j and the two proper keys of
the two children of nodes < i, j > as follows:

Ki,j = (gRi,j × gKi+1,2j )Si,j × (gSi,j )Ki+1,2j+1

= (gRi,j × gKi+1,2j+1)Si,j × (gSi,j )Ki+1,2j .

The group key K0,0 is computed recursively using Equa-
tions (1) and (2).

Note that the proper key Ki,j of node < i, j > contains
the proper keys of its two children Ki+1,2j and Ki+1,2j+1.
In addition, it contains the secret key Si,j and hidden key
Ri,j generated by the leader.

If we would like to use the concept of blinded keys as
in TGDH, we can re-write Ki,j as follows:

Ki,j = Bi+1,2j × (gSi,j )Ki+1,2j+1

= Bi+1,2j+1 × (gSi,j )Ki+1,2j ,

where

Bi+1,2j = (gRi,j × gKi+1,2j )Si,j ,

and

Bi+1,2j+1 = (gRi,j × gKi+1,2j+1)Si,j

The secret key Si,j and the hidden key Ri,j generated
by the leader are used to assure that as long as the leader’s
contribution is chosen at random, even a coalition of all

other parties will not be able to have any means of con-
trolling the final value of the group key. Therefore, the
protocol are fairer and more secure in order to prevent
some parties having any kind of advantage over the oth-
ers.

Group key pair will then be calculated as the group
public key PrKG = K0,0 and the group private key PuKg
= gK(0, 0). The group leader generates a shared secret
key K, encrypts shared data with K. The group leader
then encrypt K with the group public key PrKG and up-
load the digital envelop and the encrypted data to the
cloud.

2.2 CTDH Implementation

2.2.1 Group Key Refresh/Reinforce

The group key may need to change periodically and may
not be related to any change of group membership. The
purpose of refreshing the group key periodically is to pre-
vent an adversary from having a sufficient time or re-
sources to break the key. This process is initiated and
performed by the group leader which generates a new se-
cret key and a new hidden key, computes and multicasts
the blinded value to the whole group. We show the group
key refresh/reinforce operation below.

• Randomly choosing a non-leaf node < i, j > and gen-
erating a new secret key S′i,j and a new hidden key
R′i,j to replace Si,j and Ri,j .

• Updating the proper keys and partial keys as a result
of the above secret key and hidden key changes.

• Broadcasting the updated partial keys and gS
′
i,j to

all members in the group.

• Each member re-computes the group key using the
algorithm described in Section 2.1.2.

2.2.2 Join

When a new member joins the group, the member will
sends a join request to the group leader. The join request
triggers the rekeying procedure. The leader determines
the insertion point in the key tree. It then adds a new
member node and a new internal node. Once the key
tree is updated, the leader generates a secret key Si,j and
a hidden key Ri,j for the new internal node < i, j >.
Next, the leader computes all blinded keys and broadcast
them with gSi,j (Si,j is the secret key of new internal node
< i, j >). All members can then compute the new group
key.

Group members do not need to maintain a copy of
the key tree like in TGDH as they only need to know the
blinded keys of its sibling along the path to the root node.
Also the future rekeying does not require member having
addition information about the key tree. Thus, CTDH
only requires member to know the least information to
compute the group key.
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Figure 3: An example of CTDH implementation

Following is an example that illustrates the rekeying
operations.

In Figure 3, when member M3 wishes to join the group
by sending its own blinded key to the group leader. The
group leader performs the following operations to update
the group key:

• Creating two new nodes as children of node <1, 1>.

• Moving M2 and its proper key from node <1, 1> to
node <2, 2>.

• Assigning node <2, 3> to the new member M3.
Member M3 generates its own secret key s2,3 and
sends gs2,3 to the group leader.

• In general, the proper keys of the nodes on the path
from the new member to the root are updated. Since
node <1, 1> becomes a non-leaf node, the group
leader needs to assign it with a secret key S1,1 and a
hidden key R1,1.

• Updating the following blinded keys as a result of the
above secret key and hidden key changes and tree
restructuring: B2,2, B2,3 (two newly created partial
keys) and B1,1. Note that the blinded keys B2,0,
B2,1, B1,0 are not changed. The new blinded keys
B2,2, B2,3 and B1,1 are computed as follows:

B2,2 = (gR1,1 × gs2,2)S1,1

B2,3 = (gR1,1 × gs2,3)S1,1

B1,1 = (gR0,0 × gK1,1)S0,0 .

• Broadcasting the updated blinded keys B2,2,
B2,3,B1,0, B1,1 and gS1,1 to all members in the group.
Each member re-computes the group key using the
algorithm described in Section 2.1.2.

For example, member M0 and M1 can compute the
new group key as follows:

K0,0 = B1,1 × (gS0,0)K1,0

Member M2 and M3 can compute K1,1, K0,0 as fol-
lows:

K1,1 = B2,3 × (gS1,1)s2,2

= B2,2 × (gS1,1)s2,3

K0,0 = B1,0 × (gS0,0)K1,1

The group key pair shared by all group members will
then be updated as the group private key PrKG = K0,0

and the group public key PuKg = gK(0, 0).

2.2.3 Leave

When an existing member leaves the group, the group key
needs to be changed as well. We start with n member
and assume member Ml leaves the group. The leader in
this case first update the key tree by deleting the leaf
node corresponding to Ml. The former sibling of Ml is
promoted to replace Ml’s parent node. That is to say that
an internal node, the parent of Ml, is also deleted. Once
the key tree is updated, the leader generates a new secret
key Si,j and a new hidden key Ri,j for the new parent
node < i, j > of Ml’s former sibling. Next, the leader
computes all blinded keys and broadcast them with gSi,j

.
This allows all members to compute the new group key.

Looking at the setting that Figure 3 shows, if member
M3 leaves the group, the leader performs the following
rekeying procedures.

First, node < 1, 1 >, < 2, 3 > are deleted. After up-
dating the key tree, the leader picks a new secret key S0,0

and a new hidden key R0,0 for node < 0, 0 >.

• Removing node < 2, 3 >.

• Replace internal node < 1, 1 > with member M2’s
node.

• Generate a new secret key S′0,0 and a new hidden key
R′0,0 for node < 0, 0 >. As node < 1, 1 > becomes
a leaf node, no secret key generated by the leader
are needed for this node. Thus, previously generated
secret key R<1,1> and S<1,1> by the group leader are
discarded.

• Updating the proper keys K<0,0> (the group key) as
a result of the above tree restructuring. In general,
the proper keys of the nodes on the path from the
new member to the root are updated.

• Updating the partial keys B<1,0>, B<1,1> as a result
of the above secret key changes and tree restructur-
ing.

B1,0 = (gR
′
0,0 × gK1,0)S

′
0,0

B1,1 = (gR
′
0,0 × gs1,1)S

′
0,0

• Broadcasting the updated partial keys B1,0, B1,1,

and gS
′
0,0 to all members in the group. Each mem-

ber re-computes the group key using the algorithm
described in Section 2.1.2.

For example, member M0 and M1 can compute the
new group key as follows:

K<0,0> = B<1,1>(gS
′
<0,0>)K<1,0>

Member M2 can compute the new group key as fol-
lows:

K<0,0> = B<1,0>(gS
′
<0,0>)s<1,1>
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The group key pair shared by all group members will then
be updated as the group public key PuKg = gK(0, 0) and
the group private key PrKG = K0,0.

2.2.4 Updates on the Cloud Server

When a group member joins or leaves, all digital en-
velopes related to the sharing data in this group should
be also updated and encrypted by the new group pub-
lic key. After the group public key and the group pri-
vate key are updated, the group leader will re-compute a
proxy re-encryption key from the version of group public
key (PuKG) used in the existing digital envelopes to the
new updated version (PuKG1). The leader then uploads
the updated information into the cloud. With this proxy
re-encryption key, cloud servers can update all existing
digital envelopes to be encrypted under the new updated
group public key PuKG1. This method can delegate most
of the computation intensive operations to cloud servers
without disclosing the encrypted data contents and keys
in all digital envelopes.

2.2.5 Upload and Download Data

Before uploading a file to cloud servers, the data owner
encrypts the file with a randomly chosen session key K.
Together with uploading the encrypted sharing file the
data owner also uploads a digital envelope (asymmetri-
cally encrypt the session key K with the group public key
PuKG), which is currently used.

When a group member requests to download a file
he/she sends a request to cloud servers. Cloud servers
send the encrypted file and the specific digital envelope
to the group member. The group member decrypts the
digital envelop to get key K and then decrypts the request
file using key K.

2.3 Security Proof

Assuming the DH algorithm is secure, we show that
CTDH is secure using a binary tree as an example. In
this proof, all operations are assumed to be performed
mod p.

Theorem 1. Let T be a key tree of height m. l be the level
of T . Let s0, . . . , sn be secret keys of the members of the
group. The shared group key K derived by any member
in the application of CTDH is secure.

Proof. The proof is based on induction over level l (1 ≤
l ≤ m).

Base Case: l = 1. Let member M0 and M1 be rooted at
node < m− 1, 0 > as shown in figure 4. Denote the
secret keys of M0 and M1 as sm,0 = s0 and sm,1 = s1
respectively. Let Sm−1,0 and Rm−1,0 be the secret
key and hidden key of the node < m− 1, 0 > gener-
ated by the group leader. We show that the shared
key K derived by any member in the group is secure.
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Figure 4: An example of group key calculation

The group leader computes the blinded key for member
M0 and M1 as follows.

Bm,0 = (gRm−1,0 × gsm,0)Sm−1,0 ,

and
Bm,1 = (gRm−1,0 × gsm,1)Sm−1,0 .

After receiving Bm,0, Bm,1 and gSm−1,0 broadcast by the
group leader, member M0 can derive the shared key as
K = Km−1,0 = Bm,1 × (gSm−1,0)sm,0 .

Since the shared key Km−1,0 requires member Mm,0’s
secret key, any passive adversary who gets the broadcast
message cannot derive the group key without knowing
that secret key.

In case the broadcast message is captured, the adver-
sary tries to use Bm,0, Bm,1 and gSm−1,0 to derive the
shared key Km−1,0. Since (gSm−1,0)sm,0 is the result of
the two party Diffie-Hellman key exchange, which is as-
sumed to be indistinguishable in polynomial time from a
random number.

Moreover, from the public known information of Bm,0,
Bm,1 and gSm−1,0 , the adversary also cannot derived the
shared key Km−1,0 because the hidden key Rm−1,0 has
never been released to anyone, even the group member.
Only the group leader knows what the hidden key it fac-
tors into the shared key. Thus, from the broadcast infor-
mation itself, the adversary cannot derive the shared key.
Therefore, the shared key Km−1,0 is secure.

Induction hypothesis: The shared key K derived by
any member in the application of CTDH, at level
l = n− 1 (n ≥ 2)is secure.

Induction step: At level l = n, Km−n+1,0 and
Km−n+1,1 are the shared values of two subtrees
rooted at node < m−n+1, 0 > and < m−n+1, 1 >,
respectively.
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The group leader computes the blinded key for node <
m− n + 1, 0 > and < m− n + 1, 1 > as follows

Bm−n+1,0 = (gRm−n,0 × gsm−n+1,0)Sm−n,0 ,

and

Bm−n+1,1 = (gRm−n,0 × gsm−n+1,1)Sm−n,0

respectively.

After receiving Bm−n+1,0, Bm−n+1,1 and gSm−n,0

broadcast by the group leader, any member (such as M0)
who belongs to the subtree rooted at node < m−n+1, 0 >
can derive the shared key at level n as follows:

K<m−n,0> = Bm−n+1,1 × (gSm−n,0)Km−n+1,0 .

From the induction hypothesis above, we know that
Km−n+1,0 is secure and only known by the member who
are the children of this subtrees. Thus, the shared group
key K<m−n,0> at level n is secure. We can conclude that
the shared key of any level l (1 ≤ l ≥ m) is secure. There-
fore, the shared group key K = K0,0 of level m derived by
any member in the application of CTDH is secure. Fur-
thermore, if extending the inductive method to n-ary key
tree, we can apply the same derivation method and show
that the derived group key of n-ary key tree is secure as
well.

Theorem 2. When a new member joins or an exiting
member leaves the group, the application of CTDH is still
secure. We use Figure 3 as an an example to shown that
CTDH provide backward secrecy and forward secrecy.

First, CTDH provides backward secrecy. Backward se-
crecy states that a new member who knows the current
group key cannot derive any previous group keys. In Fig-
ure 3, once a new member M3 joins the key tree, the group
leader for this join event generates a new secret key and
a new hidden key and must involve the new member’s se-
cret key into the new group key, consequently, previous
group key is changed. Therefore, the information learned
by the new member with respect to the prior key tree is
exactly same as the information of an outsider. Hence,
the new member does not gain any advantage compared
to a passive adversary.

Second, CTDH provides forward secrecy. Forward se-
crecy requires that a member who knows a contiguous
subset of old group keys cannot discover subsequent group
keys once it leaves the group. In Figure 3, once the current
member M3 leaves the group, the group leader refreshes
the secret key and hidden key, therefore, all keys known
to leaving members will be changed accordingly. More-
over, the new group key will subtract the member M3’s
secret. Thus, the information learned by M3 with respect
to the new key tree is exactly same as the information
of a passive adversary. This proves that CTDH provides
both backward and forward secrecy.

3 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our proposed CTDH protocol
with Tree-based Group Diffie-Hellman (TGDH) protocol
in terms of computation and communication costs.

3.1 Computation Analysis

Table 1 shows computation comparison between TGDH
and CTDH when a new member joins the group or an
existing member leaves the group. CTDH needs to com-
pute 3 log2 n + 3 exponentials while 4 log2 n exponen-
tials are required by TGDH upon joining. Upon leav-
ing, 2 log2 n+ 1 exponentials are computed using CTDH,
where 3 log2 n− 3 exponentials are needed by TGDH.

Table 1: Computation comparison

Description TGDH CTDH
Group Leader 2 log2 n log2 n + 3
Existing member at most at most

Join log2 n− 1 log2 n− 1
New member log2 n + 1 log2 n + 1
Total exponentials 4 log2 n 3 log2 n + 3
Group Leader 2 log2 n− 2 log2 n + 2

Leave Existing member at most at most
log2 n− 1 log2 n− 1

Total exponentials 3 log2 n− 3 2 log2 n + 1

Figure 5 shows that if there are 8 members before a
new member joins the group, CTDH has same exponen-
tial computation as TGDH. Only if there is less than 8
members in the group before new member joins, TGDH
requires 1 or 2 exponential computations less than CTDH.
Since these 1 or 2 more exponentials are actually com-
puted by the powerful node in CTDH, they should not
cause any big delay comparing with TGDH. If there is
more than 8 member in the group before new member
joins, CTDH outperforms TGDH.

Figure 6 shows that if there are 16 members before
a member leaves the group, CTDH has same exponen-
tial computation as TGDH. Only if there are less than 4
members in the group before anyone leaves, TGDH re-
quires 1 or 2 exponential computations less than CTDH.
Since group leader is much more powerful than a mobile
device in terms of computation, memory, power supply,
these 1 or 2 exponentials should not cause any big de-
lay comparing with TGDH. If the gorup has more than
16 members before a member leaves, CTDH outperforms
TGDH.

3.2 Communication Analysis

Upon member joins the group, TGDH needs 2 broad-
cast messages to distribute the partial keys, while CTDH
needs 1 unicast and 1 broadcast to update the partial
keys. Although CTDH and TGDH require same number
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of messages, one unicast has less communication cost than
a broadcast when sending same size message.

A more relevant measure for a group key management
is the latency that a user experiences from the moment
the group change was detected, until the new secure group
is established. This time is greater than only analytical
cryptographic cost, since it includes network latency. Our
simulation results in Figures 7- 8 shows that CTDH pro-
vides best communication efficiency. Thus, CTDH per-
form much better than TGDH in terms of communication
delay upon joining or leaving.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, a scalable and efficient group sharing
method, CTDH, is proposed for public cloud. CTDH is
scalable and efficient thanks to the key tree structure.
It uses the contributory approach based on the Diffie-
Hellman cryptographic algorithm to avoid the need of
setting up pairwise secure channels among members We
briefly analyze the security and performance of CTDH.
We conclude that CTDH not only provides same level
of security as TGDH, but also outperforms TGDH in
terms of computation and communication costs. In the
future, we would like to present a secure and fault-tolerant
key agreement for group data sharing in a cloud storage
scheme.
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Abstract

At Eurocrypt’06, Groth et al. have proposed one non-
interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proof system for plain-
text being 0 or 1 [its revision published by J. ACM,
59(3), 1-35, 2012]. Based on the system, they presented
the first perfect NIZK argument system for any NP lan-
guage and the first secure NIZK argument with univer-
sal composability for any NP language in the presence of
a dynamic/adaptive adversary. In this note, we remark
that in the scheme the prover is not compelled to invoke
any trapdoor key to generate witnesses. The mechanism
is dramatically different from the previous works, such
as Blum-Feldman-Micali proof system and Blum-Santis-
Micali-Persiano proof system. We find if the trapdoor key
is available to the prover then he can cheat the verifier to
accept a false claim. The characteristic is essentially in-
compatible with the general primitive of zero-knowledge
proof, which does not require any extra trust.

Keywords: Bilinear Groups with Composite Order; Ex-
tended Euclid Algorithm; Non-interactive Zero-knowledge
Proof; Subgroup Decision Problem

1 Introduction

Non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proof in the com-
mon random string model, introduced by Blum et al. [4],
plays a key role in many constructions, including digital
signatures [11, 25], E-voting [14], Shuffle [2, 27], polyno-
mial evaluation [3], arithmetic circuits [7,8] and multiple-
party computation [1, 9, 20, 26]. In 1988, Blum et al. [4]
constructed some computational NIZK proof systems for
proving a single statement about any NP language. In
1991, they [5] presented the first computational NIZK
proof system for multiple theorems. These systems are
based on the hardness of deciding quadratic residues mod-
ulo a composite number. In 1998, Kilian and Petrank [21]

designed an efficient noninteractive zero-knowledge proof
system for NP with general assumptions.

In 1999, Feige et al. [10] developed a method to con-
struct computational NIZK proof systems based on any
trapdoor permutation. Goldreich et al. [13] discussed
the possibility of converting a statistical zero knowledge
(SZK) proof into a NIZK proof. In 2001, Santis et
al. [23, 24] investigated the robustness and randomness-
optimal characterization of some NIZK proof systems.
In 2003, Sahai and Vadhan [22] presented an interesting
survey on SZK. Groth et al. [15,16,19] designed some lin-
ear algebra with sub-linear zero-knowledge arguments and
short pairing-based NIZK arguments. In 2015, Gentry et
al. [12] discussed the problem of using fully homomorphic
hybrid encryption to minimize NIZK proofs.

At Eurocrypt’06, Groth, Ostrovsky and Sahai [17] de-
signed a popular NIZK proof system for plaintext being 0
or 1 using bilinear groups with composite order. The
refined version [18] was published by Journal of ACM
in 2012. The behind intractability of this work is the sub-
group decision problem introduced by Boneh et al. [6].
Based on the basic NIZK proof system, they presented
one NIZK proof for circuit satisfiability. Furthermore,
they constructed the first perfect NIZK argument system
for any NP language and the first secure NIZK argument
with universal composability for any NP language in the
presence of a dynamic/adaptive adversary. They claimed
it has resolved a central open problem concerning NIZK
protocols.

In this note, we show that in Groth-Ostrovsky-Sahai
proof system the prover is not compelled to invoke any
trapdoor key to generate witnesses. The mechanism was
dramatically different from the previous works, such as
Blum-Feldman-Micali proof system [4] and Blum-Santis-
Micali-Persiano proof system [5]. They did adopt a differ-
ent security model although it was not specified explicitly.
We also find that if the trapdoor key is available to the
prover then he can cheat the verifier to accept a false
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claim. The characteristic is radically incompatible with
the general primitive of zero-knowledge proof. That is,
the popular NIZK proof system requires extra trust to
set its parameters. This shortcoming renders itself vul-
nerable to inner attacks.

2 Review of Groth-Ostrovsky-
Sahai NIZK Proof System

The system [17] can be described as follows.

• Common reference string. Let G,G1 be two cyclic
groups of order n, where n = pq and p, q are primes
such that it is difficult to factor n. ê : G×G→ G1 is a
bilinear map. We require that ê(g, g) is a generator of
G1 if g is a generator of G. Pick a generator h ∈ Gq,
where Gq ⊂ G is of order q. The common reference
string is σ = (n,G,G1, ê, g, h).

• Statement. The statement is an element c ∈ G. The
claim is that there exists a pair (m,w) ∈ Z2 so m ∈
{0, 1} and c = gmhw.

Proof. Given (σ, c,m,w), check m ∈ {0, 1} and c =
gmhw. Return failure if check fails. It proceeds as
follows. Pick r ∈ Z∗n, compute

π1 = hr

π2 = (g2m−1hw)wr
−1

π3 = gr.

Return π = (π1, π2, π3).

• Verification. Given the parameter σ and c, π, check
c ∈ G, π ∈ G3, and verify that

ê(c, cg−1) = ê(π1, π2)

ê(π1, g) = ê(h, π3).

Correctness . It is easy to check that

ê(c, cg−1) = ê(gmhw, gm−1hw)

= ê(g, g)m(m−1)ê(g, h)(2m−1)wê(h, h)w
2

ê(π1, π2) = ê(hr, (g2m−1hw)wr
−1

)

= ê(g, h)(2m−1)wê(h, h)w
2

If m ∈ {0, 1}, then ê(c, cg−1) = ê(π1, π2).

If m 6∈ {0, 1}, it seems that Alice has to solve the dis-
crete logarithms among ê(g, h), ê(g, g), ê(h, h), which are
reduced to the discrete logarithm of h to g. This possi-
bility can be eradicated in advance by asking Alice and
Bob agree to a random seed to a pseudorandom generator
for generating g. Based on the observations, Groth et al.
concluded that the scheme was secure against either the
prover’s attack or the verifier’s attack.

3 Analysis of Groth-Ostrovsky-
Sahai NIZK Proof System

For convenience, we will call the prover, Alice, and the
verifier, Bob. We now consider the following problems.

3.1 What is the True Statement

Give c ∈ G, Alice claims that c is of the form gmhw for
some (m,w) ∈ {0, 1}×Zn. This is equivalent to checking
whether c or c/g is in the subgroup Gq.

If the trapdoor key q is available, then it suffices to
check that

cq = 1, or (c/g)q = 1.

However, the trapdoor key cannot be directly shown to
Bob. Hence, Alice has to produce some witnesses to con-
vince Bob of that c or c/g is indeed in the subgroup Gq.

3.2 How to Understand the Phrase of
“Common Reference String”

The notion of “common reference string” used in NIZK
model can be traced back to [5]. It had stressed that

The moral is that one must be careful when
using the same set-up, i.e., common reference
string, and the same pair (x, y), to prove an “un-
limited” number of formulae to be satisfiable.

Apparently, “common reference string” represents the
same set-up known to the prover and the verifier. But
it does not specify whether or not there is any trapdoor
key related to the common reference string.

Recalling Blum-Santis-Micali-Persiano proof system [5]
and its like, we find they have not any trapdoor key at
all. For readers’ convenience, we now briefly relate Blum-
Santis-Micali-Persiano proof system as follows.

Common reference string. The random string is ρ =
ρ1ρ2 · · · ρn2 , each ρi has length n.

Statement. The odd number x < n is a composite of
two different primes p, q. Assume that |J+1

x | = |J−1x |,
where

J+1
x =

{
y ∈ Z∗x | Jacobi symbol

(
y

x

)
= 1

}
,

J−1x =

{
y ∈ Z∗x | Jacobi symbol

(
y

x

)
= −1

}
and Z∗x = {1, 2, · · · , x − 1}. Alice knows p, q and
wants to convince Bob of this fact while preventing
Bob from knowing p, q.

Proof. Alice picks y < x such that
(
y
x

)
= 1 and y is not

a quadratic residue of x. She then computes
(
ρi
x

)
for

i = 1, 2, · · · , n2. If
(
ρi
x

)
= 1, compute si such that

s2i = ρi mod x or s2i = yρi mod x. Send these si and
x, y to Bob.
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Verification. Bob checks that x is not a perfect square.
Verify that

(
y
x

)
= 1 and the number of si is greater

than 3n. He then checks that each
(
ρi
x

)
= 1 and

s2i = ρi mod x or s2i = yρi mod x.

It is easy to find that in [5] there is not any trapdoor key
related to the setup. We refer to Table 1 for the big differ-
ences between Blum-Santis-Micali-Persiano proof system
and Groth-Ostrovsky-Sahai proof system.

Clearly, Blum-Santis-Micali-Persiano proof system
needs only a very simple common reference string, and
Alice has to make use of her private key (the factors of x)
to generate witnesses. To the contrary, Groth-Ostrovsky-
Sahai proof system needs a very complicated common ref-
erence string associated with a trapdoor key.

The model introduced by Blum et al. is more suitable
to practical applications because it does not require any
extra trust. But the model considered by Groth et al.
entails the verifier to trust that the related trapdoor key
cannot be accessed to the prover (see the discussion in the
following sections). The requirement does contradict the
general assumptions for zero-knowledge proof.

3.3 Alice is not Compelled to Invoke Any
Trapdoor Key

It is easy to find that Alice does not invoke the trapdoor
key (p, q) to generate witnesses. Besides, the system does
not specify who is responsible for generating the common
reference string. So, it is reasonable to assume that there
is a third-party, Cindy, who generates the common refer-
ence string. Note that Cindy is not fully trustable and
she knows the trapdoor key. Otherwise, the presence of
a fully trustable party is indeed incompatible with the
primitive of zero-knowledge proof system.

3.4 Alice and Cindy Can Conspire to
Cheat Bob

Can Cindy form an alliance with Alice? If so, we now
show that Alice and Cindy can conspire to cheat Bob to
accept a false claim.

Suppose that Alice picks an integer r and sets

π1 = hr

π3 = gr

c = gα1hα2

π2 = gβ1hβ2 ,

where α1, α2, β1, β2 are to be determined. Since

ê(c, cg−1) = ê(gα1hα2 , gα1−1hα2)

= ê(g, g)α1(α1−1)ê(g, h)α1α2+α2(α1−1)

·ê(h, h)α
2
2 ,

ê(π1, π2) = ê(hr, gβ1hβ2)

= ê(h, g)rβ1 ê(h, h)rβ2 ,

it suffices for Alice to solve the following equations α1(α1 − 1) = 0 mod n
2α1α2 − α2 = rβ1 mod n (1)

α2
2 = rβ2 mod n

for those exponents. The authors [17] mistakenly thought
that α1 in the equations (1) has to take 0 or 1.

In fact, armed with the trapdoor key p, q, Alice can
obtain k, ` using extended Euclid algorithm such that

kq − `p = 1.

She sets α1 = kq. Clearly,

α1(α1 − 1) = kq(kq − 1) = kq`p ≡ 0 mod n.

She then picks β1 < n and computes

α2 = rβ1(2kq − 1)−1 mod n

β2 = α2
2r
−1 mod n.

It is easy to check that the above values c, π1, π2, π3 pass
the original verification.

Obviously, α1 = kq 6= 0, 1. Besides,

(gα1)q = (gkq)q = (g`p+1)q = gq 6= 1, i.e., gα1 6∈ Gq.

Thus, there does not exist an integer α′ such that

gα1 = hα
′
.

That means c = gα1hα2 cannot be eventually expressed as
hw1 or ghw2 . Therefore, the adversary can cheat Bob to
accept the false claim c = gα1hα2 , where α1 6= 0 or 1.

4 Conclusion

We remark that the Groth-Ostrovsky-Sahai proof system
adopts an artificial security model due to the existence
of trapdoor key related to the common reference string.
Under the strong assumption that the adversary cannot
access to the trapdoor key, the proof system seems secure.
But the assumption is ultimately incompatible with the
general primitive of zero-knowledge proof which does not
require any extra trust, and makes the system itself un-
suitable to more broader applications.

We would like to stress that the first thing for design-
ing a cryptographic scheme is to consider what is trusted
or untrusted. Otherwise, an assumption for extra trust
suffices to ruin the whole system.
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Table 1: Two kinds of common reference strings

Blum-Santis-Micali-Persiano Groth-Ostrovsky-Sahai

Common reference string A random string ρ = ρ1ρ2 · · · ρn2 , (n,G,G1, ê, g, h)

where each ρi is of length n. where n = pq.

[trapdoor key] NO (p, q)

Statement Knowing the factors c is of the structure gmhw

of the integer x. with (m,w) ∈ {0, 1} × Z.

Proof x; y, {si} c;π1, π2, π3

Verification
(
ρi
x

)
= 1, and s2i = ρi mod x ê(c, cg−1) = ê(π1, π2),

or s2i = yρi mod x and ê(π1, g) = ê(h, π3)
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Abstract

Covert timing channels have received intensive interests
in recent years, which are integrated into the existing re-
sources of network systems. This means that the tra-
ditional security policy, such as firewalls and intrusion
detection system, can not capture them effectively. How-
ever, there is still not a generic mechanism used to detect
a large variety of covert timing channels. Thus, it is a
challenging task to detect and disrupt them. In this pa-
per, we introduce a perceptual hash-based approach to
detect covert communications. The proposed approach
utilizes the extracted perceptual features from the net-
work traffic and the designed perceptual hash functions
to classify the traffic as covert or overt. We extracted the
perceptual features from four typical and different covert
timing channels and tested each of them independently.
The experimental results verify that the perceptual hash-
based approach is effective and prove that the perceptual
hash technique has great potential for blind detection of
covert timing channels.

Keywords: Covert Timing Channels; Network Security;
Perceptual Features; Perceptual Hash

1 Introduction

Covert timing channels (CTCs) transmit the covert in-
formation using the elements of existing network re-
sources that were not designed for communication. This
makes them to evade the detection of network security
mechanisms like firewalls and intrusion detection systems
(IDS) [5,16,25]. By manipulating the time or ordering of
network events (e.g., data packets), CTCs transmit the
secret information from a network system with higher se-
curity privilege to the Internet. A scenario where CTCs
are used is illustrated in Figure 1. Unfortunately, CTCs
are used for harmful intentions and that are the ways of
damaging network security, which proposes a challenging
task to detect a large variety of CTCs.

There are many existing detection methods for CTCs,

while these methods have certain limitations. Some de-
tection methods [1, 2, 9] only detect a specific CTCs al-
gorithm which lack a common mechanism. The other
methods [7,17,22] could detect most of CTCs algorithms.
However, due to the high-speed network environment,
these detection methods lack certain detection robustness
to capture CTCs. In summary, the existing detection
methods for detecting CTCs has some disadvantages in
a high-speed network environments. The details will be
described in Section 2.

For the shortcomings of existing detection methods
above, we introduce a perceptual hash-based approach
to detect CTCs. Perceptual hash [6,15,23] is a new tech-
nique in multimedia information security. It solves the
problem that the traditional hash doesn’t have percep-
tual robustness. Perceptual hash technique is commonly
used in fields such as the image [10, 19, 24] and voice au-
thentication [14,20,26], while has never been applied into
the detection of CTCs in network systems. We observe
that the extracted perceptual features of CTCs are dif-
ferent from the features of the original process, but there
is a striking similarity among the CTCs features of the
same class. The similarity and discrimination of percep-
tual features give new ideas for the detection of CTCs.
Therefore, we have studied the way of appling the ro-
bustness and discrimination of perceptual hash into the
detection of CTCs.

More specifically, we convert the network traffic into
the corresponding time series. The discrete wavelet trans-
form (DWT) is designed to extract the perceptual features
of time series in frequency-domain, and the information
entropy is designed to extract the perceptual features of
time series in time-domain. The perceptual features are
then transformed into the perceptual sequences by the
designed perceptual hash functions. The purpose is to
preserve the similarity and discrimination of the percep-
tual features and reduce data amount by the robustness
and summary of perceptual hash. We last perform the de-
tection threshold estimation of perceptual sequences for
both covert and legitimate traffic, and determine whether
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the covert traffic is accurately detected. To evaluate the
proposed approach, we conducted a series of experiments
to verify whether it is effective to detect multiple CTCs.
The experimental results show that the perceptual hash-
based approach has solved the following problems. In
the case of samll sample size, the true-positive rates of
CTCs is improved by the good discrimination of percep-
tual features. At the same time, the proposed approach
has a good detection robustness compared with other ap-
proaches mentioned in this paper in the case of network
interference, such as jitter, packets loss, etc.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 2 introduces the background, related works and ex-
isting detection approaches of CTCs. In Section 3, the
principle and algorithm of the perceptual hash-based ap-
proach are described. Section 4 passes the detection ex-
periments of legitimates and four typical CTCs to validate
the effectiveness of the proposed approach in this paper.
The content of this paper is summarized and our future
work direction is discussed in Section 5.

Figure 1: CTCs scenario

2 Background and Related Works

2.1 Threat Analysis of CTCs

There are two classic kinds of CTCs: Active and pas-
sive. Active requires communication to generate a addi-
tional traffic that is not designed in the network system.
Passive transmits the covert information by manipulating
the existing traffic in the network system. A scenario in
which active and passive CTCs are used is shown in Fig-
ure 2. In order to better detect active and passive CTCs,
we chose two typical active CTCs, IP - Covert Timing
Channel (IPCTC), Time-Replay Covert Timing Channel
(TRCTC) and two typical passive CTCs, Distribution-
Matching Covert Timing Channel (DMCTC), JitterBug
to test the reliability of our approach. The details are
introduced in the next sections.

2.1.1 IPCTC

Cabuk et al. [3] designed the first IPCTC that is a covert
timing channel operating at the IP layer. IPCTC encodes
a 1-bit by transmitting a data packet during a inter-packet
delay t and encodes a 0-bit by not transmitting pack-
ets during a inter-packet delay t. The receiver receives

Figure 2: Active and passive CTCs scenario

the size of inter-packet delays to recover the covert infor-
mation. For the multi-band channels, IPCTC uses the
multiple inter-packet delays, each inter-packet delay cor-
responding to one code. The characteristic of IPCTC is
that if the inter-packet delay t is set to a fixed value, the
distribution of IPCTC would be close to the geometirc
distribution. To avoid the phenomenon, IPCTC changes
the value of t according to a certain inter-packet delay
set. The communication parties share the set.

2.1.2 TRCTC

Cabuk et al. [1] later designed a more advanced covert
timing channel - TRCTC, which generates a covert chan-
nel by replaying the inter-packet delays of legitimate traf-
fic. TRCTC collects the legitimate traffic as the existing
data, and obtains a set Sin by sorting the inter-packet
delays of legitimate traffic. By finding the intermediate
value tc from Sin, Sin is divided into two subsets S0 and
S1. TRCTC encodes a 1-bit by randomly replaying a
inter-packet delay tx from S0 and encodes a 0-bit by ran-
domly replaying a inter-packet delay Ty from S1. The
communication parties share tc, so the receiver recovers
the covert information by receiving the inter-packet delays
and tc. The reason why it is difficult to detect TRCTC is
that its statistical characteristics are close to that of the
legitimate traffic.

2.1.3 DMCTC

Liu et al. [11] presented a covert timing channel with DM-
CTC, which is designed to counter the statistical-based
detection approaches. DMCTC collects N inter-packet
delays of legitimate traffic, and the N inter-packet delays
are recorded in L intervals. The boundary block α is found
so that the number of inter-packet delays on the left side
and on the right side of α are as equal. DMCTC encodes
a 1-bit by randomly replaying a inter-packet delay from
the left interval of α and encodes a 0-bit by randomly re-
playing a inter-packet delay from the right interval of α.
The receiver calculates the boundary block α of L inter-
vals by the same way, and recovers the covert information
according to the N inter-packet delays. DMCTC is simi-
lar to TRCTC in that they utilize the legitimate traffic to
construct a covert channel. Therefor, the reason why it
also is difficult to detect DMCTC is that its distribution
characteristic are close to that of the legitimate traffic.
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2.1.4 JitterBug

Shah et al. [21] designed a covert timing channel called
JitterBug. The legitimate package is performed a short
delay to construct JitterBug and the communication par-
ties of JitterBug share a value w. JitterBug encodes a 1-
bit by increasing an packet delay to a value modulo w and
encodes a 0-bit by increasing a packet delay to a value
modulo [w/2 ]. The receiver recovers the covert informa-
tion according to the shared value w. For small values of
w, the distribution of JitterBug is similar to that of the
legitimate traffic.

2.1.5 Others

Model-Base Covert Timing Channel (MBCTC) [8] is a
covert timing channels based on distribution fitting meth-
ods. MBCTC counters detection by fitting the statistical
distribution of the inter-packet delays of legitimate traf-
fic. The on/off channel [27] is proposed from a stand-alone
system, which is a classic binary covert timing channel.
TCPScript [12] is a passive network covert timing chan-
nels established at the TCP layer. The senders confirm
the correctness of the hidden information by observing
ACK packet of the receiver, and this method is suitable
for constructing a multi-ary channels.

2.2 Detection Tests

There are two broad types of detection approaches: spe-
cial and generic detection approaches. The special detec-
tion approaches are only applied to detect a CTCs algo-
rithm, and the limitation of these approaches is large. The
generic detection approaches are able to detect different
CTCs algorithms. However, due to the high-speed net-
work environment, they are ineffective to capture CTCs.

2.2.1 Special Detection Tests

Cabuk et al. [1] proposed a statistical-based detection
approach of TRCTC. Hypothesis Test is used to test
whether the set of time intervals of TRCTC and legiti-
mate traffic follow the same distribution. The premise is
that it is difficult to get a sorted set of TRCTC, and the
set needs to satisfy a certain distribution.

Cabuk et al. [9] proposed a detection approach based
on laws called ”β-Similarity” for detecting IPCTC. The
authors find that the inter-packet delays variance of legit-
imate traffic always changes. However, the covert chan-
nels don’t change the variance of the inter-packet delays
when the coding method is unchanged. Later Cabuk et
al. [2] proposed another laws-based approach for detect-
ing IPCTC called ”Compressibility”. However, it is not
suitable for online detection due to the slow true-positive
rates.

2.2.2 Generic Detection Tests

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test (K-S test) [17] is a
statistical-based detection approach. The approach needs

to calculate the distance of the empirical distribution
functions of test sample and training sample. To judge
whether the inter-packet delays of different channels fol-
low the same distribution according to the distance,
thereby the author judges whether the test sample is
covert timing channels. Although the K-S test is a generic
detection method, it’s ineffective for capturing CTCs in
a complex and varied network environment. Moreover,
the approach can not detect TRCTC, JitterBug and DM-
CTC.

Gianvecchio et al. [7] proposed the most effective de-
tection method currently known as entropy detection. Gi-
anvecchio believe the detection of CTCs is mainly divided
into two categories: shape-based detection and rule-based
detection. The shape of the inter-packet delays can be
described by first-order statistics such as mean, standard
deviation and distribution. The regularity of the inter-
packet delays can be described by high-order statistics,
such as the correlation between data. Therefore, Gian-
vecchio uses the information entropy and the corrected
conditional entropy to describe the shape and regularity
of the inter-packet delays. Although two entropy meth-
ods could effectively detect most of CTCs, unfortunately
they did not detect latest DMCTC.

Shrestha et al. [22] proposed a support vector machine
framework (SVM test) for reliable detection of covert tim-
ing channels. The authors extracted multiple fingerprints
(e.g. K-S test [17], Entropy test and Corrected Condi-
tional Entropy [7] scores) from the network traffic and
used them as features to train the support vector machine.
Through the classifier of the SVM after training to dis-
tinguish whether the traffic is overt or covert. Although
the SVM test could detect most of covert timing channels,
it needs a lot of features and time to train the classifier
of framework. In the high-speed network environment,
the features of covert timing channels would change due
to the influence (e.g. network jitter, packet loss) of the
network environment, and the classifier needs to make
corresponding changes. This means that the SVM test
would lack certain detection robustness in the high-speed
network environment, that is, it is easy to be affected by
the network environment.

3 Perceptual Hash Measures

Perceptual hash [6,15,23], unlike traditional hash, is also
known as robust hash and digital fingerprinting. It is a
one-way mapping from the digital representation of mul-
timedia information to the perceptual digest. The robust-
ness, discrimination and reliability of perceptual hash are
of great importance in the field of information security
and communication. Over the last decades, perceptual
hash was originally applied in image recognition and au-
thentication [10, 19, 24], and later applied in multimedia
information such as audio and video [14, 20, 26]. How-
ever, few of perceptual hash technique is applied to the
detection of CTCs in the network system. In this sec-
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tion, the detail description of the perceptual hash-based
approach designed and the approach used to accomplish
the detection of covert traffic are provided.

3.1 System Model

Figure 3 shows the model representation of the detection
framework. The model is a essential network monitor
that has access to the network traffic which is attempt-
ing to detect. It could be designed to simply tap into all
legitimate network traffic as shown in figure. The model
consists of four primary units-a traffic filter, a percep-
tual feature extractor, the perceptual hash functions and
a perceptual hash matching detector. The traffic filter se-
lects network traffic for the perceptual feature extraction.
The perceptual feature extractor derives the perceptual
features from the traffic selected by the traffic filter. The
extracted features are then transformed into the percep-
tual hash sequences by the perceptual hash functions. By
performing the detection threshold estimation, it is ready
for implementation on a high-speed network for detection
of CTCs.

Figure 3: A perceptual hash-based system model for de-
tecting CTCs

3.2 The System Model-based Perceptual
Hash Design Process

In this section, we demonstrate the way of designing each
unit of the system model. The specific content is as fol-
lows:

The perceptual features extraction: First, the net-
work traffic of CTCs is converted into the time series
signal A(t), t is the serial number of inter-packet de-
lay. We then extract the perceptual features of A(t)
in time-domain and in frequency-domain. The ex-
tracted features in frequency-domain are defined as
matrix T and the extracted features in time-domain
are defined as matrix T1.

The perceptual hash functions design:
Hi=PHgen(T ), where PHgen represents a per-
ceptual hash generation function and Hi represents
a perceptual hash sequence generated by the matrix
T and T1.

The perceptual matching algorithm design:
PD=PHmatch(Hi, Hj), where PHmatch is the match-
ing function, Hi and Hj represent the perceptual

hash sequences of unknown traffic and sample
traffic. PD is the perceptual distance between two
sequences that is used to identify the perceptual
hash value. It is determined whether Hi and Hj

are the same channels by evaluating whether PD
is within the detection threshold (β) estimated by
the sample traffic. The design process of perceptual
hash-approach is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The design of perceptual hash process

3.2.1 The Perceptual Features Extraction Pro-
cess

Since the law of CTCs in time-domain and the features in
frequency-domain are different from the legitimate traf-
fic, we use the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [18] and
the information entropy [4, 13] to extract the perceptual
features in frequency-domain and in time-domain, respec-
tively. The extraction process is as follows:

Step 1. DWT analysis: The time series A(t) of CTCs
is performed to the global DWT to obtain the high
frequency coefficients Hg={Hgi | i=1, 2, ..., n} and
the low frequency coefficients Lh={Lhj | j=1, 2, ...,
m}. Where n and m are the length of high frequency
and low frequency coefficients, respectively.

Step 2. Blocking the coefficients: Hg and Lh are divided
into non-overlapping range blocks of fixed size. The
block length of Hg and Lh are N and M, respectively.
The block number of Hg and Lh are S. The obtained
matrix T is shown in Equation (1):

T =


Lh1 Lh2 · · · LhM

LhM+1 LhM+2 · · · Lh2×M

...
...

...
...

Lh(S−1)×M+1 Lh(S−1)×M+2 · · · LhS×M

Hg1 Hg2 · · · HgN

HgN+1 HgN+2 · · · Hg2×N

...
...

...
...

Hg(S−1)×N+1 Hg(S−1)×N+2 · · · HgS×N


(1)

Step 3. The perceptual features extraction in frequency-
domain: The standard deviation of each column of
the matrix T is calculated, as shown in Equation (2),
where v is the mean of each column value of T. The
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features parameter vector H1={std(k) | k=1, 2, ...,
N+M } is generated by compressing T.

H1 =


std(1)
std(2)

...
std(N +M)


std(k) =

√√√√ 1

S

S∑
m=1

(T (m, k)− v)2 (2)

Step 4. The corrective perceptual features extraction:
The short-term energy is used to compensate for
some frequency domain features due to segmentation
loss. The energy value of each row of T is calculated
as show in Equation (3). The calculation result is
generated as the corrective features parameter vec-
tor H2={g(k) | k=1, 2, ..., S}.

H2 =


g(1)
g(2)

...
g(S)


g(k) = 10 log

N+M∑
m=1

T (k,m). (3)

Step 5. The perceptual features extraction in time-
domain: In order to extract the features in time-
domain, the time series A(t) is reasonably segmented.
The segment length is C and the number of segments
is D. The obtained matrix T1 is shown in Equa-
tion (4).

T1 =


X1

1 X2
1 · · · XC

1

X1
2 X2

2 · · · XC
2

...
...

...
...

X1
D X2

D · · · XC
D

 (4)

We calculate the information entropy value G of each
row of matrix T1 and obtain the perceptual features in
time-domain. The obtained features parameter vector H3

is shown in Equation (5).

H3 =
[
G1 G2 · · · GD

]
(5)

3.2.2 The Perceptual Hash Functions Design

Through the features extraction, we obtain three pa-
rameter vectors H1, H2 and H3 respectively. The bi-
nary perceptual hash construction is performed on H1

and H3, the designed perceptual hash function in Equa-
tion (6) is shown. A perceptual sequence ph1(k)={ph1(k)
| k=1, 2, ..., N+M } in frequency-domain and a sequence
ph3(k)={ph3(k) | k=1, 2, ..., D} in time-domain are gen-
erated. The three binary hash construction is performed
on H2, The designed perceptual hash function is shown
in Equation (7). A perceptual sequence ph2(k)={ph2(k) |

k=2, 3, ..., S-1} corresponding to the corrective features
is generated.

bi =

{
0 if H(k) ≤ HMean

1 otherwise
(6)

ph(k) =

 1 if H(k)2 −H(k − 1)×H(k + 1) > 0
0 else if H(k)−H(k − 1) > 0
−1 otherwise

(7)

3.2.3 The Perceptual Hash Matching Algorithm
Design

In this paper, the uniformly Hamming distance D(:, :) is
used as the method of calculating PD, which is the Bit
Error Rate (BER). The calculation formula is as shown
in Equation (8), where {i | i=Normal, IPCTC, TRCTC,
JitterBug, DMCTC}, A is the time series of unknown
traffic.

BER = D(ph(A), ph(Ai))

=

∑3N
j=1 |phA(j)− phAi

(j)|
3N

(8)

The perceptual hash sequences of unknown traffic, le-
gitimate traffic, IPCTC, TRCTC, DMCTC and JitterBug
sample traffic are generated by the perceptual hash func-
tions. The results are represented as ph, phN , phIP , phTR,
phJ , phDM , respectively. The BER of ph to phN , phIP ,
phTR, phJ , phDM is calculated according to Equation (8).
The results are expressed as BERN , BERIP , BERTR,
BERJ , BERDM , respectively. The detection threshold
is estimated as β by calculating BER between the homo-
geneous channels, where {β | βN , βIP , βTR, βDM , βJ}.
Thus, the matching and detection process of unknown
traffic is as in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The matching and detection process

1: Begin
2: if BERN > βN and max{BERIP , BERTR, BERJ ,
BERDM} < min{βIP , βTR, βDM , βJ} then

3: ph ∈ phN .
4: else if BERIP > βIP and max{BERN , BERTR,
BERJ , BERDM} < min{βN , βTR, βDM , βJ} then

5: ph ∈ phIP .
6: else if BERTR > βTR and max{BERIP , BERN ,
BERJ , BERDM} < min{βIP , βN , βDM , βJ} then

7: ph ∈ phTR

8: else if BERJ > βDM and max{BERIP , BERTR,
BERN , BERDM} < min{βIP , βTR, βN , βJ} then

9: ph ∈ phJ
10: else if BERDM > βJ and max{BERIP , BERTR,

BERJ , BERN} < min{βIP , βTR, βDM , βN} then
11: ph ∈ phDM

12: end if
13: If the matching result does not meet the above con-

ditions, we could determine that the unknown traffic
is unrecognizable.

14: End
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4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we verity whether the perceptual hash-
based approach is valid through a series of experiments.
The perceptual hash-based approach is tested against four
typical CTCs: IPCTC [3], TRCTC [1], DMCTC [11],
JitterBug [21]. Furthermore, we compare the perceptual
hash-based approach (PER-H-test) with three detection
tests: the information entropy test (EN-test) [7], the cor-
rective conditional entropy test (CCE-test) [7] and the
SVM test (SVM-test) [22].

More specifically, we evaluate the discrimination be-
tween unknown traffic and legitimate traffic, four CTCs
traffic by calculating BER, where {BER | BERN , BERIP ,
BERTR, BERDM , BERJ}. The similarity between un-
known traffic and legitimate traffic, four CTCs traffic
is evaluated by calculating 100-BER. The evaluation re-
sults of similarity and discrimination will be determined
weather the unknown traffic is accurately detected by the
true-positive rates. The true-positive rates represent the
ratio at which covert timing channels are accurately de-
tected.

4.1 Experimental Results

In the following, we show our experimental results in de-
tail. Four typical CTCs are IPCTC, TRCTC, DMCTC
and JitterBug. The experiments are organized by detect-
ing the difficulty of covert timing channels.

4.1.1 IPCTC

Our first set of experiments is test on IPCTC. IPCTC is
the simplest and easily detectable covert channel among
four CTCs, because its perceptual features exhibit abnor-
mality in both time-domain and frequency-domain. The
abnormality features in frequency-domain of IPCTC are
caused by the encoding way. If the time series of IPCTC
is random, then we treat the time series as a series of
Bernoulli trials. Therefore, the inter-packet delays of the
time series are approximate to the Geometric distribu-
tion. The abnormality features in time-domain is due to
the lack of obvious correlations between the inter-packet
delays of IPCTC. This means, the inter-packet delays are
determined by the covert information being encoded, not
by the foregoing packet delays.

We conducted 100 times the detection test for samples
of unknown traffic, legitimate traffic and four CTCs traf-
fic. The similarity (100-BER) estimation results between
the perceptual sequence of unknown traffic (IPCTC) and
IPCTC, TRCTC, DMCTC, JitterBug and the legitimate
sample traffic are shown in Figure 5, where {BER |
BERN , BERIP , BERTR, BERDM , BERJ}. We could
obverse that the similarity between the unknown traffic
(IPCTC) and the perceptual sequence of IPCTC is much
higher than that of other traffic samples. This means
that the generated perceptual sequences of IPCTC sam-
ples could be used to accurately distinguish the traffic of

IPCTC from the legitimate traffic and three other CTCs.
In addition, the reason why 100-BER of legitimate traf-
fic and three other CTCs traffic dose not change is that
the encoding method and regularity of IPCTC are quite
different from that of four other channels. The distin-
guishing matrix for detection IPCTC is shown in Table 1.
It is seen that the identification accuracy of IPCTC and
the legitimate traffic was 100 percent, respectively, when
working with traffic sizes of 2,000 and 500 samples. At
the same time, the experimental results on IPCTC ver-
ify the good discrimination of the perceptual hash-based
approach.

Figure 5: The similarity estimation between IPCTC and
other traffic samples

Table 1: The true-positive rates of IPCTC

Sample Size=2000 Sample Size=500
Overt Covert Overt Covert

Overt 100 0 98 2
Covert 0 100 0 100

In order to verify the robustness and practicality of
the proposed approach, we run each 100 times test on
IPCTC with 10 percent noise (network jitter and 10 per-
cent packet loss) and 30 percent noise (network jitter
and 30 percent packet loss) respectively. The robustness
estimation results are shown in Figure 6. We could see
from Figure 5 that BER of DMCTC (45) is closest to
IPCTC except IPCTC itself, thus 45 is as the detection
threshold βIP of IPCTC. For noiseless and 10 percent
noise IPCTC, all BER values below 45 mean that the
noiseless and 10 percent noise IPCTC can be 100 percent
identified. But for the 30 percent noise IPCTC, there is
a part of BER value exceeds 45. This means that the 30
percent noise IPCTC could be recognized around 90 per-
cent. In summary, the experimental results verify that
the proposed approach for detecting IPCTC has a good
detection robustness in a complex network environment.

4.1.2 TRCTC

The second set of experiments is investigated how the
proposed approach performs against TRCTC. TRCTC is
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Figure 6: The robustness estimation of the proposed test
for detecting IPCTC

a more advance CTCs, which approximates the behavior
of legitimate traffic by replaying a set of legitimate inter-
packet delays. Thus, TRCTC has the comparable per-
ceptual features in frequency-domain as legitimate traffic,
but the features in time-domain exhibit abnormal. The
regularity of TRCTC, like IPCTC, is due to the lack of
correlation between inter-packet delays, and the replayed
delays still falsifies the regularity of the original process.

We conducted 100 times the detection test for samples
of unknown traffic, legitimate traffic and four CTCs traf-
fic. The similarity (100-BER) estimation results between
the perceptual sequence of unknown traffic (TRCTC)
and IPCTC, TRCTC, DMCTC, JitterBug and the legiti-
mate sample traffic are shown in Figure 7, where {BER |
BERN , BERIP , BERTR, BERDM}. Due to TRCTC traf-
fic is similar to the legitimate traffic, the BER values of
some points are below the legitimate traffic samples in the
figure. However, the similarity between unknown traffic
(TRCTC) and the perceptual sequence of TRCTC is gen-
erally higher than that of other traffic samples. We thus
could use the generated perceptual sequence of TRCTC
samples to distinguish the traffic of TRCTC well from
the legitimate traffic and three other CTCs. In addition,
the reason why BER of DMCTC traffic is close to the le-
gitimate traffic is that DMCTC has the comparable per-
ceptual features in frequency-domain as legitimate traffic.
The distinguishing matrix for detection TRCTC is shown
in Table 2. For a traffic size of 500 samples, the proposed
approach was able to detect TRCTC with 100 percent.
For a traffic size of 2000 samples, the approach was able
to detect TRCTC with 81 percent.

We run each 100 times test on TRCTC with 10 percent
noise (network jitter and 10 percent packet loss) and 30
percent noise (network jitter and 30 percent packet loss)
respectively. The robustness estimation results are shown
in Figure 8. We could see from Figure 7 that BER of legit-
imate traffic (37) is closest to TRCTC except TRCTC it-
self, thus 37 is as the detection threshold βTR of TRCTC.
For the noiseless TRCTC, the values of around 85 per-
cent BER below 37 mean that our approach is able to

Figure 7: The similarity estimation between TRCTC and
other traffic samples

detect TRCTC with around 85 percent. For the 10 per-
cent and 30 percent noise TRCTC, there are values of
around 75 percent BER and around 60 percent BER be-
low 37, respectively. Thus, the proposed approach still
has good robustness for detecting TRCTC in the poor
network environment.

Table 2: The true-positive rates of TRCTC

Sample Size=2000 Sample Size=500
Overt Covert Overt Covert

Overt 98 2 83 17
Covert 0 100 19 81

Figure 8: The robustness estimation of the proposed test
for detecting TRCTC

4.1.3 DMCTC

Our third set of experiments tested for detecting DM-
CTC. DMCTC is a more advanced covert timing channel
that matches the traffic distribution to imitate the legit-
imate traffic. By collecting the inter-packet delays of le-
gitimate traffic, DMCTC fits the distribution and replays
the inter-packet delays of legitimate traffic to confuse the
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detector. Thus, DMCTC has the similar perceptual fea-
tures to the legitimate traffic in frequency-domain, due
to the distribution, and the similar perceptual features in
time-domain, due to the packet replay.

We conducted 100 times the detection test for sam-
ples of unknown traffic, legitimate traffic and four CTCs
traffic. The similarity (100-BER) estimation results be-
tween the perceptual sequence of unknown traffic (DM-
CTC) and IPCTC, TRCTC, DMCTC, JitterBug and the
legitimate sample traffic are shown in Figure 9, where
{BER | BERN , BERIP , BERTR, BERDM}. We could
see it that the similarity between unknown traffic (DM-
CTC) and the perceptual sequence of DMCTC is gener-
ally higher than that of other traffic samples. Since the
shape of DMCTC, like TRCTC, simulates the features
of legitimate traffic in frequency-domain, the BER values
of some points are below the legitimate traffic samples in
the figure. But the generated perceptual sequence of DM-
CTC samples could still be used to distinguish the traffic
of DMCTC well from the legitimate traffic and three other
CTCs. The distinguishing matrix for detection DMCTC
is shown in Table 3. For a traffic size of 500 samples,
the proposed approach is able to detect DMCTC with 91
percent. For a traffic size of 2000 samples, the approach
is able to detect DMCTC with 82 percent.

Figure 9: The similarity estimation between DMCTC and
other traffic samples

Table 3: The true-positive rates of DMCTC

Sample Size=2000 Sample Size=500
Overt Covert Overt Covert

Overt 79 21 88 12
Covert 18 82 09 91

We run each 100 times test on DMCTC with 10 percent
noise (network jitter and 10 percent packet loss) and 30
percent noise (network jitter and 30 percent packet loss)
respectively. The robustness estimation results are shown
in Figure 10. We could see from Figure 9 that BER of le-
gitimate traffic (28) is closest to DMCTC except DMCTC
itself, thus 28 is as the detection threshold βDM of DM-
CTC. For the noiseless DMCTC, the values of 91 percent

BER below 28 mean that our approach is able to detect
DMCTC with 91 percent. For the 10 percent and 30
percent noise DMCTC, there are values of around 70 per-
cent BER and 50 percent BER below 37, respectively.
Since DMCTC is extremely difficult to detect, in the 30
percent noise of cases, there is still a true-positive rate
of around 50 percent. Thus, the proposed approach has
good detection robustness for detecting DMCTC in the
poor network environment.

Figure 10: The robustness estimation of the proposed test
for detecting DMCTC

4.1.4 JitterBug

The fourth set of experiments is investigated how the pro-
posed approach performs against JitterBug. JitterBug is
a passive CTCs, which dose not generate an additional
traffic to transmit the covert information. Thus, due
to having legitimate traffic as the base and only slightly
adding the packet delay, JitterBug preserves partial cor-
relation of the original process. Therefore, JitterBug has
similar features in time-domain and in frequency-domain
to legitimate traffic. Based on the above reasons, Jitter-
Bug is very difficult to detect. Considering that adding
the network jitter may affect the channel capacity, we
choose the value of w as 15ms to construct JitterBug.

We conducted 100 times the detection test for samples
of unknown traffic, legitimate traffic and four CTCs traf-
fic. The similarity (100-BER) estimation results between
the perceptual sequence of unknown traffic (JitterBug)
and IPCTC, TRCTC, DMCTC, JitterBug and the legiti-
mate sample traffic are shown in Figure 11, where {BER |
BERN , BERIP , BERTR, BERDM}. We could see it that
the similarity between unknown traffic (JitterBug) and
the perceptual sequence of JitterBug is generally higher
than that of other traffic samples. Since the shape and
regularity of JitterBug perceptual features, is based on
the features of legitimate traffic in frequency-domain and
time-domain, the BER values of some points are below
the legitimate traffic samples in the figure. However, the
generated perceptual sequence of JitterBug samples could
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be used to distinguish the traffic of JitterBug well from the
legitimate traffic and three other CTCs. The distinguish-
ing matrix for detection JitterBug is shown in Table 4.
For a traffic size of 500 samples, the proposed approach is
able to detect JitterBug with 83 percent. For a traffic size
of 2000 samples, the approach is able to detect JitterBug
with 100 percent.

Figure 11: The similarity estimation between JitterBug
and other traffic samples

Table 4: The true-positive rates of JitterBug

Sample Size=2000 Sample Size=500
Overt Covert Overt Covert

Overt 97 3 80 20
Covert 0 100 17 83

The 100 times test is performed on detecting Jitter-
Bug with 10 percent noise (network jitter and 10 percent
packet loss) and 30 percent noise (network jitter and 30
percent packet loss) respectively. The robustness estima-
tion results are shown in Figure 12. We could see from
Figure 11 that the BER value of legitimate traffic (39)
is closest to JitterBug except JitterBug itself, thus 39
is as the detection threshold βJ of JitterBug. For the
noiseless JitterBug, the values of around 90 percent BER
below 39 mean that our approach is able to detect Jitter-
Bug with around 90 percent. For the 10 percent and 30
percent noise JitterBug, there are values of around 75
percent BER and around 65 percent BER below 39, re-
spectively. Since JitterBug is extremely difficult to detect,
in 30 percent noise of cases, there is still a detection rate
of around 65 percent. Thus, the proposed approach has
good robustness for detecting JitterBug in the poor net-
work environment.

4.2 Four Covert Timing Channels Traffic-
Variable Sample Size

The last set of experiments is performed to investigate
how the perceptual hash-based approach detects with
different sample sizes against all four CTCs IPCTC,

Figure 12: The robustness estimation of the proposed test
for detecting JitterBug

TRCTC, DMCTC and JitterBug. The sample size is es-
sential because it is determined the amount of time the de-
tection tests take to detect a covert timing channel. This
means that we need to detect CTCs before they transmit
as little covert information as possible. Of course, if we
detect CTCs with the smallest possible sample size, they
will transmit less covert information prior to detection.
In general, although the smaller sample size means faster
detection, it is often less accurate than the larger sample
size. Therefore, we need a compromise between a small
sample size and the accuracy of the detection. In this sec-
tion, we vary sample sizes from 500 to 2250 inter-packet
delays for the perceptual hash-based approach (PER-H
test), the information entropy approach (EN test) [7], the
corrected conditional entropy approach (CCE test) [7] and
the support vector machine approach (SVM test) [22].

The true-positive rates for PER-H test, EN test, CCE
test and SVM test against IPCTC, TRCTC, DMCTC
and Jitterbug with 500 to 2250 inter-packet delays are
shown in Figure 13. For these four detection tests, the
true-positive rates decreases with the decrease of sample
size in different covert timing channels. For IPCTC (Fig-
ure 13(a)), there is no decrease in true-positive rates ex-
pect CCE test. The regularity of IPCTC is obvious, thus
the detection tests doesn’t need a large amount of data
to detect IPCTC expect CCE test. For TRCTC (Fig-
ure 13(b)), En test is unable to detect TRCTC, thus its
true-positive rate remain close to 0. In addition, the true-
positive rates of the other three approaches all decrease
at different rates with the decrease of the sample size,
and the declining trend of our approach (PER-H test ) is
more gentle. Therefore, in the case of small sample size,
PER-H test is superior to the other three approaches on
detecting TRCTC. For DMCTC (Figure 13(c)), the DM-
CTC true-positive rates of the approaches mentioned in
this section except PER-H test degrade at different rates
with the decrease of sample. The DMCTC true-positive
rates of PER-H test elevate with the decrease of sample
size. Thus, on detecting DMCTC, PER-H test is superior
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Figure 13: The true-positive rates of all channels-variable sample size

to three other approaches in the case of small sample size
and is inferior to three other approaches in the case of
large sample size.

Compare with IPCTC, TRCTC and DMCTC, Jitter-
Bug (Figure 13(d)) is relatively difficult to detect. It adds
only small delays and does not affect the channel capacity.
Therefore, it is difficult to distinguish JitterBug from the
inter-packet delays of legitimate. CCE test is unable to
detect JitterBug, thus its true-positive rate remain close
to 0. In the case of small sample size, the true-positive
rates of EN test and SVM test is lower than PER-H test.
This is because the proposed approach combines the per-
ceptual features of time-domain and frequency-domain
and uses the analysis of perceptual hash to find out the
weak discrimination between JitterBug and the legitimate
traffic. Therefore, PER-H test is superior to EN test and
SVM test on detecting JitterBug in both the case of small
and large sample size.

In general, we could observe that IPCTC and TRCTC
are easier to be detected than DMCTC and JitterBug.
The approach in this paper is able to accurately detect
IPCTC, TRCTC and JitterBug at the true-positive rates
of 1.0 with a small sample size. DMCTC is much more
difficult to detect than three other covert timing channels,
the season is attributed to the fact that DMCTC not only
imitates the regularity and shape of legitimate traffic, but
also has a striking similarity with TRCTC and JitterBug.
Although the proposed approach is unable to detect DM-
CTC at the true-positive rate of 1.0, it is superior to EN
test, CCE test and SVM test in the case of small sample
size.

4.3 Discussion

Our approach is able to detect multiple covert timing
channels under certain conditions. For the previous de-
tection approaches, they are unable to detect most of
the tested covert timing channels in the high-speed net-
work environment. The main reason is that the detection
approaches lose the robustness of detection. For exam-
ple, the information entropy and corrected conditional en-
tropy approach are incapable of recognizing most covert
timing channels in a poor network environment (including
network packet loss, jitter, packet injection, etc.).

Another reason is that the detection methods need
to adapt to the high-speed network environment. This
means that the detection methods need detect them un-
der the premise that covert timing channels transmit as
little covert information as possible. However, the previ-
ous detection approaches are not ideal in the case of small
sample size, like the approaches mentioned in Section 4.2.

Our method is proved to be more efficient than the pre-
vious detection methods. The proposed approach uses the
robustness of perceptual hash to solve the problem that
the detection robustness is loss in the case of network
interference. At the same time, our method combines
the perceptual features in time-domain and in frequency-
domain, and solves the problem that the true-positive
rates is low in the case of small sample size by the dis-
crimination of the perceptual hash. Thus, the perceptual
hash-based approach has effectively passed the test of de-
tection covert timing channels.
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5 Conclusion and Future Works

Existing detection methods could detect most of covert
timing channels, while lack certain detection robustness.
At the same time, the true-positive rates of existing meth-
ods are not ideal in the case of small sample size. For the
above shortcomings of methods, we proposed a percep-
tual hash-based approach to detect covert timing chan-
nels. The proposed approach improves the discrimina-
tion between CTCs traffic and the legitimate traffic by
combining the perceptual features in time-domain and in
frequency-domain of CTCs. This makes the true-positive
rates of proposed approach on detecting CTCs is supe-
rior to others in the case of small sample size. In the
meantime, the proposed approach utilizes the robustness
of perceptual hash to preserve the main of features. This
means that our approach could still identify covert tim-
ing channels well in the case of network interference (net-
work jitter, data packet loss e.g.). Experimental results
confirm that the proposed approach not only has a good
true-positive rate in the case of small sample size, but
also has good detection robustness in the case of network
interference.

In future, we plan to optimize the extracted percep-
tual features and improve the designed perceptual hash
function. In addition, we plan to utilize the perceptual
hash-based approach against the new covert timing chan-
nels in the future.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a mobile location-based security
service framework supporting Cloud-side Matching and
Preliminary Decryption, which is called CMPD. A user
only needs to send part of his attribute key to the cloud
server and doesn’t need any computation in the match-
ing phase. Then the cloud service provider (CSP) tests
whether the attributes of a user meet the corresponding
access policy. After passing the matching phase, the user
needs to send his attribute key to the CSP for decryption.
The CSP sends the result of the computation to the user
after having completed the preliminary decryption. The
user can get the plaintext through a few decryption op-
erations. CMPD neither leakages the attributes and geo-
graphic coordinate of the user, nor reveals the information
of access policies. Besides, CMPD achieves the confiden-
tiality of the mobile location-based service data. Finally,
security and performance analysis show that our proposed
framework has achieved privacy protection, data security
and efficiency improvement for resource-constrained mo-
bile devices.

Keywords: Attribute-based Encryption; Cloud Comput-
ing; Fast Decryption; Mobile Location-based Service; Pri-
vacy Protection

1 Introduction

Thanks to the progress of cloud storage and comput-
ing, numerous cloud service providers have emerged, i.e.,
Huawei Cloud, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, Amazon
Web Services and Tencent Cloud. They can provide cloud
services to the government, companies, and individuals.
Cloud service users can send their data files to the cloud
server.

The CSP can not only store the data files from users
but also compute and process it. Mobile location-based
service (MLBS) has been further developed under the
technology of cloud storage and computing. MLBS in-
cludes two phases. First, the MLBS provider receives ge-
ographic coordinate from users. Mobile devices can get
geographic coordinate through GPS, mobile networks and
WIFI. Second, the MLBS provider will provide kinds of
information services according to the geographic coordi-
nate.

For example, finding friends around your location on
the chat software, finding nearby restaurants and hotels,
checking in at a meeting or conference. However, more
and more people are concerned about cloud security [1]
and care about security and privacy of the data. When
MLBS data files are outsourced to the cloud server, the
MLBS provider hopes that no one can access the files ex-
cept the authorized users. Besides, flexible access control
and fine-grained framework are required because MLBS is
a model [9] which provides data services. Some location-
based service frameworks [5, 14] employ attribute-based
encryption to solve the above problems.

Anonymous ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryp-
tion (CP-ABE) was proposed in [10]. Data owners can
formulate an access policy and encrypt the plaintext ac-
cording to the access policy using the encryption algo-
rithm. Access policy is encrypted in the ciphertext. A
person can obtain the plaintext from the encrypted ci-
phertext when the attributes of this person meet the ac-
cess policy and this person cannot guess what the access
policy is. However, it is very complex for the resource-
constraint mobile devices, because heavy computation is
needed during the decryption in CP-ABE algorithm. In
existing ABE algorithms, a user can only know whether
he or she has permission to access data after fully decrypt-
ing the ciphertext. Hence, the existing ABE algorithms
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is a bit inefficient, because even when a user does not
have an access right, he or she can know the fact after
decrypting the ciphertext. However, most mobile devices
are resource-constraint, the above ABE algorithms are
not suitable for these devices.

Recently, Zhang et al. [27] proposed a scheme of anony-
mous CP-ABE, which includes a matching phase and a
decryption phase. The proposed scheme is an improved
one of the preliminary version [26]. The user’s attributes
first need to satisfy access policy in the match phase and
then the user can perform the decryption phase. How-
ever, these two phases are performed on the user side. To
further reduce the computing cost of resource-constraint
mobile devices and improve the efficiency of MLBS, we
modify and innovate the basic scheme of Zhang et al. [27]
and then apply it to MLBS. In our scheme, the match
and preliminary decryption are operated and computed
by the CSP. Because of the application of MLBS, we add
a geographic coordinate match in the match phase. Users
can complete decryption with only a few computation op-
erations.

In this paper, we propose a mobile location-based se-
curity service framework supporting Cloud-side Matching
and Preliminary Decryption, which is called CMPD. The
following are our contributions to this paper.

In our framework, which is shown in Figure 1, the
user only needs to send part of his attribute key which
is used to match and geographic coordinate to the cloud
server and doesn’t need any computation in the match
phase. Then the cloud service provider tests whether the
attributes of a certain person meet the corresponding ac-
cess policy. After passing the match phase, the user needs
to send an attribute key which is used to decrypt to the
cloud server. Then the CSP sends the result of the compu-
tation to the user after having completed the preliminary
decryption. The user can get the plaintext through a few
decryption operations.

To make our CP-ABE more suitable for MLBS, we
add a geographic coordinate attribute to the algorithm,
which is used to enable users to obtain corresponding
MLBS. The proposed framework neither leakages the at-
tributes and geographic coordinate of the user, nor re-
veals the information of access policy. Besides, the pro-
posed framework achieves the confidentiality of the mo-
bile location-based service data. We guarantee data secu-
rity, user privacy security and access policy security. At
the same time, our proposed framework improves the ef-
ficiency of the scheme and reduces the computation cost
for the resource-constraint mobile devices.

Now, we introduce the structure of the rest of our pa-
per. We describe the related work in the next section.
We describe the system model, security model and design
goals in Section 3. Some preliminaries are given in Sec-
tion 4. We introduce our CP-ABE scheme in Section 5.
We introduce our CMPD framework in Section 6. Finally,
we analyze the security and performance of our CMPD
framework in Sections 7 and 8 respectively.

2 Related Work

Since Sahai et al. [20] proposed the ABE scheme, many
types of research have been studied on the schemes of var-
ious ABE. This cryptographic algorithm has two forms,
where key-policy ABE (KP-ABE) and key-ciphertext
(CP-ABE). KP-ABE and CP-ABE were both proposed
in [8]. In the KP-ABE scheme, the access policy is con-
nected with the private key and hidden in it. In the CP-
ABE scheme, the access policy is connected with cipher-
text and hidden in it. Goyal et al. [8] first presented the
KP-ABE algorithm and the algorithm realized the goal of
monotonic access policy structure. A flexible access pol-
icy was presented by Ostrovsky et al. [18] which realizes
the goal of non-monotonic access policy structure.

The first CP-ABE scheme was presented by Bethen-
court et al. [2]. He only proved secure of the scheme
with the condition of a generic group model. A more
secure scheme was presented by Cheung et al. [7] which is
proved secure with the condition of the standard model.
CP-ABE [2] encryption allows a person to establish an
access policy and the plaintext is encrypted according to
it. Encryption could be completed if the attributes meet
the access policy. The CP-ABE algorithm could realize
a fine-grained access control framework. Lee et al. [12]
proposed a new convertible encryption scheme based on
the ElGamal algorithm. To protect attribute privacy and
renew access policy, Zhang et al. [28] proposed an anony-
mous CP-ABPRE framework, in which a matching phase
is added before the proxy re-encryption phase. Liu et
al. [17] proposed an online and offline CP-ABE scheme
in an electronic health record system. Zhang et al. [29]
proposed an attribute-based data sharing system which
realizes the function of offline key generation and encryp-
tion. Li et al. [13] proposed a lightweight protocol without
public-key encryption and decryption. Zhang et al. [30]
proposed a policy-hiding CP-ABE scheme and used it to
design smart health security and privacy system. Based
on the behavior of the receiver, Cao et al. [6] analyzed
attribute-based encryption. Attribute-based encryption
evolved from identity-based encryption. Liu et al. [16] im-
proved an anonymous identity-based encryption scheme
by removing one decrypting helper and the strong simu-
lator.

Khoshgozaran et al. [11] presented a privacy-preserving
location-based service (LBS) framework which needs a
trusted institution to convert the original geographic co-
ordinate into a new space. Avoiding a trusted institution
keeping the location privacy, Paulet et al. [19] presented
a novel method in which location privacy is obtained by
retrieving private information. In order to avoid a large
amount of computing consumption of mobile terminals,
Lien et al. [15] presented a private circular query proto-
col that solves the problem of privacy and accuracy for
privacy-preserving LBS. However, when the number of
points becomes enormous, the scheme isn’t appropriate
for resource-constraint mobile Internet of Things devices.
Jung et al. [14] proposed a privacy-preserving LBS scheme
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Figure 1: The system model of our proposed framework

according to the ABE algorithm, which doesn’t keep the
access policy secret. Yu et al. [25] first presented a frame-
work that achieves fine-grained access control, scalability
and data security in cloud computing. Wang et al. [22]
presented a framework which achieves practicability and
privacy protection search in the cloud environment. But
the scheme is not suitable for LBS. Ye et al. [24] presented
a novel location privacy-preserving framework according
to l-queries for continuous LBS using the Paillier public-
key cryptosystem. Zhao et al. [31] presented a secure
and highly efficient LBS framework in which users can
retrieve information related to the current geographic co-
ordinate without revealing the geographic coordinate pri-
vacy to the CSP. Shao et al. [21] presented an LBS frame-
work for mobile devices according to the CP-ABE algo-
rithm, which realizes a fine-grained scheme and privacy-
preserving.

3 Model and Design Goals

3.1 System Model

Our system model is the same as the model [9] which pro-
vides data services. The system model of our proposed
CMPD framework consists of three parts: the MLBS
provider, plenty of MLBS users and the CSP which are
shown in Figure 1. The following is a detailed description
of these three parts.

MLBS provider computes the system public key and
system master key. MLBS provider also produces the
MLBS data files which have the information of MLBS.
The MLBS data files are sent to the cloud server after
being encrypted by the MLBS provider. The MLBS users
register at the MLBS provider and obtain the attribute
private keys from it.

The MLBS users are resource-constraint who want to
obtain the MLBS according to his or her attribute private
key and geographic coordinate. And our proposed frame-
work doesn’t reveal any information about attributes and
geographic coordinate.

The cloud service provider storages and computes the
data files outsourced from the MLBS provider. We sup-
pose that the cloud service provider could store a large

amount of data files and perform fast computing and is
always online.

3.2 Security Model

In our proposed framework, we assume that the CSP is
honest and curious which is stated in [21]. Specifically,
the cloud service provider will faithfully obey our pro-
posed framework, but it can attack the framework as
much as possible to get private information. The CSP
may try to obtain the plaintext or access policy of the en-
crypted MLBS data files and the geographic coordinate
of the MLBS user by colluding malicious users. But the
cloud service provider will store data correctly, perform
computing correctly, and send data to the users correctly.
The users would access the data files without permission
or obtaining the access rights of data files. And the users
may attack the framework independently or cooperatively
to obtain private information.

3.3 Design Goals

The design goals of our proposed framework are as follows.

1) MLBS data files should be secret for anyone who
doesn’t have access permissions. Unauthorized
MLBS users cannot obtain any information from the
ciphertext of the encrypted MLBS data files.

2) Our proposed framework should have the capacity
of the collusion-resistance in which the cloud service
provider and the MLBS users may collude to obtain
the information from the ciphertext of the encrypted
MLBS data files when the attributes of a user don’t
meet the access policy.

3) The privacy of the MLBS users and MLBS data
should be protected, where anyone including the
cloud service provider cannot obtain any information
of user’s attributes, geographic coordinate and access
policy, even when the cloud service provider is in the
match and preliminary decryption phase.

4) High Efficient match and preliminary decryption are
needed, because of resource-constraint mobile de-
vices. Since the match and preliminary decryption
phases are at the cloud, users only need a small and
constant computation before obtaining the plaintext.

5) The CSP should send accurate MLBS data files to
the user after it received the user’s query which is
composed of the geographic coordinate and part of
the attribute private key.

6) A flexible access control and fine-grained framework
are required because MLBS is a model that provides
data services, where data files with different access
policies should be decrypted by the MLBS users with
different attributes.
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4 Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly describe some concepts of cryp-
togram used in our paper, including the bilinear pairing
and some complexity assumptions and access structure.

4.1 Bilinear Pairings

We assume that G and GT are two multiplicative cyclic
groups which have a same large prime order p. Assume
the generator of G is g. Suppose the identity of GT is
1GT

. There is a bilinear pairing if e : G × G → GT is a
map which satisfies the following properties:

1) Bilinear: e(βa1 , β
b
2) = e(β1, β2)ab for all β1, β2 ∈ G

and a, b ∈ Zp.

2) Non-degenerate: There exists β1, β2 ∈ G such that
e(β1, β2) 6= 1GT

.

3) Computable: There exists an efficient algorithm to
calculate e(β1, β2) for all β1, β2 ∈ G.

4.2 Complexity Assumptions

The Discrete Logarithm (DL) assumption: The DL as-
sumption is right if for any probabilistic polynomial-
time (PPT) algorithm, we can obtain the a from the
βa with non-negligible advantage, where unknown a
is randomly selected from Zp and β is randomly se-
lected from G.

The Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption: The
DDH assumption is right if for any PPT algorithm,
we can make a distinction between the tuple

[β, βa, βb, βab]

and the tuple

[β, βa, βb, βz]

with non-negligible advantage, where a, b, z are ran-
domly selected from Zp and β is randomly selected
from G.

The Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) assump-
tion: The DBDH assumption [4] is right if for any
PPT algorithm, we can make a distinction between
the tuple

[β, βa, βb, βc, e(β, β)abc]

and the tuple

[β, βa, βb, βc, βz]

with non-negligible advantage, where a, b, c, z are
randomly selected from Zp and β is randomly se-
lected from G.

The Decisional Linear Diffie-Hellman (D-Linear) as-
sumption: The D-Linear assumption [3] is right if for

all any PPT algorithm, we can make a distinction
between the tuple

[β, βz1 , βz2 , βz1z3 , βz2z4 , βz3+z4 ]

and the tuple

[β, βz1 , βz2 , βz1z3 , βz2z4 , βz]

with non-negligible advantage, where z, z1, z2, z3, z4

are randomly selected from Zp and β is randomly
selected from G.

4.3 Access Structure

Suppose all the users’ attributes set is U =
{U1, U2, . . . , Un} in universe, where |U| = n. Each
attribute Ui has ni multiple values, where Ui =
{ui,1, ui,2, . . . , ui,ni

} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We assume the
L = [l1, l2, . . . , ln] is a user’s attribute list. In our anony-
mous CP-ABE scheme, we suppose the access policy
structure is a single AND-gate which supports multiple
values and wildcards. Formally, there are a user’s at-
tribute list L = [l1, l2, . . . , ln] and a access policy W =
[W1,W2, . . . ,Wn]. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, L � W if li ∈ Wi or
Wi = ∗, otherwise L 2W . The symbol � and 2 mean that
L meets or doesn’t meet W respectively. And the wild-
card ∗ means that the multiple values in this attribute of
W is inconsequential.

For example, we assume that the attributes set is
U = {U1, U2, . . . , U6} and the access policy is W =
[u1,2, u2,4, ∗, u4,1, u5,4, ∗] which the attributes U3 and U6

are inconsequential. The attributes satisfies access policy
if the user has the multiple values u1,2 for U1, u2,4 for U2,
u4,1 for U4, u5,4 for U5 and no matter what the attributes
U3 and U6 are.

5 Our Anonymous CP-ABE

In this section, we describe our cloud-side matching and
preliminary decryption scheme for anonymous CP-ABE,
which is improved from the basic scheme of Zhang et
al. [27]. The scheme protects the user’s attributes of pri-
vacy and improves decryption efficiency for the resource-
constraint mobile devices. More concretely, our scheme
has two phases which need the cloud service provider and
users to participate in.

In particular, the user needs to send part of the at-
tribute private key and geographic coordinate to the cloud
server and the final decryption cost is small and constant,
no matter how many attributes exist and how complex
the access policy is.

5.1 Proposed Scheme

Our anonymous CP-ABE scheme is as follows.

Setup (1λ): We assume that G and GT are two mul-
tiplicative cyclic groups which have a same large
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prime order p and e : G × G → GT is a bilinear
map. Assume the generator of G is g. Suppose
the identity of G is 1G. We define a hash function
H : {0, 1}∗ → G. Suppose all the users’ attributes set
is U = {U1, U2, . . . , Un} in universe, where |U| = n.
And each attribute Ui has ni multiple values, where
Ui = {ui,1, ui,2, . . . , ui,ni} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then
the U = {ui,1, ui,2, . . . , ui,ni

} is a set containing
all the multiple values. And only MLBS provider
knows the index order of elements in the set U which
should be secret. MLBS randomly chooses y,∈ Zp
and β1, β2, β3, β4 ∈ G. Then MLBS provider com-
putes Y = e(β1, β2)y. The system public key is
PK =< H, β3, β4 > and the system master key is
MK =< y, β1, β2 >. MLBS provider public the mul-
tiple values of all attributes, but the index order of
each multiple value in the U = {ui,1, ui,2, . . . , ui,ni

}
is secret.

KeyGen (PK,MK,L): After obtaining a certain user’s
attributes, MLBS provider makes the user’s attribute
list L = [l1, l2, . . . , ln] according to the index order
of elements in U. MLBS provider randomly chooses
r1, r2, . . . , rn−1 ∈ Zp and computes rn = y−

∑n−1
i=1 ri

mod p. MLBS randomly chooses r, λ, λ̂ ∈ Zp and
r̂1, r̂2, . . . , r̂n ∈ Zp and computes r̂ =

∑n
i=1 r̂i. MLBS

provider randomly chooses a ∈ Zp and then com-
putes A = e(β1, β2)a. MLBS provider computes

D∆,0 = βr1 , D̂∆,0 = βy−r̂2 , D0 = βaλ2 , D̂0 = βaλ̂1 .

For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we assume the indexes satisfy li = ui,t,
MLBS provider computes

Di,t,∆ = βr̂i2 H(i‖ui,t)r,
Di,t = βari1 H(0‖i‖ui,t)aλ,

D̂i,t = βari2 H(1‖i‖ui,t)aλ̂

Then the attribute private key is PKL = < A, D∆,0,

D̂∆,0, D0, D̂0, {Di,t,∆, Di,t, D̂i,t}1≤i≤n >.

Encrypt (PK,M,W ): MLBS provider encrypts a mes-
sage M ∈ GT under a ciphertext access policy
W = [W1,W2, . . . ,Wn]. MLBS provider randomly
chooses s, s

′
, s

′′ ∈ Zp and computes C = MY s, C∆ =

Y s
′

, Ĉ0 = βs
′

1 , C1 = βs
′′

2 , Ĉ1 = βs−s
′′

1 .

Then for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ t ≤ ni, MLBS
provider randomly chooses κi,∆, κi,0, κi,1 such that∏n
i=1 κi,∆ =

∏n
i=1 κi,0 =

∏n
i=1 κi,1 = 1G, and computes

Ci,t,∆, Ci,t, Ĉi,t as follows:

1) If ui,t ∈ Wi or Wi = ∗, then MLBS provider com-
putes

Ci,t,∆ = κi,∆H(i‖ui,t)s
′

,

Ci,t = κi,0H(0‖i‖ui,t)s
′′

,

Ĉi,t = κi,1H(1‖i‖ui,t)s−s
′′

2) If ui,t /∈ Wi, then MLBS provider randomly chooses

Ci,t,∆, Ci,t, Ĉi,t ∈ G.

For simplicity, we denote [Lfilex , Lfiley ] as geographic coor-
dinate of MLBS data files which have the information of
location services. Then MLBS provider randomly chooses

z, z
′ ∈ Zp computes Cn+1 = βz

′

3 , C
′

n+1 = βz−z
′

4 and

C
′

= e(β3, H(0‖β3))z
′
Lfile

x · e(β4, H(1‖β4))(z−z
′
)Lfile

y .

Then the ciphertext of M is CTW = < C, C
′
, Cn+1,

C
′

n+1, C∆, Ĉ0, C1, Ĉ1, {{Ci,t,∆, Ci,t, Ĉi,t}1≤t≤ni
}1≤i≤n >

which is encrypted by MLBS provider under the access
policy W .

Decrypt (PK,CTW , PKL): The ciphertext CTW is
matched and preliminarily decrypted by cloud ser-
vice provider. Then the final decryption is performed
by the user. Process is as follow:

1) Cloud-side matching phase: The user computes
Dn+1 = H(0‖β3)L

user
x , D

′

n+1 = H(1‖β4)L
user
y ,

where Luserx and Lusery are the user’s geographic
coordinate obtained from his or her mobile de-
vices, i.e., mobile phone or smart watch. Then
the user sends Dn+1, D

′

n+1 and part of the at-
tribute private key PKL except A to the cloud
service provider.

L �W if and only if

e(Ĉ0, D̂∆,0 ·
n∏
i=1

Di,t,∆) = C∆ ·e(

n∏
i=1

Ci,t,∆, D∆,0)

(1)
and

C
′

= e(Dn+1, Cn+1) · e(D
′

n+1, C
′

n+1). (2)

Otherwise, L 2 W . The cloud service provider
chooses the Ci,t,∆ according to the indexes [i, t]
of the Di,t,∆.

2) Cloud-side preliminary decryption phase: If L �
W , then cloud service provider computes

Cp =
e(C1,

∏n
i=1Di,t) · e(Ĉ1,

∏n
i=1 D̂i,t)

e(
∏n
i=i Ci,t, D0) · e(

∏n
i=1 Ĉi,t, D̂0)

. (3)

Then the CSP sends Cp and C to the user. Sim-
ilarly, the CSP chooses the Ci,t and Ĉi,t accord-
ing to the indexes [i, t] of the Di,t.

3) Final decryption: The user can obtain the plain-
text M after computes

C ·A
Cp

→M. (4)
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5.2 Consistency of Proposed Scheme

Consistency of Formula (1):

e(Ĉ0, D̂∆,0 ·
∏n
i=1Di,t,∆)

e(
∏n
i=1 Ci,t,∆, D∆,0)

=
e(βs

′

1 , β
y−r̂
2 ·

∏n
i=1 β

r̂i
2 H(i‖ui,t)r)

e(
∏n
i=1 κi,∆H(i‖ui,t)s

′
, βr1)

= e(βs
′

1 , β
y−r̂
2 ·

n∏
i=1

βr̂i)

= e(βs
′

1 , β
y−r̂
2 · βr̂)

= e(βs
′

1 , β
y
2 )

= C∆

Consistency of Formula (2):

If the following equation holds:

e(Dn+1, Cn+1) · e(D
′

n+1, C
′

n+1)

= e(H(0‖β3)L
user
x , βz

′

3 ) · e(H(1‖β4)L
user
y , βz−z

′

4 )

= e(β3, H(0‖β3))z
′
Luser

x · e(β4, H(1‖β4))(z−z
′
)Luser

y

= C
′

It means that the user’s geographic coordinate is
equal to the MLBS data file’s.

Consistency of Formula (3):

Cp =
e(C1,

∏n
i=1Di,t) · e(Ĉ1,

∏n
i=1 D̂i,t)

e(
∏n
i=i Ci,t, D0) · e(

∏n
i=1 Ĉi,t, D̂0)

=
e(βs

′′

2 ,
∏n
i=1 β

ari
1 H(0‖i‖ui,t)aλ)

e(
∏n
i=1 κi,0H(0‖i‖ui,t)s

′′
, βaλ2 )

·
e(βs−s

′′

1 ,
∏n
i=1 β

ari
2 H(1‖i‖ui,t)aλ̂)

e(
∏n
i=1 κi,1H(1‖i‖ui,t)s−s

′′
, βaλ̂1 )

= e(βs
′′

2 ,

n∏
i=1

βari1 ) · e(βs−s
′′

1 ,

n∏
i=1

βari2 )

= e(β1, β2)y·s·a

Consistency of Formula (4):

C ·A
Cp

=
MY s · e(β1, β2)a

e(β1, β2)y·s·a
=
MY s

Y s
= M.

6 Our CMPD Framework

In this section, we describe our mobile location-based ser-
vice framework supporting Cloud-side Matching and Pre-
liminary Decryption. Now, we give the description of our
CMPD framework as follows.

System Initialization: The MLBS provider chooses a
security parameter λ with which a system public key
PK and a system master key MK are generated by
running the algorithm Setup (1λ). Then the MLBS
provider publics the PK and keeps MK secret.

MLBS Data Files Encryption: The MLBS provider
produces MLBS data files and then encrypts the data
files as follows.

The MLBS provider chooses a symmetric encryption
algorithm and randomly chooses a secret key py from
the key space. Different MLBS data files could have
different secret keys. Then the MLBS provider en-
crypts the MLBS data file with the py using the sym-
metric encryption algorithm. We denote the cipher-
text as Cfile .

The MLBS provider defines an access policy W for an
MLBS data file. Different MLBS data files could have
different access policies. Then the MLBS provider
encrypts the secret key py by running the algorithm
Encrypt (PK, py,W ). We denote the ciphertext as
CTW .

Finally, the format of each MLBS data file is
(Cfile, CTW ) as shown in Table 1. Then the MLBS
provider outscores (Cfile, CTW ) to the CSP.

Table 1: Format of a MLBS data file
MLBS data file CTW Cfile

Users Registration: The MLBS user who wants to ob-
tain mobile location-based service sends his or her at-
tributes to the MLBS provider. After running the al-
gorithm KeyGen (PK,MK,L), the MLBS provider
distributes corresponding the attribute private key
PKL to the MLBS user.

Users Query: We assume the geographic coordinate
range within which the user wants to obtain MLBS
is [LR−

x , LR+
x ] and [LR−

y , LR+
y ] as shown in Figure 2.

There are many MLBS data files in this range. The
MLBS user can obtain the corresponding MLBS data
file if

LR−
x ≤ (Luserx − Lfilex ) ≤ LR+

x

and
LR−
y ≤ (Lusery − Lfiley ) ≤ LR+

y .

When an MLBS user who has registered in the MLBS
provider wants to obtain mobile location-based ser-
vice, the user needs to send Dn+1, D

′

n+1, [LR−
x , LR+

x ],
[LR−
y , LR+

y ] and part of attribute private key PKL

except A to the cloud service provider.

Cloud-Side Matching and Preliminary Decryption:
After receiving the user’s query, the cloud service
provider does the following computation:

Ctest∆ =
e(Ĉ0, D̂∆,0 ·

∏n
i=1Di,t,∆)

e(
∏n
i=1 Ci,t,∆, D∆,0)

and for each value Rx ∈ [LR−
x , LR+

x ] and Ry ∈
[LR−
y , LR+

y ],

C
′

test = e(Dn+1 ·H(0‖β3)Rx , Cn+1)
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Figure 2: The MLBS geographic coordinate range

·e(D
′

n+1 ·H(1‖β4)Ry , C
′

n+1).

The MLBS user can obtain corresponding MLBS
data file if and only if Ctest∆ = C∆ and C

′

test = C
′
.

Otherwise, the user cannot obtain any MLBS.

If the matching phase is successful, then the CSP
does the preliminary decryption phase. Finally, the
CSP sends Cp, C and Cfile of corresponding MLBS
data file to the user.

Getting MLBS: The MLBS user can obtain the secret
key pk after computing C·A

Cp → py. Then the MLBS
user can obtain corresponding MLBS after using py
to decrypt Cfile.

7 Security Analysis

In this section, we describe the security of our proposed
CMPD framework.

The confidentiality of MLBS data: In our proposed
CMPD framework, we first encrypt the MLBS data
file using a symmetric encryption algorithm. Then
we encrypt the secret key py using our CP-ABE al-
gorithm. Only the MLBS user knows the transfor-
mation key A. As analyzed in [21], the cloud service
provider transforms our CP-ABE ciphertext into El-
Gamal type ciphertext according to the transforma-
tion key A. The cloud service provider can obtain no
information about the access policy without know-
ing A, because of the security of ElGamal type ci-
phertext. Hence, no one except the user can obtain
information about plaintext from the corresponding
encrypted MLBS data file.

The privacy of access policy and user’s attributes: We
analyze the privacy of access policy in our proposed
CMPD framework by comparing it with the basic
anonymous CP-ABE scheme presented by Zhang et
al. [27], which is proved the selective ciphertext-
policy and chosen-plaintext secure (CPA-secure) un-

der the condition of the DBDH assumption and the
D-Linear assumption.

Our anonymous CP-ABE partial ciphertext compo-
nents

< C∆, Ĉ0, C1, Ĉ1, {{Ci,t,∆, Ci,t, Ĉi,t}1≤t≤ni
}1≤i≤n >

and partial attribute private key components

< D∆,0, D̂∆,0, {Di,t,∆}1≤i≤n >

are computed the same as the basic anonymous CP-
ABE scheme presented by Zhang et al. [27]. As an-
alyzed in [27], these above components don’t reveal
any information of the access policy. The match-
ing and preliminary decryption phases of our frame-
work perform at the cloud service provider, the corre-
sponding components of ciphertext are chosen based
on the indexes [i, t] of the attribute private key.
Since the index order of each multiple value in the
U = {ui,1, ui,2, . . . , ui,ni

} is secret, people who only
know the indexes [i, t] don’t know what the corre-
sponding multiple value ui,t is. Since MLBS provider
keeps β1, β2 secret, our proposed framework avoids
the combination of CSP and users guessing access
policies and user’s attributes. Hence, our framework
don’t reveal any information of the access policy and
user’s attributes.

The confidentiality of geographic coordinate: The geo-
graphic coordinate Lfilex , Lfiley of the MLBS data file
are in the formula

e(β3, H(0‖β3))z
′
Lfile

x , e(β4, H(1‖β4))(z−z
′
)Lfile

y .

Hence, the information of Lfilex , Lfiley cannot be re-
vealed even in the matching phase, because of the
complexity assumptions. Similarly, the geographic
coordinate Luserx , Lusery of the MLBS user are in the

formula H(0‖β3)L
user
x , H(1‖β4)L

user
y and the infor-

mation of Lfilex , Lfiley cannot be revealed even in the
matching phase, because of the complexity assump-
tions. Hence, our framework cannot reveal any infor-
mation of geographic coordinate whether it belongs
to MLBS data files or MLBS users.

8 Performance Analysis

In this section, we compare our proposed framework with
anther three LBS frameworks [21, 23, 32] in terms of effi-
ciency.

Table 2 mainly introduces the efficiency comparison
including PK size, pairings in decryption, whether there
is a matching phase and the computation on the user-
side. We denote the bit length of an element in G and
GT as |G| and |GT | respectively. We denote by M a
multiplication operation, by D a division operation, by E
an exponentiation operation, by H a hash operation, by
P a public key cryptographic algorithm operation and by
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Table 2: The efficiency comparison of LBS schemes

Schemes Fine-grained Pairings in decryption Decryption matching User-side computation
[21] X 8N + 2 × 2M+D + 3E + 2H
[32] × 8 × 2M+ 7E + 3H+ 2P + 2B
[23] X 8 × (|Sx|+ 1)M+ 4D + 3B
Our X 8 X M+D + 2E + 2H

B a bilinear pairing operation. In [23], Sx is a set of child
nodes and we denote the size of Sx as |Sx|. We assume
N =

∑n
i=1 ni.

Our scheme has a matching phase before the prelim-
inary decryption phase in the cloud, which reduces un-
necessary computational consumption and improves the
efficiency of decryption. In our scheme, the users don’t
need to compute bilinear pairings, which reduces the com-
putational cost for resource-constraint mobile devices. It
means that the user only needs to do some simple calcu-
lations during the query MLBS and the final decryption
phase. A detailed comparison is shown in the Table 2. In
summary, our scheme is more efficient than another.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a mobile location-based secu-
rity service framework supporting Cloud-side Matching
and Preliminary Decryption. The proposed framework
takes advantage of cloud storage and cloud computing and
ensures data confidentiality, access policy privacy, user’s
attribute privacy and geographic coordinate privacy. In
particular, the computation cost of terminals is reduced
significantly.
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Abstract

Supply chain finance refers to banks or loan institu-
tions that can provide financial services to industries in
which the core enterprise’s supply chain industry is lo-
cated. Blockchain with confidentiality, accountability,
non-repudiation, and reliability can be effectively used in
supply chain finance. Transactions and individuals can
be stored in a distributed ledger, copying copies to each
node of the blockchain to prevent data corruption and col-
lapse. In addition, sensitive data stored in the blockchain
is never afraid of being stolen, and always maintains its
privacy. In this proposal, we intend to raise three research
questions to design a mechanism that can not only help
with credit checks but also be used for loan ledger man-
agement: 1) Research on the preservation and supervision
of credit information on the blockchain; 2) Research on
the blockchain in post-loan management; 3) Research on
the financial supervision chain based on a time sequence.

Keywords: Blockchain; Distributed Ledger; Financial
Surveillance Blockchain Systems; Peer-to-Peer Networks

1 Introduction

Supply chain means a unit consisting of a series of up-
stream suppliers, buyers, retailers, and distributors to the
final downstream consumers [26]. From the initial pur-
chaser to purchase raw materials from the supplier to the
intermediate manufacturing, design, completion of the fi-
nal product, and finally deliver the product to the con-
sumer. The network formed by these series of actions and
processes is a simple supply chain. In terms of manufac-

turing, the manufacturing supply chain is roughly com-
posed of three parts: supply, manufacturing, and distribu-
tion. Supply is the process by which the purchaser must
purchase raw materials from the supplier and strictly su-
pervise its quality before manufacturing the goods; Af-
ter the manufacturing makes up the raw materials for
the purchaser, the raw materials are made or improved
into the final product; Distribution is the use of retail,
shipping, and orders to deliver the final product to the
customer. However, in the real environment, the sup-
ply chain is more complicated, and each process of the
upstream, middle, and downstream units can supply each
other. The supply model is also quite complicated, includ-
ing issues such as sales methods, efficiency assessment,
and payment methods [2]. So not only the manufacturing
supply chain that everyone is familiar with, this concept
can be used in various fields. This paper mainly focuses
on the financial supply chain.

In the traditional financing and lending model of fi-
nancial institutions, the pre-operation is to collect credit
from enterprises or individuals. The content of the credit
report is that a third party department other than the
bank sorts out its financial status, credit report, and the
nature of the department’s work, and then delivers it to a
credit institution such as a bank as a reference condition
for a loan or information. Therefore, traditional financial
institutions are more willing to provide financial support
than competitive core enterprises. However, smaller com-
panies or upstream and downstream suppliers have higher
operational risk and are more resistant to economic fluc-
tuations than core companies. Coupled with the infor-
mation asymmetry factors of banks and SMEs and the
high cost of credit reporting, financial institutions are re-
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luctant to provide loans to these suppliers. The result
is an imbalance in the supply chain due to difficulties in
capital turnover. Because of this, in recent years, various
financial institutions have also actively responded to this
phenomenon, and supply chain finance came into being.

In short, Supply Chain Finance (SCF) is a bank or
lender that seeks and targets specific core companies, uses
it as a starting point, and integrates and connects with
upstream and downstream companies to provide a financ-
ing model of flexible financial products and services [2].
It is effectively investing funds in upstream and down-
stream of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) can
make capital flow flexibly in the supply chain and solve
problems such as financing difficulties and supply chain
imbalances for SMEs. Therefore, supply chain financing
also has another name, called supply chain financing. The
biggest difference between supply chain finance and the
above-mentioned traditional financial credit industry is
that through the evaluation of the credit and capabilities
of specific core companies, financial institutions share in-
formation asymmetry between upstream and downstream
SMEs [27]. So that upstream and downstream SMEs can
obtain sufficient financial support to maintain the bal-
anced development of the supply chain, as shown in Fig-
ure 1.

There are already international success stories, the
most widely known being the Mexican National Finan-
cial Development Bank (NAFIN). The bank obtains in-
formation about large European and American channel
providers and establishes contacts with domestic SME.
The bank used the high credit of European and Amer-
ican core enterprises to reduce the default risk or other
risks of SMEs. It successfully established a multinational
supply chain financial platform between core enterprises
and suppliers. However, due to the development of tradi-
tional supply chain finance, it only provides services for
about 15% of suppliers. 85% of SMEs still suffer from
cash flow.

In order to solve this financial problem,blockchain is
an opportunity for commercial financing. Blockchain is a
decentralized database in the form of a peer-to-peer net-
work, also known as a decentralized ledger [6, 14–16]. It
has the characteristics of decentralized, permanent stor-
age of data, and no tampering of data. Initially, it
was mainly used for virtual encrypted electronic money.
When it comes to blockchain cryptocurrency, one must
mention the representative work of blockchain technology-
Bitcoin. Satoshi Nakamoto released the Bitcoin white
paper (Bitcoin: a peer-to-peer electronic cash system) in
2008, and officially released Bitcoin in 2009 [19, 24]. It
is a virtual currency composed of point-to-point, proof
of work, encryption and decryption technology, and elec-
tronic signature [4]. It is also the most famous cryptocur-
rency with the highest market value and unit value. Ac-
cording to official bitcoin information, as of 2017/12/05,
the official exchange rate was 11726.03 US dollars. Com-
pared with about 300 US dollars in 2016/12, it has in-
creased by more than 30 times, and also let us know the

infinite potential and possibilities of blockchain technol-
ogy.

Satoshi Nakamoto issued the first Bitcoin block in
2009, which we call the Genius block. The field of the
block contains the hash value function, timestamp, trans-
action number and content of the block, block index, dif-
ficulty calculation, etc. The value in the blockchain field
is a hash function composed of multiple bits, which is
a hexadecimal hash function generated after calculation
by the encryption algorithm SHA-256 (secure hash algo-
rithm) [7,8,10]. It is easy to verify, but difficult to reverse.
This algorithm calculates the public wallet address and
hash value function of each transaction. The reason why
the blockchain is called ”chain” is that the hash function
of each new block is derived from the hash function of
the previous block, and then calculated by an algorithm.
With such infinite expansion, there will be a feeling of
putting each block ”chain” together. When a malicious
attack changes the contents of a block, the block hash
function will become completely different. It is why the
blockchain has the characteristics of non-tampering. Be-
cause as long as the hash function can be easily compared,
you can know whether the block is correct. Blockchain is
not only used for cryptocurrencies but also widely used in
IoT (Internet of Things) [1], DRM (Digital Rights Man-
agement), healthcare, and stock debt. The term smart
contract also appeared, often referred to as blockchain 2.0,
and then evolved into blockchain 3.0 again. Many com-
panies in the world develop blockchain technology, such
as IBM, R3 Alliance, and Ripple.

2 Related Works

In the past, experts and scholars have conducted re-
search on financial lending and supervision, focusing on
risk management and risk prediction [3, 11, 20] and its
efficiency [9]. Through analysis to reduce risks [5, 21],
improve financial stability [13]. Tao analyzed the rela-
tionship between companies through game theory [22].
Luo and Zhang used game theory analysis and provided
recommendations to participants and regulators to solve
financial risks, reduce regulatory costs, and improve the
effectiveness of financial regulation [17]. Huang proposed
data analysis to improve the effectiveness and safety of
financial control [9]. Zhang proposed that the module
structure is based on the financial supervision system,
and it will immediately issue a warning signal when it
encounters economic conditions [29].

In order to meet these requirements, many correspond-
ing systems have also been proposed, and scholars such as
Ye et al. proposed a web-based information system [28].
The system can analyze and predict financial risks. How-
ever, today’s financial commodities are becoming more
and more diverse, and trading systems are becoming more
and more complex. To adapt to a more variable trad-
ing system, Tsai proposed to apply intelligent blockchain
technology to financial supervision [23]. They use corpo-
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(a) Traditional financial model (b) Supply chain financial model
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Figure 1: The financial mode

rate bonds as an application area and design more com-
plex and variable trading systems for commodities. Use
the decentralized advantages of blockchain to eliminate
the need for direct peer-to-peer transactions for interme-
diaries. Make transactions transparent, safe, and anony-
mous. However, this method does not consider loans to
SMEs because the loan amount is not high, but the audit
cost is too high.

Mainelli & Smith proposed a qualitative multi-
attribute model to identify the situation where the price
of a single stock is affected by fraudsters who will ac-
tively promote stocks to support decisions in the field
of financial market monitoring [18]. And provide data
based on a large number of abnormal conditions. Lee et
al. proposed the forward and backward analysis meth-
ods of the FDB Miner (FDBM) Information Extraction
system [12]. This method aims to detect potential illegal
Pump and Dump comments on the FDB by integrating
the stock price per minute during the detection process to
reduce false positives during the detection process. Wang
et al. proposed a blockchain loan (LoC) in 2019 [25]. It is
an intelligent financial loan management system based on
smart contracts. They designed a digital account model
for transferring assets between centralized and decentral-
ized ledgers and introduced digital signatures to protect
data privacy.

This article will propose three research directions:

1) Use blockchain traceability and transparency to in-
tegrate supply chain finance. In addition to making
each transaction in the supply chain more comfort-
able to manage, it also allows financial institutions to
easily view past import, export, or transaction data
for SMEs. And under the protection of the security
mechanism that cannot be tampered with or forged
by the blockchain, the cost of bank credit and au-
dit operations is significantly reduced. It makes the
short-term capital turnover of SMEs easier and main-
tains the stability of the supply chain.

2) Tracking problems after loan. Post-loan tracking of

traditional financial institutions is an important is-
sue. In the past, few studies have proposed methods
to solve the problem of severe difficulty and high cost
of post-loan tracking.

3) Although personal privacy information is protected,
it has resulted in a large number of financial insti-
tutions (such as banks, securities, insurance, trusts,
and funds) signing a large number of personal data
consent applications, resulting in reduced financial
supervision efficiency.

Therefore, the financial system needs more effective and
safer post-loan management and economic supervision
methods.

3 Research Issues

In the blockchain environment architecture proposed
in this article, the blockchain functions and architecture
can be used in the industrial supply chain to improve user
safety and performance. We apply various record keeping
and encryption protection technologies to the blockchain
environment. In this section, we propose three research
topics: (1) Research on the preservation and supervision
of credit information on the blockchain; (2) Research on
the blockchain in post-loan management; (3) Research on
the financial supervision chain based on a time sequence.
Figure 2 shows the research architecture and describe it
as follows.

3.1 Research on the Preservation and Su-
pervision of Credit Information on
the Blockchain

The traditional supply chain system is called the B2B
(Business to Business) model. Because any node in the
supply chain is only connected to its upstream or up-
stream, it does not fully understand the upward or down-
ward supply chain relationship. However, in the era of
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Figure 2: The research architecture

economic globalization, the product design from the ini-
tial raw material purchase to the final product model sales
can be regarded as a long-chain single-chain system. How-
ever, the information currently understood by most nodes
is limited to the units directly related to it, which is also
one of the factors that cause asymmetric information in
the supply chain.

In the absence of information, it is difficult for SMEs
in the supply chain to verify whether they are one of the
core business partners. Besides, the small size of the en-
terprise will also lead to a small amount of borrowing.
When the audit costs of traditional financial institutions
are too high, they will naturally resist the financing activ-
ities of SMEs. If we integrate the traceability and trans-
parency of the blockchain into the supply chain finance, in
addition to making each transaction in the supply chain
more comfortable to manage, it also allows financial in-
stitutions to quickly check the past imports and exports
of SMEs And transaction data. And under the protec-
tion of the security mechanism that cannot be tampered
with or forged by the blockchain, the cost of bank credit
and audit operations is significantly reduced. It makes the
short-term capital turnover of SMEs easier and maintains
the stability of the supply chain.

In the research theme, the use of blockchain trans-
parency and unforgeable features will solve the problem
of supply chain information asymmetry. The research
topic will focus on necessary blockchain technology, in-
cluding consensus algorithms, cryptographic hash func-
tions, etc. And design a set of decentralized ledger plat-
form for blockchain. For traditional records and super-
vision, we finally introduced the process from the supply
chain to the downstream.

Due to the non-tampering, traceability, and high pri-
vacy functions of the private blockchain, a blockchain
platform was developed. It can enable banks or other

financial institutions to conduct credit investigations on
enterprises or individual units faster and save more costs.
First, a decentralized ledger must be created to allow units
that need to borrow from the bank to retain their sup-
ply chain transactions, expenditure income, and other ac-
counting materials. It will enable financial institutions to
collect credit information faster and more efficiently. Fig-
ure 3 and Figure 4 are the flow charts of this platform.

In Figure 3, as long as any unit initiates a transac-
tion, whether upstream of the supplier or upstream of
the manufacturer’s supplier, as long as both parties agree
to initiate the transaction, the transaction will be stored
in the temporary storage pool for confirmation. Then
through Figure 4, all pending transaction items are broad-
cast to each unit in the supply chain. After designing
the consensus mechanism of the algorithm, it is finally
broadcast to the database system of each unit. Each unit
in the supply chain can have the same ledger, which is
the last decentralized ledger in Figure 4. In the security
mechanism, to avoid tampering, it will lead to the situa-
tion of the bank’s credit information is untrue, and even-
tually, cause unnecessary misunderstandings, and even
cause credit bankruptcy. We introduced a multi-node au-
thentication mechanism on the public chain. Even if a
unit wants to tamper with the content arbitrarily, as long
as it is not more than half, each node can compare the old
and new data in real-time. According to the principles of
our design, the data will never tamper successfully, so in
addition to permanent storage, the possibility of tamper-
ing is also very low.

The research topic needs to overcome the following po-
tential problems: Although units in the supply chain can
use blockchain technology to record at any time, how-
ever, data leakage between groups is undesirable, which
leads to leakage of business opportunities. When finan-
cial institutions ask for credit, will they have too much
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essential data themselves? The specific situation must be
considered according to the actual situation, and a more
comprehensive overview and analysis are required.

3.2 Research on the Blockchain in Post-
loan Management

Post-loan management is the process from financial in-
stitution loan issuance to loan recovery. This intermediate
link or other aspects of the management process is also the
final link after completing the credit work. Contents in-
clude loan tracking and review, credit risk management,
and daily credit management. The primary purpose is
to confirm the customer’s repayment willingness and re-
payment ability and other factors so that financial insti-
tutions can ensure loan security and case prevention and
control issues, prevent loan overruns, and more effectively
control loan risks. Generally speaking, the post-loan man-
agement part of financial institutions’ credit management
is always weak and unreliable.

There are many problems with post-loan management.
The client’s business and financial situation is usually con-
stantly changing. The client’s financial status may be
good at the initial credit. Still, later due to environmen-
tal prices, economic downturn, investment failure, com-
mercial interference, poor management of the company,
or bad policies may be weak. The customer’s operating
financial situation has an adverse effect. Therefore, post-
loan management not only supervises the pure financial
operation of customers, but also oversees upstream and
downstream manufacturers starting from the customer in-
dustry, and even partners and business credits of partners.
It is also the information that financial institutions must
pay attention to and track. We can only find problems
that are not conducive to loan repayment in time and pro-
pose appropriate solutions. The blockchain ledger tech-
nology is transparent and traceable and cannot be tam-
pered. In addition to checking and sorting the ledger
records, it also saves time and effort and also ensures the
accuracy of customer data. It is very suitable for record-
ing various matters of post-loan management, effectively
reducing costs and improving operational efficiency.

In the research topic, the transparency of using
blockchain will improve the efficiency of post-loan man-
agement. This topic requires an understanding of the
loan process between domestic and foreign financial in-
stitutions and companies. For example, a letter of credit
guaranteed by a third party, an ERP system (Enterprise
Resource Planning) for enterprise resource planning, a
continuous loan after the initial investment is completed,
and a post-loan management part before full repayment.
And research and integrate smart contract deployment
on the Ethereum platform to save a lot of time and labor
costs.

From the initial loan to the final repayment, the tra-
ditional financial post-loan management is the weakest
and most inefficient part. The main reason is that track-
ing is more difficult and costly. Imagine that if a finan-

cial institution lends tens of thousands of individual units
or enterprises, it will be an extensive project to track
the financial status after a loan. To build a blockchain
platform, use the blockchain to store all data, and even
use the blockchain 3.0 smart contract for many applica-
tions. Financial institutions create their smart contracts
for each unit or enterprise, allowing lenders to perform
operations such as automatic repayment or transaction
deferral. Banks will save the time and cost of collect-
ing payments regularly, and can even keep banks from
requesting money from units that cannot repay loans.

The following are the blockchain post-loan manage-
ment process of the research topics:

1) Overseas companies sign contracts and place orders
with domestic manufacturers.

2) Overseas companies open individual accounts in the
international bank.

3) Overseas companies remit 30% of the first part to the
individual account of the international bank.

4) The international bank writes letters of credit in the
form of smart contracts and places the deals on the
blockchain.

5) The local bank remit 30% of the first part of funds
to domestic manufacturers by smart contracts.

6) The domestic manufacturer’s ERP system records
the warehousing, logistics, and capital usage, and
connects the blockchain system to update smart con-
tracts in real-time.

7) The local bank performs post-loan management by
updating smart contracts.

8) The local bank gradually issues loans based on the
contract performance on smart contracts.

For smart contracts, the most extensive and standards-
compliant platform is the Ethereum platform.

The research topic needs to overcome the following po-
tential problems: The use of smart contracts to supervise
and control the loan process, replacing traditional letters
of credit, etc., are all built on the Ethereum platform. But
Ethereum is currently only a transaction between num-
bers. If you need other functions, you need to develop
different platforms and add a smart contract compiler.
More research is needed in this area.

3.3 Research on the Financial Supervi-
sion Chain Based on a Time Sequence

In financial institutions, no matter what services are
used, including foreign currency economic commodity fi-
nancial management and insurance departments. The
first task must be to confirm the identity of the customer
and comply with the Personal Data Protection Law. The
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purpose of the law is to regulate the collection and ap-
plication of personal data by relevant units to avoid in-
fringement of personality rights. To promote the cognitive
processing and utilization of personal data, the objects
of supervision of the Personal Data Protection Law in-
clude various institutions and individual units as well as
financial banking institutions. But financial institutions
include many different departments, and usually, the sys-
tem of each department is independent. When customers
sign the use of the law, different departments of finan-
cial institutions also need to repeat the operation once.
Traditionally using paper records, in addition to being
time-consuming, the process is inefficient. Reduce cus-
tomer service perception and service willingness. If we use
the blockchain to record customer’s consent in a financial
institution’s proprietary account, not only can the infor-
mation exchange of various departments be integrated,
but the customer can also change the personal asset law
for the first time when driving the power of the financial
institution and solve the time cost of traditional paper
records.

In the research topic, the time sequence of using
blockchain can help financial institutions to track and
monitor customers’ wishes. This topic will focus on per-
sonal data protection law issues. Under the financial in-
stitution system, a private chain combined with a decen-
tralized ledger platform is established. The consumer’s
privacy law application is stored on the blockchain, and
the chronological order is used as the final basis. It does
not affect the independent database between the various
departments of the bank so that the information can be
circulated among the different departments, and it also
replaces the traditional paper, causing problems of waste
of resources and difficult to save.

Because of this, the subject of this study is to build
a proprietary private chain system platform for financial
institutions. The system is specifically designed to store
consumers’ use of personal data, including the current
signature time and whether they agree with the use of
financial institutions. After using blockchain technology
to form a record book, this information will be broadcast
to each department’s independent database system under
the same financial institution. The data content of each
unit is the same, and financial institutions can also set up
other database systems or cloud systems to store these
data. When more nodes have this account, both security
and accuracy can be guaranteed.

This topic needs to consider many details, such as how
to verify that the consumer’s current signature is a real
person, and whether to give consumers the right to query
their signature status. There is also the speed and diffi-
culty of each node verification and so on. It also involves
the design of functions and algorithms in the system.

4 Conclusions

In this article, we have proposed three research top-
ics: 1) Research on the preservation and supervision of
credit information on the blockchain; 2) Research on the
blockchain in post-loan management; 3) Research on the
financial supervision chain based on a time sequence. The
purposes of these topics are 1) Credit check and man-
agement using blockchain can help banks find it easier
Industry transaction data, thereby reducing cost audits
and investigations; 2) Loan management using blockchain
to track loan repayment ability; 3) Financial monitoring
period helps protect user’s data.

The research topic needs to overcome the following po-
tential problems: When a customer signs, the traditional
method of verifying identity is double certificates, signa-
tures, stamps, or handwriting. However, using blockchain
technology, how to provide user-oriented proof when read-
ing data in the future is the biggest challenge currently
facing the system.
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